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INTRODUCTION

The South Asian security is complex one which refers to security inter-dependencies between the
states in the region, and also includes the effect that powerful external actors and geopolitical
interests have on regional dynamics. State-centric approaches such as bilateral relations between
India and Pakistan are considered to be traditional realist approaches to the South Asian security.
There are various traditional security issues to reflect the changing security agenda in South Asia
in the twenty-first century. To counter security challenges alliances are a major feature in
international relations. They are considered a necessary component of statecraft from the
perspective of real politik. The study of international politics from the perspective of the realist
paradigm accords great importance to the phenomenon of alliance-making as a factor of national
power and strategy. Indo-Israel relations in security perspective are very important to study as
their ‗alliance‘ on various aspects is very clear.
The role of alliances within the national strategy receives considerable attention when
viewed through the lenses of Balance of Power (BoP). According to BoP,there are two ways for
seeking balance of power. The first way is internal balancing which is done through national
resources e.g. economy, military etc. The second method, which is equally important, is that of
external balancing. The external balancing is done by way of alliance-making with other powers
having common interests. Pakistan‘s position in the region vis-à-vis India remained critical as she
has to seek relations/alliances (for her security needs) so that she could balance herself against
India which she considers as arch rival.
In other words, states are major actors in international relations. Despite the evident rise of
international organizations, worldwide agencies, multinational companies, business organizations,
international parties and their increasing impact on international affairs the basic loyalty of people
to their countries has not been broken; as far as this is true, the motives, behavior, strategy, and
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outline of international relations will go on to be a function of the behaviour of independent
states. No state can keep away from involvement in the international arena which is based on
orderly and well defined principles. The principles and the interests of an independent country are
reflected in its foreign policy that determines to direction in international relations. Foreign policy
is ―the behavior of states mainly towards other states in the international system through their
authorized agents.‖ The foreign policy of a state, as J.R. Childs explains, is ―the substance of
foreign relations,‖ whereas ―diplomacy proper is the process by which policy is carried out.‖1
Foreign policy is considered to be the behavior of one State towards other States in the world.
Countries normally maintain its official relation through their diplomats according to their foreign
policy requirements at the global level. Foreign policy has a great impact on the international
politics. At initial levels policy is made by various persons, organizations, agencies but it is
subjected to diverse kind of controls at the higher levels. Then comes the function of diplomacy
which provides the apparatus and the human resources by which foreign policy is implemented
and executed. If one is substance then other is the method and technique. Each of them is
concerned with the adjustment of national to international interests. Harold Nicolson writes,
―Foreign policy is based upon a general conception of national requirements. Diplomacy, on the
other hand, is not an end but a means; not a purpose but a method.‖2 Foreign policy is a
systematic way and a clear path which a nation adopts while dealing with the world on diplomatic
front. It is a clear and well directed plan of action so that issues with other states may be dealt in
an organised way. According to Merriam Webster dictionary, foreign policy deals with the
―general objectives that guide the activities and relationships of one state in its interactions with
other states. The development of foreign policy is influenced by domestic considerations, the
policies or behaviour of other states, or plans to advance specific geopolitical designs…[earlier
writers] emphasized the primacy of geography and external threats in shaping foreign policy, but
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later writers emphasized domestic factors. Diplomacy is the tool of foreign policy, and war,
alliances, and international trade may all be manifestations of it.‖3
According to White, both foreign and domestic policies are devised within the national
boundaries of a country, but foreign policy acts in the external environment of the State while
domestic policy acts in the internal environment of the country.4

Wallace writes that foreign

policy is considered to be the boundary issue between domestic and international context. He
describes the foreign policy as a frontier problem in two dimensions. First dimension of foreign
policy is that it is considered a bridge between country and its external environment. Second
dimension is the boundary among the domestic politics, government of the country, international
politics and international affairs.5 According to another definition, ―the output of the State in the
international system is known as the foreign policy. Policies declared by the State, their actions,
decisions and behaviors towards other States are known as the foreign policy.‖6 It is a ―system of
activities evolved by communities for changing the behavior of other states and for adjusting their
activities to the international environment.‖7 Holsti noted that, ―the student who analyses the
action of a state towards external environment and the conditions- usually domestic- under which
these actions are formulated is concerned essentially with foreign policy.‖8 According to another
author, ―Foreign policy is those official actions (and reactions) which sovereign states initiate (or
receive and subsequently react to) for the purpose of altering or creating a condition (or problem)
outside their territorial sovereign boundaries.‖9
Thus the formulation of foreign policy is a vital activity of all sovereign states as these
have some kind of relations with one another and in their behaviour they have a particular manner
or self pattern. Foreign policy is concerned with the external behaviour of states. Usually, states
resort to different ways and means for meeting such objectives and interests, which are part of
their strategy. Such strategies are adopted in tune with the changing nature of international
politics. Hence, international arena is the rostrum where all states always try to make perpetuating
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dialogue. While engaging in such a dialogue, all states give a primary emphasis to their own
domestic considerations. So foreign policy and diplomacy are the wheels with which the process
of international politics moves. States have to choose a certain course of action and refrain from
certain others. The fact of interrelationship among states has assumed even greater significance in
modern times. Broadly the study of the behaviour of government is the content of foreign policy
and that very behaviour affects other states adversely or favourably.
Foreign policy cannot exist in a vacuum. It can function only in the context of interests
and objectives. Interests can be defined as the aims conveyed to the policy makers by the
community. The makers of foreign policy act in accordance with the instructions of the political
community which they represent and on whose behalf they speak and act. States respond different
issues in different ways as most of the times international political environment and domestic
compulsions dictate their attitudes. This implies that foreign policy does not confine to only
government policy makers, but it is the concern of the whole public thought and imagination. 10
Hence nature of domestic political system also conditions the character of foreign policy choices,
diplomatic attitude and even behaviour.
Continuity and change mark the dynamics of any foreign policy. India‘s Middle East
policy is an example of this general trend. Over the years, Indian Foreign Policy has added stress
on continuity and relevance. There was no warmth in relations between India and Israel for about
four decades. These remained hidden during this period. It was in 1992 when, due to various
reasons, Indian Government decided to form a diplomatic level relationship. There were subtle
strategic changes at global level which resulted in a shift in Indian policy.This shift in India‘s
policy may be attributed to factors like Gulf war (1992), termination of cold war, start of peace
talks between Arab and Israelies, Pakistan factor as it was feared by India that an Islamic bloc
might occur and foreseeing that Pakistani government might encourage states to internationlise
the issue of Kashmeer, less support from Arabs when needed, a smaller amount of consideration
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for Muslim vote bank to grab power at centre, on the domestic front. In addition, India saw
Israel's achievements in defence, agricultural and industrial technology as a sourses of rich scope
for collaboration.

Statement of the Problem:

This study intends to to examine the nature, scope,

and dimensions of Indo-Israeli nexus that has emerged during the period under discussion and its
impacts on Pakistan in the context of South Asian Security. The recognition of Israel by India on
diplomatic level in 1992 marked a major shift in its foreign policy direction towards the Middle
East. Since 1947, India had been paying lip-service to the Palestinian cause and supporting Yasser
Arafat and al-Fattah as a policy objective during the Cold War alliance system in its role as Soviet
ally against the US camp. At the end of the Cold War and with the disintegration of USSR,
significant internal changes were also taking place in India. The rise of Hindu fundamentalism
with the emergence of Bharatya Janta Party (BJP), the Indian political horizon altered the HinduMuslim relationship in India. This changed internal environment was symbolized by the
demolition of historical Babri Mosque and Gujrat Massacre in India. The Indian relationship at
ambassadorial level with Israel was a reflection of the new strategic configuration on the external
front. India‘s multidimensional relations with Israel produced serious concerns and doubts in
some quarters in the South Asian region and especially in Pakistan. Hence, the subject becomes
quite relevant and demands serious academic research since India has jumped and shifted from a
very popular pro-Arab/Palestine policy of the Cold War era to a covert way of exchanging
information and building relations by avoiding the normal procedures of interactions with Israelis
into an unspoken but visible alliance.

Review of Literature :

By going through available literature we find that Indo-

Israel rising ties are useful for India but at the same time Pakistan feels concerned by these
relations. From relevant material and literature it is important to understand the various positions
which the Indian and Pakistani policy makers have ultimately taken in the foreign affairs. The
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stage that how both states would react in future was actually set during their freedom struggle.
This literature particularly highlights the Palestinian question and the creation of Israel on the one
hand and the positions taken by India and Pakistan on these issues, on the other. During the period
1948-1992, the Indo-Israel relations remained secret and limited despite laters wishes to the
contrary. Indo Israel relations took a major turn during 1992-2003 as they established normal
diplomatic relations in 1992 and the Israeli PM visited India in 2003. In Pakistan General Pervez
Musharraf assumed power in 1999. His government was inclined to have some kind of relations
or opening with Israel. The security of the region as a whole deteriorated after 9/11. Both Pakistan
and India suffered its consequences.
In early years and for a long time, Israeli researchers could not publish any book on
international relations dealing with Indo-Israel relations. However, only personal experiences at
diplomatic level have been discussed in few books. As far as Pakistan is concerned, no in-depth
research work has yet been carried out in the country on this vital subject. In fact, no one has so
far attempted to highlight this aspect of relations. There are few scholars in India who had
addressed the problem under discussion. The previous research works and scholarly writings of
recognized experts in the newspapers, magazines and research journals, however, provided
guidelines to this researcher and helped formulate hypotheses to study and explore further. There
are very few books that have direct relevance to the subject.
One can find a typical and conservative Hindu outlook in Brigadier Sharma‘s book India
and Israel against Islamic Terror. This book is important to understand the Hindu-Jews
relationship from ancient time to the present. He has discussed about the terrorism and suicide
bombing activities which he thinks are being carried out by the Palestinians against Israel.In his
review these Palestinians are spreading a terror in the mind of innocent people of Israel. Sharma
elaborates that India is also countering with similar cross border terrorism by jehadi extremists.
The writer observed and highlights the impact of so called ‗Islamic terrorism‘ against India and
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Israel. He discusses the Jewish culture in detail and also focuses on Christian and Jewish clashes.
He also discussed the Indian culture like Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism and Judaism. He claims
that ‗Islamic terrorist‘ have a great impact on Indian and Israeli culture. He draes an anology
between Indian problem starting from Bangladesh refugees and that of Israel‘s from Palestinian
refugees. drew analogy by saying that

that Bangladesh is known for poorest and terrorist

country. Refugees from Bangladesh are also a challenge for India‘s security and integrity.
Similarly the Refuges from the Palestine are also a challenge for Israel.
Sharma suggests that as both countries are facing similar situation, so there is need to
learn from one another to counter these difficulties at present and in the future. Sharma
recommends in his book that India and Israel should support each other in defeating their
enemies. Sharma states that both countries are strong in defense profile and have strong army and
nuclear power. Both countries are unbeatable against their foes. Sharma maintains that if Pakistan
and India go to war in future, then Pakistan will suffer more than India. He compares the three
wars of Israel with Egypt, with those wars of India Pakistan.

(B N Sharma, India and Israel Against Islamic Terror: Old Nations, New Leader, (New Delhi:
Manas Publications, 2004)

Nair, an Indian author, has undertaken a comprehensive study on Indo-Israel relations.
From the birth of Israel, India maintained secondary state relations with Israel. India kept a very
controversial diplomatic behavior with Israel. Indo-Israel political and strategic relations have
always attracting bitter criticism. The author believes that Indo-Israel relations appear affable in
nature when it comes to defense deals and strategic views, despite former‘s constant refusal to
accept its diplomatic relation with the later. Author also examines the India‘s foreign policy
towards Israel. He pointed out the factors that have greater impact on India‘s relation with Israel.
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He also thoroughly elaborates the dynamics and variables which caused delayed acceptance of
Israel by India. Internal and external postures of India at various stages have also been discussed
in detail to understand diplomacy. So Srikantan Nair‘s work is a comprehensive one on IndoIsrael relations and focusing on the policy shift in this relationship as well as its future potential.

(R. Sreekantan Nair, Dynamics of Diplomacy Delayed: India and Israel, (New Delhi: Gyan
Books Pvt Ltd) 2004)

Another work authored by Mudiam, critically analyzes the foreign policy of India with
special reference to Middle Eastern countries viz Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq and Egypt.This book
also dwells on the authors claims. According to him, the nature of Indo-Israel relation is different
as their relations are friendly and cool as well as secret and irregular at the same time.
Author also examines the factors behind India‘s attitude towards Palestine issue. He
believes that India consideres Palestine issue as colonial issue. Indian perception about Jewish
issue has been a minority problem. India‘s sympathies were with the Jews, but it has historically
opposed to the separate State for Jews in Palestine because it ideologically rejects the creation of
states on the basis of religion. India has also been opposing the partition of Palestine. Author
maintains that developments like Bandung conference in 1955, Suez crises ogf 1956 and ArabIsrael war of 1967 have had major impact on Indo-Israel relations.He further states that India‘s
economic relations with Arab countries especially in the context of its oil needs are beneficial in
short term, but in log term these seem to be uncertain.
(Prithvi Ram Mudiam, India and the Middle East, (London: British Academic Press, 1994)
Pakistani author Mohammad Hamid‘s work The Unholy Alliance is the first thorough
attempt by a Pakistani author to unfold the history of the Indo-Israel collaboration.He discusses in
detail its impact on Muslim World. This book provides a comprehensive background and analyses
the reasons which brought India and Israel closer as friends and allies. The author has presented
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the notion that both countries cannot be the friends of Pakistan due to their religion and religious
teachings. Indo-Israel collaboration is rooted in history and against Pakistan and Muslim world.
So he declares it as the unholy alliance.

(Muhammad Hamid, The Unholy Alliance: Indo-Israel Collaboration against the Muslim World,
(Lahore: Islamic Book Centre, 1978).

P R Kumaraswamy is the pioneer Indian scholars who studies India Israel relations with
care. His research on Pakistan Israel relations are also note worthy. He has produced a book as
well as numerous articles and essays on the subject of Indo-Israel relations which depict a
balanced approach by an Indian scholar in this regard. In these research works, (a couple of them
have been mentioned below and others are given in the bibliography) Kumaraswamy examines
the Indo-Israel relations. He also highlights the slow start in relations of both countries examining
factors behind this absence of formal relations. According to him, India was reluctant to accept
Israel as a state till 1950, which was wrong on her part. However, India decided to establish full
diplomatic relations with Israel in 1992. He further elaborated the factors behind India‘s decision
to establish its relation with Israel. According to him, the end of the Cold War contributed a lot to
establish ambassadorial level relations between India and Israel. The end of Cold war alone is
considered to be most decisive factor in formation of open relations between the two countries.
He explains that how India delayed establishment of formal relations because India had
friendly relations with Middle eastern countries and was dependent on them due to economic
factor. The author has attributed India‘s internal coldness towards Israel to former‘s consideration
of satisfaction of its Muslims minority, its oil dependence as well as its non-aligned professions.
He has forcefully claimed that the military cooperation between the two countries is the most
significant element in the evolving strategic relations between two countries. Kumaraswamy
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further says that non-recognition of Israel prior to 1992 was an anomaly and also maintains that
she should have formed diplomatic relations in the 1950s without giving up its pro-Arab attitude.
The issue of diplomatic relations with Israel was no longer a controversial issue in internal Indian
politics and India and Israel diversified their military-security relations, which became a
significant part of their mutual relations.

(P.R. Kumaraswamy, ―India and Israel: emerging partnership‖ Journal of Strategic Studies, Vol.
25 (4), (04 Jun 2010): 192-206)

In his research book, Kumarasawamy analyse the Indian foreign policy towards Israel. He
undertakes a deeper analysis of

the attitude and policies of India towards Israel. He finds the

inconsistencies marking the policies of Indian leaders such as Jawaharlal Nehru and Mahatma
Gandhi and outlines the tensions between two countries. He finds in his study that Indian policy
towards the Middle East is homogeneous.

Indian Government and most of the Indian people

always supported the good relationship with Israel. He discusses in detail the factors behind the
India‘s decision to establish diplomatic relation with Israel. He also proposes some of the actions
that should be taken by the India to regularize its relationship with Israel. Kumaraswamy also
highlights the sentiments of Muslim minority of India towards Indo-Israel relations and its impact
on formulation of the Indian policy. India could not ignore the Islamic dimension of the problem.
Palestine Issue was a matter of deep concern during the twentieth century between Indian and
Israel.
(P. R. Kumaraswamy, India's Israel Policy, (Columbia University Press July, 2010)

In an article on Israel and Pakistan, Mr. Kumaraswami discusses that Pakistan and Israel
have unique heritage as both countries were born after World War II. And both countries are
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defined as religious states: Israel as Jewish State and Pakistan as Islamic State. Both countries are
the result of Ideological movements. Violence and large immigration is also involved in the birth
of both countries. However, according to him, creation of state for Muslim League was to gain
political power while statehood for Zionists was a key to end centuries old discrimination,
destruction, and death. He pointed out that their Political structure is different. Their living
standard is different. Israel population is 5 million and Pakistani population is one of 130 million.
When Pakistan and Israel came into existence as states, they faced similar problems like boundary
issues, migration, language, identity, legal order, etc. According to his research Israel‘s views
about Pakistan are friendly in nature. Pakistan is a key player in the OIC and important Islamic
state. But official relations between Pakistan and Israel are non existant. As Pakistan is Islamic
state so Pakistan always favors Palestine.

(P. R. Kumaraswamy, ―The Strangely Parallel Careers of Israel and Pakistan‖, Middle East
Quarterly, June 1997, 31-39)

Hadass also examined the Indo-Israel relations in detail. He stated that there is impressive
cooperation between two countries. Joint commissions have been set up between two countries.
According to author now official dignitaries and delegations from India and Israel are visiting
each other on monthly basis, even on the weekly basis. Non official contacts have also increased
between India and Israel. Business communities of both countries are also in contact with each
other to set up business ventures especially in the field of industry, diamond, agriculture, and
horticulture.
According to author, India and Israel are leading countries in the field of high technology
and film industry. Author believes that impact of Indo-Israel‘ relation is not negative on the IndoArab‘s relations. India has managed its relation with both nations very effectively. Hence, India
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can play a better role to maintain security and stability in the region. India can play intermediary
role between Israel and Arab countries.
Author suggests that India should play its role to counter terrorism with Israel‘s
collaboration. India should also take some serious steps to establish dialogue between Israel and
Arab countries to resolve the conflict between them which will promote peace in the region.
India can play its role in the region not only on political level but also on cultural , humanitarian g
and moral levels.

(Joseph Hadass, ―Indo-Israeli Relations‖, India International Centre Quarterly, (Vol. 29, No. 2)
,MONSOON 2002, 95-106)

Harsh V. Pant examines those factors that contributed in strengthening the relationship
between India and Israel. He also investigates the constraints that prevent the relationship
between both countries to reach its full potential. So he suggested in his research work that there
is a need to carefully manage this relationship.

He considers that Indo-Israel relationship has the

greater impact on global politics. Factors of closeness which have been examined in this research
are combating terrorism, defense collaboration and other areas of cooperation like economics,
agriculture and trade etc. Combating terrorism is the major challenge for both countries. He
discusses that both countries are democratic in nature with large Muslim minorities. Both
countries are facing terrorism by extremist Mullahs. So India and Israel‘s sharing the intelligence
information with each other on terrorist groups is very effective. Israel also supports India in
Kashmir and helps India in joint military exercises. In defence collaboration, Israel is the India‘s
biggest arms supplier. On the other hand, India‘s arms market is the big opportunity for Israel to
boost its economy.
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Some of the constraints in bilateral relationship have also been examined such as Palestine
Question, India‘s relation with Iran, ambivalent role of United States, perceptual differences on
terrorism and Israel‘s relationship with China and Pakistan. Palestine has been the major
constraint in Indo-Israeli relationship as India cannot ignore the feelings of its 140 million
Muslim population. So according to him India is the strong supporter of Palestine. India‘s
relations with Iran are friendly in nature but Israel considers Iran as the main supporter of
Hezbollah in Lebanon. Israel also blames Iran as involved in terrorism against Israel. Perpetual
differences include that Israel considers Iran whereas India believes Pakistan to be th root cause
of terrorism. Israel will not be ready to make new enemy like Pakistan just for India‘s sake. And
India will never be in opposition to Iran for the Israel‘s sake.

(Harsh V. Pant, ―Indo-Israel Partnership: Convergence And Constraints‖ , Middle East Review of
International Affairs, Vol. 8, No. 4, (December 2004)

This scholarly researched article by Robinoff investigates the reasons behind the
unfriendly attitude of India towards Israel and also points out the causes behind decisions made
by New Delhi to improve its ties. He gave a detailed account of the factors underlying these
decisions. Author highlights the factors including, Indian National Congress attitude towards
West Asia, partition of Palestine, the Pakistani factor due to Kashmir issue, development of
Indian-Egyptian harmony, and the Suez crisis as a turning point in these relations.
Author maintains that India from the day one supported the Palestinians that hindered the
India‘s relation with Israel. The reasons behind the support of Palestine are presence of Muslim
minority in India- about 11% population of the country- and if these Indian Muslims oppose
Indian Government, Pakistan was to take benefit from this situation in the added context of
Kashmir dispute.
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He further probes the Indo-Israel relations and India‘s behavior towards Israel. As India
recognized Israel as a state but rejected to maintain any formal relations with Israel in 1950. In
1949, India even opposed membership of Israel in United Nations mainly to appease Arab
countries. According to the author, most of the Arab countries supported Pakistan against India on
the issue of Kashmeer. He stated that India‘s posture during the Arab-Israeli war , the Rabat
conference,

the India‘s war with Pakistan in 1971. The Arab Israel war of 1973, economic

considerations in India‘s West Asia policy, Israel as a Pariah State were important factors that
forced India to rethink about Indo-Israel relations at diplomatic level.

(Arthur G. Rubinoff, ―Normalization of Indo-Israel Relations: Stillborn for Forty Years‖, Asian
Survey, Vol. 35, No. 5 (May, 1995), 487-505)

Mishra claims that Indian Prime Minister Nehru recognized Israel as a state de jure
although but rejected any diplomatic relations with Israel in September 1950. Author points out
that the main reason behind decision of Indian Government, to accept Israel as an independent
state, was that India wanted to play an intermediary‘s role between Israel and Arab states. India‘s
positions and strategies regarding recognition of states have been discussed in this scholarly
writing.

(K.P. Mishra, ―India‘s Policy of Recognition of States and Governments‖, American Journal Of
International Law, (Vol. 55, No.2) Apr 1961)

Sanam Noor in her article discussed the triangular relationship among India, Israel and
Pakistan. This article provides an insight on Indo-Israel relations and its impact on Pakistan. She
observes that any addition in India‘s military power is a great concern for Pakistan because both
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are hostile nations from their inception.

After post cold war, Indo-Israel relations have become

stronger especially in the military‘s term as Israel has become a major supplier in technology and
military equipments.
The author also investigates the general factors relating to Indo-Israel relations and impact
of these factors on the Pakistan. India is main enemy of Pakistan in the region, so friends of India
are also a great concern for Pakistan as friend of enemy is also seen an enemy.
Pakistan‘s concerns are always there on the Indo-Israel relations and their nuclear deals
‗Islamic terrorism‘ is also a common factor between Indo-Israel relations. The author believes
that Pakistan is facing a huge loss by this terrorism. Pakistan is a frontline state on war against
terrorism. However, exploitation of terrorism by India and Israel is great concern for Pakistan.
Another great concern for Pakistan is the United States support to the Indo-Israel collaboration. It
could result isolation of Pakistan.

(Sanam Noor, ―Indo-Israel Relations: Repercussions for Pakistan‖ Pakistan Horizon
, Vol. 57, No. 3, (July 2004), 91-104)

Zahid Ali Khan in his article investigates the relationship between India and Israel after
9/11 episode. He states that both countries have trust on each other. They have common interest
on regional and global events.

He found that their relationship strengthened after 9/11 primarily

due to their defence ties with each other and their perception regarding Pakistan as their common
enemy and main obstacle in accomplishing their ambitions in the contemporary world. He asserts
that both countries need each other, however, how much this opportunity will be availed depends
on the political will of both countries.
He discussed that both countries continuously help in defence and military cooperation.
Israel is the major contributor in nuclear field of India. However, they officially denied any such
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cooperation. Israel plays an important role to make India more powerful and strong. Israel helps
India to play an effective role in south Asia. The grounds for formulating their defence policy are
also common, as in 1996 both countries have not signed the NPT and CTBT. Pakistan as a
nuclear power is a threat for both countries. South Asia and Middle East pose challenges to
international peace and security in 21 st century. Delhi- Jerusalem strategic alliance is one of the
factors in global security. India and Israel are also working together in the field of electronic
welfare, joint research, transfer of technology and joint production. India‘s defence market is a
golden opportunity for Israel‘s economy as well as gaining political leverage. Indo-Israel defence
relations faced strong opposition from Arab Islamic states and Iran. So their most of the deals
comes in secrecy as India and Israel signed ―secret cooperative agreements‖ too.

(Zahid Ali Khan, ―Development in Indo-Israel Defence Relations Since 9/11: Pakistan‘s Security
Concern and Policy Options‖, A Research Journal of South Asian Studies, (Vol. 26, No. 1,
January-June 2011)131-151)

This researcher has also consulted numerous articles in the newspapers, magazines, and
research journals on Indo-Israel Relations and Pakistani position on the subject. These news and
research articles have provided an important source of information. The Government of Pakistan,
diplomats, and analysts have shown their deep concern over Indo-Israeli alliance. They term it as
a ‗nexus‘ against Pakistan and Muslim World. The contents have been discussed, described and
analyzed in details in the course of this research.
The available literature, most recent documentation, scholarly endeavours as well as mass
media assessment of Indo-Israeli relations indicates the prospects of cooperation between India
and Israel and it guides policy makers to evaluate its implications on the region. Unfortunately
these works and commentaries were not used for further critical insight, leaving behind a huge
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gap. The bulk of literature on the subject is dealt by Indian or foreign authors, who failed to
understand Pakistani feelings and its security needs. There are some encouraging trends,
particularly with respect to Pakistan-Israel relations, both among Pakistani and foreign scholars.
The present study, however, attempts to make a comprehensive examination with description and
critical evaluation of the circumstances in which these relations initiated, grew and the ways they
affected Pakistan.

Research Questions:

After going through the available material it may be stated

that since 1947 the Indo-Pakistan rivalry has remained the primary feature of sub continental
politics. During the Cold War, the regional interdependencies were influenced by the super
powers, with USA acting as Pakistan‘s ally and USSR siding with India. In the post Cold War
era, new international security environment has impacted upon the regional interdependencies.
The research questions that necessitated the study of these new security arrangements with
Israel‘s increasing relations with India were summed up as: -

1.

After independence, what were determinants of Indian foreign policy towards Middle
East?

2.

What were the main springs of Indian foreign policy towards Palestine issue and Israel?

3.

What were the factors, which prompted India to come closer to Israel particularly after
1992?

4.

What are the prospective dimensions and major areas of Indo-Israeli cooperation?

5.

Has the emergence of Israel as a new factor in the regional calculations altered the subcontinental balance of power?

6.

How does Israel‘s relationship with India affect the South Asian security

7.

What kind of alliances or measures should Pakistan have to take to face the challenges of
Indo-Israel collaboration in the regional setting?
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8.

What is the implication of Indo-Israel ties for Pakistan and what

policy options are

available to Pakistan.

Hypotheses:

The above mentioned discussion directs and facilitates us to form the

following hypotheses to evaluate emerging challenge and response of Indo-Israeli alliance and
appraise its impacts on Pakistan:

1.

The rising Indo-Israeli entente is hazardous for Pakistan, shattering the balance of power in

South Asia. Israel‘s multidimensional support to India has enhanced her hegemony and
dominance in the region. This hegemonic objective conflict model threatens to encourage the
arms race and unnecessary tension in the region and affects the regional security environment.

2.

The rapid changes in global politics often demand drastic changes and compel states to

redefine their earlier perceptions, policies and positions and such changes in the global political
scenario necessitates formation of new concepts, ideas, approaches and partnerships. India is not
an exception to this. Changes in international politics, developments in Middle East and impact of
Globalization were immediate causes which warranted reconsideration of India‘s Israel policy in
1992.

3.

India for balancing its policy towards Middle East maintained duplicity for its national

advantages .She maintained good relations with Arab States, supported Palestine issue and
simultaneously did not remain anti-Israel though publicly keeping a distance from Israel.

4.

For most of the time Indian Muslim minority influenced the formulation of

East policy as an effective pressure groups.

India‘s Middle
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5. Pakistan‘s

policy of rejection of Israel is rooted in the pre-partition legacy and position of the

All India Muslim League; but now to counter any dangerous consequences of Indo-Israel
collaboration, Pakistan has to accept new global realities and undertake a pragmatic and
appropriate review of its foreign policy towards Israel.

Objectives of the study:

‗Curiosity and necessity‘ have been considered as the

major force behind any human investigation. We may inquire about the world around us to gain
information and facts so as to look after or build up our argument. This research has provided a
thorough literature review on the subject.

While carrying out this research, it was intended to

trace the major linkages and roots that forged diplomatic relationship between India and Israel. It
also

focuses on the rising multidimensional India Israel relations and giving particular

consideration and attention to both countries strategic partnership in the post-Cold War period. In
addition the studies objectives include: the analysis of the threat of this bilateral relationship; its
tactical repercussions for Pakistan; understanding

the regional interdependencies of India and

Pakistan in the sub-continent that have been altered due to the end of Cold War; nuclear
explosions of 1998; Kargil conflict and the post 9/11 developments.

These changes have been

probed in the light of introduction of another element in the sub-continent politics i.e. Israeli
factor. This situation makes it imperative for India to revisit her Israel policy in the changing
politico-strategic scenario at the global, regional and subcontinent levels since end of Cold War.

Scope of the Study: This

study has vast scope and importance as foreign policy of

India had atypical characteristics since Jawaharlal Nehru‘s era when he decisively attempted to
guide the nation to come out of Cold war alliances. He remained more close to Arab world but at
the same time, covert relations with the Jewish state remained there. This study assumes
importance for diverse reasons. Moreover, the study of Indo-Israeli relations is vital for Pakistan
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because India did have controversial and even conflicting relations with Pakistan. However given
the fact that subcontinent had been partitioned, India for a long time did not accept the idea of
considering the land that was hitherto a part of India emerging as an independent foreign entity.
Transition from a united India to a partitioned subcontinent was never easy and it took some time
to get used to the idea that Pakistan was another country. 11 This study provides information about
the Indo-Israel strategic aims, and help Pakistani policy makers achieve predictability in the
regional and international security environment. It will add a latest chapter in foreign policy
history of India with a window of opening for Pakistan to rethink and reshape her policy vis-à-vis
Israel. This study analyses complexities involved in New Delhi‘s foreign policy vis-à-vis Middle
East region with special center of attention on her relations with Israel. It also fulfils essential task
of the Centre for South Asian Studies, of researching the specific areas of the region.

Research Methodology:

Primarily this is a qualitative research approach in which both

sources i.e. primary and secondary are used and where necessary, qualitative data is supported by
quantitative facts. It would involve historical, analytical, and deductive approach as well to reach
any conclusions. External variables (like Indian desire to move closer to west in post-cold war era
and disintegration of

Soviet Union and formation of unipolar world resulting in collapse of

Soviet bloc) and internal variables ( like Muslim sentiments , their relevance or otherwise in
internal Indian politics) are considered. Since study is based on an analysis of Israeli - Indian
relations, its impact and policy options for Pakistan, so broadly three timeframes are used for this
purpose:

Before independence: A smaller but important historical analysis is done and setting up of
future foreign relations is

studied as it is difficult to know the complexities of these relations

without taking historical context into account.
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1948-1992: It was the period when relationship between India and Israel remained
dormant despite the fact that Israel wanted to improve her relations with India. This is a
discussion on various variables which resulted in clandestine relations between them.
1992-2003: This was the climax period of mutual relationship starting from the
establishment of diplomatic relations in 1992 to the visit of Israeli prime minister to India in 2003.
Analysis of factors in Indian foreign policy towards Israel is made. In 1999 general Musharraf
took over the government in Pakistan and was the sole decision maker.He was inclined to have
some kind of relations with Israel. In a futuristic approach, this portion would link the study to
future options for Pakistan.
As the subject of research demanded, more than one research methodologies were used to
investigate/describe record, analyse, compare, and interpret events and strategies of the past,
behaviour and perception of the actors, and the current conditions. To gain insights into Indian
approach towards Israel, political actors‘ strategies, behaviours, perceptions and motivations as
well as into their decisions in a given internal and external environment, a mainly analytical
method was combined with an historical approach. This technique probes intensely, and
intensively analyse relations between the reasons and factor which create change or growth,
presenting growth over time period. While the study describes and interprets events that have
already taken place as well as they are related to present condition, the method of descriptive
research was also applied to understand situations or relations that existed, judgments that were
apprehended, procedures which were going on, effects which were apparent, or tendencies which
were emerging. This researcher relies mainly on published primary sources, articles from research
journals and newspapers, news items, commentaries and secondary sources which were
complemented by open response interviews and discussions with foreign policy and security
experts, professors and decision makers to understand power theory, decision making, pressure
tactics of players and dynamics of foreign policy/diplomacy . For systematic examination of
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current records and documents used as sources of data, content analysis research method was
applied while examining variety of documents and for making conclusions by scientifically and
objectively recognizing specific distinctiveness within content. This method (also known as
document analysis) establishes the authenticity of the document and validity of its content.

Organization of the Study:

In the chapters of this study, likely variables which may

affect and effect the relations are identified, investigated and examined. It is also considered how
complicated the web of variables is, and the comparative weight of these variables is also
discussed. As one can see from the short elaboration above, a descriptive or historical account of
the study under examination is not the only intention of this research. Rather, it is sought to go
into the details of the interrelations between actors, the diversity of their characteristics and the
linkages among the variables, deciding factors of foreign policy decision, diplomatic attitude, and
processes of partnership and how India responded to varying dynamics of international politics
and concerns of Pakistan since these relations have involved security dimensions. Following is
the outline/chapter plan of this dissertation.

CHAPTER ONE is an introduction to this research describes and explains the research problem
and put questions, which needed to be answered in proceeding study. Significance and objectives
of the research, review of related literature and research methodology is also described.

CHAPTER TWO discusses the determinants of Indian Foreign Policy and surveys the course of
action laid down by Jawaharlal Nehru with special emphasis on its Middle East policy. The
chapter analyses how India had developed certain political, diplomatic, and strategic postures to
meet her foreign policy objectives. It also covers India‘s interests in the Middle East and her
subsequent considerations regarding the Arab world.
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CHAPTER THREE is the discussion of Palestinian issue, its historical background, and IndoPakistan stand on the issue. The chapter examines commitment of India to the Palestinian
goals/aspirations and observes how such a position governed India‘s Israel policy.

CHAPTER FOUR takes in the period from 1948-1992 which was the period of informal
relationship between the two countries. India‘s defence and economic collaboration with Israel
during that era are assessed. It also focuses on the factors responsible for India‘s negative view on
Israel and finally it discusses the variables contributing to its policy shift.

CHAPTER FIVE includes analysis of formal diplomatic relations between Israel and India from
1992. The next eleven years are the peak period in bilateral relations and visit of Israeli PM to
India is considered to be so vital. This chapter discusses the said period in detail highlighting new
patterns of relations between India and Israel in the post-Cold War era. It explains how the end of
Cold War and modifications in global environment coupled with new truths paved the way for
both nations to improve the existing level of relations. The foundation of a new era in Indo-Israel
relationship was thus laid down in 1992 when both countries established their diplomatic ties with
each other. This chapter uncovers multi dimensional-political, economic, and military relations. It
further estimates the recent developments and warming up of relations during the BJP
government, with special reference to security issues, events after 9/11 and Arial Sharon‘s visit to
India.

CHAPTER SIX This analyzes the challenges and options for Pakistan. The impact and
implications of these relations for security of Pakistan are prime focus of discussion in this
chapter. Pakistan perceives that the ties between these two countries are of great concern for its
security because Israel is identified as a balancing strategic partner to meet many of India‘s
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immediate security challenges. It examines whether India and Israel have formed an alliance to
harm Pakistan, a common foe for them. It has further investigated how an alliance between India
and Israel, openly endorsed by US, has created or would create difficult situation for Pakistan, its
security and its nuclear assets. A substantial part of the chapter has been devoted to discuss the
question of recognition of Israel by Pakistan and Pakistan‘s future policy towards Israel.

CHAPTER SEVEN In the end an analysis is sketched along with a conclusion with special
emphasis on the findings of the current work and discussion on future trends and prospects of
these relationships.

CHAPTER 1
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CHAPTER 2

INDIAN POLICY TOWARDS MIDDLE EAST

The discussion in this chapter will focus on India‘s Middle East policy and the main points of the
general foreign policy applied by India to guard her interests in the region. This subsequent
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discussion will help to find out intentions and to examine how such points assisted India to make
her Middle East policy more successful, and to analyze its validation and essentials. The range of
this chapter is limited to determining goals of Indian foreign policy towards Arabs and Israel. It
will help to comprehend the issue and will set up groundwork for this research.
Every country prepares a well-thought course of action towards other countries which is
called foreign policy of that country. It is based on association, social contact and know-how for
dealing official themes with the rest of the world. It is a source of encouragement and a way of
protecting the interests of a country. A foreign policy deals with the multifaceted and dynamic
political route for a country to be followed to have relations with other countries. The procedure
related to foreign policy of a country is always very difficult and intricate. It is not easy to deal
with all questions related to the interests of a country. Different plans and techniques are applied
by different countries so that they may protect their interest and get a lot of benefit from the given
circumstances.The formation of foreign policy, therefore, is a continuous process. It is an
incessant practice and policy makers keeping redefining it on regular basis. When decisions are
taken regarding the foreign policy, many such as historical and cultural play their role and
influence.
A country‘s foreign policy always ensures monetary benefits and national safekeeping.
These are two major imparatives that have deep impact on the foreign policy and the formulation
of its components. External policies of a country do not work in vaccum. They highlight result
producing tactics. A foreign policy searches for its credence in real life not only at national level
but also geo-strategically around the world.

1

We find India‘s Middle East policy very interesting. India took a U–turn in 1992 when
political setting changed in the world and she decided to make diplomatic ties with Israel. This
policy shift on the part of India seems logical and practical in given circumstances. It indicates
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that India wished to ensure economic and political gains in the world. She could not afford
isolation in the international arena.

Determinants of Indian Foreign Policy

India has developed her contacts with other countries of the world since British colonial period
(1787-1947) when foreign policy controlled the external relations and associations. We see a
similar situation in various courtiers related to their internal matters and domestic politics.
Likewise, the foreign policy of India has been conditioned by domestic situation but its basic
objectives are determined by her history and geographical position. The historical ghost of
intermittent foreign invasions, defeat and occupation disturb India. In the geopolitical background
the confirmed routes of invasion, the North-West and Southern approaches by the sea have both
conditioned the psyche of the Indian people to such a degree that its effects are reflected in India‘s
external relations.2
Mr. Jawahar Lal Nahru (1889-1964) was the first and long serving Prime Minister of India
who stayed for a long time as Prime Minister of India. He was the first person who formulated
India‘s domestic and foreign policies that remained consistent and permanent.

3

He opened new

dimensions to fresh up the programs and set principles to direct the India National Congress and
also influenced the opinions of Indian leaders. His term as the executive head of the country
represented a prolongation of historical stance on foreign relations. He, after independence, held
both the offices of Prime Minister and Foreign Minister.
During his lengthy tenure as the Prime Minister of India, Nehru succeeded in uniting
Indian nation in defining its national interests as well as foreign policy objectives. There was a
general national agreement in India on an incorporated and integrated nation-state based on
secular democratic philosophy, defence of Indian territory, securing its security , ensuring India‘s
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freedom and independence internationally through non-alignment policy and an enhancing its
national financial development unregulated by over reliance on other countries in the world. The
determinants of India‘s foreign policy were closely linked with these goals set by Indian
Government.Thus India‘s economic requirements as a great Third World nation, the historical
inheritance of South Asia, India‘s security anxieties and her geo-political status in the world
guided her foreign policy choices.
Nehru was well aware of the internal challenges and the influential internal political
condition which made functioning of Indian foreign policy very stiff. It is very significant for a
country to adopt an independent and free foreign policy. Therefore, India also focused on this
posture and decided to join non-alignment and did not join any power bloc. Nehru was of the
opinion that India must play her efficient function in the world. So an independent foreign policy
was an obligatory to achieve this end. He said:

It is not our purpose to enter into other peoples quarrels. Our
general policy has been to avoid entering into everybody‘s
quarrels…the less we interfere in international conflicts the
better, unless our own interest is involved, for this reason that it is
not in consonance with our dignity just to interfere without any
effects being produced. Either we should be strong enough to
produce some effect or we should not interfere at all.4

This position taken by provided a chance to India to fulfill her national interests in
different ways. Nehru had a strong belief that India was capable to achieve the status as the fourth
most effective power in the world. In his his words:

Leaving aside for a moment these three countries, the United
States, the Soviet Union and China, if you look at the world there
are other great countries… but if you peep into the future and
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nothing goes wrong, wars and the like, then obviously the fourth
great country in the world is India.5

Indian Government assumed different outlook after the independence for making free
foreign policy. India also enjoyed status and moral influence in fifties. She got equal support from
both East and West for her achievements in different fields. She also sustained to stay away from
broader Cold War policies and avoided from becoming intertwined to maintain contacts among
countries of South Asia. India fought its wars against China and Pakistan in sixties and seventies
and as a result lost its international status and respect in developing countries. India also lost her
reverence internationally due to her collision and bad relations with neighboring countries in
South Asia. India also tried to maintain equilibrium of power by her treaties with USSR (1971)
because Pakistan succeeded to attain support from China and USA. In spite of Soviet Union‘s aid
in economic and military fields, India lost her control in the region as well as in the world due to
the very fact that she was the ally of USSR and it barred more up-front condemnation of the
presence of Soviet Union in Afghanistan. India started to extend her relations with America in
eighties and she also preferred to maintain cordial relations with rest of the advance countries
including China but at the same time continuing links with Soviet Union. Nevertheless, External
Affairs Ministry of India focused on dealing with neighboring countries of South Asia particularly
Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
India faced economic problems and downfall of bipolar world supporting structure in
nineties. This changed and alarming situation compelled India to rethink her foreign policy as it
was no more useful for tackeling the serious domestic and external problems being faced by New
Delhi. The end of Cold War and resultant irrelevance of Non-Alignment left India‘s foreign
policy misdirected. The solid and practical thinking of early sixties still existed is nonaligned
structure of past epoch but the fall of Soviet Union badly damaged India‘s worldwide penetration
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because of her relations with Russia and other member states (Post Soviet) failed to repay the
failure.
Rapid changes that took place in quick succession in the world after the collapse of Soviet
Union compelled India to depend heavily on USA and other advanced countries of the world.
This was the only path left for India to ensure her realistic safety and security as well as, to tackle
economic problems and domestic strains present in the country. In these circumstances, India was
forced to change her policy towards Middle East. India had to stop anti-Israel policy and as a
result she developed close relations with countries of Central Asia considering recent rapidly
growing economies of South East Asia and East. 6

Historical Legacy

India‘s policy matters and postures in the global and regional contexts had been directly
influenced by Indian freedom against the British colonial rule. In British time, there were many
buffer states around India. When British left the Sub-Continent in 1947, Pakistan and Indian came
into being. This division created such boundaries which separated similar groups having same
religions, social, ethnic and linguistic background. It also disturbed economic and cultural
relations. After getting freedom, Indian leaders sought to establish a secular state with the spirit of
nationalism where national feelings would govern all other characteristics such as local, spiritual,
religious or cultural. They emphasized harmony of India. They considered the activities for
regional self-rule and movement to attain autonomy in Kashmir, Indian Punjab, Assam etc against
the unity of India. They held neighboring countries like Pakistan responsible for fomenting such
activities. Furthermore, Congress leaders also promised to promote secular principles in the
country. Indian people emphasized on increasing Hindu dominating parties and compelled Indian
Government to accept distinction and supremacy of Hinduism in the region. Indian leadership
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failed to stop anti-Muslim mind-set and Indian occupied Kashmir plan. As a result, India had to
face stress in maintaining relationship with her neighboring Muslim countries.

Security Perceptions

The British introduced buffer countries round the Sub-Continent. The objective of colonial rulers
was to stop influence of big powers in South Asia so as to protect themselves from foreign
interference. In this way, the British tried to protect the region from China and Russia that could
frighten it from northern side. The British also had navy to defend the region from southern side.
Indian post-freedom leadership defined Indian position in geographical and cultural terms. With
this vision and concept, Indian leaders began to consider India as a major power in South Asia.
According to their thinking, India had a right to interfere in the affairs of neighboring countries in
South Asia due to common civilization, culture, society and common security needs and
challenges confronting South Asia.
This mind-set and cautiousness affected India in terms of external links in many ways.
India tried different tactics to stop any initiatives taken by her neighboring countries that seemed
to threaten the security of Indian State. India made agreements and pacts or applied pressure of
power and put economic restrictions to achieve her objectives in this context.They believed that
Pakistan and China are the two neighboring countries that always created problem for India. They
always resisted or frustrated India‘s plans. Indian leaders, however, considered their country as a
regional peacekeeper as well as capable enough to protect herself. But at the same they
propogated India not aspiring for regional authority who could force strong conditions on
countries in South Asia by virtue of her size and military power. India considered interference of
regional powers into South Asia as a menace to her security. It also believed it as dangerous to her
status as the major power of the area. India always opposed all efforts initiated by external powers
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whether by request made by India‘s neighboring countries or otherwise to employ them or to set
up presence in the area. Hence, India was against Pakistan‘s partnership and relationship with
China and the West.
India planned to build her military strength in order to protect its territory and benefits
related to security and develop her control in the region. This whole situation became scrambled
in her foreign relations. Indian relations were disturbed with Pakistan when India continued
secretly and openly nuclear arms program to reinforce her defense and her desire to build up
ballistic missiles. Pakistan, China and USA considered Indian intentions dangerous for their
interests in South Asia and in the world so these countries showed their resentment against India‘s
wishful desires. New Delhi also refused to sign treaty of non-proliferations of nuclear weapons in
1968. Islamabad also exposed same posture as displayed by India that agreement was unjustified
and biased that would stop enhancement of nuclear skills and technology for peaceful purpose.
These were one hundred seventy four countries of the world who agreed to the extension of the
pact in 1995 but India rejected this agreement and disapproved it by considering it responsible of
―nuclear discrimination.‖8

Nonalignment

The colonial rule proved a bitter experience for India. Indian leaders also preferred to join
nonalignment movement in the best interest of their sovereign and independent state which was
directed by the Indian National Congress. Hence, India had a resolve to be the master of its own
fate. Practically, however, India remained attached with Cold War alliances and adopted western
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capitalist system to run the economy of the country. Non- alignment was Jawahar Lal Nehru‘s
concept and the Indian National Congress‘s foreign policy fervor afterward.9
Jawahar Lal Nehru and his offspring expressed their views in favor of doctrine of
nonalignment. They considered that it would secure New Delhi‘s freedom of action in the world
by rejecting the very idea to join any alliance or bloc especially dominated and influenced by
USA and Soviet Union. They were also against the idea of joining any bloc as they professedly
stood

for non-violence and

international cooperation as

means of solving international

controversies.
Nehru also advised other countries of the world ―not to lay stress on separate groups and
separate blocs…those who desire peace must depreciate separate blocs which necessarily become
hostile to other blocs…and [India] wants to cooperate on equal terms with all countries.‖10 But it
is expressed that even in peak of Nonalignment period India had never been so. It has a clear and
obvious tilt towards to the Communist/ Socialist bloc. The key device of New Delhi‘s non-aligned
policy had been to go up against the United States of America‘s policies in every strategic
subsystem at international level.11
Nonetheless, the design of Non-Alignment, in its limited sense, was meant to fit into
India‘s economic demand whereby she could get maximum economic aid from a large number of
nations, irrespective of the distinction of ideology, group and politics. Thus Nehru remarked,
―Ultimately foreign policy is the outcome of economic policy and until India has properly
evolved her economic policy, her foreign policy will be rather vague, rather inchoate and will be
groping‖.12
Nehru considered that ‗alignment‘ was wartime psychology and he rejected to bring it in
India in times of relative peace. He considered it contrary to the interest of New Delhi. So nonalignment was taken as ―natural policy‖13 in the best interest of India. But India seemed
opportunist with reference to her stance about non-alignment, as Nehru opined, ―We are not going
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to join a war if we can help it. We are going to join the side which is to our interest when the time
comes to make the choice.‖14 In fifties and sixties,

newly independent countries picked up the

very idea about non- alignment that was presented by Jawahar Lal Nehru which also brought
respectable international standing among member states. In this way, India shared her anxieties
about military conflicts between American and Soviet bloc. The newly created Afro-Asian states
utilized the nonalignment move to keep themselves away from Cold War politics. They
minimized chances of outside interference. With the help of this stance, they focused on financial
and social problems rather than involving themselves in power politics of Cold War.

15

India

considered herself as a leader of the Third World that is why she supported non-alignment. With
the help of nonalignment, India got a significant and prominent responsibility for herself in the
world. She became boss of Third World in organizations like the United Nations and the NonAligned Movement (NAM). Nevertheless, Indian image as non-aligned country was badly
damaged when she accepted treaty with Soviet Union in 1971 and began to interfere in the
matters of other smaller neighboring countries and led some commentators to criticize that
practically, non-alignment was applied for New Delhi‘s relations with other nations of South
Asia. From the beginning, India has always been the chief and hegemonic power is the SubContinent which could develop pressure to protect its interests on its own without any
alignment.17
Nehru was well aware and he knew that a global balance of power protected India in real
sense. India took advantage of it and played her cards cunningly. He secretly accepted the
presence of a coarse and perturbed balance in the world that could be easily disturbed, with grave
consequences for the world at large.18
Nehru focused on the above stated precise foreign policy objectives. However, he also
gave importance to the matters of international peace and security. He had strong belief that a
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World War in nuclear age would create havoc and Indian interests would be badly affected. He
explained:

…it is for this reason, apart from our national bent that we give
first place to this striving for peace. No one guarantee peace for
an indefinite number of years. But we feel that even a few years
gained is something striving for and the longer the interval of
peace the less the chance of war in the future.19

Nehru also saw India at a better position to put her credence at the right time in favour of
peace to realize ―a one world ideal‖. He was sure that India ―can help in that process far more by
taking an individual stand.‖20 Nehru stressed upon the need of international peace and in this way
he made his efforts to ensure India‘s safety and existence in the world. So a peaceful world order
was in favour of India in terms of economic development. In theory, at least, with this realization
India became the forerunner and pioneer of peaceful solution of all international problems and
controversies in the periods that followed. However, India‘s vigorous diction for international
peace had brought her criticism due to the reason that India always tried to become professional
arbitrator in other nations‘ issues and controversies.
Nevertheless, Nehru clarified India‘s position in this context and elaborated, ―We pay
attention to international matters, not because we are interested in them, nor because we want to
play a great part in world centre, but because those world affairs come and interfere with us…‖21
Indian presented her image as an anti-imperialist and anti-colonial country and we find deep
effect of this image on her overall foreign policy. Nehru and Subash Chandra and like-minded
leaders of INC led that party to develop such a stand. In the opinion of Nehru, imperialism was a
worldwide problem.22 Largely, anti-imperialist and anti colonial stance of India brought
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corresponding regional position whereby she gave her support in favour of the unity and
independence of Asia. India utilized every chance to enhance Asian benefits, influences and
sharing in all important decisions taken by the world.23 The objectives regarding freedom of the
colonial people became very important factor in Indian Foreign policy devised by its policy
makers. Nehru realized the steady effort of ex-colonial people against the new-colonial fashion.
Nehru observed while the age of colonialism had ended ―the fact of it, is even before our eyes;

we see certain areas where Colonialism continued and is trying to do itself in, or some
times change its shape, putting on new clothes or putting a new look and essentially
remaining the same thing.‖24 INC passed many resolutions at various times in favour of
freedom struggle of the natives all over the world. These resolutions explain the Indian mind,
gravity of the political aid and the pledge India had for the problems. However, at the same time,
it has also been commented that apart from the verbal expression of sympathy and harmony, India
failed to make any solid steps towards this direction.
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India’s Policy in the Global and Sub-Continental Perspective

To achieve the above-discussed goals, India developed certain attitudes politically, diplomatically
and strategically at domestic level in the milieu of regional, sub-continental and global situation.
Comprehension of these postures would help to bring to light India‘s local benefits against the
setting of these inter-regional circumstances and the same would also clarify how these postures
shaped and regulated India‘s Middle East policy.
Being a Free State, India had deep effect on world politics. At the time of its partition,
Nehru was well aware of her strength and believed that appearance of India on the world map
would definitely make the difference. Nehru considered it useful to adopt non-aligned policy so
that India might be able to obtain maximum benefit out of present powerful bloc politics.
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Fundamentally, India took strong political stand against power politics, colonial misuse and
imperialists‘ designs. This attitude and position forced India to play a major role in international
politics. Such a self-assigned role on the part of India led her to consider herself a big power.
India desired to get status as powerful country in the world that remained persistent even after
initial years. K. Subrahmanyam, one of India‘s leading intellectuals, pointed out India‘s desires as
under:

How should India—a country which is within top twelve
industrial producers of the world, has the fourth largest armed
force, is a nuclear power, has launched satellites, and has the
world‘s second largest population—be viewed by its neighbours
and the international system?26

It appears quite right to sum up that ―since its earliest days, India has confronted the
dilemma of whether it should play the role of the greatest among the least, or the least among the
greatest, powers.‖27
India preferred Asian identity and had firm faith in Asianism. India set goals to enhance
the feeling of Asian unity and harmony to ensure economic development of countries in South
Asia. Due to historical perspective, India was well aware of the rise of Asia in the post-war period
and felt it essential to have such a change which she believed was on the cards.
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Nehru felt that

India must perform her task in the new emerging situation in South Asia as India was the central
point and natural center of many forces present in the area.
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India set preferences and priorities

to uphold such a regional posture. On the other hand India had to face her main opponents who
had regional influence and became a big challenge for India to obtain leadership in Asia.
According to Nehru, the regional balance between China and India would create negative effect
for India. Hence, India had two options in order to counter probable threats to her safety and
security in the region. First of all India decided to join the Western Powers to counter China. But
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there were two drawbacks of this option- initially India might detach Soviet Union if she joined
such alliances. Secondly, in the presence of gap between Soviet Union and China, her alliance
with Western Powers would have meant that India foreclosed the option of using the Sino-Soviet
differences to its benefits. By considering second option, Nehru knew that any alliance would
demand joint responsibility that would definitely increase India‘s independence of action.
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Nehru also thought that despite having military superiority,China could not become a
threat to India‘s security threat to India. Therefore, it has been commented that Nehru had hopes
for a peaceful contact not on Chinese friendliness but on the idea that the Chinese leaders wanted
a period of peace so that China might strengthen her revolution.31 Mr. N.G. Ranga of the INC
participated in a debate in the Legislative Assembly and he pointed out on 4 December 1947 that
China had become a slot of arena between the Soviet Union and the United States of America
and emphasized the Indian Government to be very careful in this regard. Whereas, Sri Brajeshwar
Prasad (INC) asked the government to find out the possibilities of federal plan of union between
two nations to settle imperialism and pan-Islamism in Asia.32 Nehru replied to the debate and
cautioned that ‗since the position in China had not been fully crystallized, it was not wise for
India to get entangled in its internal problem or express an opinion which might prove
embarrassing later.‘33 Actually Nehru wanted to gain time for India so that she would be able to
take on the Chinese challenge on its own when the time came.34 Hence, Nehru tried to make
incessant and blatant struggle to cultivate and entice China without losing sight of India‘s primary
interests so non- alignment was India‘s first line of defense against China.
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India has enough military power and material resourses to organize her policies to save
her interests in the region of South Asia. After independence, India began to show enmity and
hostile policies towards her neighboring countries especially against Pakistan. Field Marshal
Auckinleck presented his report to British PM Attlee in October 1947 just after independence, in
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which he wrote, ―the present Indian cabinet are implacably determined to do all in their power to
prevent the establishment of the Dominion of Pakistan on a firm basis.‖ 36
According to a foreign observer, India was ready to ―destroy Pakistan as rapidly as
possible so as to restore it to the dominion of Delhi.‖ 37 In view of this background it is very clear
to say that India always considered South Asia as its own garden. Being the main member in the
region, India tried to enhance the cohesiveness of the system so that it might provide a strong
foundation from which she might be able to perform her role on the large spectrum and lessen the
chances for external powers to interfere in the affairs of Sub-Continent.
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The above mentioned discussion regarding Indian foreign policy was a subjected to
understand it with the new emerging situation in Sub-Continent and in the world at large. The
changes that took place in the region as well in the world automatically brought changes to adjust
strategic priorities in Indian foreign policies. Nehru adopted pragmatic approach that gave the
succeeding governments enough reason to tackle the new problems and issues faced by India. We
can say that all this discussion highlights that the fundamental objectives of the Indian foreign
policy had contributed and had benificial influence on her particular national interests. Thus we
can say Middle East policy of India proved to be an extension of such priorities.
We also find many other strong determinants that governed the Indian foreign policy
towards Middle East. The factors appeared from the concerns of India in terms of economic and
political imparatives and the security of India in the region. A discussion of India‘s Middle East
policy will bring to light the importance of these essentials.

Objectives of India‘s Middle East Policy

The region referred to as Middle East or West Asia,
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is situated along the western border of the

Asian Continent. It is situated at the crossroads of Asia, Europe and Africa that is why it enjoys a
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unique geographical status. We find that India controls the strategic approaches linked with these
three continents. Middle East is the center of Muslim world as it houses the sacred places of Islam
as well as the centre of Islamic education. In the Holy Land of Palestine, the Middle East keeps a
center of desires of Christian and Jews alike. In addition, the Middle East is rich with natural
resources like oil which is called ―black gold‖. Therefore, its significance surpasses its
geographical limits. Hence, no smart foreign policy, nowadays, can overlook Middle East region
and its affect on rest of the world.
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The recorded history tells us that the links between South

Asia and Middle East are very old and there have been vast political, economic and cultural
relations between the two regions over the centuries. 41 It is obvious from the recorded history that
there had been considerable contacts among the great ancient civilizations of Nile, Mesopotamia
and the Indus valley. These contacts developed further with the passage of time. All of them
contributed to enrich human life and culture. The establishment of Arab settlement along Indian
Coasts and that of Indians along the Gulf, as well as in Alexandria in Egypt, was a result of
extensive trade relations between two regions.
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SOUTH ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST
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When Muslim emperors took control of India, both the regions came even more close to
each other politically and culturally and important sectors of the sub-continent population used to
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be inspired from Iran and the Arabs.
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Nonetheless, European powers took control over the

Middle East and South Asia in nineteen century. Practically they established direct links between
the two regions. The freedom movement in the two regions during inter-war period enabled them
to have new links of friendship but it is a fact that ―association of the Indian Army with British
Imperialism irritated Arabs.‖44 On the other hand, the Congress leaders and the political parties
had no courage to break their association with British Empire and the INC passionately favored
the British war efforts against Germany in World War I.45 In 1915, INC asked for the
appointment of Indians as officers in the Indian Army and also for the establishment of military
schools in India so that Indian people may be able to enroll themselves as citizen soldiers of the
Empire.46 This subservience to British imperial interests soon slowed down in new direction of
Congress under Mohan Das Karamchand Gandhi‘s leadership in 1920- 21 and chiefly Hindu
Indian National Congress favored Khilafat Movement which was largely organized by the Indian
Muslims. Muslims living in India were concerned about developments in the Middle East. In
order to get their support, Congress called for securing caliphate and it did not allow Indian
Government to send troops in the oil fields of Mesopotamia and Persia in the 1920s.47 The first
real political relationships were established between India and the Arabs world after their
common opposition to British imperialism. The National Movement in India had sympathy with
the national desires of the Muslims living in Arab World and later it was realized that their own
liberation was coupled with the outcome of the Indian struggle. 48 Nehru began to extend
cooperation to Arab nationalists in anti- imperialist endeavor at the Brussels Conference of 1927.
In this Conference INC repeated feelings of support for the Arab Struggle throughout the next 10
years.49 Nehru presented his report to the All India Congress Committee (AICC) on the Brussels
Congress and he emphasized that India must set up close and direct relationships with different
nationalist groups in Asia, not only to publicize India‘s own struggle but also to broaden its point
of view on foreign affairs.
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After getting freedom, India considered Middle East as a very
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significant region to secure India‘s multi- dimensional interests. This realization raised chances
and challenges for Indian leadership towards the region in the post independence time. In its
formative phase, India framed Middle East policy considering three main principles namely
opposition to Colonialism, extension and consolidation of peace and renovation of her cultural,
financial and trade contacts with the Muslim World in Arabs States. During the Nehru-era, these
principles provided the necessary framework for the crystallization of India‘s security and other
important interests in the region.51 India also considered the Middle East very significant in many
other ways such as social, political, economic and strategic variables; which govern Indian
Middle East policy in numerous ways. A brief discussion of this

would elaborate different

aspects and applications of India‘s policy towards Middle East.

Strategic and Security Apprehensions

Strategically, Middle East has very important location, full of natural and economic resources. It
is a gateway and bridge to Europe, Africa and Asia--- a cradle of great cultures, religion and
civilizations. It provides a contact between the Atlantic and the Indian oceans. Therefore, the
superpowers had their vested interests in the region as it extends to the boundaries of
subcontinent.52

Although Middle East would have been a key region for India‘s security under

any situation but the formation of an exclusively Islamic State Pakistan and the bad relations that
accompanied it, made the Indian political leadership particularly responsive to a region which was
not only mainly Muslim but also had geographical contiguity and close cultural links with
Pakistan.53

We can, however, safely say that among other variables, Pakistan is also a major

concern for India while formulating foreign policy.
The strained relations between India and Pakistan hampered the development of friendly
relationship between India and Middle East because India has unresolved controversy with
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Pakistan over the controversial territory of Jammu and Kashmir. In addition, India could not
afford to lose Muslim support in India that is why New Delhi hoped for at least normal relations
on Indo-Pakistan problems if India would support Arab cause to form an Arab bloc in the UN. On
the other hand, Pakistan took hard decision against Israel. Pakistan always tried to keep India at
the back foot on this problem. Pakistan always compelled India to criticize Israel. India always
remained under pressure due to Pakistan‘s stance expressed in international conferences.
Therefore, India continuously remained on the horns of dilemma and faces the situation of to be
or not to be. At the Colombo Conference in 1954, India helped to normalize a forceful anti-Israel
plank support by Pakistan. As a result, Pakistan asserted that it had forcefully defended the Arab
cause against the active resistance of India.54
Before Bandung Conference of 1955, a debate started in India whether Israel should be
invited to participate in the conference. Burma won the debate when it would not allow Rangoon
to participate if Israel was not invited but India gave clear response on this issue. G.H. Jansen
views: ― Mr. Nehru agreed that Israel ought perhaps to be invited, but pointed out that if she were
present, the Arab states would stay away, which would mean that almost the whole of Middle
East would be absent. The conference would therefore be so unbalanced that India would have to
reconsider whether her own attendance would be worthwhile.‖55 Over Krishna Menon‘s
objections, ―Upon immense Arab pressure Nehru kept Israel out of the conference. He admitted
(in his telegram to all India missions on 4 January 1955) that ―keeping Israel out was illogical;
although he did nothing to correct what he himself clearly admitted was a mistake.‖56
Moreover, India started its propaganda against Pakistan that she was striving for Islamic
bloc. India had also worries upon Pakistan‘s participation in Baghdad Pact (1955). These were
two main concerns during Nehru-era. This pact was a main challenge for India in the region.
Pakistan became member of this agreement because it had security issues in the presence of
unfavorable situation. It was pertinent pact for Pakistan because its first article stated that the
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members ―will cooperate for their security and defence.‖57 Considering the geopolitical facts,
Pakistan decided to join western bloc. Pakistan was an underdeveloped country and it had weak
economy. Most of the people were living below poverty line. So Pakistan rightly sensed the
political and economic benefits that she could grab by supporting western bloc and getting
support in return. Mr. Suhrawardy addressed the National Assembly of Pakistan on 22 February
1957. He was then prime Minister of Pakistan. He expressed his views on the practical basis of
country‘s foreign policy. He opined:

We are spending far greater percentage than our national
economy can support on our army, purely for defensive purposes.
We found it, therefore, necessary to look out for friends
[fortunately they] came to our assistance. We found it necessary
to request our friend, the US, for military assistance, and an
agreement was drawn up…the aid that we have thus received has
enabled us to be strong enough to meet aggression from any
quarter, but this aid would not have come in the measure in which
it has come unless we had contributed to the peace and security of
the Middle East. It was, therefore, necessary for us to take
advantage of the agreement between Turkey and Iraq and join the
Baghdad pact.58

Pakistan‘s ambassador in Baghdad informed the world in detail why Pakistan signed the
pact. He was of the opinion that it was a defensive alliance. Its goal was to ensure peace in the
region and to protect Pakistan from enimies and it was not directed against any country. 59
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India was annoyed when America decided to give military aid to Pakistan. India expressed
a strong adverse reaction and Nehru on a motion in Lok Sabha, expressed his concern in his
speech and suggested Pakistan not to sign any such pact. He complained:

If military aid comes to Pakistan from the United States, it
upsets all kinds of balances…we came…to certain preliminary
agreements with the Prime Minister of Pakistan…the whole
context in which those agreements were made will change if
military aid to Pakistan come from America.60

Nehru addressed Lok Sabha on 5 December 1955 and he criticized the western
agreements. He said, ―…most unfortunate and a deplorable action on the part countries that joined
it. It is deplorable from the point of view of peace and security.‖61 In March, 1956, he told ―South
East Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) and Baghdad pact, apart from being basically in the
wrong direction, affect us intimately. In a sense, they tend to encircle us.‖62
The possible security repercussions disturbed Nehru because of these agreements. The
condemnation of the Baghdad pact by the Indian Prime Minister produced unpleasant effect
among Pakistani people as they began to think that the Baghdad Pact was in the best interest of
Pakistan. A common Pakistani began to think that the Baghdad Pact was a step towards Islamic
harmony.63 India was the leading member of nonaligned movement. On the other hand, Pakistan
got membership in both South East Asian Treaty organization (SEATO) and Central Treaty
Organization (CENTO) pacts which had been permanently criticized and considered as main
causes of bad relationships between India and Pakistan. It was a good luck for Pakistan that after
all India took steps to align her and demanded allies in 1962 war with China. After disaster in the
war, India revisited her foreign policy. India moved to establish a strong military machine which
depended heavily on Soviet Union. It was a self-reliance and trust that became reserved in their
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friendly alliance of 1971. A Pakistani scholar observed, ―The extent of Soviet-Indian
understanding seems certainly to have surpassed anything Pakistan was able to achieve with the
US at the height of their alliance.‖64
Indian had many other concerns related to international commerce and trade and contacts
beyond the Arab World. No doubt Suez Canal had turned out to be a main reason both from
safety and commercial point of view. We also notice that about three fourth of India‘s import and
export pass through Suez Canal.65 Thus Indian interests would be affected badly if any
disturbance is created in the route. President Nasser nationalized Suez Canal in 1956 that had
brought out worldwide aftermaths. During this predicament, Nehru elucidated that ―India is not a
disinterested party as she is a principal user of this waterway and her economic life and
development is also greatly affected by the dispute. Even more, India was passionately interested
in averting a conflict…‖66 When Britain and France entered the war (1956) on Israeli side against
Egypt, Nehru stated in the legislature that it ―appeared to be a flagrant case of aggression by two
strong powers against a weaker country with the purpose of enforcing their will.‖67 India gave
very quick and strong reaction as she considered Suez Canal as their ‗lifeline‘ than it may be the
lifeline of the western countries.68 Nehru extended his support to Nasser during the crisis. India
established close relationship with Egypt due to this crisis. But her relations with Israel went to a
very low point and all chances of formulising the relations vanished in the predictable future. Like
Krishna Menon confirmed, ―while there would have been no difficulty in sending an ambassador
to Tel Aviv prior to Suez, after that point it would have been regarded by the Arabs as an
unfriendly act.‖69 India‘s outlook towards the Jewish state now altered from neglect to animosity
and by that time Nehru viewed Israel as ― a source of continuous trouble‖ in the center of the
Arab world.70 India displayed her detachment from Israel and preferred Arab states so that they
might extend their cooperation and sympathize with India in it controversies, especially with
Pakistan.
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Political and Diplomatic Priorities

India always disliked the division of the subcontinent and the creation of Muslim State Pakistan.
It became very big challenge for India on political and diplomatic front vis-à-vis its relations with
Arab states. Region‘s centrality in the Muslim World compelled India to keep sufficient Muslim
population in the country. Hence, the Muslim minorities got a better position in the Indian
political field due to emerging situation regarding minority pacification and real politik in the
national political scene. A short survey can highlight the major diplomatic and political
challenges that Indian Government had to face during Nehru-era. The essentials of India‘s foreign
policy towards Middle East can better be explained in the light of existing diplomatic and political
challenges.
Nehru adopted a strategy to counter Pakistan‘s importance in Muslim World because it
was very much expected that Pakistan would be able to gain moral support and sympathy from
Arab World. The Muslims living in Middle East considered Pakistan as a Muslim state and hence,
their natural ally. India foresaw this challenge and devised a same policy politically and
diplomatically towards Arab States.
Secondly, the Muslims living in India considered West-Asian people as their Islamic
brethren and naturally sympathized with them. This situation made Indian Muslims very touchy
and

emotional towards diplomatic and

political efforts made by India in West-Asia.

Consequently, Indian Muslims had their concerns regarding West-Asia policy of Indian
Government. Political leaders of India felt the impact of popular sentiment aroused among Indian
Muslims whenever decisions were made to formulate foreign policy. The feelings of Muslims
living in India made Indian political leaders very sensitive towards this issue and they had
apprehensions that India‘s support for Israel would compel Indian Muslims to start agitation and
protests against these decisions.
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When the subcontinent was divided, India began to feel fears and apprehensions that the
creation of Pakistan would lead the whole Muslim World to make a single Muslim bloc and this
situation would definitely create adverse effects for India. Pakistan won the support and sympathy
of Arab countries and India quite rightly sensed the growing friendliness between Pakistan and
Muslim World that is why India decided to send her political and diplomatic delegations to
Middle East. Soon after the creation of Pakistan as an independent country, Pakistan made a lot of
efforts to establish friendly relations with the countries in Muslim World keeping in view
important issues related to enhancing political relations and economic support in the Muslim
countries all over the world. In search of this plan, Pakistan had to face many obstacles: from
confronting outright enmity and opposition, humiliation, or doubts by one Muslim country or
another71 During the early fifties, at least,a time came when it was decided by Organization of
Islamic Conference (OIC) to nominate President of Pakistan to address UN General Assembly on
the behalf of Muslim world.72
We can say that it was very natural stand point on the part of Pakistan to try to enhance
friendly and close relationship with Muslim World and it was not display of power against India.
Islam had great importance for the Muslims of Pakistan. It had great political importance for
Pakistani Muslims as Islam became the centre of their aspirations and source of salvation from
slavery as Muslims were in minority.Their religious and cultural identity and values could not be
protected and saved in the presence of Hindu majority in united and undivided sub-continent. So
Pakistani Muslims emphasized Islam to bring unity among them. If we compare the Nationalist
Movement of Arabs world against colonial control in Middle East and freedom movement that
was started by Indian Muslims to obtain Pakistan, we find that the struggle of Muslims in the
subcontinent was twofold. On the one hand, they had to fight externally against British rule and
on the other hand, they had to face the challenge of Hindu majority internally.
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The state of India tried to prove herself more secular and nonaligned and hence, succeeded
to engage Egypt and most countries in the Middle East. Pakistan proved less attractive to Arab
world and India surpassed Pakistan in this context. Misunderstandings were also aroused when
Pakistan preferred to introduce Islam as a political factor to establish close relations among
Muslim World. Some Arab countries did not have trust in Pakistan and they apprehended that
Pakistan was interested in getting leading role and was trying to achieve her leadership
ambitions.73 Arabs believed that Muslim League ―was playing in the hands of British imperialism,
while the congress party was putting up a genuine fight for freedom, just as they themselves were
doing.‖74 That is why Muslim World considered that Muslim League demanded Pakistan to fulfill
wishful designs of British by securing their vested interest in the region. In spite of all these
reasons, we find that Nehru had a lot of fears about Islamic bloc. So Middle East made him oversensitive that creation of Islamic bloc would definitely strengthen Pakistan. In fact, the fears of
Indian leadership were mainly exaggerated because the rivalries and controversies among several
Muslim countries did not create the climate that might bring them closer. 75 Mr. Agwani observed
that ―Curiously, there was a tendency both in Pakistan and in India to rate the political efficacy of
pan-Islamism higher than was warranted by empirical realities.‖76
A self- conscious and unclear policy was adopted by India towards the region because of
her fears that Pakistan would use ―Islamic card‖ A study expressed this aspect as under:

In order to counteract the threat of being completely isolated
from the Islamic world, India opposed the mixture of religion
with politics, published its secular state doctrine, and deplored
international ties based on religion alone. But at the same time, it
tried to project the image of India as the third most populous
Muslim country, thereby courting the approval of traditional
Islamic leaders.77
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Kashmir problem appeared to be very sensitive due to strategic, diplomatic and political
reasons. The support of Arab world and the rest of the world was essential for both Pakistan and
India. Being disputed territory, Kashmir became a major concern for the world. The claim of
Pakistan was just and right to include Kashmir in her territory at the time of independence
because Muslims were in majority in Kashmir. On the other hand, India wanted to prove herself
as a secular state that is why she preferred the inclusion of his Muslim majority state in the Union
that would justify India as a secular country. Kashmir has also geographical significance for the
safety and security of Pakistan and India.
The subcontinent contained of almost 565 princely states at the time of division in 1947.
These were small and large states under British control. It is noted fact that many states were
willing to join both Pakistan and India and they tried to display their closeness to both the
countries. But the situation of Jammu and Kashmir was totally different because Muslims were in
majority in this state but its ruler was Hindu. The Muslims of Jammu and Kashmir desired to join
Pakistan. On the other hand, India put pressure on the ruler of the state to maintain close links
with India. The people of Kashmir knew the evil designs of Hindu ruler and India. They decided
to take a strong stand against this power. When they saw that their ruler would not stand before
Indian pressure, they refused to accept him their legitimate sovereign who could protect their
rights and aspirations. Consequently, he left the capital of state of Kashmir. Their self government
was proclaimed on 24 October 1947. On the other hand, Indian Government asserted that the
legitimate ruler of Kashmir had acceded to India through an instrument of accession. As a result,
Indian Government ordered her forces to enter Kashmir asserting that India would only accept
accession when law and order situation would be restored and people would be freed to exercise
their will.‖78 It is the bad luck of Kashmir that Indian promise was never materialized by the
Government of India and the issue remained intensified and problematic due to India‘s diplomatic
and security reasons and benefits.
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Under these circumstances, the role of Arab countries became very important. Their moral
and political support or otherwise had become very decisive on this issue. Due to this reason,
India decided to extend cooperation to Arab world so that India might get their support in return
and in this way India could counter Pakistani efforts to grab their support. Therefore, India also
favoured Arab stance on Palestine issue and other matters of significance for the Arab countries.
However, the political situation inside India was very interesting. Some critics condemned Nehru
as they were of the opinion that India had not succeeded to get a quid pro quo from Muslim states
in Middle East over the years either in relation to Kashmir or in other Indo-Pak disputes.
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Economic Considerations

Middle East enjoys great importance in the world. This region has great economic importance.
Middle East is important because of rich natural resources particularly oil, gas and energy.
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The

region of Arab states is the junction of three continents. It enjoys a key position and strategic
significance as being the underbelly of Mediterranean Europe. When India decided to formulate
her policy towards Middle East, she had initially taken into view the Arabs common opposition to
European colonialism and the economic and strategic significance of the Suez Canal to South
Asia. Nehru was well aware of this fact and he pointed out significance of his country:

If you have to consider any question affecting the Middle East,
India comes into the picture, if you have to consider any question
concerning South-East Asia, you cannot do so without India,
while the Middle East may not be directly connected with SouthEast Asia, both are connected with India. 81

India maintained strong relations with Middle East countries in the field of trade and
business which dates back to the old time. The past history of both the regions tells that India had
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become the centre of this competitive market to the west and to the Arab World. At that time,
India had big resources of tea, coffee, spices and other consumer goods. That is why, all countries
of the world wished to maintain trade and economic relations with India. Moreover, engineering
goods, gems, jewellery, readymade garments, chemicals etc have increased the scope for trade
these days. We can say that now commercial relations between India and the rest of world are not
confined to consumer and commodity products. The labour and manpower of India along with the
oil factor influenced the economic ties further. Due to these factors, India‘s Middle East foreign
policy is mainly conditioned with these strategic and economic aspects. Mr. Chagla proved the
same point of view clearly and openly. He commented on India‘s Israel policy and said: ―Even
our material interest dictated the very same policy which we were preserving. There was a large
volume of trade between India and Arab countries and this would be jeopardized if we adopt a
pro-Israeli policy.‖82 India is compelled to depend on oil imports from the Arab states. That is
why it is an important component of relations of India with Middle East countries. The
development and progress of India mainly depends on the supply of oil from the Arab world.
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Dr. Mudiam in his research book discussed Nehru‘s Middle East policy and criticized
Indian Prime Minister in his report by stating that (i) Nehru formulated the policy that reflected
his scholarly inclinations and ideological tendencies which failed to save India‘s long term
benefits in the region (ii) Nehru did not succeed to provide a solid classification with reference to
India‘s interest in the region and India‘s policy was not clear and this policy towards Middle East
was confused (iii) Nehru overstated in elucidating his possible fear and anxiety regarding Islamic
bloc and threats for Indian interest (iv) Nehru gave much more power to Pakistan factor than it
should have had in India‘s dealing with the middle East. As a result, India used much of her time
and vigor for responding to a non-existing risk.84
Nevertheless, India prepared her Middle East Policy so that she could save her national
interest in different ways. It was a policy required by history, inheritance of the freedom
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movement, cultural and moral philosophy and even, it was demanded by balance of powers of
that time.85 A great change has come after the death of Nehru. The decline of Arab nationalism
badly affected secular elements and forces in the region. These reasons along with increasing
money-making influence of the conventional governments in the Arabian Peninsula brought new
challenges and issues for India.

86

To conclude present discussion, it can be stated that it was proper for India to have
friendly terms with the countries of Middle East because of her oil needs, common religious and
cultural inheritance. In addition to that, India wanted to grab Arab back up so that she might lead
Nonalignment Movement. Likewise, India also wished that Pakistan must lose international
support on Kashmir issue. On the other hand, the presence of India‘s big work force in Middle
East coupled with her increasing energy needs of India aroused concerns of grave nature for
Indian regime. In the light of emerging challenges for India, we can easily understand why India
avoided to establish friendly relations with Israel in past. The simple answer to all these questions
is that India wished to convince Arabs of its sincerity. India changed this stance noticeably in
future due to appearance of some very strong reasons with the passage of time which will be
discussed in next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

PALESTINE ISSUE IN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

Conflict between Arabs and Israel on Palestine affected normal life in the Middle East and whole
world has faced severe security concerns due to this issue. A dilemma of unending complexity
had been created due to the claims of Jews and Arabs on the land of Palestine. This issue of
modern days has put a greater challenge to world community and UN too. 1
Indian stance towards the subject of the Palestine became precondition for mapping out
her Israel policy. Therefore, it is important to investigate the intensity of India‘s dedication to
Palestine question and rationale of such approach. It will be studied if there was some sort of
digression of Indian position on the Palestine cause and afterwards how such a policy
administered Indian relations with Israel. In addition, it will also be worthwhile to explore the
extent to which India and Pakistan carried over the pre-partition policy of Indian National
Congress and All India Muslim League towards the Palestine problem. Furthermore, the study
will throw light on the question whether Indian stance on this problem was self-governing or
merely to balance its status and position in the Muslim Middle East viz-a-viz Pakistan. The whole
issue has been discussed and assessed in its historical perspective.

Historical Overview

The Palestine problem has deep rooted history. It is claimed by a number of researchers that many
changes have been made by the Jews in historical image of Palestine to validate their own claims
on the basis of history. This fact, however, can never be ignored that Israelis were aggressors in
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Palestine; they were not the earliest inhabitants of Palestine. When the tribes of Israel attacked the
land of Canaan in the 12th century BC, after their rexpulsion from Egypt, they founded a settled
position and a reputable culture. The population of the country consisted of the settled Canaanites,
the Gibeonites and the Philistines. The philistines retained control over their coastal plain along
the Mediterranean exclusively. The rest of the country was under the control of Israelites, who
laid the foundation of the kingdom of Israel. This kingdom continued for two centuries and later
divided into north and south states. The arrival of Islam affirmed the sanctity of the area and later
on, Muslims occupied it.2
The Europeans were advancing towards the Islamic territories from the 18th century
During the First World War, British took over the control of Cyprus and Egypt and soon they got
a chance to establish further colonies in the region when Turkey sided with Germany. British
supported Arabs and their leaders along with the support of India to guard Suez Canal because it
was the lifeline for India. British also promised during war to give independence to arabs but
when the war ended they did not carry out their promise. According to the agreement in 1916
secret Sykes-picot, British and French divided the Sultan‘s Arabs region into Shiites and Sunnis.
French subjugated greater Syria which was partitioned into Lebanon and Palestine.
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http://www.hjfp.org.uk/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/palestine- map.jpg

Because of Zionist claim on Palestine, this region turned out to be axis of intrigues of big
powers and Zionist movement was their main contrivance in this regard. Theodor Herzl‘s book
(1896) and first international Congress of Zionists (1897) at Basle (Switzerland) happened to be
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the manifesto and official international movement of Jews respectively. The Zionists Congress
approved a resolution supporting ―home in Palestine‖ for the Jewish people and founded World
Zionist Organization. Herzl visualized ideology that was later refined and publicized by his
clique. To conclude, it was to link all Jews settled in different areas and to have them settled in
the ―promised land.‖ So Zionism appeared in the political circle with their own vested programme
of the ‗final solution‘ of the Jewish question more severe than ever through founding a Jewish
national state in the land of Palestine.3 In 1903 mass programmes of the Jews took place in Russia
maping the Jewish question more sensitive than ever. Herzl talked with the British government
and acquired from it the offer of Uganda as a land for settlement. But in 1904 the Russian Zionist
majority of the 7th Congress of the World Zionist Organization refused to consider this offer. Any
expected substitute plan to Palestine was declined by the Congress.

4

The Jewish population in

Palestine was not very large. It was a small minority. AT the start of the 19 th century, the number
of Jews in Palestine was 8000, in 1845 they were 11,000 and in 1880 their numbers did not cross
20,000. In 1918 the Jews numbered 56,000. Jews constituted less than 10 percent of the entire
population of Palestine at the time of Balfour Declaration. It was after the First World War and
Balfour Declaration that there was sign of Zionist Jewish migration to Palestine.5
It was Balfour Declaration6 in 1917 when Palestine question came into being.The question
attracted the attention of sub-continental leaders during their freedom movement. This declaration
inaugurated a new era in the Jewish history by providing a clear goal a so called national home in
Palestine.

Balfour Declaration emerged from the British imperial objectives with Jewish

philosophy that came out in the 1st World War (1914-1918), when Britian was pitted

against the

Central Powers.7 It was well timed because shortly afterwards (in December 1917 and January
1918) Germany and Turkey strived to get Jewish support by presenting the German Zionists a
chartered company in Palestine.8 But it was too late to change general pro-Ally Zionist
orientation. Anyhow, one cannot envisage that how a correspondence from the British Minister of
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Foreign Affairs to the British Zionist principal person can be lawful and legal foundation for
disinheriting local people from the Middle East.
During one of the post- World War peace conferences at San Remo on 24 April 1920, an
agreement on the mandates was signed by the Europeans. The Allied Supreme Council allocated
the mandate over Palestine to Great Britain, and on 22 July 1922 the Council of the League of
Nations officially established British as obligatory power. The mandate granted a Jewish national
home in Palestine by integrating into its text the Balfour Declaration. The Wilsonian principle of
self-determination was thus abandoned.9 Jewish immigration to Palestine increased after 1920,
particularly after the emergence of Hitler in 1930s. Arabs began to create riot due to this influx.
The British established a Royal Commission, which recommended separation of Palestine into
two states. With the commencement of World War II, British required Arab support against
Hitler. So they assured the Arabs to limit Jewish immigration but ignored this promise after the
war.
Politically and economically British position was slowly becoming unsustainable after
world war. Tired of World War II, at odds with the Zionist and Arabs, facing rising turmoil in
mandated areas, the British leaders decided to take the Palestine problem to the UN. On 2 April
1947, Britain appealed for the calling of a special session of the General Assembly to form and
instruct a special committee to prepare recommendations for the future government of Palestine.
The General Assembly met between 28 April and 15 May 1947 and formed a United Nations
Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) representing 11 states. Its report to the General
Assembly contained, among other things, majority plan for partition of Palestine, along with
economic union, and a minority plan for a Federal state. On 29 November 1947, the General
Assembly voted to recommend the partition of Palestine. General Assembly passed resolution for
partition of Palestine, known as resolution 181(II), in consequence gave an approval to the U K,
―Mandatory Power‖, and to all UN member states the acceptance and execution of it with respect
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to the upcoming government of Palestine, with ―Plan of Partition with Economic Union‖, asking
Security Council to carry out the essential measures as given in the plan for its execution.

10

Aggression and fighting broke out in Palestine as a consequence of this resolution. As
situation got deteriorated, Security Council appealed for General Assembly session. The Special
session held between 16-4-1948 to 14-5-1948. A ―Truce Commission‖ was set up by General
Assembly to overlook the end to fighting. ―Palestine Commission‖ was eased out from
responsibilities and a negotiator was selected to encourage a peaceful agreement with the help of
― Truce Commission‖ Count Folke Bernadotte ( President of the Swedish Red Cross President)
was selected as UN Mediator in Palestinean(On 20 May 1948).11
It has been discussed earlier that United Nations partition resolution, unluckily, did not
present a solution to Palestine question it rather increased assaults in the land. To protest, against
the the division of their country, a public strike was called by Palestinian-Arab Higher
Committee. Palestinian and Jewish conflict grew. Jewish forces were working more openly as UK
forces had started leaving the area. Damage, attack on military installations and the looting of
British arms by such groups became a main characteristic of Palestinian situation, coupled with
increase in Jewish-Arab conflicts.12 Arab higher commission on Palestine stated bluntly on 6 Feb
1948 that, ―any attempt by the Jews or any other power or group of powers to establish Jewish
state in Arab territory is an act of oppression which will be resisted in self-defense by force.‖13
UK took U-turn and abandoned her mandate by withdrawing her forces. In the light of Partition
Plan, on that very day, the Jewish Agency announced the birth of Israel on the acquired land
contrary to the wishes of the Arab world.

14

A Syrian diplomat highlighted that incident in a

Seminar and he said:

From the Jewish National Home of 1917, intended by the
Colonists to preserve some of their interests in the Middle East,
by the well-meaning Jewish people to alleviate the suffering of
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the oppressed Jewish minorities throughout the World, and by the
Zionists to be a Trojan Horse for future aggression and
expansion, this problem poses today a continuous threat to the
territorial integrity and the well-being of the Arab countries.15

Nevertheless, Arabs upheld that ―they were not against Jews‖ but also believed that ―Israel
has its roots and its minds not in the area, but outside the area [and it] has been created by the
imperialist powers to divide the Arab World.‖16
Regional wars and Palestinian uprising against the Israeli occupation stained the problem.
Israel took over West Bank from Jordan in six days war in 1967, Gaza and Sinai Peninsula from
Egypt and Golan Heights from Syria. Israel-Arab relations worsened when more complex
foundations for this issue were laid. The hostilities of 1948 to 1967 led Israel to build unlawful
settlements in the occupied areas. This policy is still persistent and unfinished. Refugees increased
in millions with the passage of time and every war enabled Israel to usurp more land from Arab
states.
A peace treaty was signed between Israel and Jordon (after Oslo Accord) and later on in
1988 Jordan gave up its claim over the West Bank. But the conflict with other Arab State was not
resolved. Egypt, however, took a neutral standpoint in this regard. It is believed that no war can
be waged against Israel without the help of Egypt and without Syria there is no guarantee of
peace.
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Having good and friendly relations with Egypt, Israel believed that Palestinian problem
had been resolved but Palestinian totally refused to obey Israel and considered it slavery in other
words. A movement for the salvation of Palestine named Intifada was launched at Gaza in 1987
that also spread in the West Bank. This movement had been out of any violence except flinging
stones by little children.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/West_Bank_%26_Gaza_Map_2007_%28Se
ttlements%29.png
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Pre-Partition and Post-Partition Stances from the Subcontinent

Leaders of both major political parties of Indian subcontinent AIML and INC expressed their
unity with the Palestinian people during independence struggle. It is quite remarkable that both
parties were against creation of a Jewish State in Palestine but generally for different motives.
Their posture and behavior during freedom movement reflected foreign policy decisions about
this issue even after successful climax of their own freedom struggle and creation of Pakistan and
India. India could not afford diplomatic relations with a state established on the basis of religion,
whereas for Pakistan, creation of Israel was a conspiracy against Muslim Ummah.

Nehru

recognized resemblance between the freedom struggle of India and Palestinians due to the reason
that both are National Liberation movements against the British Imperialism.17 Muslim League‘s
vocal criticism of the effort for a land for Jewish people were firmly deep-rooted in Pan-Islam.
The Muslims around the world noticed the developments in Middle East and it was quite natural
that in India the elites in the Muslim Society began to react against the imperialist designs and it
normally has profound impact on the Muslim community. The Congress and the League leaders
keenly examined the sensitive connection of the Indian Muslims over the progress in the Middle
East. Furthermore, the problem of Palestine Continually became part of internal Indian program,
and keenly anti Jewish posture of AIML was a reason that compelled the Congress to take a
genial pose towards Arabs. On the other hand, it will be appropriate to briefly refer to the
Pakistan‘s approach to this problem, because this is the issue, which has conditioned both Indian
and Pakistan in the same way, with respect to their desire to establish relationships with Israel.

Pakistan‘s Stand

Since her creation, Pakistan has been epassionate in upholding the causes of the Muslim world18
and supporting the struggle for the principles of self-rule at all the international forums. The
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Muslims in India themselves had an experience of the British intrigues and were the first to raise
their voice against such blatant discrimination being done against the Palestinian Arabs. Lord
Balfour publicly declared that UK would provide all assistance so that Jews could get their own
country in Palestine.

When condemnation of Jerusalem was issued by General Assembly, AIML

articulated deep anxiety for security and sanctity of Holy Places.19 Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali
Jinnah cautioned the British and he made it clear in one of his speeches, when he said, ―We are
faced with another serious issue at the moment namely the Jewish problem in Palestine. If
President Roosevelt under the pressure of the powerful World Jewry commits the blunder of
forcing the British Government to do injustice to the Arabs in Palestine, it will set the whole
Muslim World ablaze from one end to another. Grave wrongs had already been done to the Arabs.
If the Jewish immigration is allowed to continue, I have no doubt that not only the Muslim
League will revolt but also the whole Muslim World will revolt.‖20 A comprehensive
announcement on the Palestinian crisis was given by the Executive Board of AIML held at Simla
on 8 September 1929. It enclosed:

The Executive Board of AIML Conference emphatically protests
against the aggressive Zionist Movement in Palestine being
allowed to interfere with the existing rights of Muslims in their
sacred places of worship and regards the existing unhappy
Jewish-Arab situation in that state as the inevitable effect of the
Balfour Declaration…The Board…offers its heart felt sympathy
to their co-religionists in Palestine in their suffering resulting
from the recent unhappy occurrences in that country. 21

AIML passed 18 resolutions in order to support Palestinian Muslims from 1933 to 1946.
In November 1933, AIML pressed upon the British to withdraw Balfour Declaration right away.
It said that ―it opposed the fundamental rights of the people entrusted to the British control.‖22 In
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April 1934 a delegation was sent to the Viceroy to inform him that this declaration was against
Arab inhabitants and actually helping Jews. The AIML council fully supported the cause of
Palestine.23 AIMLstood for cancellation of the Balfour Declaration and also demanded the
withdrawl of British mandate. It is cautioned that in ―Consonance with the rest of the Islamic
World‖ Muslims of subcontinent would not stand with British Government to support Israeli
cause, rather British would be considered enemies of Islam if they ― fail to alter its present pro
Jewish Policy in Palestine‖

24

In Lucknow Session of AIML, Quaid-e-Azam made it clear that ―

The Muslims of all India will stand solid and will help the Arabs in every way so that they can
carry on their struggle against all odds.‖25 On AIML‘s directives a ‗Palestine Day‘ was observed
on 26 August 1938. On 2 and 3 July 1939, the Working Committee of AMIL decided to open a
Palestine Fund for ―relief of the dependents of those who lost their lives or suffered in the struggle
for independence and for the protection of the first Qibla of Muslims.‖26 Even on 23 March 1940
a historic day for Indian Muslims, the AIML felt obligatory to express concerns over ―the
inordinate delay on the part of the British Government in coming to a settlement with the Arabs in
Palestine.‖27 Time and again AIML and its leaders reiterated their support to Palestinian
cause28 who in return always recognized the valuable efforts of Muslims of India in this regard. In
a letter to Quaid-e-Azam, Grand Mufti of Palestine expressed gratitude towards Indian Muslims
for ―great attention they have accorded to Palestinian cause‖ and admired Quaid for his permanent
labors to serve Muslims29 The Muslims of India provided full support to Palestinian Arabs in their
daring struggle against heavy odds. Leadership of AIML articulated their support for them. Time
and again the Quaid expressed in strong words against policy of British and voiced full support of
the Muslims of India for Palestine. After the creation of Pakistan this sincere support of AIML
altered into a diplomatic support from Pakistani Government. When Pakistan joined UN, the
problem of Palestine was actively deliberated and it provided Pakistan to have a chance to draw
round her point of view in relation to Palestine future. At that time, Quid-e-Azam had a strong
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belief that, ―partition plan will be rejected by UN,‖ if not ―there is bound to be the gravest disaster
and unprecedented conflict, not only between the Arabs and the authority that would undertake to
enforce the partition plan, but the entire Muslim world will revolt against such a decision which
cannot be supported historically, politically or morally.‖ He made his intention clear that ―In such
a case, Pakistan will have no other course left but to give its fullest support to the Arabs…‖30 But
when ‗Plan of Partition‘ with an ‗Economic Union‘ was accepted, Jinnah had to denounce that
―inherently unjust and outrageous‖ decision of UN.31 AIML Council condemned the action of
UN, specially the circumstances in which the votes of several member-nations were secured by
undue pressure in favour of partition. The Council felt that, ―a decision adopted in such vitiated
circumstances cannot be regarded as binding on the Arabs of Palestine or the Arab or Muslim
world.‖ It assured every possible help ―for the achievement of the aspiration of the Arabs in
Palestine and for preservation of its freedom and integrity…‖32 Talking to BBC the Quaid stated
―the Muslims of the subcontinent had been compelled to condemn, in the strongest possible
manner, the unjust and cruel decision of the UN concerning the partition of Palestine.‖33 Pakistan
practically continued to oppose the Partition plan in the Adhoc Committee on Palestine Question
that was established by the General Assembly on 23 September 1947 to consider the report of
UNSCOP. Pakistan became elected member and later on chairman of one of the two ‗Sub
Committees.‘34 In its suggestions subcommittee number one recommended acceptance and
execution of ‗Plan of Partition‘ with ‗Economic Union‘ whilst subcommittee two raised some
objections and required the General Assembly to pass on the same to International Court of
Justice. Committee asked ―UN had no authority under the Charter to partition Palestine or any
way to impair its integrity against the wishes of the majority of the people‖ and projected a one
and autonomous country for Palestinian.35 The Adhoc committee, on the other hand, denied
suggestions of subcommittee two and incorporated in her report resolution of subcommittee one
representing the Partition plan alongwith an ―economic union‖, with a variety of modifications
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and alterations. Pakistani foreign minister Sir Zafarullah Khan strongly argued in the United
Nations that it had no lawful right to divide Palestine and objected the very competence of
General Assembly to order a state into being. Zafrullah Khan argued that to adopt, in the face of
declared opposition of the people of Palestine, a scheme for partitioning it and for creating in it a
new state for aliens, would be beyond the competence of General Assembly for to do so would
breach the law of self determination.36 Both in the Adhoc Committee to which question of
Palestine was referred and in the General Assembly, the Partition scheme was resolutely opposed
by Pakistan as she considered it unfair solution. Sir Zafrullah remarked that if Arabs and Jews
have their own separate states than ―…the state will be an Arab state in the sense that there will be
only ten thousand Jews in it and almost one million Arabs…[and] in the Jewish state their will be
498,000 Jews and 435,000 Arabs. Have you solved the problem? Jews are not to live as a
minority under the Arabs, but the Arabs are to live as minority under the Jews. If one of them is
not fair then neither is the other; and if one is not a solution, the other is not.‖37 The attitude of
Quaid-e-Azam and Pakistani leadership and representatives at the UN, was in full conformity to
the policy which the Muslim League had set before creation of Pakistan. Quaid had expressed
strong Muslim feelings against the British policy of creating a Jewish State in Palestine. A
telegram from the Quaid to King of Yamen stated:

I fully share your Majesty‘s surprise and shock at the serious lack
of judgment shown by UN by their unjust decision in respect of
Palestine. I once more assure you and our Arab brethren that
Pakistan will stand by them and do all that is possible to help and
support them in their opposition on the UN decision which is
ultimately unjust and outrageous.38

When ultimately Israel got admission to the UN, Pakistan did not agree and voted against
its membership of UN, and rejected to recognize Israel. The task had been taken by America to
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reinforce imperialistic gains where British had left off and the Jewish State had hardly born when
president Truman willingly gave it recognition.39 A strong resolution was passed by the ruling
Muslim League on 17 May 1948 to condemn the action of USA, New Zealand and other countries
for giving recognition to the Jewish State of Israel established in Palestine as a result of most
unjustifiable Jewish aggression in Palestine. 40 Pakistan lodged a strong protest against the
recognition of Israel. A statement of the government declared that recognition of Israel was
―constitutionally wrong and morally unjust‖, that it amounts to ―placing a premium on armed
aggression and the use of brutal force‖, and that the UN partition resolution ―lacked legal and
moral justification‖ and was ―opposed to justice, equity, and the right of self determination‖. 41
The government of Pakistan adopted a stand identical to the Arabs. Pakistan leadership put
themselves on the front position of ―anti-Zionist‖ efforts and saw their commitments to Palestine
cause as a mean to show their Muslim identity. So it led Muslim negation to the plan of partition,
and in the course of time just strengthened this enthusiasm. None other Muslim country could
have represented better vocal defence of the Palestinians cause than Pakistan did during the UN
debate on partition of Palestine.42 Pakistan‘s position was not an easy one as it was facing many
internal and external problems and in fact fighting a battle of survival. Still it did not lag behind in
supporting the Arab cause with full vigour and sincerity. Although Pakistan needed the support of
western countries badly due to its initial problems, it did not forget Palestine and remained
committed to its past vows and its past policy of supporting the just cause of Arabs. On many
occasions Pakistan had lent support to the Arabs. It was feared that because of Pakistan‘s
coalition with west, it would be bound to support the West against the Arabs. Pakistan soon
demonstrated that these fears were totally unfounded. However, Egypt was perturbed over the
Pakistan‘s efforts to join defense pacts. General Neguib‘s categorical denunciation of the
projected military pact between Pakistan and US preceded by an Arab League Political
Committee‘s unanimous declaration. The declaration stressed

that Pakistan government may be
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persuaded to reconsider its Foreign Policy and reverse its trend towards making Pakistan a junior
partner in one of the West‘s many military alliances. 43 Suez crises(1956) shook Pakistan more
than any event in its early history.44 Pakistan‘s interest in maintaining freedom of navigation
through the canal was direct and immediate. Anyhow, despite ill feelings of President Nasser for
Pakistan, it condemned the aggression. H.S. Suhrawardy, the Prime Minister of Pakistan made a
blunt statement which asked about the crises over Suez Canal ―there is Israeli aggression against
Egypt all I know‖45 While President of Pakistan Iskandar Mirza, urged withdrawal of all ‗foreign
troops from Egypt.‘46 However Pakistan‘s stand on Israeli invasion was not fully explained to
Egypt and other Arab countries. President Nasser believed that Pakistan‘s support to his country
could have been more positive and forthright. 47 During his visit to Cairo in November 1960,
President Ayub Khan tried to clear Pakistan‘s position in the crises. He writes:

Pakistan‘s representative [in the UN] may have acted in a
‗clumsy‘ manner at the time of Suez Crises but every sensible
man in Pakistan had been deeply distressed by the invasion and
their sympathies were all with Egypt…while Pakistan has always
supported Arab cause, and the UN record are available to prove
this, Pakistan has reasons to feel aggrieved that they do not
always get support from the Muslim world in their own
struggle.48

Palestine faced serious consequences due to 1967 war because Israel usurped Arab lands.
An immediate message was delivered by Pakistan President Ayub to Nasser, ―Please feel free to
call upon us for whatever material help you require and we shall do our utmost to render it within
our capabilities.‖49 At the end of the war Pakistan demonstrated her great support for Arab
demand.50 Pakistan reiterated that Israel must withdraw her troops from the Arab lands.
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India‘s Stand

Since early twenties, the nationalists living in India extended their full support towards Arab
position in Palestine.51 Indian nationalists displayed their lack of interest regarding creation of
Jewish state in Palestine. It was against the observations and expectations of European powers.
Mahatma Gandhi and Jawahar Lal Nehru had had western education and they understood
European mind-set but these leaders did not extend their assistance to fulfill Zionist aspirations in
Palestine. We can say that INC looked towards Israel through an Islamic point of view. INC
adopted nationalistic terminology and discourse in addition to her mind-set against imperialism.
Hence, INC tried to display her secular viewpoint to win support of Arab Muslim world. In early
twenties, such kind of Indian priorities got movement to formulate her foreign policy. Therefore,
INC participated in the Khilafat movement and allowed the Muslim struggle to defend Khilafat
and its restoration. India supported

Muslims in religious terms like Jazirat-ul-Arab, command of

the Holy Prophet, Muslim autonomy on holy places like Mecca, and Kaaba and heavenly
assurances. These were the sufficient reasons to decline Jewish claim in Palestine. As Gandhi
opined:

The Muslims claim Palestine as an integral part of Jazirat ulArab. They are bound to retain its custody, as an injunction of the
Prophet... The Jews cannot receive sovereign rights in a place
which has been held for centuries by Muslim powers by right of
religious conquest. The Muslim soldiers did not shed their blood
in the last war for the purpose of surrendering Palestine out of
Muslim control...52

The feelings of Indian people were narrated by Jayaparkash Narayan when he stated:
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No doubt the Jews were entitled as a persecuted people to
compassion and some compensation for the wrong heaped upon
their innocent heads through the centuries. But it was certainly
not the Arabs, least of all the Palestinians, who were the
persecutors. If the Christian peoples and powers of the West,
some of whom had tried mercilessly to exterminate the Jews,
were anxious at last to solve their conscience and do a good turn
to their victims, they had no right to do it at the cost of the
Arabs.53

Gandhi had sympathy for Jews and he thought that they were badly treated. In this way, he
influenced INC‘s stand concerning Palestine issue. Although Gandhi believed that Jews were
treated worse than the untouchables in India,54 but his personal sympathy towards Jews did not
influence his views on Palestine question. He firmly believed that ―by no canons of ethics or
war…can Palestine be given to Jews.‖55 Gandhi presented his most important opinions in his
editorial that was broadly circulated. He issued his opinion about Palestine by saying ―The
untouchables of Christianity‖ in the Harijan December 1938 issue, Mahatma Gandhi declared
―My sympathy [with Jews] does not blind me to the requirements of justice. The cry for the
national home for the Jews does not make much appeal to me. The sanction for it is sought in the
Bible and in the tenacity with which the Jews have hankered after their return to Palestine. Why
should they not, like other peoples of the earth, make that country their home where they are born
and where they earn their livelihood?‖ While advocating the Arab cause he said, ―Palestine
belongs to the Arabs in the same sense that England belongs to the English or France to the
French. It is wrong and inhuman to impose the Jews on the Arabs... Surely it would be a crime
against humanity to reduce the proud Arabs so that Palestine can be restored to the Jews partly or
wholly as their national home.‖56
Regarding solution to the Palestine Question Gandhi observed that ―…if I were a Jew, I
would tell them ‗do not be so silly as to resort to terrorism, because you simply damage your own
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case which otherwise would be a proper case.‘ If it is just political hankering, then I think there is
no value in it. Why should the Jews hanker after Palestine? They are a great race and they have
great gifts. I have lived with the Jews many years in South Africa. If it is a religious longing, then
surely terrorism has no place.‖58 Indians had a flexible attitude for Jews and it was keenly
observed when Gandhi was in his last days. He opined that ―the Jews have a good cause‖ in
Palestine and ―in terms of claim they got priority.‖59 Actually, during his stay in South Africa;
Gandhi had established very close relations and contacts with Jews. He also gave them jobs in his
law firm in Johannesburg. There are member of analysts who are of the opinion that Gandhi had
also suggested that India would be willing for the resettlement of Jews in independent Indian
State and he also maintained his close links with Israeli leaders.60 Nehru became very famous as
being the spokesman of INC for formulating policy to tackle foreign affairs to the end of 1920s.
Nehru always drafted, inspired and piloted every resolution that was presented before Congress.61
Nehru and Gandhi had similar opinions and feelings towards Israel. Nehru had concerns
regarding Jews problem but he did not favor the very idea to establish any Jewish state. He
believed that ―Palestine was not a wilderness or an empty uninhabited place. It was already
somebody else‘s home. So that this generous gesture of the British government was really at the
expense of the people, including Arabs, non-Arabs, Muslims, Christians, and, in fact, everybody
who was not a Jew protested vigorously at the Declaration.‖62 He believed that Balfour
Declaration was ―made to win the good will of international Jewry, and this was important from
the money point of view…‖63
In 1922, INC affirmed that unless ―the jaziratularab were freed from all non-Muslim
control, there cannot be peace and contentment in India.‖64 Many a time INC backed up Arab
fight against ‗Western Imperialism‘ and assured them the harmony of people of India with them
in their effort for freedom.‖65 In 1939, INC sent a communication to Aminul Husseini, the Mufti
of Palestine, wishing the Arab Higher Committee ―complete success in the attainment of their
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objective‖ against the Zionists.66 In the opinion of Indian leadership, Palestine was actually an
Arab country and Arabs must extend their confirmation and consent to give any decision for the
creation of Zionist State.

67

Indian leaders and Congress expressed sympathy and consolation with

Jews but they did accept their assertion to have an independent Jewish State in Middle East. India
could not ignore Muslim factor in her territory and the relations of Muslims with Hindus. So it
was the only choice available to India to give support to Arab cause in order to secure harmony in
the country itself. AIML also took a very strong stand on Palestinian issue. Leaders of India did
not like the growing association of Jews with the imperialist powers. So it was not a religious
matter that India was supporting people of Palestine. In reality India‘s anti-imperialist and anticolonial sentiment compelled her to support Arab Muslim World. India maintained her stance and
remained unwavering to her position even she supported some Muslim countries in this context.68
When UN took up this problem, India had made her conduct towards Israel permanent.
India considered that the Zionists were European people that were backed up by imperialist
powers and the Zionists were making their efforts to establish a theocratic country in Middle East.
A UN committee was given the responsibilities to find reasonable solution for Palestine issue.
India was also member of the UN committee. India did not accept the UNSCOP‘s partition plan
and she supported the establishment of Federal State of Palestine. The Indian representative on
UNSCOP explained Indian stance and forwarded a special draft to committee inquiring
legitimacy of Balfour Declaration and disputing the rationale of Zionism. 69 Mrs. Vijays Lakshmi
Pandit maintained in adhoc committee of 11 October 1947 that the significance of peace in
Palestine and Middle East could not be denied. So India emphasized to bring peace in Palestine
due to its geographical proximity to the region. She explained that Palestine was basically Arab
country and the predominance must not be altered to the disadvantage of the Arabs and that, once
Palestine became independent, Jews could be given wider autonomy in areas where they were in
majority.70 Mr. Bajpai, the Indian representative at the UN, commented that India had shown
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opposition against Partition Plan earlier and did so now, because the partition of sub-continent
taught bitter lesson to India and it was convinced of its own experience that brute force never
solved these kind of problems.71 Sir Zafraullah Khan was the Foreign Minister of Pakistan. He
eloquently challenged the partition strategy at UN but he could not keep away from facing the
resemblance between the Indian subcontinent and Palestine. A question aroused about Pakistan as
being the product of two nation theory, emerged from a religious-based regional partition and
being representative of that country, was he eager to give same right to Jews in Palestine? In the
opinion of Zafarullah, the comparison between Muslims living in subcontinent and Jews present
in Palestine was baseless and bogus as Pakistan‘s population is over 100 times more than the
Jewish in Palestinian region and imbalance between the two regions had been even more unusual;
both Hindus and Muslim approved the partition of the sub-continent. Furthermore, he commented
if same happened to Jews and Arabs, Pakistan would be at the starting point to select some type of
solution in India. Though Muslims were in minority in the sub-continent yet they were important
part of population. Whereas, in the territory of Palestine, the presence of Jews suggests that the
minority was erected unnaturally. Jews were brought in the region against the wishes of Arab
World. Moreover, Muslims demanded only those territories where they had substantial majority
as compared to Jews in Palestine who were in minority everywhere except Jaffa, only one out of
fourteen districts.

72

As discussed earlier, General Assembly followed the main strategy of UNSCOP with few
alterations and the Resolution 181 for the Partition of Palestine was passed by a vote of 33 to 13
with 10 abstentions.73 The subject plan suggested dividing Palestinian land into 8 parts by giving
3 to Jews and 3 to Arabs. Jaffa was an Arab land in Jewish territory. Jerusalem was the 8th
division that would be under international control. 74 UN trusteeship Council was given the
responsibility to organize that for first phase of ten years. However, their plan had to be reviewed
by Council and inhabitants then could exercise their will through referendum to change or modify
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regime of their city.‘75 When UN passed resolution, the different increased between Jews and
Arabs and clashes started from very next day. At the same time, on the same day on 14 May
1948, the Mandate of UK over Palestine ended and Jewish People‟s Council met at Museum in
Tel Aviv and adopted the proclamation and declared the founding of the Israeli State.76
India opposed Israel when it demanded membership in the UN and delayed the process of
accepting Israel till September 1950. Nevertheless, the appearance of Israel on the map of the
world was a fact that brought drastic changes in the overall political equations in Middle East. On
the other hand India‘s official stand on Palestine has been to extend ―its consistent and
unwavering support to the Palestinian issue, to support the right of Palestine people to sovereign,
independent and viable state, within well-defined and secure borders, living alongside at peace
with state of Israel, and as per the Quartet Roadmap and in line with relevant UNSC resolutions
and a solution to the crisis through peaceful negotiations.‖77 After the birth of Israel, the
fundamental deficiency of empathy did not alter. Indian leaders kept on understanding Israel as an
ally and instrument of Western Imperialism and found their perception confirmed by several
factors of Israeli policies in future.78 Nonetheless, establishment of Israel and opposition of Arabs
created a real test for Indian policy makers because this conflict became very entrenched and
complex. Arab-Israeli war of 1948-1949 caused great loss of life, severe refugee problem, as well
as personal and national traumas among Arabs and Jews alike. It also caused the disintegration
and dispersion of Palestinian community and more than half of this community turned into
refugees.79 Intensive military raids were launched by Israel against Arab positions. The objectives
of Israel were to deter or punish the neighboring Arab countries for their aggression. Sinai-Suez
campaign against Egypt was allegedly called as a pre-emptive strike and this was started by
Britain, Israel and France.80
Though India was not a party in Suez Crises (1956) but as a main user of the canal she
was, nevertheless, an interested party to the dispute. India condemned what it perceived to be a
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tripartite assault as a clear violation of the United Nations Charter and in opposition to all
principles laid down in Bandung Conference.81 India co-sponsored resolutions in the General
Assembly asking withdrawal of foreign troops from Egypt and condemned non-compliance.82
Nehru believed that the Israeli action was a ― clear naked aggression‖ and criticized the British
and French support, it received.83 Though Suez crises did not make any direct repercussion for
India‘s Palestine Policy, it had really hardened India‘s attitude towards Israel. Nonetheless, after
the 1956 crises, Indian attitude towards Israel became daring, negative and also it assumed a
feeling of moral uprightness.84
The Arab-Israeli six days war of 1967 exacerbated the regional situation further and
Israel‘s new policy of expansionism and settlement turned the refugee problem the most sensitive
and complex one. India continued to admit and support efforts of ‗Palestinian people‘ during that
period.85 Next engagement with Arabs was the Yom Kippor War of 1973 which further disturbed
the peace process already in force. Indian External Ministry held the view that the inflexibility on
the part of Israel was the basic cause leading to the outburst of hostilities. 86 Even after these three
major wars, the Middle East crises remained intact with some new political relationship and
equation between Israel and some of the leading actors in the Arab World. Resultantly, there were
visible changes in the tempo of Delhi‘s relationship with Arab World. India took creation of
Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) as a forum to be exploited by Pakistan.87 India‘s
unsuccessful endeavor to attend the September 1969 Rabat Conference of Muslim leaders to
condemn Israel for the destruction of the Al Aqsa Mosque came out to be a reason of heightened
embarrassment to India. Interestingly India wished to join the meeting in spite of Nehru‘s past
disagreement to groupings that attempted to provide religious wrap to political activities.
The aggressive expansionist designs and policies followed by Israel engendered various
movements by different Arab factions for the purpose of making a united front to counter the
Israeli threat. Out of many organizations, India recognized only Al-Fatah and its leader Yasser
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Arafat and this was the specific interest shown by India to strengthen and legitimize the
diplomatic option and international status of PLO. In the post-1973 period India began to
appreciate both its necessity and efficiency and threw its entire weight behind the PLO‘s quest for
diplomatic recognition because India realized that the PLO was much more willing to pursue its
diplomatic option at that critical juncture. India was also aware that such a cause would
strengthen the hands of Arafat and Al-Fatah within the PLO, whose ideological moderation suited
India‘s political preferences in the region. Furthermore, India was worried that unless the
momentum for peace and a negotiated settlement that Yom Kippur war had was carefully
nurtured, there was always the possibility that it might lead to a new political stalemate in Middle
East, in which the Palestinians would be the worst sufferers. 88 With these observations in mind,
India sought to help PLO gain regional and international acceptance. In an effort to have new
friends in the Arab world, India vigorously wanted strong embargoes against Israel at United
Nations and sought involvement of PLO in inter-national meeting including strong backing of the
PLO‘s right of observer status in the United Nations in 1974.89 By that time PLO got momentum
and recognition of its politico-diplomatic activities specially when seventh Arab Summit of
October 1974 (Rabat) formally recognized PLO being legal representative of Palestinians,90 its
leader Yasser Arafat emerged as an international figure. He expressed deep gratitude and
appreciation for the solid support of the Indian delegation at United Nations asking for the
involvement of PLO delegation in the General Assembly dialogue on Palestinian question.91 By
officially recognizing PLO, India was first non-Arab country to have proper diplomatic official
recognition to the envoy of PLO in January 1975,

92

a move Yasser Arafat hoped would give the

struggle of Palestinian people ‗a very big push forward.‘93
The victory of Janta Dal coalition in 1977 elections brought an expectation in Jerusalem
that relations would finally be normalized because Morarji Desai and A.B. Vajpayee, both
identified as advocates of change in India‘s Middle East policy, were chosen prime minister and
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foreign minister respectively in the country‘s first non-Congress government. However, since
Muslim support was an important factor in Congress‘s defeat, the Janta government was even
more cautious than its predecessor in its open dealings with Israel. Vajpayee assured continuity in
the country‘s Middle East policy when he stated that normalization of relations with Israel would
only be considered after a peace settlement was arrived at in the area.94
New Delhi again sided with Palestine when India was less than enthusiastic about the
Camp David Agreements (1978) and the Egypt-Israel Treaty (16 March 1979). Foreign Minister
Vajpayee pointed out three major shortcomings in this Accord. ‗One, Palestine was the key issue
in the Middle Eastern problem and there could be no lasting peace till absolute rights of
Palestinian nation were restored. Secondly, PLO had not been recognized by Egypt and Israel as
the body which represents Palestinians and lastly, the Camp David Accord was quiet on the
position of Jerusalem.‘95 In fact India did not dispute the sovereign rights of any state to enter into
treaties and agreements on bilateral matters but she could not agree that ―any agreement to which
PLO was not a party, should seek to impose on the Palestinian people a predetermined
settlement.‖96 At the same time India admitted that all states of area inclusive of Israel ought to
have the right to live in tranquility inside protected boundaries.‖97
In another move, PLO‘s office in New Delhi had been given complete diplomatic status
by Indian Government in March1980,98 and later hosted Yasser Arafat to a state visit of India. At
a dinner to his honour Prime Minister Mrs. Indra Gandhi said that sympathy for Palestinians
people had been a part of independent India‘s policy in foreign affairs from its very inception.99
Indra Gandhi considered the Arab-Palestinian question as ―central to the West Asian situation.‖
After coming to power again in 1980, India sponsored with other countries 21 out of 24 anti-Israel
resolutions accepted by the United Nations.100 The resolutions included charges ranging from
Israel‘s complicity in ‗war crimes‘ to not being ‗a peace loving country‘, besides urging all states
to ‗end diplomatic and economic ties with Israel.‘101 India‘s Palestine policy was further
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strengthened when Arafat paid his second visit to India as head of the state in exile in May 1982.
On that occasion the joint Indo-PLO communiqué on 23 May 1982 expressed concern over the
Israeli acts of violence and aggression against Palestinian people in the occupied territories and
their continuous aggressive acts and threat of invasion of south Lebanon, aided by the regular
flow of highly sophisticated imported weapons.102 Most significant diplomatic patronage for PLO
came from Rajiv Gandhi‘s Premiership in 1988 when India recognized the Palestinian state in
exile becoming one of the first countries to recognize the State of Palestine.103 Public symbols of
cooperation with Israel were always discouraged. Israeli circles showed interest when the Davis
Cup tennis quarterfinal tie between India and Israel was held in July 1987 much against the
wishes of the Arab countries. But these Israeli hopes were dashed when the Indian government
came under pressure and refused to allow its tennis team to travel to Ramat Hasharon, Israel in
the summer of 1988 for the playoff tie.104 During the Gulf War of 1990, PLO took sides in favour
of Iraq for the reason that Saddam Hussain had made a precondition for making withdrawal from
Kuwait only if Israel did so from the occupied West Bank and Gaza. India called for the Iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait but on the same time she refused to take sides. 105 During Chandra
Shekhar Government in India, change in Palestine policy was on the cards. The permission given
to re-fuelling of the US planes and later the vote in favour of UN Security Council Resolution
(687, 4 April 1991) were construed as instances and indicators of India‘s emerging change in her
policy perceptions on Israel and Palestinian question. Ultimately the process of diplomatic
normalization with Israel completed in 1992. Keeping in view the aforementioned discussion and
difference between India‘s past denunciation of Israel‘s acts against the Palestinians and its
‗flexible‘ position later, it can be argued that India‘s attitude towards Israel changed
fundamentally during 1990s.
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Change in India’s Israel Policy

India followed a gradual approach towards the issue of upgradation of ties with Israel and
primarily domestic and international considerations were important. India‘s task of enhancing
relationship with Israel was simplified when Yasser Arafat gave the nod to India‘s upgradation of
diplomatic relations with Israel. He said, ―Exchange of ambassadors and recognition are acts of
sovereignty, in which I cannot interfere.‖106 Indian officials acknowledged that ‗anomalies and
anachronisms‘ of their country‘s policy and felt that an incremental improvement was underway
and timing was very critical for a real change of policies by India.107 Shift was seen in India‘s
Israel policy when Indian External Affairs Minister K.K. Tewari endorsed Yasser Arafat
statement who recognized the right of all states to live in peace. Tewari said, ―The attaining by the
Palestinian public of their unchallengeable right to autonomy, and acknowledgment that all
countries of the area, including Palestine, Israel and further neighbours, have had right to exist in
harmony and safety within internationally accepted borders.‖108
Change of Indian attitude towards Israel took its vital shape with the ending of Cold War
in1991.109

Since India assessed again her foreign policy following the disintegration of the

USSR—its major partner in most period of Cold War—from the standing of big powers, it also
reconsider her relationship with Israel, considering the diplomatic benefits it had derived from
downgrading relations with Israel and maintaining a pro-Arab vote record at the United Nations
opposite to likely benefit to be ensue by becoming closer to Jerusalem, given Israel‘s significant
role in the Middle East.110
Some observers were of the opinion that November 1991 OIC meeting gave an incentive
to India for a pragmatic assessment of Indo- Arab and Indo-Israel relations since it made India
discontented by criticizing India for its repression in Kashmir.111 India‘s internal political process
also played a part. The INC loose national elections in 1989 and was unable to form coalition
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government till June 1991.Bhartiya Janta Party‘s success gained much of support from Hindu
right reflecting rise of Hindu fundamentalism. Now relations with Israel were of prime
importance. Israel was now not a burden. They find it as good ally which was no more a
diplomatic burdon.JP in a meeting also called for full diplomatic relations with Israel. The
liberalization of Indian economy by PM Narsima Rao, opening with west and globalised economy
of Israel compelled India to join hands with Israel.112 It is also argued that quite a few factors that
had hindered upgrading relations with Israel had also gone by that time. Now India was not
heavily relying on Arab oil as energy crises was reduced. India required a state like Israel who
could benefit her in her aspirations against Pakistan and who could help her in upgrading its
weaponry. It was also seen as large scale political gains and advantages after the end of Cold War.
Israel was looking to improve her ties with such nations which were once in Soviet orbit. Israel
finds chance to improve relations with nations previously unwilling to have full-fledged relations
with Jerusalem.
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CHAPTER 4

INDO-ISRAELI RELATIONS DURING THE COLD WAR PERIOD

Though India accorded diplomatic recognition to Israel in 1992 yet both the states had jointly
benefitted through coverted relationship since 1950. Their ties had been recognised in many fields
like agriculture, defense, electronics and commerce etc. It is still a strange history that India
supported Palestinian cause with an alliance with Soviet Union during the period 1948-1991 but
still maintained clandestine relationship with Israel. For the continuation of such ties Israel had to
face Indian open propaganda against her own state1 but in the larger interest of her existence she
had to hold and accept this policy as well. This policy and state of affairs covers five decades
which are further sub-divided into two phases. The first phase covers clandestine relationship
while the second phase is analysis of up-graded political as well as diplomatic ties. This study
may help in understanding the dynamics of gradual advancement in the field of diplomatic
endeavors of the both states while the second phase dealing with policy shift in Indian attitude
will be discussed in the forthcoming chapter.
We may examine this interesting scenario of Indo-Israel relations that both enjoying
mutual benefit since long yet they had not formed formal relations till 1992. Indian policy makers
got the ample time and opportunity to re-strengthen diplomatic ties during this period of secret
relations. Soon after the recognition of Israel by India in 1950, Nehru favoured formulation of
diplomatic relations with Israel.2 Krishna Menon and Morarji Desai also shared the same
opinion.3 ―India policy towards Israel is misunderstood‖ was the stance of Mrs. Indra Gandhi
which she mentioned while addressing at Toronto on 25 th April, 1962. She stressed, ―It was
merely inconvenient for the two countries to exchange Ambassadors because of the Arab situation
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and Muslims in India.‖4 So at that time the ruling elite expressed the stance it was not an easy step
to exchange their ambassadors. Morarji Desai Commented on the eve of secret visit of then Israeli
defence minister, ―India had been mistaken…in not having done this [diplomatic relation with
Israel] at the very outset, when Nehru had come to power with India‘s independence. But this
mistaken policy could not now be changed.‖5 But Indians had corrected their decision to some
extent when they established secret relationship with Israel because it was Indian establishment
who made a request to Israel to keep their ties secret. Ms. Kalyal observed, ―the relationship has
been kept quiet at the request of India, which has the world‘s second largest population and has
more than one million expatriate workers in the Arab world.‖6 As such there was a deliberate
effort subsequent to demand of the nature of relations to maintain secrecy in all important matters
by using this secret way of relationship. Through this policy, neither did India ever criticize the
Arabs nor ever favored Israel in the UN. Even Israeli Consulate was kept away from Arab
diplomatic circles and public eyes when it was established in Bombay. Its function was, however,
not less than that of an embassy. With the help of the Israeli Consulate, the favor of key persons
of India was obtained.7 The mystery in which the Israeli Consulate in Bombay was shrouded was
referred to by Mr. Bernard Weinraub in a special report to the New York Times who wrote, ―The
Israeli Consul in Bombay…declines to discuss publicly his country‘s relations with India. He says
however…that Indians in general have been extremely friendly.‖8 Since public and political
parties of the two countries did not understand the exact nature of hidden relationship, the public
opinion sometimes commented harshly for lack of enthusiasm at government level. However, if
the advantages or disadvantages of covert and open relationship were measured, one could arrive
at the conclusion that India and Israel could not afford an open courtship. It is also interesting to
note that India carefully chose very suitable and safe time to recognize Israel in 1950 because
Arab public opinion could not react in the same way as it could have done an year earlier when
Muslims of India were facing worst situation in India due to rioting. India was always keen to
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take advantage out of her Arab friendship but at the same time she did not want animosity with
Israel. Misra wrote that it was more advantageous to have relations with thirteen Arab states as
against Israel but at the same time India had no bad feelings for Israel or Jews.9 Indians knew that
―friendship with Israel will bring them greater advantages because of its technical know-how, its
experience in converting a desert into a rich and fertile garden and military competence . 10 Indian
scholars on this subject criticized their Government for not dealing with Israel in suitable manner.
Dr. Nair writes; ―…instead of making a secret hide and seek and covert manner of making
decision and declaration, had the government of India taken the Parliament into confidence and
went in a bold manner of open declaration and decision, many of the domestic criticism could
have been avoided. Unfortunately, such a lacunae was inherent in almost all policy decisions of
the Government of India with respect to Israel.‖11

India’s Recognition of Israel

India‘s initial attitude towards Israel was that it ―could not recognize an Israel, which had been
achieved through the use of force and not through negotiations.‖12 But a favourable decision
regarding recognition of Israel was almost formulated by September 1948, barely a few months
after the birth of Israel, only leaving undecided the exact date. 13 Indian Ambassador to Egypt also
made it clear in a press conference that India wished to retain friendship with Arab States but also
thinking ―whether it were not better to come to terms with Israel.‖14
The Indian delegate voted against admission of Israel at the UN‘s General Assembly roll
call on 11 May 1949. Hindu Mahasabha deplored ―the discriminatory policy of the Nehru
government in refusing recognition to the new state of Israel…withholding of recognition by the
government of India has been creating misunderstanding and hampering the growth of mutual
goodwill and friendship which is so vital for stabilizing india‘s position in the Middle East [so]
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steps be immediately taken for recognition of Israel and building up intimate relationships with
the people of the State.15 Criticism from nationalist parties and some news papers continued to be
mounted when in February 1950 the Indian Prime Minister declared that the question of Israel‘s
recognition, ― could not obviously be indefinitely deferred and that the fact of Israel being there as
a state is recognized by us‖.16 On 16 September 1950 Nehru addressed a cable to Moshe Sharett,
Foreign Minister of Israeli

conveying his government‘s decision about her willingness to

recognize the Israeli government.17 And finally on 17 September 1950 the Indian Government
formally accorded recognition to Israel in these words; ― The Government of India has decided to
accord the recognition to the Government of Israel‖. The official spokesman while announcing
the recognition further explained detailed account of the factors and circumstances that prompted
the Indian government to accord recognition to Israel. It was explained that, ―…the Government
of Israel has been in existence for two years. There is no doubt it is going to stay. India and Israel
have been working together for the last two years in the United Nations and other international
bodies, and Israel has been throughout this period collaborating with other members of the United
Nations for furthering the cause of world peace and establishing better economic and social
conditions in all parts of the world…continuing non-recognition is not only inconsistent with the
overall relationship but even limits the effectiveness of the Government of India‘s role as a
possible intermediary between Israel and Arab states.‖18
India‘s delayed

recognition was mainly because of its peculiar situation in the

subcontinent where she had indulged in a war against Pakistan in Kashmir and wanted to gather
Arab sympathies for her case in Kashmir. India chose a more opportune moment and while the
whole world had its attention focus on the development in Korea, the announcement was made
with the minimum possible publicity.19 Girilal Jain, a veteran columnist wrote, ―After the
establishment of the Muslim state of Pakistan, Nehru thought that he had to compete with it for
for the friendship of Arab countries. That is why he decided not to establish full diplomatic
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relations with Israel after having recognized it.‖20 At that time Indian attitude towards Palestine
problem was influenced by many factors. On this issue, Muslims in all parts of the world had
taken a clear stand favouring the Arabs. The Muslim states of Middle East and Pakistan had taken
a keen interest in Palestine and uncompromisingly opposed the idea of the partition. The
government of India, which wanted to encourage cooperation among Asian countries in the
international fields, could not afford to antagonize those states by adopting a different policy on
this issue.21 Moreover, India had also to take note of the fact that Pakistan had tried to make
capital out of the Anti Muslim riots in India by propagating the view that her government was
hostile to the Muslims.It was again very important to consider the feelings of thirty million
Muslims living in India. These facts led India not to give immediate recognition to Israel but there
was a gradual realization in India that the new state had come to stay and it had to be recognized
one day.22 These practical difficulties and considerations confronted by the Government of India
were reflected in a note prepared by the Ministry of External Affairs. It revealed that ―…the
recognition of Israel by India would displease the Arabs and be treated as an unfriendly

act and

would certainly aggravate our relations with Pakistan…our missions [in Arab countries] have
therefore, emphatically advised us against our recognition of Israel till the outstanding question of
i) settlement of Arab refugees ii) Boundary between Israel and Arab World and iii) Holy place of
Jerusalem are satisfactorily settled.‖23 It is quite obvious that the Government of India had
carefully prepared the ground for eventual recognition and as soon as Israel was admitted to the
UN in September 1950 India did not lose any time to recognize it as a legitimate state. 24 Karishna
Menon held the view that ―whatever country is recognized by the UN, should be recognized by
us.‖25 India was so firm in her decision of recognizing Israel that no Arab pressure could reverse
that. Nehru, despite of acknowledging Arab pressure, declined to withdraw his recognition to
Israel because that would ―not help the solution of the problem,‖ Nehru further said, ―It was after
the fullest consideration…that we decided to recognize Israel.‖26 Scholars debated the nature and
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legal status of recognition of Israel whether Indian recognition of Israel was de facto or de jure.27
The government of India tried to confuse the issue through legalistic arguments as to the
distinction between diplomatic and consular representation to minimize dismay

in the diplomatic

circles caused by that recognition. In a speech at Bombay Mr. Peretz Gordon, the Israeli Consul in
India made it clear when he confirmed that ―India‘s recognition of the state of Israel was not only
de facto but also de jure.‖28 A couple of years after the recognition of Israel by India, Mr. Walter
Eytan, Director General, Foreign Ministry of Israel visited India to exploit the possibilities of
making relations with India. Mr. Eyten and Prime Minister Nehru agreed to the idea of
establishing diplomatic ties with Israel. Later, Mr. Nehru withdrew from this position which has
been interpreted by Michael Brecher as an outcome of the forceful intervention of Maulana
Azad.29 Later, India supported Israel‘s participation in Afro-Asian Conference of Bandung (1955)
but no invitation could be sent to Israel because Arab diplomatic circles resented on that proposal.
According to Ahmad Al-Shukairy (a PLO leader) Nehru suggested the inclusion of Israel in the
Conference and argued, ―Has Israel not been recognized by the UN? Does Israel not maintain
diplomatic relations with many Afro-Asian countries? Is it not profitable that Israel should be
included in Afro-Asian conference so that it could directly negotiate with Arab countries on
various disputes?‖30 Nehru was not happy upon non-participation of Israel in the Conference.
Shukairy further pointed out that he wanted Palestinian issue to be discussed there but Nehru
objected that it was not brave on part of Arabs to discuss Palestinian issue when Israel had not
been invited31 Brecher quoted Nehru as saying ―…we felt that logically Israel should be invited
but when we saw that the consequences of that invitation would be that many other would not be
able to come, then we agreed.‖32
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Israeli Consulate at Bombay

Israeli consulate had been very active in India and was able to do what an embassy could achieve
because desspite of the low-ranking position and non-diplomatic position, the Israeli Consul used
to have easy approach to Prime Minister of India, this opportunity was usually not provided fully,
to ambassadors living in New Delhi.33 Shortly after recognition of Israel by India, Israel opened
an aliya office in Bombay to facilitate the migration of Jew refugees trapped in India in World
War II. This office steadily became a business and commercial point which became a complete
consulate later on when Gabrieel Doron took the charge of consulate in the month of June 53. 34 In
the words of Israeli Consul Yakakov Morris, ―One of the primary purposes of the Consulate of
Israel and the Consul responsible for its activities is to promote understanding and friendship and
mutuality of interests between the people and Government of India.‖35 The nature of Indo Israel
relations was such that it demanded covert efforts. The danger of annoying the Arab world with
which India‘s economic interests were tied up, kept India unnerved and as such it could not be
indulged in any open courtship. From the very early days it did its function in a manner by
winning friends for Israel from the influential sections of the Indian society. Special
correspondent of Washington Post once remarked, ―Israeli Consulate is the base of operation for a
quiet effort to reach key political personalities and opinion leaders.‖36 Besides, it helped to
expand and finance Indo – Israeli Friendship Society, and had monitored and arranged various
receptions and functions.37 One of the important functions of the Consulate was to create a public
opinion in favour of Israel which was succeeded and gained momentum in a steady manner. In
many a context the consulate did became the focus of media and intelligentsia whenever they
tried to make analogy between India and Israel. Due to their important tasks Israeli Consuls in
India were usually diplomats of great experience and maturity. Due to their intricate job of
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maintaining covert relations, exceptionally brilliant member of Israeli foreign office were
selected.38
It is also pertinent to mention that Jews had been a part of India for centuries. The most
distinct feature of India‘s Jewish community is the nonappearance of bias attitude by the Indian
majority.They had been living in India peacefully without fear of murder. Jewish numbers in
India is nearly six thousand, more than 25,000 migrated to
seventees.Their services in Indian community were appreciated.39

Israel between fiftees to
Naturally, Jews in India had

close links with the Israeli Consulate in Bombay, as most of them lived in this city. In other
places also, they had liaison with the Israeli Consul who used to visit them occasionally.40 These
Jews were great weapon in molding public opinion in favour of Israel. Some times the Consul of
Israel in Bombay used to comment on the Indian governments‘ policies. At one point of time, Mr.
Yusef Hassan, the Israeli consul, had said that there had been a powerful Muslim plus Arab‘s
lobby in New Delhi and that Arabs ambassadors were using Indian Muslims to bring pressure to
bear on the government. He said, ―Your politicians are afraid of the Arabs. They are afraid that
Iraq would cancel their contracts and Saudi Arabia would stop importing Indian labour.‖ In
replying to another question he made it clear that no Hindu wanted the closure of the Israeli
consulate in Bombay.41 It was after intense lobbying by the New York-based Jewish group, who
met PM Rajiv Gandhi along with the influential US Congressman Stephen Solarz, that relations
were restored to the earlier level in August 1986. 42

Indo-Israeli Military Collaboration

The close Indo-Israeli collaboration was extended almost to all important spheres during the
period under discussion. However, it is their close cooperation in the military and nuclear fields,
which deserves special attention as it has had strategic implications for Pakistan in particular and
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Muslim world in general. It is evident from the facts that both had been pursuing their aims in a
well-coordinated manner and had been extending covert help to each other in the time of need.
Although India‘s first PM Mr. Nehru was responsible to hatch relationships with Israel but at low
profile due to Arab considerations. But Israel had been doing efforts to uplift and upgrade status
of relationships. All governments of India that followed Nehru were involved to gain military
assistance and sought Israel‘s support in this regard. They shared intelligence as well during their
covert relationships.43
Even Indian defence forces normally did not want to open the relations due to her security
needs and compulsions. Hence, India showed extra care so that nothing should be leaked in terms
of intelligence. So, the Israeli Consulate in Bombay facilitated the delegations going to and
coming from Israel. In July 1962,

Mr. Bergmann of the Israeli Atomic Energy Commission

visited India and an agreement was reached for cooperation in the nuclear field. 44 An Arab
newspaper published some secret military documents which showed that India and Israel were
gravely engaged in military collaboration in January 1963. The secret letter of April 1963 gave a
list of arms, ammunition and equipment received from Australia, Israel and UK during March
1963. This heavy inflow of Israeli military equipment, following negotiations of January 1963,
indicated the existence of Indo-Israel military pact. The extent of military collaboration can be
judged from the heavy inflow of military equipment into India in one month and it is also
noteworthy that supplies started pouring in just three months after the negotiations had started. 45
Prior to 1965 war with Pakistan, Israel and India considered another military deal and General
Shaltiel under took a secret mission to India and held a number of meetings with General J.N.
Chaudhry of India.46 It is also reported that two Jewish officers were also appointed in the Indian
defence ministry to facilitate Indo-Israeli military cooperation.47 It is significant that at later date,
when Admiral Samson of Indian Navy visited Israel for coordinating the joint efforts of the two
countries, the Arab Press took a strong notice of it. When the news was flashed the Indian high
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commission at Cairo denied the reports and clarified that Admiral had gone to Israel for medical
treatment.48
A reassessment of Foreign Policy regarding Indo-Israel relations came when Israel
defeated A rabs in 1967 war.They believed and appreciated its capabilities. Right wing Hindu
parties did not like Indian forces‘ performance in wars with China and Pakistan.They gradually
find in Israel a model they were looking for.Hindu-Zionist alliance to cater Islam was also seen as
possibilities.49 Indian Defence Minister Swaran Singh described the victory of Israel in 1967 war
in the following words, ―India is deeply impressed by the achievements of the Israeli armed
force…speedy mobilization at extremely short notice‖. He wanted to dig out, ―how Israel had
been able to mobilize her entire force in less than twenty four hours and in such a manner that it
ensured positive results.‖50 When French Government forced ban on the provision of armoury to
Israel after 1967 war. Brigadier General Ariel Sharon (later Prime Minister) visited Delhi to
purchase French spare parts.51 While India supplied the much needed spare parts to Israel, she
negotiated secretly through Western Armament Dealers for the purchase of Israeli Arms and
Soviet made Guided Missiles and certain other forms of military hardware captured by Israel
during Sinai War.52 India‘s desire to acquire modern weaponry was not any secret. A member of
Indian Parliament Major Ranjeet Singh while visiting Israel recommended a defence system
similar to that of Israel for India against China and Pakistan. 53 Military collaboration continued
even after June 1967 War. In May 1970 a high powered Indian Air Force delegation visited Israel
to study the implementation of military pact reached between the two countries during visit of
Israeli general Shaltiel.54

In October 1971

an Israeli military delegation consisting of

representatives from Air Force and Navy arrived in New Delhi and negotiated an agreement
according to which Israel was to provide logistic support as well as military supplies to India. 55
Israel provided men and military assistance to India during its war with Pakistan in 1971. 56 Desai
told in Lok Sabha, ― I do not give out any secret when I say that in the height of Indo-Pakistan
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war, some of the best , some of the most sophisticated war material was supplied[to India] by
Israel.‖57 The visit of Moshe Dayan was another example of secret contacts between India and
Israel. Dayan visited India on 14 August 1977, on a specific official request from Morarji Desai
(The Prime Minister of India). In this visit he was given full official honor and security.58 Another
high level contact was in London, when Desai went there to attend the Common Wealth
Conference. The Israeli Defence Minister, Weizmann met him these in order to urge for closer
Indo-Israeli ties. The Israelis, in turn, offered their military technology to India, which included
Mirage III, the Kaffer jet fighters and the super battle-Tank-Mevkevah.59 In order to explore the
possibilities of the offer, V. Sankar, the Principal Secretary to Prime Minister, visited Israel for
four days in early 1979. The Israeli Government had agreed to transfer their technology through
third party deal. After collapse of Janta Government, the successive Government of Mrs. Gandhi
had worked out the link and about sixty crores worth of defence deals had been negotiated with
Israel through third party contacts.60
Like Indian armed forces there was also prolonged cooperation between Research and
Analysis Wing (RAW) and its Israeli counterpart, Mossad. This partnership was the outcome of a
covert collaboration accord in the field of security, intelligencesharing and defence and arms.
Israel helped her in major conflicts with other neighbours.61 Same cooperation continued duing
India‘s war with china and both wars with Pakistan. 62 In January 1963, when India was defeated
by China, India wanted more military support and technological assistance. Israeli Chief of Army
Staff and the Chief of Military Intelligence came to India and exchanged views with Indian
military‘s top leadership, that also included Army Chief.63
Following the Sino-Indian dispute, India sought sympathy and support from every quarter.
As part of his universal appeal, Nehru even personally wrote to the Israeli Prime Minister, David
Ben Gurion.64 Sharing the Indian concern, the Israeli PM extended his support as well as provided
arms.65 Such kind of covert Israeli aid had always been facilitated by her external intelligence
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agency, ―Acting widely as an alternative diplomatic service, the Mossad has opened doors and
maintained relations with dozens of countries which prefer that these connections not be known.
The Mossad simply gives the other nation an easy way out – receiving military, medical and
agricultural advice from the overenthusiastic Israelis without risking economic or political
boycotts of the Arab World‖66 India also supported Israel in 1967 war and Ariel Sharoon visited
secretly to purchase French part for its airforce and tanks. 67 It is believed that at same time
intelligence sharing and assistance started during same period. ―India even more populous was
another useful contact point for Meir Amit's Mossad, even though the Indian Government was
also unwilling to tell its 800 million Hindu and Muslim people about the secret relationship with
the Jewish State. Clandestine cooperation is always based on common interests, leading to an
exchange of information. For India and Israel, the common potential enemy was Pakistan – a
Muslim nation committed to helping the Arab countries of the Middle East. 68
In January 1963, as elaborated earlier, India sought help of Israel‘s military with serious
consultations. All deals were very secret.RAW followed the footsteps of MOSSAD. 69 This
collaboration continued even when Mrs. Indra Gandhi (66-77 and 80-84), normally known as
unfriendly to Israelis.69 Kumarasawamy quotes, ―RAW sent its personnel to Israel for specialized
training and in late 1984, in the wake of Indra Gandhi's assassination, it also invited a senior
Israeli security specialist to advise on the Prime Minister's security systems. RAW probably also
buys electronic intelligence equipment from Israel‖70
Even that period when Indian leadership at government level was not friendly, security
personnel adopted parallel policy of friendship with Israel. Military establishment had been
enjoying and appreciating Israel‘s professional approach in military experiments. 71
To sum up we can say that even when normal diplomatic relations were missing in the
period which has been discussed, a basic indulgence of long-run union of military interests led
India and Israel to maintain some secret military contacts. Israel started courting India to expand
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them after the Arab states failed to help India during its conflicts with her neighbours. Israel's
impressive military successes against the Arabs related understanding were there.They both had
capability of cooperation and both were willing to cooperate.(they did in 1962,65,71).Dr.
Kumarasawamy put that cooperation thus: ―rarely acknowledged in public, however marginal the
military impact of these weapons, they signaled a certain shared security understanding, if not
friendship.‖72

Indo-Israeli Nuclear Collaboration

From very beginning India and Israel were interested in nuclear field and started their nuclear
programme immediately after their creation. Indians even launched their nuclear programme
during British rule in 1944. It was Nehru who described the main features of Indian nuclear
programme so early. Famous Cairo Journalist Muhammad Heikal thinks about Nehru that ―He
was deeply interested in atomic power. It means that strength in war and strength in peace either
through victory or through productivity.‖74 In 1961, Israel, finally, established atomic reactor
under the high protection of military.75 India wanted to expand its nuclear programme with the
help of Israel because Israel has obtained most modern technology with the help of France, its
best example is the atomic rector of Diamon built with the assistance of France.76 Mr. Bergnann
who was the expert of nuclear programme visited India to work on mutual collaboration between
both countries in the field of atomic research.77 India has established the first nuclear power
station, with the help of Israel at Tarapure, Bombay.78
Israel had a disadvantage that she had to buy raw material to run the atomic reactor.
Indians did not have such issues as it had the largest Thorium reserve all around the world.79 This
thing brought both countries together to meet their needs. With collaboration of Israel, Jewish
financer group in Switzerland arranged 2500000 pounds for Indian‘s progress in mining plant and
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in return India would give them facility of raw material.80 India was ready to accept the offer and
established an extraction plant at Jaduguda. Along with that India also had

been giving its

nuclear secrets to Israel. Dr. Homy Sethna who was the Director Bhabha Atomic Research Center
Bombay, later on, disclosed that Israel helped in the establishment of nuclear reactor of
Kalpakkam (Madras) and, ―the plutonium needed by this Atomic center would also be acquired
from Israel.‖81 In 1972 Pakistan at the UN forum Mexico suggested that South Asia should be
nuclear free region.82 For this purpose in UN Atomic Energy Conference the spokesperson of
Pakistan proposed that whole South Asia should sign the agreement to denuclearize themselves.83
Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto who was the PM of Pakistan also stressed that when he was launching
Nuclear Power Plant on 23 November 1972 in Karachi. He proposed, ―For Pakistan, atomic
energy should become a symptom of hope rather than fear. For this reason, we would welcome it
if the entire subcontinent by the agreement between the countries concerned would be declared a
nuclear-free zone and the introduction of nuclear weapons banned.‖84
Early stance of Indian leaders about ―Atomic energy for peaceful purpose‖85 proved
incorrect when with assistance of international agencies India tested its underground nuclear
device on 18th May 1974 with the ironical claim that it would be used for peaceful purpose only.86
It was the same India whose leaders claimed and preached peace in the world, even Nehru
regarded his visit of Hiroshima and Nagaski, after atomic attacks, as ‗pilgrimage‘ to humanity. He
was the main supporter of diplomatic and conventional military strength and opposed the use of
atomic weapon, because it would bring destruction for humanity. Even then he wanted that India
should be nuclear power as in 1964 at Bombay he said: ―I hope Indian scientists will use the
atomic force for constructive purposes. But if India is threatened, she will inevitably defend
herself by all means at her disposal.‖87
According to J.D. Sethi that although India always claimed that their nuclear programme
was for peaceful purpose, yet they ever described what could be those peaceful objectives rather
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than power?

88

After Indian test of nuclear bomb in 1974, PM of Pakistan Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto

showed his reaction in a press conference in these words: ―Testing a nuclear device denotes that a
country has acquired a nuclear weapons capability. But a nuclear weapon is not like conventional
military weapons. It is primarily an instrument of pressure and coercion against a non-nuclear
weapon power.‖ He further opined, ―We will never be victim of Nuclear Blackmail.‖89
Nevertheless, Indian nuclear policy always found secret links with Israel which directly
influenced Pakistan anyway. Pakistan reiterated India to sign an agreement of nuclear free South
Asia, but India always opposed this idea.90 During 29th session of the United Nations General
Assembly (28 October 1974) Pakistan, to support her view, presented resolution to force every
South Asian Country to work for the nuclear free South Asia.91 Once PM Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto
Said, ―The imperative necessity of such zones is evident. Only through these (nuclear weapon
free zones) can trust and understanding characterize interstate relations.‖92 Pakistan was craving
for peace in South Asia which was valid. As Samina Ahmed Said, ―Pakistan‘s anxiety vis-s-vis
India‘s nuclear explosion was on two scores. First, because of the danger of the Indian nuclear
threat to the country and secondly, to the threat it posed to the region.‖
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Moonis Ahmar thinks,

―The Indian explosion of May 1974 added a new dimension to the Indian-Pak relationship. A
nuclear India with its immense conventional military capability was a prospect Pakistan in
particular and other regional states in general feared. Pakistan raised the question of
denuclearization of South Asia at the United Nations hoping that this will come as a forewarning
of India‘s nuclear ambitions.‖94

According to Zalmay Khalilzad, ―To meet the Indian challenge,

Pakistan adopted a three-pronged policy which included expansion of its own programme,
building up conventional forces, and to continue efforts to embarrass India in international forums
by demanding that South Asia be made a nuclear-free zone.‖95 According to Jayaramu, ―Although
the Pakistani proposal ostensibly talks of the danger of nuclear proliferation by the nuclear
powers, it was actually prompted by India‘s nuclear explosion of May 1974. Pakistan wanted to
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put a blanket ban on India‘s further activities.‖
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Poulose said ―Pakistan‘s mechanistic insecurity

syndrome suddenly became active when she saw in India‘s Pokhran (I) explosion the image of a
nuclear weapon power in South Asia.‖
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Hence, considering India‘s obstinacy in this regard, Pakistan‘s apprehensions are justified
in the scenario of an enemy with whom three wars have been fought and which is collaborating
with countries like Israel. So, in order to counter such a threat and influence the Arab World,
Pakistan direly needed atomic weapon. Pakistan‘s nuclear capability is highly refined and suitable
for further technical ventures.98 But it has been under an incessant threat by enemies like India
and Israel fearing and anticipating a combined attack like Osirak-type by these two enemies at
Kahuta.
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Indo-Israeli Economic Collaboration

Direct trade between India and Israel has almost been non-existent owing to strategic and geopolitical reason during this period as traditionally India preferred Arab States for trade which also
served her interests in the region. In this way Israel was less important to her policy priorities in
the region during that era.100 A famous Israeli Rabbi Silver told Indian journalists about his visit
to India that Israel and India were going to strengthen their mutual relations through a trade
agreement.
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Hence, we see Israel‘s Trade Consuls being posted at the most important ports of

Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay (Now Mumbai) indicating improving economic relations between
the two countries. The volume of trade of two countries increased manifold from 1961 to 1967.
Indian Commerce Minister, Dinesh Singh, gave details in Lok Sabha about commercial dealings
and stated that ―there were no restrictions on trade with Israel and it was open to increase the
volume of trade with Israel.‖102
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Table 4.1
Indo-Israel volume of trade 1962-1967
(Value Rs. Lakhs)
Year

Imports

Exports

1962-1963

5.6

4.35

1963-1964

9.4

6.29

1964-1965

44.70

6.96

1965-1967

20.18

6.81

Source: Times of India, 27 November 1968

In May 1964, Mr Yigal Allon, Israeli Minister for Labour and Corporation visited India to
further improve cooperation in this regard
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India‘s covert commercial dealings with Israel were

also noted by Arab Media. The Muslim world quoted Al Nahada (a weekly from Bairut) that ―an
official secret agreement providing for wide scale cooperation between India and Israel has been
reached. Government of India has agreed to enter into a number of new cultural and economic
agreements with Israel so as to help her break the Arab boycott by opening markets in India and
certain other Asian countries for Israeli goods.‖104 Having interested with Indian economic
personalities,

an Israeli minister expressed

his conviction that their relations could be

strengthened through trade.105 As there was non-existence of formal diplomatic relations between
the two, Israeli Consul in India had to be proactive in this regard. He also saw ‗great scope for
trade between the two countries‘. He also expressed in a press conference his preference in the
areas of possibilities in trade, saying ―Israel could import iron, ores, caustic soda tea, jute and
machine tools from India, while selling her chemical fertilizer, rubber tyres and machine tools
needing in Indian. He also suggested a money sharing easy route for trade to India by using EilatAshdad route off the cape of Good Hope.106 In Rajiv Gandhi‘s reign there has been an accelerated
enlargement in trade, nonetheless, official figures showed a small level of trade yet un official
figures signified 300 millions, because mainly trade was done through a third party or informal
sources.107
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Table 4.2
Indo-Israel Bilateral Trade 1984-1990
India
Value
Israel
Million $
Imports

Exports

Year

Imports

Exports

12

17

1984

2.2

14.4

13

22

1985

16.8

13.0

19

25

1986

2.3

21.6

36

58

1987

5.1

39.7

44

66

1988

5.2

82.3

53

71

1989

125.1

82.2

58

84

1990

91.6

69.6

Source: IMF Trade Statistics, 1990
Even in the absence of formal relations, the two countries kept on exchanging cultural
delegations, providing people to people contact opportunities. Many symposiums, debates,
lectures, exhibitions, music concerts were organized by Israel Consulate, in order to have an
access to important communal personalities. 108 In November 1968, wife of Israeli Defense
Minister Mrs. Ruth Dayan, on her visit to India, urged the Indian government to send Indian
students to Israeli university on Israel scholarship where ―she would personally take care of
Indian students sent to any Israeli university.‖109 she also acknowledged the intricacy of relations
with India in this connection, but hoped, a day will come when things will be easy. She
recognized the complexity of India for not having that sort of affairs which were predictable but
anticipated that ―a day will come when things will be easy between India and Israel.‖110 She was
full of admiration for the Indian people‘s gracious moves and regarded India as her ―second
home.‖111
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Evolution from Informal to Formal Ties

It has been mentioned above that secret and open relationships between India and Israel
developed in this period with ups and downs in the policy. It can be said or argued that India‘s
Israel policy required stability. One of main reason behind it was that different political parties
maintained different positions and stances. At the same time as INC and other liberal parties
shared the feelings about the Palestinian Arabs. On the other hands Sewak Singh, Jan Sangh and
rightist parties censured and did not like government official policy regarding Israel. Jan Sangh
did not like and rejected West Asia policy of government. He condemned support for the Arabs as
an addition at the international level of what it regarded as Congress‘s domestic soothing of
Muslims. The party advocated that mostly the Arab countries did not warrant particular treatment
at the cost of Israel, and questioned how India can maintain diplomatic relationships with
aggressive states like Pakistan and China but not a friendly country like Israel. Besides, it also
assumed that India would be able to play a positive role in Arab Israeli dispute if New Delhi
would have full diplomatic relations with all parties.
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Commencement of full relationships with

Israel had always been a unique segment of Jan Sangh –BJP programme.113 As far as India‘s no
relationship policy towards Israel was concerned, it had been trickling over for a long four
decades. Nonetheless, from the initial years to the period of Suez Crisis, India had an aim of
starting diplomatic relations with Israel. But this crisis and later political developments in the
region and political behavior of Israel disallowed her from making any policy change. 114 As
Krishna Menon depicted to the US President that establishment of diplomatic relations with Israel
―would probably add to complication in the middle-East while it brings us an advantage, it would
not lower tension in that area.‖115 During this period Indian‘s policy was circling around her
interest of having and keeping relations with Arab countries and she believed that a sort of close
relationship with Israel could have ―dangerous international consequences.‖116 Status quo was
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preserved in Nehru era to encourage Indian interest in West Asia. Officially, the Indian
Government implemented a controlled policy to Israel but with all the options open in this regard.
If we go on and look at the time period of Lal Bahadur Shastri‘s Premiership, there was no
important change in the Government of India‘s Israel policy although Shastri‘s remained in the
office for so short a period to make any estimation on his policy on Israel. However, traditional
policy was pursued by Shastri which turned to be pro-Arab. When Indra Gandhi became PM of
India, Israel articulated and shaped expectation to have good and close relations with India.
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In

her place during her first tenure (1966-1977) there emerged some developments that gave grounds
of communication between two states. In 1966, Zalman Shazar, President of Israel, stayed for a
short time in India in March 1966. He was not accorded an official reception and this opened up a
debate on his India‘s Israel policy. Due to it, the Israeli Press censured Indian Government. 118
Moreover, Indian approach to Israel was reflected during the June war of 1967 and all this
happened during Indra Gandhi‘s period. India partook keenly in the war because of its unsure
position in the United Nation‘s force in Gaza Strip. India supported Secretary General‘s position
that UN forces could not function without wishes and consent of the host countries, although, the
Times of India objected to ―the Government‘s well known policy of endorsing every single move
by President Nasser.‖119 The Indian contingent was withdrawn at the Egyptian President‘s
demand—an action that in the view of many exacerbated the crises. Indian Press did not like
Government posture of being pro-Arab. By 1967 Times of India declared, ―…in the dismal record
of Indian foreign policy in recent times nothing can compare with such an exhibition of
amateurishness, the only fruit of which will be to attract the worlds amused contempt‖120 In
addition, similar articles appeared in other leading Indian dailies. The Hindu opined. ―that a large
segment of parliamentary opinion, not only opposition members but important members of the
ruling congress party itself, is not willing to subscribe to the policies. The government of India
has been following [about] West Asia.‖121 The poll observed by Indian Institute of Public Opinion
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brings out this stifle also. In four cities of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, and New Delhi, where
literacy rate was not so sound and high, two out of three respondents were critical of the
government stance and position on West Asia. It was said and concluded that the press was more
in tune and harmony with the electorate than the government of the day.122
Another vital and critical event took place on 21 August 1969. Al Aqsa Mosque in
Jerusalem was burnt and it stunned the whole world. Consequently, all Muslim states reacted
harshly and on 23rd and 24th September 1969, Islamic conference at Rabat was held and India
was also invited to the conference due to her large number of Muslim population. 123 But the
Pakistanis coupled with Jordon, objected the unrest of Ahmadabad and rejected to join the
conference in case of Indian inclusion in the conference. Views of Pakistan and Jordon proved
convincing and reigned, and the Indian delegation was not permitted to attend the sessions. The
opposition used the humiliation of Indian Government as apology in Parliament. Besides, Indra
Gandhi‘s strength split because the Congress party sustained internal strife and rakishness. Due to
it Indra Gandhi faced censure in parliament, although she survived it with the assistance of
Communist and regional parties. It was believed that the Government would search for mature
and sound relations with the Arabs but it was believed wrongly. India called back its diplomats
from Morocco and Jordan in retaliation for its exclusion at Rabat. As an additional sign of
displeasure, Foreign Minister Dinesh Singh held a meeting in New York with his Israeli
counterpart Abha Eban-the first such high level contact between the two counties in years.124
India did not like position of Arabs on Pakitan India war of 1971. Most of the Arabs remained
inactive; ‗neutral‘ and silent while some of them did condemn India and its action during the
crisis. India expressed her displeasure at the Arab stance and understanding on Bangladesh
crisis.125 Here, Israel‘s attitude and understanding of the crisis were helpful to India because it
was different from the Arabs. Foreign Minister of Israel, Abba Eban in a speech to the Knesset on
23rd June 1971 uttered Israel‘s ―deep shock at the terrible acts perpetrated by the Pakistan
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Army.‖126 Bangladesh was recognized by Israel in February 1972 and Israel was one of the first
countries who accepted and recognized her. On the other hand, Arab states declined to accept
Israel until Pakistan recognized her. Foreign Minister Swaran Singh confessed that India was ―
disappointed at the lukewarm attitude or the silence adopted by the Arab countries‖ during the
war.127 India, in this period, chalked out and conducted its South Asia policy on hope for future
support instead of living and thinking on past failures about mutual exchange. Besides, economic
and political resources of 130 million Arabs and three million Israelis were taken into view by
India. Once, it was stated by Minister of External Affairs that the Government did not ―consider it
necessary to draw up balance sheets of act so mutual support between Indian and each of the Arab
countries.‖
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But in this period, though Indians were considered as unresponsiveness to Israel, in

private talk and conversation Indian leaders exhibited soft outlook to their Israeli counterpart and
the people but the soft approach could not be preserved in official programmes and policies. It is
said that Mr. Gandhi followed a private policy to contact Israel and policy of refusal and
condemnation in the public.129 Moreover, UN record shows that India co-sponsored 21
resolutions out of 24 concerning Israel. The resolutions were very crucial and important because
these blamed Israel of doing war crimes. India also wanted to involve other states to end all type
of relationships including diplomatic and economic ties with Israel.
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Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee became Foreign Minister in Janta (Morarji Dessai PM)
Government. As Vajpayee was an ex- Jan Sangh leader that always advocated for India‘s good
relations even with Israel. He was strong critic of Government of India‘s West Asia policy. So,
his appearance as Foreign Minister brought a beam of hope among Pro-Israeli circles. Jan Sangh
considered Israel a natural partner of India due to anti-Muslim feeling.131 In 1967, Mr. Vajpayee
visited Israel, on his return, he was of the view that there was a great amount of cool feelings and
benevolence for India in Israel.
policy on West Asia.
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132.

But during his term, he was unable to change traditional Indian

Now, he announced and claimed to have a principal stand on West Asia
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and said, ―there can be no durable peace…without the complete withdrawal by [Israel] from all
occupied Arab territories.‖134
During 1980s, relation between India and Israel remained on the rise due to cautiously
reorganization of Arab positions. Rajiv Gandhi (1984-89) did not follow policy of his precursors
and met authorities of Israel openly. In the USA, he also arranged meeting with Pro-Israeli
leadership.
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In this regard, the help was extended by the USA Congress member Mr. Solarz to

Jewish lobbyist Moris Araham in 1986 to bring India and Israel closer. The time period in the
history is very important for Israel. For the first time it was observed that India had clear
inclination towards Israel.136. Mr. Rajiv won general election in 1984 and started some links with
Israel. This course became an essential portion of realistic and non-ideological advance to
external policy pursued by Mr. Narasimah Roa.
Rajiv Gandhi did not take dramatic action but initiated a number of small moves. Hence,
he helped Indian Government to regularize relationships with Israel. Another change took place in
June 1991 on the stance of Indian politics when Mr. Narasimha Roa became Prime Minister of
India who had a deep eye and observation on changing situation because before becoming PM, he
was holding charge of external affairs when Mr. Rajiv was PM of India. Significant change was
observed in India and Israel policy after Cold War era. After breakdown of Soviet Union,
nonaligned subtext was no more applicable for India. New possibilities for diplomatic tricks had
been opened when PM Roa agreed to have complete diplomatic relationship with Israel and it was
a clear change in Indian policy and posture.
When Israeli tourists were kidnapped in Kashmir, the Indian PM assisted the visit of some
diplomats of Israel to synchronize releasing efforts In a well-publicized gesture on 16 December
1991, India voted with the majority to repeal the Resolution of UN General Assembly of 10
November 1975 that equated Zionism with racism. As India was one of the original sponsors of
this resolution, this action marked a significant departure from her earlier posture. 137

Indian
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representative in UN MR. Chinmay Gharekhan justified first ever pro-Israel vote by India in
favour of revolving the 1975 UN resolution, he remarked, ―No concept or theories should be
allowed to stand in the way of peace.‖138 According to an Indian analyst, at a stroke India cast
away its earlier commitment to fight ―Israel‘s racist, expansionist, terrorist policy and its attempt
to Judaiz Arab territories.‖139 The Indians sought to justify the lifting of their ties with Israel by
arguing that ―it would not affect the cause of a Palestinian homeland‖ as both were having talks
on this issue.140
On 29 January 1992, India officially announced its complete relations at diplomatic level
with Israel, and it was related with PM Roa‘s approaching visit to US.
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It could not be done by

earlier governments of India due to their unwillingness to review her traditional policy on Israel,
although it received severe criticism from different circles. In this regard, Moshe Yegar wrote that
―for 44 years India demonstrated reservations, unfriendliness and even hostility towards Israel.
Israel for its part invested many efforts to bring about change in India‘s policy, but to no avail.‖142
When India detected an opportunity, it did not remain behind to recognize and have diplomatic
ties with Israel because in the region China had recognized the Jewish State. Indian government
also wanted to become one of earlier states in this regard. Moreover, a decision had to be taken
before the PM‘s visit to the USA to attend the UN General Assembly session otherwise
impression would be created that it was done on the directives of some Major powers. 143 Deputy
PM of Israel David Levy visited China in January 1992, The visit marked the establishment of
full diplomatic relations. At the time, Deputy PM also suggested India that it should make up for
lost time and establish diplomatic relations with Israel. 144 At New Delhi and Tel Aviv, embassies
were formed and the event ended a long spell of low-profile relationship. The Foreign Secretary
of the time, J.N Dixit was of the view that the decision was undertaken with the widest possible
consultations within the cabinet and across the political spectrum. He took pains to refute the
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suggestion that it was influenced, in any way, by the recent Chinese moves to establish embassy
in Tel Aviv or was linked to participate in the West Asia peace talks.
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India was not ready to take bold decision about mainting and formulating diplomatic
relations with Israel rather it was waiting for a more suitable and sound time and proper political
scenario in domestic and international context. In other words, India was in search of a force of
change knocking at the door because it did not want to take bold decision on Israel. If we observe
the Indian policy, such type of course indicates internal weakness and limitations in political
system of India.146

Factors Leading to India's Reappraisal of Israel Policy

A single and independent factor cannot form or change foreign policies and programmes. There
may be multiple factors and their (factors) totality which matters. Besides, there is presence of
domestic and universal developments and progress that helped MR. Rao to bring process of
normalization between India and Israel.
Firstly, After World Wars, the Cold war was an event which affected the whole political
scenario of world. Its end in early 90s with the disintegration of

Soviet Union was another

historic event which proved a sound and vital factor regarding policy shift in Indian attitude
towards external relations. Before the breakage of Soviet Union, Sovietism or Americanism was a
major factor to consider while making foreign policies and programmes. Such kind of dependence
almost came to an end after Cold War. So, India required torecognize demands of her
international policy to absorb new universal twists and changes. Economics and Economy also
play a vital role in this regard. Keeping in view liberalization of economy, India opened her
market to other countries.
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Politics of Cold War was had an impact on India and Israel

relationship, Israel was Pro-west and India was pro-Arab. Palestinian people were supported by
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the INC though it was being criticized by Hindu nationalists Jan Sangh and Bharatiya Janta Party.
But now, strictness and demand of Cold War came to an end and open interaction emerged in
universal political scene.
Secondly, in the light of states‘ foreign policies, economic alliances and grouping are
formed. Indians had already started liberalization of economy under Mr. Roa government. After
liberalization of economy, she (India) looked towards west for becoming important partner to
have economic prosperity. So, she sought an opportunity to reach USA and West and for that
purpose Israel seemed to her as one of best options.
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Thirdly, Anti-Israel stance was always persuaded by the NAM, of which India was a
significant and active member. NAM remained an organization mainly to pursue anti-Israel
propaganda. With the significance of NAM becoming debatable in that period, opposing Israel in
an organized way was declining, henceforth facilitating Newdelhi‘s revision of her Israel policy.
Fourth, at Madrid in October 1991, peace process at Madrid improved Israel‘s global
standing. Essentially, invasion of Iraq over Kuwait in August 1990 made room for launching a
peace process in the the Middle East.149 Besides, demands of the context were that there should be
harmony among participants and this created willingness of the Arabs and Palestinians to seek a
political arrangement with Israel. This thing became one of causes of talks and changed the
regulations and environment of Arab-Israel conflict. In consequence, ray of peace emerged in
Middle East. The process assumed concrete shape and direction by the Oslo Accord signed on 13
September 1993. After Madrid conference, PLO and Israel held sessions of talks to come closer
and it was felt that agreeable peace argument was about to happen. Arab and Israel developed an
atmosphere of cooperation and it was a major development in the region. Moreover, Oslo Accord
(13 September 1993) made Israel political position sound in the region and it was integrated to the
region. However, after the Madrid Conference, there was wider talk of Israel and PLO coming
closer and the feeling spread that an amenable peace agreement was imminent. Thus Arab-Israeli
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atmosphere of co-operation was a major political development in the region. As a result, by the
Oslo Accord, Israel was politically integrated to the region.150
Fifth, peace process was a starting point in terms of isolation as she was open to world
now. Inauguration of Madrid Conference was started and practically assisted by Russia‘s
assertion. Russia reinstated diplomatic relations particularly diplomatic relations with Israel.
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Moreover, it was now open to the world to have relations with Israel and this thing brought her
out of isolation and many states started thinking up grading of their relations with Israel. China
established its diplomatic relationship with Israel on 24 th January 1992 and recognized Jewish
State. Both countries got military as well as economics benefits from each other. India was
observing the context and its situation and wanted to play significant role in the Middle East. It all
depended upon its relations with Middle East countries which included state of Israel also.
Within days of China‘s move, New Delhi established relations with Israel. 152
Sixth, to have relations with Israel was natural for India due to certain reasons. The Indian
leadership even cursed itself for not extending diplomatic ties with Israel when they had
recognized Israel in the past. The people and policy makers believed that they had not been
having many common elements with Muslim Arabs unlike Zionist Israel. Though India could not
ignore the markets of Arabs world but Israel could be proved fruitful for India by doing work for
it and creating interest in World Jewry in Indian welfare. This was pointed out by an Indian
Scholar almost 40 years ago that Israel could take many helpful steps for securing arms supplies
in the future and could favorably disposed World Jewry which could have great influence in
banking and financial circle in the USA. He further wrote: ―…the most important is that by
drawing closer to Israel, India could pave the way for securing for that country a place in the
community of Nations. Indian diplomacy could successfully turn Israel gratitude to Indian
advantage.‖153 Hindu nationalists opposed Indian Government during the war of 1967 when the
government was criticizing and condemning Israel. In addition, during the heydays of 1967 war,
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another idea or concept existed in India-that it should not severe its relationship with Israel for the
sake of Arab states. An important statement regarding Israel and Arabs relationship is of
Professor Balraj Madhok, a Jan Sangh leader, who said, ―If the Arabs break off diplomatic
relations with us, it does not matter…it would be pure simple blackmail. On Kashmir they had
never voted with us [Arabs were smashed in the war by Israel]. Nasser has been cut to size by the
Israelis. Thirteen Arab states with a population of more than sixty million are not equal to one
little Israel with barely three million people.‖154 At the same time Mr. Vajpayee was having the
same views while he was President of Jan Sangh at that time also. He was of the view that
relationship with Israel would be more fruitful as. ―India could learn much from it in military
organization, social welfare, agriculture, and education.‖155 Moreover, leadership of Jan Sangh
saw in Israel a friendly country that could help her ―in the event of another war with Pakistan‖156
Even Israel had been supported by ruling Congress Party members of Parliament and they
condemned government for not treating Arabs and Israel on equal footing.157 As the views
regarding Israel relationship flourished inside India, practical expression came on the surface in
the shape of Indo- Israel Friendship League as thirty three members joined the league. 158 When
Israeli Consulate in Bombay was formed,

various societies and organizations were established to

have effect upon public opinion and even to mould it in a wanted course. Over the years main
politicians, business persons and other authorities visited Israel time to time and created positive
impression about Israel at their return regarding Israel in India. 159 Skill of Israel in high
technology was appreciated even if they kept political objections to the state of Israel. As a result
of such impression that was created by public opinion and its related institutions and individuals,
there was a lot of potential for developing a positive atmosphere for a policy shift.
Seventh, it is one of the strong arguments that Arabs were supported by India and its
government when the Arabs were in need, but on the other hand, Arab World did not reciprocate
specially during Indian war with China, Pakistan and Kashmir. Afro-Asia countries including
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Arab states were not willing to oppose Beijing in favor of India. Besides, collective support of
Pakistan by Arabs countries during the war of 1965 was not liked by India and Indians. Indian‘s
exclusion from Rabat Conference (1969) and negative impression on the minds of Indian badly
affected her positive will for Arab States in India and government was criticized for receiving
humiliation from Rabat. Keeping in view the context, critics of government of India‘s Israel
policy used this opportunity to blame the Arab States and demanded to reconsider Indian Israel
policy.
India was greately annoyed over Arab‘s in different attitude in East Pakistan (Bangladesh)
crisis. An Indian foreign ministry spokesman criticized ―most of the Arab countries‖ for not
displaying and showing ―sufficient sympathy for the suffering people of Bangladesh and their just
as aspirations or a full appreciation of the government of India‘s difficulties‖160 In the light of
these developments many Indian intellectuals urged a rethinking of country‘s West Asia policy.
Mr. Kumaraswamy observed that ―consistently adopting an anti-Israel stand, India had become a
prisoner of its rhetoric. Indians always thought that its steady backing of the Arab and Islamic
countries, especially on issues regarding Israel, was not met with reciprocal support from the
Arab and Islamic world. In the past, India had been either unable or unwilling to seek and secure
a quid pro quo for its pro-Arab policy.‖161 Soon after establishing full diplomatic relations, Indian
External Affairs Secretary Mr. Dixit remarked, ―What have the Arabs given us, if I may ask? Did
they vote for us on the Kashmir issue? Were they supportive of us when we had the East Pakistan
crisis [in 1971]?‖162
Eighth, it is further argued that when India applied for OIC membership,she found
unexpected reaction to the detest of New Delhi. Chairman of Egyptian Parliament‘s Foreign
Affairs Committee Musta El-Feki writes, ―A country with 120 million Muslim citizens applied to
membership and what happened? Islamic countries, in typical naiveté, rejected the Indian
application, imagining this would please Pakistan and teach India a lesson. The right thing to do,
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of course, would have been to co-opt this major country and give it OIC membership. This would
have put the brakes on Indian rapprochement with Israel. An Arab-Indian rapprochement may
have even alleviated, not increased, the pressure on Pakistan. Imparting a religious coating on a
conflict between two neighbouring countries was a political misjudgment, and a sign of Arab
miscalculation.‖163

It can be further argued that OIC summit meeting at Dakar (Senegal, 9-12

December 1991) disappointed India and within few months, she upgraded her relations with
Israel. This conference strongly held the point of view of Pakistan on Kashmir and condemned
India. It also asked the settlement of Kashmir issue in accordance with UN resolutions and Simla
accord.164 So the Hindu intelligentsia saw the founding of diplomatic relationships with Jewish
State as quid proquo for the ambiguous stand of the Arabs on the Kashmir question, as a
‗liberation‘ of the foreign policy from the ‗Islamic‘ yoke. 165
Ninth The Jerusalem Post wrote that ―progress in Indo-Israel relations was the result of
developments in Kashmir during the last six months when an Israeli tourist was killed and others
were kidnapped by Kashmiri militants‖.166 This incident involved an unprecedented ground to
Indian Press to write a series of articles which criticized the government policy and advocated and
inspired public opinion to establish normal diplomatic relations with Jewish state. Many Jewish
governmental and academic circles attributed the change in India‘s attitude to the fall down of the
Soviet Union, the advice of the US and the quiet persuasion of some West European powers,
especially Italy, together with the sophisticated diplomacy pursued by the Israeli foreign ministry,
notably the role played by its then foreign minister, David Levy.167
Hence, as we know that India recognized Israel in 1950 but it also refused to have or
establish diplomatic relations with it. This was not easily understood and justified by some Indian
scholars like K. P. Mishra argued that India recognition of Israel by India had been a reflection of
India‘s desire to. ―subscribe to the principle of defactoism even if it was at the risk of some
misunderstanding or alienating the sympathies of some of her best friends in the world.‖168 India,
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he further argued, made a distinction between ― recognition as a legal act and the establishment of
diplomatic relations as a purely political act…‖, presumably in deference to the sentiments of the
Arab countries.169 Moreover, Indians were thinking to form diplomatic relation for a quite long
time. They were waiting only for a suitable moments. India‘s initial policy of not extending
diplomatic ties to Israel was in its national interest at that time and was governed by several
factors of practical considerations. Firstly, as it was obvious that India wished to have continued
friendship and confidence of the Arab States in the region. Secondly, Indian had realized that
Palestine issue had made its home in the sentiment and emotions of the Indian Muslims and the
government did not want to lose electoral gains and benefits. Thirdly, India was looking at
international canvas and she wanted that Arab-Israel conflict could be resolved soon. And finally,
India did not rule out her role in the dispute as a mediator. 170 But later in early 1990 when India
saw ground realities and development she did not feel any hesitation and established
ambassadorial level relations.
Even though, the decision was welcomed and praised by most of the Indians but on the
other hand, normal relations did not go well with portion of Indian intelligentsia. As far as Indian
Press was concerned, it welcomed and hailed Indian decision and considered it as careful political
step while keeping in view the changing international environment. On the other hand, Urdu Press
strongly criticized the decision and accused the Congress of deviating from its earlier principles,
and pro-Arab stand and only trying to survive in the face of the party weak position. 171 Mr.
Stephen Solarz(US Congressman) described ― India as the largest democracy and Israel as the
most stable democracy in West Asia‖ have much in common‖.172 Even this delayed normalizing
process had been considered a quick and immoral move in some circles. 173 It was also considered
anti Muslim axes.174 Some had reservations over normalization. J.N. Dixit said "Arjun Singh felt
that this decision might affect Muslim support for the Congress and went on to imply that
establishing relations with Israel would be a departure from the Nehruvian framework of our
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foreign policy."175 A member of the All India Babri Masjid Committee , Javed Habeeb, remarked
that all parties should have been taken into confidence before making the decision and that the US
should also recognize the PLO.177 Moulana Musavi, Naib Imam of Jamea Masjid Delhi and Syed
Ahmad Bukhari lashed the Indian Government for establishing full diplomatic relationship with
Israel and declared it as ―ill-timed and hasty‖178 The BJP President, Dr. Muarli Manohar Joshi
observed that India was not in a position to uphold the decision because Egypt had accorded full
diplomatic recognition to Israel and did not like and even criticize the condemnation of the
decision by

Janata Dal and said, ― it was meant to secure local Muslim votes and was an

unwarranted slur on the Indian Muslims to think that they cared more for Arab interests than for
Indian national interests‖.179 Mr. Vajpayee welcomed the decision, likewise, Shiv Sareen,
President of the All-India Hindu Mahasabha hailed the decision and said that it was necessary to
counter the influence of the Islamic bloc on India.180 Indian External Affairs Minister, Mr.
Madhavsinh Solanki declared the decision of relationship with Israel was culmination of the
recognition extended in 1948 and no way could be called a reversal of its foreign policy.181
Muslim India in its editorial strongly condemned ―unprincipled, untimely, and unwise decision‖
of India‘s government I stated:

The Muslim Indians are unhappy. They…take it as yet another
piece of evidence of the approximation and understanding
between the ruling Congress and the official opposition, the BJP.
They feel helpless, unable to assert themselves , even to speak
out, lest they be accused of swimming against the ― national
mainstream‖, of working against national interests, of nursing
pan-Islamic sympathies, of supporting Islamic fundamentalism,
of taking their cue from Pakistan…decision is derogatory of our
sovereignty, of our independence of action, of the philosophy of
non-alignment…establishment

of diplomatic

relations

at this
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juncture is…a politically motivated move, fraught with serious
consequences.182

The decision was endorsed by INC also. In a resolution it stated that, ―diplomatic relations
will facilitate India‘s important role in the resolution of Middle East question.‖183 From India,
Paradeep Kumar Singh, and from Israel Ephraim Dowek were appointed ambassadors by their
countries.

184

Former Foreign Secretary of Pakistan commented on India‘s Stance and explained:

―From early years Pakistan was certainly more Palestinian than Palestinians themselves. [But]
conduct of foreign policy in India has been much more sophisticated. They were successful when
India made [her relations with Israel] obvious and declared in 1992. It calculated the Arab
reaction and their calculation turned out to be very right. Pakistan was expecting that Arab
reaction to the Indian moves [would be] very negative, but it was a great deal of disappointment
in the Pakistan Foreign Office when they found that the Arab reaction was not half as negative as
we thought it should be or we expected it to be‖.185
The start of full diplomatic relations with Israel in January 1992 added new dimensions to
Indo-Israeli relationships. Hindu bigot considered it a symbol of marginalisation of the Muslim
minority, of disregard for its susceptibilities, of the beginning of a new international alliance
against Islamic fundamentalism. Even the secular forces saw it as a long-expected happening, in
the wake of the disintegration of the Soviet Union and emergence of USA as the only Super
Power. The other actors of the region had viewed the new bilateral ties carefully, because it was
likely to bring considerable changes in the strategic and defence equations in the region. This
made the diplomatic relationship between the two countries, politically and strategically, more
relevant today rather than in the Cold War context. Both states have gone much ahead on many
bilateral initiatives since 1992. Next chapter is an enquiry to probe into bilateral ties and
cooperative endeavors during this period.
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CHAPTER 5

INDO-ISRAELI RELATIONS DURING THE POST COLD WAR PERIOD

The chapter understudy helps us in understanding the prominent areas of mutual interest and
cooperation started during the formal stage of relationships between India and Israel since 1992
when proper diplomatic relations were established between the two countries. The main focus in
this chapter will be given to analyze bilateral relationships which both the countries have been
enjoying since then. In addition to defense and security matters, both countries prefer strategic
relationships which surpass the traditional bilateral cooperation in various areas of common
interest that brought India and Israel quite closer even in their growing commercial interest as
well.1 An Egyptian diplomat and parliamentarian writes:

India and Israel have their own separate political agendas. India
wishes to have access to US and Israeli technology, particularly
in the development of weapons. Israel, for its part, wishes to have
the political backing of a powerful nation. Besides, both countries
have a common interest in monitoring the nuclear programmes of
Iran and Pakistan.2

In the light of detailed discussion in previous chapters, it can be said that India and Israel
could not come closer rapidly because of certain deliberate policies of Indian Prime Minister
Nehru in the earlier decades. The Indian National Congress had soft corner for Palestine cause so
their leaders showed least interest for their diplomatic relationship with Israel till 1992. Jaswant
Singh, the Indian External Affairs Minister while visiting Israel, on one occasion blamed Indian
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Muslims and their power as being vote bank that they had been vetoing Indian larger Middle East
Policy in the past.3 We can trace the roots of pro-Arab policy to early 1920s when nationalists of
India recognized a common reason with nationalists of Arab of Palestine and continued cold
attitude towards Zionist needs for a Jewish home. India‘s late recognition during month of
September 1950 could not be followed by means of normalization of relationship in openly
manner. Normal relationships remained halted for forty years which has been a unique
characteristics in Indian foreign policy.4 India gained benefit from close relationships with Arab
countries, gratitude goes to cordial relationship between Mr. Nehru and Egyptian leader Jamal
Abdel Nasser, who mediated through their foremost role in the NAM and largely spoke their alike
standings in 1956 Suez crisis. Subsequently, this keen support for PLO had been matched by
official opposition of Israel which achieved its climax in the year 1975 when India voted for
United Nations resolution 3379 that linked Zionism with racism. 5
Indians had to face a jerk with the down fall of Soviet Union as she was deprived of her
main military and diplomatic support. India had to face gradual disappointment due to Arab
empathy for Pakistanis on the issue of Kashmir. The changing world scenario forced India to
revive her diplomatic attachment with USA as well as with other regional states. In addition to
this, while Arab and Israeli leadership had been looking for an agreed political resolution, it was
then a good opportunity for India to abandon her cold strategy concerning Israel, and formal
relations were initiated in the month of January 1992.
While, on the other hand, Israel also had to reassess its local fixings. To be certain, whilst
the end of Cold War disconnected one tactical aim from US help for Israel, the US-Israeli
coalition has had additional commanding rationales. Nevertheless, Israel too seized the chance
shaped by the inspiration of Oslo agreements 1993 to spread its strategic relations, mainly with
countries that exist in ―periphery" outside what she called ‗belt of hostility‘ which still surrounded
that. Subsequently, to some early shyness, bilateral relationships were improved considerably in
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many ways and reached significantly at a high position when rightist Hindu nationalist Bharatiya
Janata Party governed coalition government of National Democratic Alliance and came to power
in 1998. It provided a major boost to relations between New Delhi and Jerusalem. Along with its
sister Hindu militant organizations, the BJP had been critical of the pro-Arab foreign policy of
Congress government and saw in Israel a kindred spirit for which Muslims represented the major
security problem.6 Those who supported the stance of BJP were more inclined towards US
relationship considering her pro- Israeli state. An Indian commentator describes, ―Instead of an
independent international stance, the current Indian government [of BJP] has moved ever closer
to both the right-wing George W. Bush administration in the United States and the hawkish Ariel
Sharon regime in Israel, especially after September 2001.‖7 The policies of BJP made Indians
aloof towards local and overseas Muslims for her normal pro-Western and anti-Soviet strategy on
account of apparent national stance. Thus, even if that had been the INC, which regularized
relationships with Jewish state, in the BJP relationship reached high and gained hype and there
was an obvious surge in cooperation in almost every sphere. Unfortunately, the ideological
association among the BJP and Ariel Sharon‘s Party (Likud), the unity of their authoritative
motives and the unity of other benefits, considered profoundly against the observance of the
principles that India always declared to be the brand of her external policy.8 Nonetheless, India
always denied that this association with Israel was against any country. Mr Natwar Singh, once
stated while addressing at Jamea Islamia, ―India's relations with Israel are purely bilateral in
nature and are not directed against any third country. We take special care to ensure that our
relations with Israel do not have a negative impact on relations with Arab countries.‖9 Although
the INC led government headed by Prime Minister Manmohan Singh posed its support for the
Palestinians but it will never be on the cost of its military relationship with Israel due to New
Delhis military requirements that is the fourth major joint in the world.10 At the same time,
Congress wanted to publicize its one time famous nonaligned stature by stressing the requirement
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for a constant role of the NAM in world relationships. 11 It was anticipated that Manmohan
Singh‘s government would be more reserved in its aid of the USA and Israel than the retiring
Hindu nationalists BJP who saw a natural alliance with the two nations. When Natwar Singh was
sworn into the cabinet he told a television channel, "Our foreign policy will not tilt here or there,"
The Congress and its communist allies believed the Bharatiya Janata Party attached India's
foreign policy too closely to Washington, without really getting much in return."I think there will
be a lot more emphasis on independent evaluation of Indian interests," said Sandeep Waslekar,
President of the International Centre for Peace Initiative. 12 Now it is analyzed by many critics and
analysts that the Congress is doing the same thing to protect US interests as its precursor BJP did.
Moreover, in this situation, Pakistan‘s standpoint remained the same that power balance of the
area should not be disturbed and perturbed in any way. 13 All in all India‘s Middle East policy has
been sophisticated dance between boosting up martial strength on one hand, and protecting
energy supply and expanding economic linkages on the other irrespective of the composition of
the government in the Centre. In this regard, argument is presented that the need to set up close
defense relations with Israel is essential to respond Pakistan and so-called Islamic terrorism but
on the other hand, India depends heavily upon the Muslim dominated region for oil, therefore,
balancing act on the part of India is essential. J.N. Dixit was also of the view that Islamic states of
Asia and Gulf which contain the prosperous region of the world having blessings and gifts of
energy assets are very essential for India. At the same time, Indian energy needs in 21st century
balance the requirement of these states to sell abroad energy capital which contains a very specific
joint significance.
He also further explained that India was some of the leading markets for energy and its
related goods in the world these days and would continue to remain for little time. India became a
source for technically skilled manpower to the states of West Asia and Gulf, contributing in the
economies. He stated:
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After September 11, 2001, India and Muslim countries have a
common interest in participating in the anti terrorist campaign,
both politically and operationally Regardless of the characteristics
and orientations of the Governments of Muslim countries, this is
a shared concern because terrorism is a de-stabilizing and
centrifugal phenomenon which affects the peace, security and
development of India and the Muslim countries.14

Indian National Security Advisor Mr. Brajesh Mishra while addressing the AJC‘s 97th
annual banquet in May 2003 in Washington changed his stance and suggested that ―Indo-IsraelUS agreement can only check terrorism by joint efforts. He claimed that only one religion was
responsible for all unrest in the world against which they should jointly take step.15
Former Home Minister L.K. Advani once

said, ―Terrorism in so far we have seen it on

September 11 or December 13 has a common source and that common source has described the
US, Israel and India as its three main enemies.‖16 Brajesh Mishra‘s account draws attention to
almost secret links which BJP-led government got with pro-Israeli groups in Washington with the
aid of some Indian American organizations.17 These secret links became the cause of trilateral
cooperation between them. For instance, Maniple Academy of Higher Education, JINSA
organized a seminar in New Delhi in early 2003, in which participant‘s from India, America and
Israel as well presented their views about their perception about global terrorism and measures
against it. The members issued a combined statement:

India, Israel and the United States are united by a shared
commitment to democratic values, human rights and fundamental
freedoms. Yet all three are confronted by terrorism in its multiple
forms ... there can be no justification for any form of terrorism;
no cause can justify it ... India, Israel, America and other
countries have been victims of terrorism for many years. But it
took the events of September 11, 2001 to convince many that
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concerted action to confront this global menace is necessary. So,
while we applaud the successes in Afghanistan ... the menace of
terrorism persists across the world…The ultimate threat to
humanity is the combination of terrorism and weapons of mass
destruction.

The participants established:

The US, India and Israel, as sister democracies and common
victims of international terrorism should pool their resources and
experiences in dealing with this menace. We urge the creation of
a trilateral governmental mechanism to promote cooperation and
concerted action against terrorism, and we call on other likeminded nations to join in. At the same time, we conferees will
continue to work together as a private organization informing the
public and influencing governments towards this goal… All three
countries have been victims of terrorism ... [and] must take
appropriate action against those who fund, incite, train or give
safe haven to terrorists.18

The Indo-Israel relations are clear manifestation of the fact that India urges to have
relationships outside Middle East to support its economy and is really a landmark in India‘s
policy which is administered by Israel, to support its

‗recession ridden‘ defence manufacturing

industry; to prevent encirclement by hostile states and shape joint endeavor to other nations. India
also knew that USA and Israel would always cooperate with each other due to mutual benefits.
USA always wants to have low cost supply of oil form Middle East, for which Israel is the best
option. Israel on the other hand needs American support for her existence which is otherwise
believed unlawful. Only America can provide help to hold back any other state of Middle East
from expanding enough to become a threat for Israel and in return for America and all oil
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depending countries.19 For India, Israel affords access to high tech armaments and behaves like an
important friend in its struggle against Kashmiri unrest by way of intelligence sharing and
training. It is beyond doubt that Israel and India started collaboration on various issues including
close relations of India‘s spy organization, Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) and Israeli secret
agency Mossad. This association was the result of secret agreement between India and Israel in
the field of security, spying and military issues.20 One of the Newspaper of Israel, named
Jerusalem Post published a report from the issue of Foreign Report, according to which India got
statistics on Pakistan gathered by Israeli satellite called Ofek against Pakistan. As a result India
provided her land to Israel to carry out certain missions and gave special authorization for Unit
8200.21
It elucidated the shared standards of relevant policymakers in India and Israel relating to
Islamist fighting, and utilization of power to deal with the same, has led to the rapid consolidation
of

relationship

primarily

between

defence

and

intelligence

establishments.

Weakening

commitment of BJP towards secular ideas in Indian public life was chiefly the working of an antiMuslim global view. This is in agreement with a tight, pessimistic description of Israel‘s interests,
characterized by the Ariel Sharon government, setting the stage for a long-term convergence of
values among sections of the relevant strategic influentials. After the terrible state of affairs of
2001 in the US when the World Trade Centre was attacked, policy makers of India have also
utilized the Israel connection to solid up relationship with America in part because of the pleading
of pro-Israel lobbies as that of AJC. In other words, Israel aided the satisfaction of the double
drives in Bhartiya Janta Party establishment, that of the opposition towards Islam and a
sycophantic desire vis-à-vis the USA.22
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Indo – Israeli Alliance against Terrorism

Mr. Lapidot, ex-D.G. of Ministry of Police of Israel, said in February 1992 that India had been
longing to get help from Israel in curbing terrorism.23 Mr. Sharad Pawar, Minister of Defense
(Israel), elaborated that ―Israel shared the experience of limiting terrorism with India because of
the friendly terms both the countries had. Delhi was keen to get accustomed to the proficiency of
Israel in the manufacturing of technology to conduct anti-terrorism actions.‖24 Mr. Krishna
Kumar, Indian Minister of State for Defence, acknowledged that all the countries are confronting
the peril of terrorism and Telaviv had strong and enhanced defense abilities in this context.25
Indian decision received a positive response as Mr. Benjamin Natanyahu, Government spokesman
who was on a visit to Israel, told a journalist from India that Israel had established skills in
countering terrorism from the ground level and globally as well, and would feel delighted to share
that expertise with India.26 Mr. Yitzhak Rabin, former Prime Minister of Israel, regarding
fundamentalism and terrorism told that his country was oppressed since long time and insisted
that same was the case with India.27 The conversations of the teamwork in fighting terrorism were
increased after the visit of Mr. Dixit of Israel later the Bombay blasts. Countering terrorism was
declared as being the common interest and a strategy had to be planned.28 Since then, opposing
terrorism became a steady subject in Israel-India security task.29
Israel and India considered Palestinian and Kashmiri freedom fighters as ‗terrorists‘ and
are of the viewpoint that they should combat and keep their Muslim population intact. Shiman
Parez, Israeli FM, appreciated New Delhi on the Kashmir issue during his visit in 1993. He stated
that ―his country fully supports India and wants her territorial integrity be maintained in
agreement with Simla Accord.‖30 The Israel‘s official gestures remained in favor of India and
used to ask Pakistan to do her commitment to the global community to stop terrorism supporting
activities across the borders. The Deputy Foreign Minister of Israel, Michael Melchoir stated in
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Israel‘s Parliament during mid 2002, ―The international community, including Israel, rejects all
types of terrorism, and hopes that Pakistan will meet its commitment to take concrete and
immediate action to stop terrorist activities across the border and from within Pakistan.''31 The
formal statement agreed during Ariel Sharoon tour of India condemned ―countries and persons
who supported and stimulated terrorism across the borders by harboring, training, patronizing and
giving monitory support to the terrorists‖. India considers Israel appropriate to get her officials
training and material help in fighting terrorism.32 During this visit, both the countries endorsed
need for all states to work together in a close way in increasing the worldwide fight against
terrorism.33 Mr. Yousaf T. Lapid, Deputy PM of Israel, explained that Israel can deliver support
to India since both countries confront same type of threat from Muslim extremists. He added that
the Indians can be given training and material progressed by his country.34 Jerusalem believes that
the spread of Islamic militancy is a direct threat to its security. Lapid drew parallels by
juxtaposing the Nazis and what he called ‗Islamic terror outfits of today‘ and reminded the
audience at the meeting of Indian Council of World Affairs that he was the single living member
of holocaust in the Parliament of Israel and made the point that, ''When we told the western world
about Jews being persecuted, they said it was very unfortunate but it is between the German state
and the German Jews. By the time they realised it, Nazi forces had occupied large parts of
Europe. We have been warning of Islamic terrorism for a long time now. After 9/11, US may
have understood but European countries like France will not understand till probably the Eiffel
Tower is standing.‖35
India demanded technology from Israel in 1994 to guard its Kashmir border. India had
been attracted in the fences of Israel in which sophisticated detectors were used to observe man
movement.36 The visit of Indian Home Minister, Mr. Advani, a war mongerer in Indian cabinet, to
Israel from 14-16 June 2000 proved as a major improvement in Indo-Israeli relations. He was the
most high-ranking official from India to visit Israel since the establishment of political relations
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between the two states in 1992.37 He made consultations with high officials of Mossad, Police,
and discussed ways and means of countering terrorism, particularly in the specific context of
Pakistan.38 He explained his aims of visiting Israel in these words, ―Defeating the designs of our
neighbour [Pakistan] who has unleashed cross-border terrorism, illegal infiltration and border
management are concerns that have brought me to Israel.‖39 Mr. Advani took with him a team of
heads of almost all divisions of government of India that were involved in anti-terrorism
measures.40 In his meeting with Ehud Barak, PM Israel, he put concern of India on the across
boundary terrorism and offered to give all cooperation to handle the danger.41 Mr. Advani
established combined Indo-Israeli spy cells in Indian embassies in Pakistan and some other main
Muslim countries and gave Israel access and complete liberty to launch a spy network in India to
restraint ‗Islamic fundamentalists‘ and Kashmiri freedom fighters.42 Sabak and Mossad revealed
that the planning Mr. Advani made for combined Indo-Israel intelligence operations in main
spheres of Islamic states make ―the Indian embassies in these Muslim countries the eyes and ears
of the worldwide Israeli spy network. Under the euphemism of ‗counter- terrorism‘, India allowed
Israel to establish a large spy establishment in India, which would monitor Islamic activists and
groups.‖43 The first ever visit of an Israeli PM to India (2003) was certainly a pinnacle of multilayered affiliation which both countries had developed since 1992.
Though end of Cold War had have a hopeful result on Indian policy makers to attain their
desired objectives in changing environment, however, the 11 September 2001 event proved even
more useful for her. Due to its extent, that single event is estimated to be as bearing a greater
effect on relationship between the two nations than the end of the USSR in 1991. By the way, on
11 September 2001 at Delhi, Israel‘s Defense and Security officials headed by her advisor on
security Mr. Uzidayan had been having meeting with Indian Minister to discuss the mutual
dangers being faced by both countries. When asked to comment, spokesman of Foreign Ministry
of India described the meeting as part of greater and persistent ―strategic dialogue‖ with Israel on
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the matters of terrorism in Afghanistan and Nuclear-Weapons procurement by Iran.44 It showed
the acceleration of strategic coalition which became clearer from the comparative darkness to
center of the agenda of foreign policy of Israel. New Delhi was seen as a busy member and friend
of USA in so called war on terrorism after September 11th. The reaction of India to September
11th attacks can be compared with the British reaction to Pearl Harbor incident when Japan
attacked that Island. As per statement of UK journalist Mr. Rees Mogg, ―Pearl Harbor was a huge
sense of relief that the USA was involved in World War II.‖45
Since then India kept on pressurizing Pakistan through USA to stop ―cross border
terrorism‖. Hence, 9/11 provided India a better opportunity to pose Kashmiri Freedom Fight as
terrorism and got closer with US and offered her complete support in the campaign against
international terrorism with the assumption that stress on universal fight would also cover up
jihadi bases in Kashmir. Mr. Vajpayee, the Indian PM, while writing letter to US President on
September 18th 2001 affirmed that his country was: ―ready to cooperate with you in the
investigations into this crime and to strengthen our partnership in leading international efforts to
ensure that terrorism never succeeds again.‖46 Mr. Vajpayee in his address to the nation
proclaimed:

We must strike at the roots of the system that breeds terrorism.
We must stamp out the infrastructure that imparts the perverse
ideological poison by which the terrorist is fired up. We must
hold Governments wholly accountable for the terrorism that
originated from their countries.

Referring Kashmir he said:

For years, we in India have been alerting others to the fact that
terrorism is a scourge for all of humanity, that what happens in
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Mumbai one day is bound to happen elsewhere tomorrow, that
the poison that propels mercenaries and terrorists to kill and
maim in Jammu and Kashmir will impel the same sort to blow up
people elsewhere.47

The USA acknowledged extraordinary strong supporting of India for her decision to go
forward in a strict way to curb the global terrorism Robert D. Blackwill, American Ambassador to
India once remarked:

Defeating terrorism for the United States and India is a matter of
survival for ourselves, for our democratic values, for our religious
freedom, for our children, for everything that we hold dear.
Socrates thought that, "the beginning of wisdom is the definition
of terms." So let us please clearly name for what they are those
who murder innocents for political motives and who seek to bring
down the very pillars of our democracy -- in New York, in
Washington, at the Assembly in Srinagar, at the Parliament in
New Delhi, and presently nearly every day in J&K… Working
with dozens of like-minded nations, the United States and India
must have zero tolerance for terrorism. We will win the war on
terrorism. And that war will not see victory until terrorism against
India is ended once and for all.48

Since US fully endorsed all actions of Indian government against terrorism. It is,
therefore, clear that the energetic response from India with the desire to cooperate with the US
eased her cooperation with Israel to counter insurgency what both states call terrorism. The Indian
officialdom took the general line that there was much that New Delhi can learn from Israel's
experiences of dealing with the politics of ‗terror‘ in its own neighbourhood. Israel‘s Deputy PM
and FM, Shimon Peres, while visiting New Delhi in 2002 said ―his country would be on the
India‘s side in the fight against terrorists in every possible way''. Mr. Peres also hoped that
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Pakistan, a partner in the global campaign against terrorism, would make sure that it did not
harbour terrorists on its soil. India, Israel and the US were the prominent victims of terrorism. He
further desired that India should be included in an expanded NATO as India emerging as a
leading player in the coalition against terrorism. 49 The 1st gathering of the Indo-Israeli combined
working group on antiterrorism was held in January 2002 to discuss ways of increasing
cooperation to ‗fight the menace, threat in all its manifestations, its sources and the legal
dimensions of the global fight against it.‘50
India had since estimated that opposition of her alliance with US war on terror would be
the chase of separating Pakistan in whatever multiparty sphere possible. Brajesh Mishrain AJC
(2003 May) said. ―true democracies‘ India, Israel, and the United States should unite to combat
the common threat of Islamic fundamentalism… democratic nations that face the menace of
international terrorism should form a ‗viable alliance‘ and develop multilateral mechanisms to
counter this menace.‖ ―This alliance should not dither in this war by trying to define terrorism or
discussing its causes. Rather, the implicit argument would be that it is apparently enough to
decide that all terrorists come from a particular religious source.‖51 Israel extended full support to
this approach and acknowledged that ―unwritten and abstract‖ axis with India and the United
States had been created to combat international terrorism and make the world a more secure
place.‖52 Israel‘s Deputy PM Yousef Lapid remarked that these countries have been promoting
combined benefit of making the globe a peaceful living for us. There has also been US assistance
for highlighting and promoting such unwritten alliances. He was also quick to add that while there
had not been any formal tripartite alliance to legitimise this understanding, an axis of the sort had
emerged, ''in an abstract sense and even the US Department of State has been hoping that IndoIsraeli relations flourish.''53 India didn‘t leave any chance to criticize Pakistan and always blamed
that Pakistan was providing materials as well as moral support to freedom fighters in Kashmir.
Israel provided required support to curb uprising in Jammu and Kashmir by giving necessary
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logistic assistance like material related to observing enemy from skies, collaboration in the field
of spying, combined drills, cooperation to end money laundering and financing terrorism. It is
believed that collaboration in the field of intelligence sharing between New Delhi and Telaviv is
considered to be a larger in extent than that of between USA and India.54 Israel special
representative Mr. David when asked in media briefing about targeted sphere of collaboration
between Israel and India, told reporters that intelligence sharing had been very necessary.55 Israeli
expertise in the field of guiding, giving training and doing spy operation through personnel
deployed for the purpose in Palestine villages to collect intelligence ,
Palestinian targets

see enemies and engage

i.e. gunmen, have seen good for security forces of India who have been

indulged in akin state of affairs in north east and Jammu and Kashmir collaboration in all related
matters like mine detection, bomb detection, use of dogs, robots, tackling risk of sudden attack
etc.56 According to an Israeli newspaper, Israel was expected to train four battalions nearly three
thousand troops to tackle ambushes and insurgency, hostage crisis

and hijacking countering,

India looked to Israel for her troops expertise , was in part, because of disappointing results in
border clashes with Pakistani forces and due to attack on Loke Sabah. These Indian soldiers were
expected to, among other things, and cross bordering by Kashmiries in Indian held Kashmir.57
Most probably to outfit these troops, India finialised an accord with Israel Military Industries
(I.M.I.) for Tavor attacking guns, Galil guns, and night vision and laser range detector and aiming
apparatus.58
The unprecedented tilt in Indian Foreign Policy vis-à-vis Israel was not liked by traditional
INC and she objected to Berjish Mishra proposal of collaboration on strategic issues amongst US,
Israel, India. INC spokesperson Jaipal Reddy remarked, ―We need not have a strategic partnership
with Israel.‖ The INC cautioned the ruling party not to disturb the nationwide agreement that is
present on external policy. ―We don't agree that Israel faces the same problem as we do, its
qualitatively different, we have strong reservations about its policy towards the Middle East.''59
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Along with other matters, India put pressure on Pakistan to end cross border terrorism and
about the USA Former Indian Minister Mr Yashwant Sinha remarked:

It is for the United States to decide what kind of relationship it
would like to have with Pakistan…At the same time, I believe
that there can be no

double standards with respect to

terrorism…It would be incorrect to think that partial cooperation
on terrorism will eliminate the potential of such threats.60

But on the other hand India felt it easy to share her problem with Israel. These discussions
let the both countries to feel their common dangers. In this way, they both found a similar
problem of counter-terrorism. In order to counter freedom fighters and to shatter their desired
rights, both countries used their state power which can be said a type of terrorism such as Israel
had faced Palestine and India had faced Tamil and Kashmiri nationalist terrorism. But the most
dangerous thing which they perceived was the attack of Islamic extremist group. Something
forced the both to make collaboration to counter terrorism. After the assaults on New York and
Washington in 2001, both countries joined their alliance with America and took rapid steps in
improvement of their collaboration regarding counter-terrorism. The problem of counter-terrorism
became the main reason to make unity between the India and Israel. Israel sent his experts to India
for educating the war tricks to India officers and troops who had been in dangerous areas such as
Kashmir. After getting the clearance from Cabinet Committee on Security, ―Officials and people
from the anticipated battalion, given training by Israeli experts in the "irregular warfare" and
equipped with Israel‘s armaments, will be put together to commander of Northern Command of
Kashmir boundary and inner security procedures in war ridden region.61
After 9/11 attacks in the US, India and Israel made new agreement against the threat of
terrorism. In January 2002, FM Mr. Shimon‘s signing of Israeli identification was the opening for
this collaboration. During meeting with India‘s PM Mr. Vajpayee, Mr. Geoge Fernandez, Defense
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Minister, Forein Minister Mr. Jaswant Singh, ―a coalition without a choice because no country
democratic or otherwise can forgive or be indifferent to the dangers of terrorism.‖62 Not only
decisions but also practical steps were taken and both made their armed forces more powerful.
These collaborations also helped the both countries to share their ideas. Both made a lot of
progress taking in view the so-called ―Islamic fundamentalism‖ and terrorism. Geo-political area
of the countries also helped them in this regard because both were seemed to be located among
Muslim populous countries.

Indo-Israel Military Collaboration

The normalization of relations in early nineties left India and Israel to discover more likely fields.
At the same time as India Israel relationship augmented quickly in many fields both sustained to
discover various areas for joint collaboration. Armed forces are one of those fields that India and
Israel are looking at with enthusiasm. Keeping in view India‘s ambitions of becoming great power
and its grand strategic designs, it is very keen to modernize its defence capabilities both in
conventional and non-conventional missile and nuclear fields. Most of the weapon systems and
defence technologies it imported from Russia have become outmoded and inefficient. Defence
restructuring and modernization with missile and nuclear programmes at the front have acquired
new meanings with the conservative and Hindu nationalist government of BJP. Israel is better
source of India than many other countries because Israel‘s defence technology is more advanced,
weapons systems are battle tested and dependable and they are cost effective as compared to what
India may hope to get in Europe for its money. 63 In many respects Israeli and Indian interests
appear highly compatible. Across a wide range of fields, the two countries complemented and
supplemented each other. Israeli PM Mr. Yitzhak Rabin spoke very optimistically of defense
related collaboration with New Delhi. ―I believe if there is interest on the part of India, I believe
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there is room for it. We are more than ready to cooperate with India in the field of defence
whenever and wherever it suits India.‖64 India, however, wanted to be a self reliance country and
could not afford any disturbance in delivery of extra parts rooted by alteration in the global
political scheme and fielding schemes that are proper for the particular situation of the
subcontinent, particularly the great

elevation of Himalayan peak, the high temperature and sand

of the Rajasthan wasteland and the elevated ambient hotness of Indian sea.65 When her principal
provider, the USSR, crumbled, India recognized the requirement to build its forces to build its
forces with the components manufactured by Israel because they were more advanced and
sophisticated than that the locally manufactured armaments. But the fact of the matter remains
same that in spite of a vigorous force for technical liberty, Delhi trades in key systems and
apparatus in huge quantity.66
During the time of post Cold War, on one side where the both countries came close, on the
other hand they also considered to build up their armed forces not only from defensive point of
view but also form that of business. Along with this, they have been facing outcome of the
breakdown of USSR. The friend, on whom India had been depending, was proving to be a
strategic loss to India. India also felt danger that supply of arms might be stopped, because their
total dependence was on one country and it was needed to increase the number of the arms deals
for India. The projects which India had started in past such as Arjum Tank, Light Combat Plane,
Integrated Missile development programmes were also facing decline due to shortage of funds.
Looking these worst problems, Indian government concluded that it was almost the need of the
country to strengthen domestic security.
If we glance over Israelis independence regarding war arms, it becomes obvious that for
making strong strategic cooperation, Israel bears a preciously source of modern weapons and
military staff. It is all domestic manufacturing which they gradually made up-to-date. Israel had
done work in the terms of war hands for many countries which is another outstanding of her
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reputation in war industry. Moreover, Israeli progress in technical field of satellite image,
satellite, rockets nuclear fields and missiles are clear before the world.67
Mostly, home-grown developments are a basis of higher technology for New Delhi. It has
also been argued that a potential exists for India and Israel combined defence manufacturing and
advertising of conservative military apparatus. Indian less utilized and old defence manufacturing
facilities could be reorganized and upgraded for selling abroad. Earning from export could
financially support Indian requirements for higher defence spending. Israel, being recognized in
intelligence field globally, could provide expertise to India for strengthening of its intelligence
agencies. On the other hand India offers vast markets for Israeli arms sales. 68 Companies related
with defence in state of Israel have made a technological place for which they are gaining
universal credit in the upgradation of weaponry system.69
Israel‘s military relations with other states is a major item in her foreign relations that the
Jewish state always wanted to build up because the arms sales have become Israel‘s most
successful foreign policy tool.70

Income from armaments exports are considered as necessary for

Israel as it helps her arms industry, it boosts her economy, it supports research projects that allow
Israel to uphold a foremost edging in arms technology.71 "Certain projects would not have been
undertaken, if there was no expectation of exports. Without exports some industries would
collapse and certain projects would have to be abandoned."72 It is due to weapons exports that
Israel‘s arms business is capable to grow and this has become a hallmark of state of Israel.
The principal cause for Israel‘s choice to construct an indigenous military industry was
continued existence. A sequence of warfare that Israel was occupied in, compelled her to expand
a defense manufacturing of her own. 73 Explaining in detail Mr. Moshe Arens said, ―Our industrial
base is microscopic compared to the US industrial base, and so Israel has no choice but to export
some defence items ...‖74 Steinberg writes, ―In a broad sense, exports [of advanced weapons] are
necessary to offset the high cost [of strategic deterrence] and the overall cost of maintaining
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Israel's technology-intensive weapons industry. ... Although sales of small arms and ammunition
to a number of states in Asia and Western Europe provide some income, they are not nearly as
profitable as advanced weapons and technology‖. 75 By way of arms exports, technology transfer
and military training programmes, Israel has had a defense system which is sophisticated and has
turned out to be the 5th main exporter of arms worldwide.76
It is quite understandable that due to its sensitive nature both India and Israel have always
been reluctant to discuss defence related cooperation in public. It was, however, expected that
figure of defence related tours and consultations amid the two States since 1992 crossed 50 in
1999.77 It is quite interesting

that denial is preferred by India as Israel maintains meaningful

silence at the same time. In May 1993, during the trip of Israeli FM Shimon Peres, Indian
leadership repeatedly denied any possibility of defence cooperation with Israel. 78 But serious
studies on this issue, political leadership‘s views, investigation of noteworthy scholars, opinions
of defence and foreign policy analysts, point to the contrary and show close relationship in
military terms. These data provide basis for scanning any such links between Israel and India.
Since the years of BJP government, the nature of relationship changed and question of India‘s
military contacts with Israel is now less secret than it used to be in early nineties. In the
perspective of India‘s military partnership with Israel which has now emerged a reality, it is
useful to investigate the nature and common areas of interest between them.
India and Israel defence cooperation predates ambassadorial relationships, which became
formal in early nineties. During her wars with China and Pakistan, India obtained small weapons
and ammo from Jewish state. Regularizing relations led to authorize collaboration.79 As discussed
elsewhere in this study, most of the time defence cooperation remained secret as both countries
were not willing to make public. India, more than Israel, wanted the defence deals to be kept
secret. It persuaded Israel to send arms in ships without its flag and representatives of the defence
industries in the guise of businessmen because it wanted to maintain the false impression that it
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supported the Arab radical countries against their arch foe, Israel. What prevented India from
going open was the fear of adverse reaction from the Arab Islamic countries that it thought would
turn closer to Pakistan. They have started to come out of closet now as some of the Arab countries
have established diplomatic relations with Israel and the Palestinian leaders have changed their
policy from confrontation to recognition of Israel and negotiating peace deal. 80 It is argued that
the Indian defence officials have constantly been little antagonistic towards Israel than that of
government of India. India slowly engaged herself in security collaboration with Tel Aviv. 81 In an
obvious dissimilarity to India, Israel‘s official statements on upgrading collaboration with India
show an unrestricted advance. A Senior Adviser to Israeli PM, Mr. Bar Illan, pointed out in terms
of relationship with India : ―we don‘t have any limitations, we would like it to be as deep and
tight and as prolific as possible…and as long as India and Israel are friendly, it is a strategic gain.
I hope there is the kind of strategic cooperation that will benefit both.‖82 Since Israel‘s experience
in desert warfare and semi arid terrain holds valid lessons for India across whose western
Rajputana desert lies near Pakistan, with whom it has fought major wars. Desert warfare and
testing of equipment in desert conditions are areas where Israelis rendered valuable guidance.
General K.M. Arif, however, viewed that the Indian development of Rajasthan for drip irrigation
―seems absurdly comical when India has already attended self-sufficiency in food.‖ He added that
―Rajasthan desert has been previously a venue of a nuclear test (1974)[later 1998 tests were also
conducted here] and a major military exercise (Brasstacks 1987).‖ He realized that ―this
cooperation provided a good cover for define cooperation in mechanized warfare and military
manner in desert terrain in which the Israeli army had got remarkable skill and experience.‖83 Just
after the establishment of diplomatic affairs, Indian Israel cooperation was initiated with
technologies of aerospace. In August 1992 member from Israel aircraft industries Malat
supplementary visited Indian, and offered Cruise Missile technology.84 When Foreign Secretary J.
N. Dixit and Rakesh Sood, Chief of Foreign Office Disarmament Division, became the first senior
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Indian diplomatic personnel, this issue as defined cooperation was also raised in March 1993. 85
According to Dixit, Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin assured him that, "Israel would be willing to
cooperate with India in every sphere without any reservations."86 Due to obvious reasons, India
had been pursuing after the great speed Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVS). They are of more
significance as they can share information regarding troop employment, enemy radars and enemy
position etc. In this field of UAVs Israel has 95 per cent global monopoly in the world market.
The same could be utilized in intelligence gathering, surveillance and as source of attacking
radars tools and other targets is war and peace time. 87 In 1995, there appeared the official visit of
Israeli Air Chief Maj. General Jerzl Bedinger to New Delhi after an invitation made by Air Chief
Marshal S. K. Kaul of Indian Air Force.88 During his week long visit to India, members of Air
Defence, Combat Air Arm and Air Intelligence units were with him and presented a package
transaction that included system of AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control Systems), Remotely
Piloted Vehicles, entrance to air platform for antidefection and anti-jamming drills, a space on
satellite, specialized armaments ... and preparation of Air Force of India. In response, Israel, in
fact, required utilization of Jodhpur and Bhuj bases of India‘s Air Force for halting and refilling
services. He told that his country was requiring staging facilityies because: ―strategic and regional
interest compulsions.‖89 In August 1995

a high level defence delegate of Defence Production

Wing went to Delhi and suggested them a sequence of radar system urnestly required by India‘s
defence establishment.90

Another tour under headship of Indian defence secretary and his team

followed.91 Renowned Indian nuclear and missile programme scientist( now President) Dr. Abdul
Kalam, also visited Israel in 1996.94 According to a report, Rafael (an Israeli firm) ―had offered
India its first radar-guided Alto air-to-air missiles. Originally developed as a secret project, the
missile was undergoing testing, and was expected to be utilized for upgrading Israel's F-16s.‖95 Air
Chief S. K. Sareen of India visited Israel in the month of July 1996 whose program most likely
comprised UAVs, AWACS and related electrical items. 96 In November 1996 Elta made a deal of
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worth 80 million dollars to provide electronic fighting gears to Indian MiG-21.97 Visit of Israeli
Naval Chief was also of great significance (November 1996).98 An air tactics system was installed
at the place called

Jamnagar.99

Jamnagar came in prominence in the 1980s when it was

mentioned as a possible refueling site for an Osirak type Indo-Israeli preemptive hit against
Pakistan‘s nuclear facilities at Kahuta. According to one Indian account, this idea even predated
the Osirak bombing.100 During December 1996 visit of President Weizman to India, the first
Israeli head of state to pay visit to India, uttered that Israel was eager on providing skills in
missile technology fields and avi onics to India. 102 Business persons in delegation of Weizman
elucidated that they had been glancing for linkage with India‘s companies not only for advertising
goods of Israel but also for mutual planning and developing newsoftware and expertise for selling
abroad to further third world states.103 During the same tour, Elta
agreement with that of Indian state

signed 100 million dollars

to supply electronic fighting system whereas Iscar began a

joint venture contract with Air Force of India for blade plant.104

In first ever armaments

agreement between Israel and India, latter agreed procurement of Barak-1 surface-to-air missiles
from Tel Aviv. The Barak-1 has the ability to intercept anti-ship cruise missiles such as the
Harpoon.105 During this trip to India, Corporate Communications‘s Director Mr. Suslik stated that
India is amongest significant markets of Israel. He held that his country will be receptive to
India‘s necessities in manufacturing military and civil airplanes and her requirement in high-tech
and computer software.106 In April 1997, New Delhi sent its first military envoy to Israel, starting
a new period in two-sided relationship.107 Visits of General V. P. Malik, the Indian Army Chief,
and Barjish Mishra, Indian National Security Advisor, to Israel in 1998 and 1999 respectively
were quite significant emphasizing the rising tactical collaboration between Israel and India. 108
When BJP government came into power, Indo-Israel collaboration strengthened more
rapidly. In the past, close relations between both India and Israel were emphatically demanded by
BJP and its precursor Jan Sangh. India conducted nuclear test in 1998 but arms sale between
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India and Israel did not stop even then.109 As mentioned before, bilateral defence dealings were
kept underground for long time. But Kargil episode of 1999 changed that position, Israel provided
military supplies, UAVs so as to provide the inadequately prepared and insufficiently equipped
India‘s forces, it was the additional advantage above Pakistan in the war, which lasted for 11
weeks. Not only Israel released her ammo storehouses to India but also made available images
from her military satellites.110 Mr. Moshe Kerel CEO of Israeli Air Craft Industry confirmed, ―We
are selling to India. Why not? Not just defence systems. We also sell communications systems.
We see India as an important market…‖111 In mid 2000, L. K. Advani and Jaswant Singh‘s visits
to Jewish state in quick succession may be calculated as a high profile and multifaceted visits.112
These high profile visits illustrated growing Indio-Israeli partnership in the domestic security
managing area as well as defence fields. 113 In this visit Mr. Advani formalized sharing of
intelligence collaboration accord.

114

The other notable event in 2000 was the first ever call of an

Indian Foreign Minister Mr. Jaswant to Israel where FM of Israel Mr. Levy emphasized that his
country would by no means draw back from her promise to India. Deliberations between Foreign
Ministers reinforced collaboration in quarters varying from countering terrorism to ICT. 116 They
agreed that strategic considerations will be done every 6 months. 117 Defense deals were also
talked about which included ‗Green Pine‘ radar system.118 India later acquired the sophisticated
‗Green Pine‘ radars.119 These were bought in 2001 for 250 million dollars and their range was
500 km. In 2002, these radars were improved by UAV in order to respond Pakistani missile
attack.120
Due to great importance affixed with surveillance, India demonstrated its interest in
getting UAVs during the BJP led government. The Indian Air Force also looked to obtain Israel‘s
Harpy Missiles. Sale of Phalcon was critical. Mr. Moshe Arens Ex-Minister of Defence of Israel,
(Israeli Parliament member of in government Likud) pointed out:

―there may be a question of

timing with the US, but there is no question of principle‖ ― sale

was extremely important for
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Israeli military industries‖.121

America provided her unlimited endorsement to Israeli military

release of ―Phalcon Airborne Warning and Controlling Systems‖ to New Delhi. 122
declaration was furnished at American

State Department on 11 August 2003

An official

when ―United

States informed India and Israel that it had no objection to the transfer of the Phalcon airborne
early warning system to New Delhi‖ The American State Department Deputy Spokesperson
Philip Reeker informed:

... we have been discussing this potential sale with Israel for
several years. And in the past we have expressed concern that
heightened tensions between India and Pakistan made the transfer
inadvisable… It was really an issue of timing. But we feel that
recent developments in the South Asia region have eased some of
those concerns. And so that is why we have informed the two
governments that we have no objections to that transfer. 123

Finally, a trilateral agreement with Russia and Israel was signed which paved the way for
the purchase of these sophisticated aircraft-mounted radars. The Indian Defence Secretary, Ajay
Prasad, the senior Israeli Defence Ministry Official, Yasi Ben Hanan, and the Russian Defence
Ministry's Mikhael Denisov signed the agreement in New Delhi on 10 October 2003.

The

trilateral pact, necessary to wed the Israeli radar with Russian-origin military transport aircraft and
incorporate the two with the ground-control systems, was also stalemated for a year due to
Moscow's insistence on certain clauses.124 India became the only state in the area to possess three
radar-mounted ‗eyes-in-the-sky‘ with a surveillance radius of 800 km at a height of 30,000 feet.
Only the US, Russia, France, Germany, Japan, Saudi Arabia and Sweden were the few countries
to have AWACS.125 Israeli Defence Ministr Director-General Amos Yaron declared, "The
Phalcon deal is a major breakthrough for Israel's exports…The Phalcon deal contributes to the
Israeli economy and intensifies the position of the Israeli defence industries in the world
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market‖.127 Pakistani PM Mir Zafrullah Jamali condemned the Israel government for providing
India such a modern system ‗which would disturb the balance of power in the region‘ and
emphasized that ‗the world powers should take notice of such destabilizing deals‘ but also
believed that Pakistan was fully capable of defending itself. 128
After year of trade with armed forces subjects in a scientific way, decade after India and
Israel officially recognized each other at ambassadorial level, both states have arranged a
combined defense partnership group approximately at the end of 2001. It appears that this was to
help India cap important spaces in her martial ability and to get better her domestic security
setting, but in fact it was predicted to boost deteriorating Israeli military transactions in a
worldwide down market.129 Jansen wrote on 2001 agreements:

Israel‘s arms industries launched an aggressive campaign in
India, concluding deals for sales, joint projects and technology
transfer worth billions of dollars. In addition to the $1 billion
Phalcon deal, Israel Aircraft Industries concluded contracts for
naval surface-to-air missiles ($280 million),UAVs or drones
($300 million) the missile locating Green-Pine Radars …Projects
under discussion include upgrading India‘s aircraft avionics and
T-72 Russian-manufactured battle tanks and developing a truckborne howitzer130

Israeli business daily, Globes reported that IAI was selected by India to incorporate
technology into the helicopters for night and all weather combat, irrespective of visibility. Indian
Air Commodore of the 3rd Brigade Arvinda Aggarwal, in charge of the upgrading project, said in
this context, ―We‘re at the transition stage of implementing the plan, following testing. Regular
upgrading is scheduled to start in the next three-four months. All MI-24 and MI-35 helicopters
will be converted to advanced models.‖ Two or three helicopters were to be upgraded per
month.132 Defence Minister George Fernandes proclaimed in December 2002 in Parliament of
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Indian that both Israel and India were setting up to jointly produce and sell an ALH (Advanced
Light Helicopter).133 Reporting on this agreement, an Israeli newspaper stated that Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) ―will manufacture the fuselage, while IAI will be responsible for
developing its avionics and other advanced systems through its subsidiaries. The helicopter will
probably use French-built engines‖.134
Soviet military system was re–worked that became a noteworthy aspect of India-Israel
defense cooperation.. An Israeli newspaper Haaretz account as quoted in daily Dawn depicted:
―forthcoming deals with HAL were to include the upgrading of Russian-built Indian warplanes MiG-21s, MiG-29s and Sukhois - as well as Mil-8s and Mil-17 helicopters.‖135 ―In fact, in1997,
an Indian MiG-29 was said to have secretly landed in the ―technical area‖ of Lod‘s Ben Gurion
Airport, ostensibly for the purpose of acquainting Israelis with such platforms for the purpose of
installing Western avionics.‖136 ―Israeli Ministry of Defence spokesman Shlomo Dror told
tehelka.com that the Israeli expertise ―is easily demonstrated by the Lavy, which is essentially an
F-15 with advanced avionics‖ which allows importing countries ―better aircraft in less money.‖137
A MiG company spokesperson warned India in April 2002 against improvement of Russian
planes with the help of Israel for procedural causes. First Deputy Chief of the MiG company
Vladimir Barkovsky informed daily

The Hindu : ―India‘s current effort to upgrade the MiG-27

fighter jets in cooperation with Israel is wrong strategy,‖ because "When people start tampering
with an aircraft they did not build this may lead to disastrous consequences.‖138 Nonetheless, later
on, an agreement resolved the problem and subsequently in the summer 2004, an offer was
coming from Israeli Defense Production Unit to upgrade Indian Air Force Mig-27 fighter aircraft
and tanks particularly to modify tham having capability to perform night ventures. Moreover,
Israel also offered the Indian Naval Force to improve avionics in the choppers and patrolling air
craft.139
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Indian Navy also received cooperation from Israel in different ways. The Indian Navy
acquired Israeli Barak-II anti-missile defense systems for its major warships. Israel also extended
her consent to mutually procure new edition of navy missile i.e. Barak-II. This naval missile is
lifted from ship which put down missile heading to destroy ships. Its system and defence is
capable to identify and stop those targets coming towards ships.140 India had allowed to buy 97
million dollar system of warfare for Israel to be placed on naval ships.141 We can see various
Indian ocean implications as a result of Indo-Israel collaboration. Indian analysts are of the
opinion that enemies of India and Israel will use first nuclear attack against them and these two
nations are their possible targets. Now analysts consider that second or retaliatory ability is
essential to counter or answer first attack. Sea is a place broadly acknowledged for second strike.
India‘s ability of her second strike will mostly be placed on the seaborne leg of her nuclear
triad.142 That is why in Israel, premeditated opinion see Indian Ocean as a supportive and
attractive site for forces infrastructure with the help of Indian Navy. 143

After the ouster of

Saddam in Iraq in year 2003, Iran has been the main strategic problem for Israel. And Iran was
also side of shore of Indian Ocean.144 Israel also developed formerly in the 90s capability to
mission greater distance, more than 1,500 km, marine and air supremacy, obtaining from US long
range aircrafts.145 A big market appeared for Israel in South East Asia. Since then, Israel has
direct interests with India to ensure safety of her ships because India has had, in Indian Ocean, the
biggest naval force and can provide safety to maritime security for commercial shipping.146
We can sum up above discussion with this fact that defense collaboration has been the
most important feature of Indo-Israel relations. India got sophisticated components from Israel.
Hence, Israel became second largest weapon supplier to India after the downfall of ex-Soviet
Union.

147

Israel was interested to extend mutual relation manifold. To achieve this end, Israel
discussed in detail the commonly agreed weapons programmes. A report suggested that under
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which not only both countries cooperated in the producing state of the art technology, and
weaponry system, but also New Delhi can bring to light production to government of Israel which
will than talk with local companies.148 The cursory glance at the objectives of such type of
suggestion enables us to say that it lies within two important features, mostly accommodating
each other in the advance weapon system which also includes transfer of hi-tech. Hence, we can
say that leading role of India in the region was recognized by Israel and USA. These countries
understood the reality and made decisions in their best interest. On the other hand, Israel proved
an asset for India and she became second and substitute source to meet Indian needs of advance
and modern technology. .Asia Times quoted ‗should the current trend continue, Israel is likely to
replace Russia by 2008 as the largest supplier of arms to India.‘149
BJP formed government in India in 1998. We can say that current phase of closeness
between Israel and India particularly in military cooperation actually took after BJP came into
power. BJP wished to revitalize the dignity of Hindutva. Therefore, militarism has always been
vital to the BJP‘s agenda. Hence, the announcement of intention by the BJP was louder than
common capacity to her when India exploded nuclear devices within three months of BJP coming
into power.
Nonetheless, only nuclear power was insufficient to make India a power to be feared and
honoured in the region especially since Pakistan also very quickly followed the footsteps of India
and decided to explode nuclear devices in order to make its own entry in the nuclear club.
Therefore, BJP realized that India must acquire sophisticated conventional militant hardware and
technology that would give India a march over Pakistan which India fruitfully got from Israel-a
dependable source of state-of-the-art weaponry and technology.
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Ariel Sharon’s Visit to India

Israeli PM visited India in September 2003 which is considered to be a climax point in the
relationship between the two countries and a high watermark in bilateral relationship which
reached its zenith at that point of time. The most notable feature of Sharon‘s visit had been that it
was less rhetoric and more on particulars. It had been extraordinary high level tours when
apparent show tries to hide essence and both parties set off to vast distance to underplay the
importance of their association.150 Massive Israeli defence supplies to reinforce Indian military
capabilities, consolidation of economic and trade relations, and strategic relationship to create a
‗triad‘ or a core Indo-Israeli-US axis ostensibly to fight ―Islamic terrorism‖ were the basic
intentions for Sharon‘s visit to India. The real motif of both the countries was to dominate the
Middle East, South Asia and the Far East.151 Ironically overlooking their own ‗state driven
terrorism‘ both leaders avowed themselves to be associates in fight against nuisance of terrorism.
This is a strange idiosyncrasy of history that both India and Israel spoke against terrorism and in
favour of world peace, but at the same time both feel lawful their own applied state terrorism.152
Sharon visited when the whole world changed and so strategic reckoning in the Middle East and
South Asia was changed due to event of September 11 and subsequent Afghan and the second
Gulf Wars. India decided to further recast its foreign policy and strongly felt that in increasing
strategic estimations, Israel appeared as a major player. Indian policy makers keeping security
interest in view, decided to discuss the subjects with PM Arial Sharon such as Israeli India US
strategic cooperation, Israel-India strategic cooperation and Israeli defence cooperation.153
India and Israel signed 6 accords collectively with close partnership in fighting the
illegitimate drug trafficking, agreement on health, environment, edification and culture, as well as
a deal to give up visa requirements for holder of diplomatic, official passport. Although no formal
defence agreements were signed yet association in defence field and security remained the most
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prominent feature of this visit.154 Discussion on a range of arms deals were reported in media. The
visit ignited anger among Indian Muslims and thousands of Muslims led a demonstration to
Israeli embassy in protest.155 Nevertheless; Sharon‘s visit was welcomed by Indian public at large
and most people of Indian favored close relationships with Israel. Israeli policy makers
considered this reality outstandingly and they expressed their satisfaction over the result of
Sharon‘s visit. India‘s senior columnist Bidwal condemned the ‗ill-advised‘ move of Indian
Government to invite Sharon and commented that ―… Israel today is more isolated than ever
before. It is doubtful if any European Union member would want to invite Sharon after his
rejection even of the ‗road map‘ to a settlement of the Palestine-Israel conflict…‖156 Kuldip Nayar
elucidated the visit in this way, ― In the first forty years after independence we went overboard in
our tilt towards the Palestinians. Now we have gone overboard in our tilt towards Israel…there is
suspicion that we want to get closer to America through Israel. Even the Palestinians doubt us.‖157
Israel‘s Prime Minister was filled with warmness and admiration for hosts in India. ‗‗It has been a
too small taste of India, but I hope to strengthen this relationship. Between India and Israel, there
are no democracies. We are the only one in our part of the world. If there were more, we could
have taken more risks,‘‘158 India and Israel issued joint statements and it was a clear indication
that India was going in favor of Israel. They did not use the name of Palestine which highlighted
Indian‘s policy shift about Palestine. It was the matter of happiness for Israel that India did not
mention Palestine and avoided to announce it as an occupied territory. An India‘s daily reported,
―Sharon wanted India to completely end its opposition to Israel while voting at the UN, even as
he appreciated that New Delhi was no longer initiating the movement of any anti-Israeli
resolutions‖159 ―at the end of Sharon‘s visit condemned states and individuals who aided and
abetted terrorism across borders, harboured and provided sanctuary to terrorists besides giving
financial means, training or patronage‖. ―Seeking ‗‗just and durable‘‘ peace in the Middle East,
the two countries called for complete cessation of violence so that a conducive environment was
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created for continuation of the dialogue‖. ‗‗Terrorism undermines the very foundation of freedom
and democracy, endangers the continued existence of popular and democratic societies and
constitutes a global threat‖. ―Therefore, there cannot be any compromise in the war against
terrorist…Together with the international community and as victims of terrorism, Israel and India
are partners in the battle against this scourge,‘‘160 Palestinian Authority President Yasser Arafat
did not like visit by Israel‘s PM Ariel Sharon as well as Indian plans to purchase armed forces
equipment from Israel as he considered it might worsen tension between Pakistan and India. He
said Sharon ―can‘t offer anything ... What he is saying is going to escalate the situation and war
between Pakistan and India,‖161 Islamabad showed "deep concern'' on what had been expressed as
mounting India-Israel nexus and upheld that she had previously cautioned against such
cooperation, mainly in the area of defense. ―if the Indo-Israeli cooperation was directed at the
Muslim world and Pakistan, Islamabad had reasons to be seriously concerned about the first ever
visit of Mr. Sharon to New Delhi‖ Pakistani Foreign Office spokesperson told. 162 Owing to its
strategic implications for the region, Pakistan realistically showed apprehension on this visit.
Pakistani FM, Mr. Qasuri pointed out that balance of power will be disturbed in the region due to
trade of advanced and strategic weapons through Israel to India. Commenting on Israeli PM, Ariel
Sharons tour of India, he said ―it should be seen whether India and Israel were trying to change
the strategic balance in South Asia‖ ―If they are up to that end, it will not be good either for India
or Pakistan. Because, in the ultimate analysis, the poor people of both the countries will pay‖
Qasuri considered that

trip emerged as to ―sell ultra-modern and strategic weaponry aimed at

disturbing the balance of power in South Asia‖ .He elucidated that Pakistan had not wanted to go
into a weapons contest with that of India. Nonetheless, ―we will do all that if it takes to maintain a
minimum credible deterrent.‖ ―While Pakistan wanted friendly relations with all countries in
South Asia including India, that can only be on the basis of sovereignty and equality. And that
entails cost, the cost we pay willingly.‖163 Sharon‘s tour had got widespread reporting in Arab
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channels. Also Gulf News, in the piece of writing on editorial page, held Indo-Israel meeting
―nothing but a formal declaration of an alliance that brings together three right-winged
administrations [Israel-US-India] that have much in common‖ ―this will certainly result in a major
shift in the balance of power not only in the Indian sub-continent but also in the Middle East and
the rest of Asia.‖164
Obviously, in spite of growing cooperation between India and Israel, the modest segment
in India recommended the Bhartiyal Janta Party‘s administration not to invite or welcome Sharon
to pay visit to India. They were of the opinion that Ariel Sharon had been cruel autocrat with a
criminal documentation of mass killing of Palestinians. The voices of Indian Muslims were not
heard who on a whole were against this visit.165 It may be because ―BJP‘s fascination with
Zionism is rooted in Islamophobia…and hyper-nationalism…It sees Hindus and Jews(plus
Christians) as forming a ‗strategic alliance‘ against Islam and Confucianism‖166 The officials in
Jerusalem, however, viewed closer relations with Delhi as a corner stone of Israel‘s long-term
policy in Asia.167 Sharon and Vajpayee headed ultra-nationalist government in Israel and India
respectively who wanted to take advantage of ‗islamophobic‘ feelings that passed through world
after 9/ 11, so as to squash Islamic activists looking for self-government in Palestine and Kashmir.
The analysts rightly concluded that the visit saw a rising union of interests on a lot of subjects. 168
The visit illustrated that India had managed a soothe point with Israel to consider
welcoming Sharon for an official tour, in spite of its pessimistic figurative connotation for
promoters of an independent Palestine in the area indicated the substantive decline in Indian
interest over Palestinian problem. Indian vocal posture on Palestinian issue has now almost come
to a close, with official statement inclining more towards highlighting the value of return of peace
in the area than a vigorous and forceful call for recognizing Palestinians privileges.
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Indo-Israel Nuclear Collaboration

It has been argued that India could neutralize the difficulties in the defence sector by
operationalising its nuclear option which it had taken in 1974 by exploding a nuclear device. 169
The BJP had publicly come out in favour of India as nuclear power. Indian PM Atal Behari
Vajpayee stated:

The BJP was in favour of a nuclear weapons-free world, but not
of a world in which a few countries possess nuclear weapons and
all the rest are subject to their hegemony.170

India had these designs and ambitions and through the years she had already been seeking
technical knowledge, scientific skill, appropriate infrastructure and the required material in this
regard. Though, formally, India and Israel refute any nuclear collaboration amongst them.171 The
manifestation of Pakistani nuclear capability in 1998 and its associated programmes of some
Middle East States resulted in emergence of visible similarities in their nuclear interests. Both
countries feel that the hostile safety environments around themselves made nuclear programme
tactically crucial for their defence and also for security. The Indians had apparently come to the
conclusion that with China having become a full-fledged nuclear power, and with Pakistan
moving in the same direction, the regional environment had, ― become more complicated with the
accumulation of nuclear weapons and missiles‖ in India‘s neighbourhood leaving the country no
other option but to head in the same direction. 172 As far as nuclear weapons are concerned, India
and Israel both the countries are well recognized proliferators and are anticipated to hold nuclear
weapons in great number. Politically and strategically, it creates sensitive dimension in the South
Asian and Middle Eastern security context. On the other hand, both countries see Pakistani
nuclear programme with apprehension and had required to enlarge the apparent danger of what
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they keep on calling so called ―Islamic bomb.‖173 Indian PM Vajpayee once asserted that the
safety troubles produced by Pakistan compelled India to explode nuclear weapons and carry out
nuclear tests in 1998. He even went to degree of accusing Pakistan for prompting nuclear pursuit
in South Asia. The Pakistani Foreign Office Spokesperson rejected this absurd and immature
statement and dismissed it ―as highly ridiculous and irresponsible.‖174 Besides Indian PM, some
analysts too advocated that these tests were a reaction to observed security threats caused by
Pakistan‘s then-suspected and China‘s declared nuclear capability, as well as to cooperate
between those two countries in military matters. 175 It is, however, obvious that the prevalent
atmosphere related with security did not deserve India to conduct nuclear tests. Pakistani Foreign
Office Spokesman clarified that the Indian PM was well attentive that Delhi did not see any
danger to her security during 1998 and fact of the matter was that India went for nuclear
explosions in execution of BJP‘s voting program and her manifesto. He remarked, ―Pakistan was
constraint to carry out nuclear tests to safeguard its security, territorial integrity and sovereignty in
the face of numerous provocations by the Indian Government in the wake of its nuclear tests.
While the Indian nuclear tests and weapon programmes are status driven, Pakistan‘s nuclear
programmee is security driven and purely for defensive purposes.‖176 So reality is that NewDelhi
remained busy in active nuclear pursuits for many years. Financial Times (London) quoted Israeli
newspaper that Indian nuclear scientists and their hero Mr. APJ Abdul Kalam paid visit to Israel
twice in 1996 and 1997.177 India and Israel formerly talked about Pakistani programme of
nuclearisation in eighties and since that time their intelligence agencies have been cooperating on
the subject matter. A direct threat to Pakistani nuclear installations came from India and Israel in
1990 during the Premiership of Ms. Benazir Bhutto while Mirza Aslam Baig was Army Chief of
Pakistan when they got information about Indo-Israeli activities to destroy Pakistan‘s nuclear
installations in one go. Government of Pakistan took suitable measures to evade nuclear holocaust
by conveying India to desist from attack. General Baig described that, ―if Pakistan‘s nuclear
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assets were destroyed or attacked then a very serious situation would have developed and
Pakistan would have retaliated whatever it had [the capability]…Pakistani armed forces were
ordered to be ready to strike Indian nuclear facilities.‖ American ambassador was also told by
Pakistan,―better to pacify India and Israel because no matter from where the attack comes [either
from India or Israel] we will hit India because our nuclear programme is India specific…to
counter balance the nuclear balance.‖178 Renowned foreign policy analyst Ambassador Tayyab
Siddiqi, on the other hand, doubted Israeli involvement in that speculated attack on Pakistani
nuclear installations and highlighted that it was American CIA that informed Pakistan about some
movement of Indian Air Force near border closer to Pakistan. Threat of attacking Pakistan was
abridged when CIA Deputy Chief met with Pakistani and Indian leadership. 179 It was noteworthy
that

Israel did not respond to the tests carried by India (May 1998) and evaded joining a

worldwide denunciation of these tests. It was also notable that Israel did not stop her military
relations with India in spite of the fact that Israel was close friend of the US who supported the
embargoes against India.180
Both India and Israel came under fire for association in the nuclear field after India
conducted nuclear tests in 1998. India‘s representatives declined any help from Israel in Indian
nuclear explosions.181 Indian Ambassador to Israel Mr. Ranjin Mathai had the same views and
refuted any collaboration of both countries in nuclear area.182 Ministry of Foreign Affairs said
that both countries have had cooperation in multiple areas but not in their nuclear programme."183
Israeli stand was akin to that of Indian. Israeli spokesman on Army affairs stressed that both
countries collaborate in conventional weaponry exports only and not in nuclear one."184 So far as
Israeli reply to Indian explosions was concerned, it is notable that Israeli External Ministry did
not condemn Indian nuclear weaponry tests. 185
Foreign Affairs Ministry Israel, at any rate, reminded all states to sign CTBT which
prohibits nuclear tests.186 There is, nonetheless, a section in Israel that carried forth the point of
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view that Indian explosions could, in some way, cause a danger to Israel. Prof. Gabriel Ben Dor
elaborated that these tests were not good for Israel due to a number of reasons. "Firstly it raises
the question of punitive US action against India which might, in the future, be considered a
precedent for similar action against Israel. Secondly, the Indian tests are likely to give momentum
to the Pakistani nuclear programme and give it more legitimacy… The Pakistani nuclear
programme is supposed to be the source of the so called Islamic bomb."187 David Bar Illan said:
―We are worried that Pakistani tests will encourage Tehran and Baghdad to acquire nuclear
weapons.‖188
Pakistan, on the other hand, believed that out of five nuclear tests which India conducted
in May 1998, at least, two were done for Israel. The components had been transported to India in
the Israeli military aircrafts which landed in India immediately fifteen days prior to Indian nuclear
tests. Quoting American source, an analyst writes that ―Israel has been sharing its nuclear knowhow with India in exchange for being allowed to conduct its tests at Pokhran, thus avoiding an
international outcry.‖190 Pakistan believed that without Israeli help India could not display such a
mastery and accuracy. Former Pakistani Foreign Minister Gohar Ayub Khan pointed out, ―In the
nuclear test …Israel supplied India with devices for undertaking simultaneous tests, at an interval
of a thousandth of a second. Only America and Israel have the type of apparatus and we know
that it came from Israel.‖191

Concerning nuclear dimension of Indo-Israel relations, the Frontline

piece by John Cherian observed, ―Israel too needs an ally in the region for various reasons. One is
that the tiny country needs more space to test its nuclear related equipment. The collapse of the
apartheid regime in South Asia came as a tremendous strategic setback for Israel. Considerable
evidence has emerged of Israel‘s clandestine nuclear and missile cooperation with the former
apartheid regime. But the new South Africa has strong views on nuclear issues and is keeping
Israel at arm‘s length.‖192 Pakistan has always a fear of an Indo-Israel joint strike on its nuclear
installations. Apprehension of pre-emptive strike was not baseless as in the eighties. India and
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Israel had discussed their worries over the Pakistani nuclear programme. In 1983, it was reported
that the then Israeli Defence Minister Mr. Sharon projected that India and Israel should act jointly
to destroy Pakistani possible nuclear capability by launching an attack on Kahuta. Due to some
genuine concerns, Israel wanted Indian full relationship in launching an attack against nuclear
plant at Kahuta. India‘s airbase in Jamnagar area at the border was most often pointed out as the
possible refueling location.193 In addition to this, India also considered the retaliatory capability of
Pakistan because enormous section of Indian trade and industry and strategic equipments, like
refineries and nuclear plants, major industries and many more tactical economic installations had
been inside striking distance by Pakistan. It has also been argued that Israel had been looking for
a precise understanding with Islamabad. Senior advisor to Ariel Sharon Mr. Tamir evidently paid
a visit to Pakistan in mid eighties and wanted to remove Pakistani worries, even finalized some
armament contracts with the then ―President‖ of Pakistan General Zia ul-Haq.194
When Pakistan was going to test its nuclear ability in 1998, again the fears of strike
rekindled but after successful tests Israel began to review its Pakistan option and guaranteed that
Israel had no aggressive designs against Pakistan. Following this, there remained an implicit
understanding between Islamabad and Tel Aviv that they would not act in anyway which could be
assumed offensive by either country. But post 9/11 situation again raised the anxiety about IndoIsrael connections.195 The understanding between India and Israel which some analysts believed
was present after Pakistan conducted its nuclear test. Some right analysts disagreed with this
perception. For example Professor Khurshid writes that ―…from Day One, and particularly after
acquiring nuclear capability, Pakistan has been a special target of Israel‘s hostility. Israel is
working in collusion with India to destabilize the whole region and, more specifically,
Pakistan.‖196 The former Chief of the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), Lt. General (R) Hamid Gul
maintains that India and Israel are racist entities whose nexus is harmful for Pakistan and Muslim
world. Pakistan's nuclear programme is always threatened by them and in this course of action
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India could be supported by some Western powers, including the US and Britain to harm
Pakistan's nuclear programme.197 The high level exchange of visits between India and Israel built
the exact profundity of the relations captivating, particularly in wake of Indian nuclear explosions
of 1998 and events after 9/11 that provoked fears even in Arab capitals of joint nuclear
cooperation with Israel aiming at Muslim nation – a truth aggravated by the attainment to control
by a allied government , leader of whom had been Hindu Nationalists. Relationships with Telaviv
bring out enthusiasm amongst defense and political analysts and few of opinion makers.
Representatively, M. D. Nalapat, formerly a senior editor of the Times of India, argued that Israel,
India and the United States form a likely triangle, tied by the past, by mutual benefits and
terrorism to struggle against ―Wahabism-Khomeinism‖ originating from the Islamic world.198 The
Arab view point of

geo-political repercussions of South Asian nuclearisation only has been

important to note; the perspective of India‘s nuclear relations with that of

Israel may only

increase the sense of fear.199 Al-Ahram Weekly of Egypt stated as thus: ―the reverberations from
the nuclear tests extended beyond India and Pakistan to include all of South and Southeast Asia…
They appear as an indication that India is seeking regional hegemony… Of primary concern to us,
however, is the fact that India, a country with which we have always been on friendly terms, may
become a source of tension in an extended strategic area, from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific, an
area that abuts on the Gulf, and which, by virtue of both past history and present exigencies,
requires our constant attention and vigilance.‖200 After the nuclear tests were over, the media in
Arab steadily paid attention on ever-increasing relationships between India and Israel. There was
extensive news projecting that MR Abdul Kalam, now President of India, went to Israel twice in
1996 and 97 in his position as the chief of Indian missile programme following which higher
ranking scientists from Israel apparently reciprocated trips to India. Indian‘s Chief of Army Staff
Gen. V. N. Malik landed in Israel 2 months preceding to Indian nuclear tests could not go
unobserved.201 Arab League affirmed that she had knowledge that both Israel and India had been
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escalating nuclear and army related collaboration but not revealing the proof. Deputy Secretary of
the League showed a quick response that suspected agreement amounted to danger to Arab
nations, and asked Arab League to put the ―necessary measures‖ hoping there would be no such
kind relationship between Delhi and TelAviv in the years to come.‖202 Indo-Israel nuclear
collaboration was confirmed when Indian Home Minister Mr. L.K. Advani went on a tour to
Israel during the year 2000. He acknowledged that New Delhi agreed to have co-operation with
Jewish state on many other issues including ―nuclear co-operation.‖ Daily Haaretz quoted Advani
as saying ―I am in favour of cooperating with Israel in all areas, especially the nuclear field and
this should be strengthened.‖203 Mr. Advani was a powerful Indian leader and the said trip by him
proved fruitful for them. His remarks about nuclear collaboration aroused anxiety in the Arab
World and mainly in Pakistan. Few Indian executives also thought that such kind of comments
might produce proliferation apprehensions. 204 A critical analysis of this statement reveals India‘s
anxiety of enhancing nuclear capability willy-nilly. Both India and Israel are quite serious about
any access to nuclear capability by the Arabs which may easily be at the convenience of Pakistan.
Moreover, Israel was also apprehensive of acquisition of nuclear power by any of the Arab States
from Pakistan. This shared common concern and fear on the part of India and Israel assumed
greater dimension in post-1998 context. This shared common interest in nuclear field between
India and Israel made Pakistan much concerned in the regional strategic environment.

Indo-Israel Economics and Commercial Relations

India developed economics and commercial ties and extended cooperation in the prospect of her
future needs and challenges. Hence, openness of Indian economy since early nineties boosted her
trade and economic relations with the rest of the world. Earlier, India could not develop trade
relations with Israel due to political and economic factor: for example, the Arab boycott, India's
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need for Arab sympathy during its conflict with Pakistan. 205

India established formal and official

relations with Israel in 1992. Soon after this, mutual business and economic relations have seen
rapid growth. From a base of 200 million US dollars consisting of mainly diamond in 1992,
commodities trading has spread and improved swiftly reaching 1,273 million US dollars in year
2002. Trade size increased every year save in 1995 and 2001. 206 Within few years of their formal
relations, business leaders and experts saw India as a better long-term prospect than China. Due to
convenience of English language and similar legal and administrative system Manufacturers‘
Association of Israel saw a bright future for Indo-Israel joint ventures.207 On the subject of joint
ventures the Israeli Economic Counsellor commented that, ―The best way to provide trade
between India and Israel is through joint ventures, as India has a well trained workforce of
dedicated Engineers and Scientists as well as technology minded companies. While Israel has
good connection with the US and Europe, India has direct access to Asia and third world.‖208 in
September 1992, this was initiated by a mutual programme in joint ventures, trade agreements
and mutually beneficial export and import programmes. 209 Israel‘s industrialized exports to Delhi
remained as 200 million dollars in 92, mostly consisted of diamonds (90 percent). This precious
commodity now includes 2/3 of Israeli heavily extended exports to New Delhi. India has been
world boss in exporting little refined diamonds. Israel is a main exporter of big diamonds and is
intensely well-established in the worldwide diamond trade net. 210
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Table 5.1
Bilateral Trade 1992-2003
(Value in US $ Million)
11992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

275

129

151

190

251

293

343

455.0 534.5

429.5 653.2 806

3127

228

363

313

311

365

334

536.3 551.0

458.4 619.8 644

4202

357

514

503

562

658

678

991.3 1085.8 887.9 1273

1450

552

-99

-200

-125

-65

-90

9.3

-81.5

-16.2

-28.9

33.4

162

652

-99

-200

-125

-65

-90

9.3

-81.5

-16.2

-28.9

33.4

162

Source: Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry
(1=Year,2=India'sexportstoIsrael,3=Israel'sexportstoIndia,4=TotalBilateral,5=TradeBalance,6=%change.)
Note: Figures of 2003 are from January to November

A comparison of last few years in Indo-Israel trade highlights the trends in their
commercial relations. Trade in 2002 on both sides increased by 41 percent exceeding 1273
million dollars, six times higher as in 1992. India saw 52% increase in her export in 2002 as
compare to 2001. In 2002 India was the 11th biggest international partner in trade.

It even

overtook China in this regard and became 3 rd largest business partner in Asia. India‘s worldwide
share remained 2% in 2002 as compare to 2001. In 2002, Indian exports comprising of around 2%
of Israeli imports. This was 1.3% in 2001. Other than diamond, rubber, chemicals, textiles,
plastic, machinery, transport, equipment, food stuff etc were major Indian exports to Israel.
During 2003 (January-November), two-sided business improved by 26.9% in the year
2003. Indian exports augmented by 34.6%. Indian exports excluding diamond improved by
around 16.3%. Indian share in Israel's two-way trade worldwide grew to 2.4% in 2003 as
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compared to 2% in 2002. India‘s sharing of exports in Israeli imports internationally went high as
much as to 2.4% in 2003 as compared to 2% in 2002. 211 India excelled Japan in 2003 when it
became 2nd biggest trading collaborator in Asia while Hong Kong was largest partner in Asia. 212
It was enhanced and progress was seen that was quite visible when it crossed 1.61 billion dollars
from January to September 2004.213 While Israel‘s ambassador to India David Danieli estimated
that India's bilateral trade with Israel would cross US $ five billion mark by 2008. 214 We can say
that in nineties the bilateral trading had not been as expanded because same had been primarily
limited to only 2 major commodities on both sides. Uneven diamond plus chemical jointly
comprised around 83 % of Israeli exports towards India. Only diamonds were estimated to have
comprised around forty % of total Israeli‘s exports to India . 215 Polished diamonds plus cotton
yarn comprising of around 76 % of Indian exports to Israel. 216 Anyhow, the variety of products
and their range has been growing with sharing of new goods and productions by both the
countries. Mr. Yehoyada Haim, Israeli Ambassador to India praised bilateral relationship in these
words, ―The first five years of full diplomatic relations between India and Israel have been
completed and I look with great satisfaction at the bilateral accomplishments achieved. Looking
ahead, I see the network of economic and business contacts developing and diversifying,
continuing forward dynamically.‖217 With the commencement of new millennium both the
countries increased areas and items of trade. Main commodities of exports then possessed
ornaments and jewellery, textile, medicines, pharmaceuticals variety of chemicals, software and
telecommunication apparatus, whilst main item for imports from the state of Israel included gems,
stone, electrical goods, fertilizer and computer softwareetc. 218
The government of India and Israel established cordial relations and created friendly
environment in which trade and business developed and flourished. India and Israel have declared
each other the most favoured Nations and are signatories of various mutual agreements to benefit
the status both have had.219 In May 2000 the first ever ―India Week‖ was organized by India
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Trade Promotion Organization in Israel to show the world and Israelis about the Indian products
and to capture Israeli market and to grab business opportunities in the markets of Israel. Over one
hundred top Indian companies took part in it while 25000 people did visit the exibition. 220
A commerce delegation headed by Israeli PM Mr. Ariel Sharon visited India in
September, 2003. Manufactures Association of Israel agreed on trade and decided to cooperate in
the fields of manufacturing agreements with Confederation of Indian Industry. The aim was to
strengthen relationship amongst mini and medium sized Indian as well as Israel companies
particularly in high- tech sector and to extend research and development cooperation. 221 Soon
after this visit, Indian Merchant Chamber, Israeli Export Institute as well as Federation of Israel
Chamber of Commerce put their signatures to an extensive collaboration agreement. This accord
had been signed just before and of visit of Indian Merchants Chamber delegation that was headed
by former IMC president Ram Gandhi. Embassy of India facilitated all this at Tel Aviv.222
Table No 5.2
Israel‘s Exports to India by Commodity Groups in 2003
(Value in US $ Million)
Vegetable products

0.2

Prepared foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco

0.8

Mineral products

1.6

Production of chemical or/and allied industriey

64.4

Plastic, rubber and article

3.5

Wood pulp; waste and scrap of paper, paperboard and articles thereof

1.8

Textiles and textile articles

1.3

Articles of stones, plaster, cement asbestos, ceramic, glass and glassware

0.1

Pearls, precious stones, metals & articles thereof; imitation jewellery and coins

529.0

Base metals and articles thereof

8.3

Machinery, electrical equipment, image and sound recorders, and their parts

91.4

Vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated transport equipment

0.2

Optical, photographic, measuring, checking and medical instruments

15.1

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Israel
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Table 5.3
Israel‘s Imports from India by Commodity Groups in 2003
(in US Million $)

Live animals; animal products

0.6

Vegetable products

9.0

Animal or vegetable fats & oils

0.1

Prepared foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco

6.9

Mineral products

1.3

Products of the chemical or allied ind.

71.8

Plastics, rubber and articles thereof

29.0

Raw hides & skins, leather, fur skins & articles thereof

2.3

Wood, wood charcoal, cork, articles of straw, basket ware and wickerwork

1.1

Wood pulp; waste and scrap of paper, paperboard & articles thereof

0.3

Textiles and textile articles

91.4

Footwear, headgear, umbrellas, artificial flowers, etc.

3.4

Articles of stones, plaster, cement, asbestos, ceramic, glass & glassware

2.8

Pearls, precious stones, metals & articles thereof; imitation jewellery and coins

622.4

Base metals & articles thereof1

2.6

Machinery, electrical equipment, image

and sound recorders, and their parts

20.4

Vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated transport equipment

3.2

Optical, photographic, measuring, checking and medical instruments

3.1

Miscellaneous manufactured articles

6.1

Miscellaneous and unclassified goods

1.2

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Israel
Israel and India agreed on setting up of a joint forum a wideranging economic cooperation
between India and Israel. Mr. K. Nath Commerce and Industries Minister proclaimed in this
context when Israeli Deputy PM Mr. E. Olmert was on a visit to India. Kamal Nath proposed $ 5billion goal for mutual business in next 3 years and noted that it will be possible to have achieved
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this target. Mr. Ehud Olmert said "We offer a genuine, open-hearted and transparent invitation to
Indian businessmen for forging joint ventures and collaborative agreements,"223 Earlier Israeli
Vice-Prime Minister, Mr. Ehud Olmert, when the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
delegation of IT and biotechnology called on him in Tel Aviv Mr. Olmert emphasized that India
and Israel should not look at each other as competitors, but as collaborators. He said "There is no
exclusivity of knowledge and hence there should be open knowledge sharing between India and
Israel," In order to strengthen the bilateral ties between India and Israel he wanted the two
countries to collaborate in the fields of information technology and biotechnology.224
All this activity and targets illustrate a strong sign in Indo-Israel trade relations. The
establishment of Indo-Israeli Joint Business Council as early as in 1993 was an enormous step to
promote economic cooperation. Indian and Israeli chambers signed this. Due to its significance it
was suggested in 1996 that in order to have close liaison amongst business communities, it should
be promoted as IIBA that is Indo-Israel Business Alliance. This Alliance came into power on 24
October 1996.225 We conclude this discussion on the statement of Mr. Sharaaga Barosh, head of
the Israeli Export and International Cooperation Institute. He stated: ―The potential in India is
very great. Most exports today are in communications and chemicals, but we visualize a long list
of

sectors

with

good

opportunities

for

growth,

including

computers

and

software,

communications, infrastructure and construction, health services, environmental technologies,
safety and security, and even biotechnology.‖226

Indo-Israel Agricultural Relations

Liberalization policies and globalization strategies adopted by India make the state of Israel a
better place to fulfill the economic and technological needs of Indian rapid growing economy.
Israeli achievement in agricultural technologies coupled with advanced industrial capability and
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Indian grand team of scientists and technical human resources form a broad range for
collaboration. In addition, Indians prefer Israeli expertise as compare to European technology due
to comparable geographical environment. The range had been increasing in terms of cooperation
in agricultural field as large numbers of delegates have been visiting each other countries.
Israel enjoys great reputation in irrigation equipment genetically improved seeds and in
agro-tech accessories.

Amongst initial Israeli manufacturing innovation to get to global

economies had been the system of drip irrigation, which was based upon an idea initiated by a
Californian researcher. In this system, related nutrients and water are released straight to the roots
of plant in the order to irrigate exact place, in this way very little quantity can be utilized in an
efficient way. The system has an added benefit that it can be controlled by using computer. 227
Israel is exporting fresh and processed agricultural production and agricultural inputs and is
running mainly on the pathway of commerce oriented farming business. Israel‘s leadership has
passed through four major revolutions and now is the leader in this front in terms of technology,
production, and know-how.228 By using modern techniques, Israel has turned its desert lands into
blooming farms and fields through reclamation of wasteland with modern technology. India
required latest Israeli technology for growth of her arid and desert areas. In the words of Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres, ―Rivers do not follow frontiers and land does not come to customers.‖229
The achievement of Israel in agriculture has been due to its water management techniques
involving judicious conservation of water resources and employment of skilful technologies.
Shimon Peres commented during his Indian visit, ―We use water as a doctor uses eye drops for a
baby; either you respect nature or you pay heavily.‖230 Agro technology is most important
industry in Israel which is related with exports. The achievements of Israeli farmers have thrilled
the farmers of India which resulted in many associations of farmers. 231 When Israeli president
Ezer Weizmann went to India on an official visit, he signed an Agreement for Cooperation
between India and Israel on 31 December 1996. In the light of that agreement the International
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Cooperation Department of the Israeli Foreign Ministry got the responsibility to establish a model
agricultural farm at an advanced technological level in India. Its objective was to transfer Israeli
competence, particularly to small and intermediate farmers to enable them to apply current
technology in the field. The International Cooperation Department of the Israeli Foreign
Ministry‘s activity in India also consisted of 10 courses annually conducted by Israeli experts who
teach Indian trainees agricultural subjects and village development.232 Later on during the visit of
PM Sharon, both countries agreed to do work on MoU to augment collaboration in a range of
fields of crop growing. India and Israel demonstrated keen attention in rising collaboration in
―horticulture, floriculture and aquaculture‖. The requirement to exchange most up-to-date
technology in such area was highlighted at the meetings. Mr. Rajnath Singh desired to study from
Israel‘s knowledge in water managing. Rajnath said ―Israel has developed a number of drought
assistance varieties of crops and India can benefit from this experience.‖ Israeli Minister pointed
out that relations related with agriculture of both countries have a bundle of prospective. Visits of
specialists between India and Israel have been taking place on a big level and both states have got
benefit from it. He further pointed that Israel had mostly semi-arid land and share some
distinctiveness familiar with that of India. He was optimistic both nations can work together on
variety of projects.233
The beginning of ambassadorial level relationships between India and Israel in 1992
provided a impetus to their collaboration in the field of agriculture in addition to other fields.
After that, a variety of combined commercial project agricultural ventures were started in India in
irrigation field and water managing, pesticide, tissue culture, horticulture, fertilizer, green houses,
chemical and insecticide, solar energy use, and dairy development etc. Many other related
projects were also incorporated in the dual venture project. These projects had been entered into
for transport of expertise, market, delivery system and consultation. In this way, we can
understand the vast prospective of economic collaboration in coming years between Israel and
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India. As Israeli Consul for Economic Affairs in Israeli Embassy, Mr. Samy Ofri maintained that,
―the best way to promote trade between Israel and India is through joint ventures as India has a
well-trained work force of dedicated engineers and scientists as well as technologically-minded
companies. While Israel has good connections with the US and Europe, India has direct access to
Asia and the third world countries.‖234 More joint ventures can also be seen in future, even
unification amongst Indo-Israeli companies. Under the shade of friendly political atmosphere
between both nations, a largeleap in the two-sided business can be predictable in the years to
come that both the countries were aware of the fact from early nineties that ―precious time had
been lost in establishing business relationship between two countries and therefore lot of ground
needs to be covered.‖235

Indo-Israel Co-Operation in Investment Science And Technology

Rapid progress had been shown by Israel in science and technology and she has properly utilized
technological skills over the years. According to an Indian account, ―Israel‘s lack of natural
resources is made up by its people‘s brain power, high discipline, ingenuity and hard work.‖236 It
has also fewer reservations in exporting and selling technology to willing countries on
competitive terms and other specific political conditions and transfer technology under joint
venture schemes. In the words of Israeli Ambassador to India ―With its population not quite half
the population of New Delhi, we have a special experience of development which we think is
nearer to the needs of developing countries like India, because it is the summing up of a new
experience of the last 50 years,‖237 India has shown keen interest in Israeli technology and has
become sound aspirant of Israeli technology in various civil and defense purposes.

238

In this field

both countries cooperate in fields like advanced materials, biotechnology, laser, electro-optics and
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ICT. In language of agreed investment, from 1991 to 2003 Israel had been 14th main external
financier in India. Israel is also a source of technology collaborations for Indian companies.239
A mutual Science and Technology collaboration accord was signed in May 1993 during
the trip of then Israeli External Minister Mr. Shimon Peres to New Delhi. The thorough WorkPlan was concluded during September 1993, classifying exact areas for help. In the month of
November, 1994 both governments agreed to set up science and technology fund with a amount
of

3 million US dollars, with equivalent assistance by two governments to help combined

Research and Development collaboration in areas recognized for collaboration. Under this method
a great amount of research schemes were put forth in areas like genetics, electro-optics,
biotechnology and advanced materials. A contract was also signed between India‘s ―Science
Academy‖ and ―Israel National Academy of Science and Humanities‖ in order to provide
standard collaboration and contacts in the areas of Science and Technology.240
ECI Telecom, an Israeli company, formed an industry relating to Telephone (May
1996)241 and similar year Bezeq Communications Ltd an Israel‘s public sector company, offer for
27 billion US dollars project to provide telephone service in various Provinces of India. 242 Due to
India‘s capability in computer engineering, Israel sought to acquire computer engineers from
India to cope with its own shortage of information technology engineers. Israeli high technology
area required Government of India to trade in two thousand computer programmers of India to
relieve the lack of such workers.‖243 Israeli Computer company related with software purchased
hightech

software

development

equipment

mainly

from Indian

company.

Some

largest

pharmaceutical companies of India and Israel also merged when PM Areal Sharon visited
India.244 A memorandum of understanding to cooperate in research and development in the field
of electronic as well as information technology was agreed in the first month of 2002. Israel saw
an attractive market in India and profitable area for investment in the field of telecommunication.
In this way, Atrica and Comverse got urge for contract in India in the period. The year 2002 saw
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another agreement between the two countries for using the outer space for peaceful purposes.
Some other agreements include Science and Technology Cooperation; work in genomics, and
nanotechnology.
Due to India‘s typical diplomatic behaviour, both the states have been hesitant to reveal
anything especially on security and defence matters. The secret nature of their relationships and
collaboration is most disturbing for Pakistan which often hinders Pakistan to judge the exact
nature and extent of it.245 It is, nevertheless, clear from overall discussion in this chapter that there
is energetic bilateral relationship in almost all areas of common interests between the two states.
Over the years many market opportunities have been explored. Trade and economic relations got
expanded and extended to a variety of areas and fields. Collaboration in agriculture has also
turned out to be one of the most attractive areas of cooperation. The same momentum was shown
in sharing Science and Technology.It is evident that defence related understandings and
cooperation in the field of security were the hallmarks of this collaboration. This relation had also
consequences for Indian armed forces‘ modernization and issues related to security and
relationship with Pakistan and Islamic State as well and for her important part in the United
States‘s larger Asian strategy. Israel India policy is also to tackle her aggressive neighbours and
also to handle the so called Islamic bomb of Pakistan.
A study in Centre de Sciences Humaines, New Delhi argued, ―Israel appeared to view
closer ties with emerging powers such as India and China as an option to prepare for any future
American disinterest or antipathy owing to geopolitical or domestic considerations. It pointed out
that in the immediate aftermath of September 11, when the US could not include Israel and India
in the coalition against the Taliban for fear of inflaming Arab opinion and Pakistan respectively.
Thus the Indo-Israel relationship provides a safety net to obviate any future short-term American
indifference towards the latter owing to delicate political considerations.‖246 As early as in1993,
the profound regional and international ramifications of Indo-Israeli relations were indicated in an
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article by Dilip Padgoankar in this way, ―Israeli analysts believe that India and Israel can adopt
complementary strategies on issues such as curbing terrorism, halting the spread of religious
fundamentalism, working along with Turkey to enable the central Asian Republics of the former
Soviet Union to move towards democracy of a free market and a secular political order, and,
finally,

to

effectively

deal with

issues

pertaining

to

nuclear proliferation.‖247 Recently,

nevertheless, the bilateral aspect of this relationship and subsequently it becoming a ‗natural
alliance‘ warrant to observe its sensitivity and strategic implications and measures which Pakistan
has to resort to counter this alliance. Next chapter is an attempt to examine this.
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CHAPTER 6

INDO-ISRAELI RELATIONS: IMPLICATIONS AND POLICY OPTIONS
FOR PAKISTAN

As, we have thoroughly discussed and analyzed mutual relations and bilateral character of IndoIsrael relationship, it seems very essential to observe sensitive nature of the relationship and
examine its impact on Pakistan. In this backdrop, if we do not study prospects of Pakistan-Israel
relations then our discussion will remain incomplete. As India and Israel have developed mutual
relations and both have come close over a period of time, the debate in Pakistan has also been
developing and it was developed very strong during General Musharraf era that should Israel be
recognized by Pakistan? That is why a significant portion of the chapter is reserved for debate on
Pak-Israel relations.
As for as relations of India and Pakistan are concerned, both have been leading a hostile
neighboring life. To meet the perceived threats, Pakistani preference is to have balance while
Indian want power, hoping that security will be generated at desired level by power alone.
Consequently this approach of India raised feelings of insecurity for the other players in region.
Consequently a regional arms race started to balance and counter balance. This process also
introduced extra regional actors in the region. Other actors, like Israel entered the region with
protection of Indian interests particularly military interests and affected the balance and generated
further complications. Both Pakistan and India wanted to maintain proper and suitable security
balance due to their critical and sensitive historical legacy. In the context of south Asia, forming
of relations among countries has been a very delicate and complicated issue due to misperceptions
and continuing antagonism among them. Hence divergent security perception lay at the root of the
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subsequent divergent policy pursuits of India and Pakistan. During freedom struggle in the Indian
subcontinent, deep hatred and hostility developed between AIML and INC that was further
intensified in the last phase of that struggle, and it assumed the shape of active hostilities between
two states after independence.1 Pakistan is of the view that practically ‗Hindustan‘ is having
Hindu identity whose main aim is to twist and reshape distinctive Islamic cultural values and
identity of Islamic community of Indian sub continent.To achieve this end she tries to create
problem for Pakistan and wanted to undo this country since the time of independence of Pakistan.
The INC wanted to avoid partition and when it could not do so, the event soundly affected and
influenced the behaviors and attitude of many of its leaders, who in the sheer disappointment
issued many statements which were quite threatening and created a sense of insecurity in
Pakistan.2 Division of sub-continent and establishment of Pakistan had been viewed as a tragedy
by most of the Indians who saw it as a product of the ‗false‘ doctrine that the Muslims in the
subcontinent were a separate nation—a doctrine invented and sustained by the British in accord
with their strategy of divide and rule. Hence they continued to view and project Pakistan
negatively. The very mention of Pakistan, says Satish Arora, arouses ―deep and disturbing‖
emotions among the Indian elite and has, at times, caused anxieties ―no less real than those
primordial fears generated by the names of Aurangzeb, Genghiz Khan, Timur Lane….‖3
Pakistan is of the view that India and Israel are getting closer and their growing strategic
relations are affecting its (Pakistan) security perceptions. According to most of Pakistanis, there
are suspicious similarities between Indian and Israel that repeatedly draw attention to the threats
of these relationships between India and Israel. India has had not only recognized Israel but
approved a mission at Bombay in 1952 at a distance from the capital. Pakistan remained
consistant in rejection towards Jewish state in line with the pre-partition posture of AIML. As for
as Muslim League was concerned, it had shown a rigid pose to Balfour Declaration and strongly
opposed it.
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Pakistan also demanded to abolish mandate over Palestine. At the time of UN debate on
the forthcoming/proposed state of Palestin, Pakistan highly opposed the move and this opposition
was louder and clearer than India. Pakistan Foreign Minister Sir Zafrullah Khan immediately
started campaign for a united Palestine. Pakistan had also been directly affected from the
understanding which India and Israel has had on the issue and in the later years as well. This
opinion held an important positioning in diplomatic gestures of Pakistan towards the region of
Middle East. Ever-growing ties of Israel and India have always been considered in Pakistan as
Hindu –Zionist game and a big plot against Pakistan.4
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Indo-Israeli Collaboration and Fall out for Pakistan

As per observations of some of the writers that there exist many converging points at which both Hindu and Jews meet and such is their frame of mind, that one feels there is a ‗spiritual affinity‘
between the souls of these two nations. Ghani Jaffar under a unique title writes

India and Israel are arguably the only two entities in the world to
carry their respective baggage of the otherwise globally outdated
creed of racism into the twenty-first century. As against some of
the international actors which humanity had to contend with, at a
terrible cost, during the outgoing hundred years, however, the
racist moorings of both India and Israel are in each case
embedded in the deeper and more secure realm of religious
belief than the primarily politico-cultural ethos of say, a Nazi
Germany or a South Africa with its apartheid, in the past. The
still surviving – indeed, highly animated – self images of India
and Israel are, to say the least, foreign to this global village of
the modern era; fashioned as they are on their several precepts of
ethnic purity sanctified by religion which safeguard the racial
superiority of the Brahmin on the one hand and of the Zion on
the other.5

T.T. Poulose writing for Asian Affairs highlighted that “There seems to be an ideological
affinity between Israel‘s right wing parties (to which Sharon belongs) the Jana Sangh and the
BJP. Israel glorifies Zionism and according to Harvard Sociologist, Natham Glazer, it is
synonymous with democratic principles of equality of human rights. But in Israel there is a ban on
―inter-denominational marriage‖. There is only the ―Jewish nation‖ and the ―Jewish people‖,
recognized under Zionism. These are and will always remain the ―chosen people‖ of the Old
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Testament. The BJP with its Sangh Parivar believes in a similar ideology of an exclusive Hindu
nation or ―Hindu Rashtra.‖6
These kinds of generalisations are not based on mere Hindu or Jew enmity. If we trace
pro-Jews sentiments in India we see that Vinayak Dimodar Savarkar was such a political leader in
India who explicitly recognized that the Jews had the right to their own state. This was as far back
as 1908.7 Savarkar is considered the modern seer of Hindu identity, and indeed the one who in
fact coined the term ―Hindutva‖, which to both its supporters and detractors conjures up the
image of modern Hindu identity. In his Hindutva, the political treatise of 1923, for which he is
best known, he wrote: ―…if the Zionists‘ dreams were realised, if Palestine became a Jewish
State, it would gladden us almost as much as our Jewish friends.‖8 In 1948, Israel was founded,
and Savarkar expressed his sentiments thus:

I am glad to note that the overwhelming majority of the leading
nations in the world have recognized the claim of the Jewish
people to establish an independent Jewish State in Palestine and
should have promised armed assistance to see it realised. After
centuries of sufferings, sacrifices and struggle the Jews will soon
recover their national Home in Palestine which has undoubtedly
been their Fatherland.9

In 1956, he castigated the Congress Party government of Jawaharlal Nehru for not
recognising the Jewish state, simply because it went against his Marxist, anti-western, anti-Hindu,
pro-Khilafist, and pseudo-non-alignment principles, as well as being yet another futile attempt in
to appease Pakistan and the Arab nations: ―But bear in mind if tomorrow there breaks out a war
between Pakistan and Bharat almost all Muslims will be arrayed on the side of Pakistan in
opposition to us and their enemy Israel will be our only friend. Therefore I say that Bharat should
give unequivocal recognition to Israel. If we desire to safeguard the independence of Bharat we
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should be militarily strong.‖10 On 3 April 1966 the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)
(National Volunteer Organisation), mouthpiece Organiser encouraged a pro-Zionist stance. It
said: ―[Israel] is the hope of all the Jews the world over; and it is the symbol of stability in a very
unstable part of the world.‖11 Ram Madhav of the RSS in September 2003 on the occasion of
Ariel Sharon‘s visit described that the whole world accepted that the state of Israel, very
efficiently tackled terrorism in her area. And both the countries have been under a proxy war and
fighting terrorism. So he believed that some lessons be learnt from them by having closer
collaboration with them to fight terrorism.12
In 1953, the right wing Jan Sangh was formed by members and ex-members of the RSS
such as Balraj Madhok. From the beginning this Hindu oriented party wanted full recognition of
Israel. In 1965, Jan Sangh stated the following:

―Israel is the only really democratic country in West Asia. It is a
highly developed country and has been playing an increasingly
important role in the economic development of newly emerging
African countries…….By developing closer relations with Israel,
India would not only contribute to stability in West Asia but will
also improve her position in a number of African States. It
is…..imperative that India must have full diplomatic relations
with Israel‖.

Dr. Saradindu Mukherji of the BJP explains her party‘s position: India found official
relationship with Israel very late but they had asked for such kind of steps very long before.
Owing to internal consideration and keeping in view the Muslim vote bank other political parties
opposed to have diplomatic relation with Israel. He believes that we should have to be just to
Israel without going anti Arab. Israel has done nothing wrong to India. 13
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BJP former Vice-President KR Malkani described, ―When, in 1991, the Congress formed
the Government on its own, even though it did not have a majority of its own, the BJP acted very
responsibly and helped it have a speaker of its choice, content with deputy speakership of the Lok
Sabha. Having been all along opposed to a license-permit-quota Raj it welcomed the policy of
liberalization in principle. At long last New Delhi recognized Israel and South Africa, something
the BJP had urged for long.‖14

In

An interview to an Israeli newspaper Haaretz, Indian former PM,

Mr Atal Bihari Vajpayee described the past aspirations of Jews and their association with Hindus
for cooperation for a bright future.

The interaction between the people of India and the Jewish
diaspora has a long history, dating back to the 1st century
A.D…India is one of very few countries in the world, which has
never had a trace of anti-Semitism at any time in its history…I
believe India and Israel should focus on building bilateral
relations on the basis of shared perspectives and commonalities
between our two democracies. This has to be a forward looking
exercise, rather than harking back to perceptions of the
past...Indo-Israel relations have acquired a multi-dimensional
character, particularly over the last decade. While our defence
cooperation is substantial and growing, we have also a lot to
share with each other in agricultural sciences, in high technology
- including Information Technology, in peaceful applications of
space technologies, etc. India has benefited from Israel's world
famous expertise in agricultural technologies. India is now
Israel's second biggest trade partner in Asia…15

Besides desires and efforts of previous governments it was the BJP led government (19982004) in India that made shift from cultivating Arabs towards a tactical affiliation with Israel. Ms
Seema Mustafa elaborated "the Vajpayee government has shifted its foreign policy focus from the
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Arab nations to Israel…High-level visits leading to defence cooperation at all levels, and
intelligence sharing marks the new friendship between India and Israel.‖16

During the Congress

government the Indo-Israel relations remained restricted to commerce and cultural connections
only. But after the end of the Cold War, with growing importance of India in the eyes of the US, it
also seemed important for India to smooth its relations with Israel, being the US strategic
colleague.17 Having established their embassy in Delhi, Israel launched a campaign to forge
cordial relations with Indian prominent figures. Nevertheless, the Telegraph explained that many
a party refused such advances, except the BJP which shared the jingo of anti Arab and anti
Muslim perception of Israel.18 Later on Israel got some support in India, and, ultimately, the issue
of Israel has caused to be a controversial subject in India.INC in the past blamed for changing its
policy to Israel, BJP on the other hand, has been eager for helping a pro Israel Middle East policy.
Janata Dall and even the Communist Party did not oppose close intimacy with Jewish state.19 L.K.
Advani under took a tour Israel in 1995 who was also president of BJP. The Telegraph analyzed
these relations ―Both BJP and Israel believe the two countries, surrounded as they are by hostile
Muslim neighbours, should stick together to fight Islamic fundamentalism. With the BJP in power
in Delhi, the relationship has taken wings.‖20 Prominent defence and security analyst Dr. Cheema
observed, ―While it is not all that surprising to know that Indo-Israeli cooperation in various fields
is taking concrete shape, what appears to be somewhat incomprehensible is why so much time has
lapsed in forging closer ties? This is particularly significant when one realizes the existing
commonalities between the Jews and the Brahmins. Propagate the purity and superiority of race,
share somewhat bitter historical legacies, suffer from delusions of greatness, demonstrate almost
regularly animosity against the Muslims, and assertively stress that the past subjugations and
deprivation will - never again‘ be allowed to manifest.‖21 He further stated that ―Reports
emanating from various sources clearly confirm the advent of a carefully contrived Indo-Israeli
nexus. Not only the ties in the defence sector are strengthening but also the Israeli intelligence
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agencies are training the Indians how to counter the activities of the freedom fighters in the
troubled state of Kashmir.‖22 In principle states have a free choice to build relationships with any
state they desire to. But the factual position is that the consequences of the way they approach
their relations never remain confined to them. Arms deals, technology transfers, security
assistance, and intelligence sharing are some of those types of transactions that affect security and
well being of other countries. Precisely, these are the areas in which Indo-Israel cooperation have
been immensely growing in the previous decade causing serious repercussions for Pakistan. 23
Since India has assumed herself to be a leader of the area and beyond, its relationship with
Israel proved fruitful for her and significant achievements have clearly been made in many areas
of mutual interest. By making a preposition Professor Martin Sherman argued that coalition with
India was significant for Israel as she intended to build up a sea borne defence ability. The
weakness of Israel‘s landbased defence installations grow with the acquisition of

up to date

armaments by other states in the area. Strategic belief in Israel inclined to give fame to Indians
Ocean as a place for logistical structure. For the organization and function of such a marine
endeavor, collaboration with Indian naval force would be essential. Professor Marten Sherman
argued, ―An alliance between India and Israel openly endorsed by the US would create a potent
stabilizing force in the region, which together with like-minded regimes such as Turkey could
contribute significantly towards facing down the force of radical extremism so hostile to IndoIsraeli and American interests in western and Central Asia…For example, in the growing balance
of geostrategic power, the growing Chinese challenge to US primacy will almost invariably
dictate the need for a regional counterweight to Chinese domination.‖24 Ann Schaffer, The
director of the American Jewish Committee's (AJC) Belfer Centre for American Pluralism
described that ―India is building a close relationship with Israel and America, which we certainly
want to encourage and support, because it's good for Israel and it's good for America.‖25
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India has, thus, laid the foundations of becoming a powerful actor on the global stage by
mounting scientific and military potentials along with fiscal development. The significance of
modernization and producing qualitative improvment in Indian armed forces capabilities can‘t be
overstated. India‘s present viewpoint of modernization has mainly been the product enhancement
exercise in terms of adding up of hardware assets to keep the subtle combat edging vis-à-vis
Pakistan. Indian comprehension seems that victory in current setting is predicated on moving on
to technology that permit reconfiguring of armed forces and apparatus to deliver vital
consequence at the correct moment. Therefore, the formation and preservation of a technological
edging brought about by accuracy armaments and battlefield precision pertinent to Indian setting
has become very important. The contextual application of Indo-Israeli collaboration lies in
Israel‘s capability to help India in attaining this object. Pakistan feels threatened due to various
angles involved in Indo-Israel axis. It is puzzling to note that the United States, brushing aside
Pakistani objections, has permitted the deal of Israeli radars (Phalcon) to India which she stopped
in Chinese case because its apprehensions for Taiwan. The ownership of Phalconradars by
Newdelhi will bring great area of Pakistan underneath its observation. 26

India has had ultimately

achieved her ultimate wish to have AWACS capability. This area also underscores this growing
relationship.27 All this, according to an analyst, indicates ―the new trend and the move highlights
the growing alliance between the two most potent non-Muslim militaries in the entire region
extending from one end of the Islamic crescent to the other.‖28
Pakistani security and political analysts almost unanimously saw Indo-Israel defence
related deals as threatening to sub continental regional balance. Air Marshal Ayaz analysed, ―with
phalcon equipped spying along the border, Pakistan‘s sensitive defence installations become
vulnerable to India‘s electronic spying. This will seriously impact Pakistan‘s security. The
Phalcon radar will detect all movements in the air and on the ground, thereby endangering the
offensive and defensive capabilities of Pakistan army navy and air force. Taking advantage of
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American fear psyche after 9/11, the doctrine of US-Israel-India axis has been proposed by India
to destroy the Muslims struggle for their fundamental rights in the Middle East and Southern
Asia.29

There is

high level of co-operations in several sectors but their association in defense

fields has seen no limits in current times.30 Although India is facing poverty but she is utilizing
her assets and capital to achieve and possess military hardware from all likely resources including
from Israel. India‘s purchase of Israeli defence equipment rang alarm bells in Islamabad. Indian
Air Force had also deployed AWACS and it is expected that it would provide considerable
advantage to New Delhi in the event of conflict in addition to main surveillance capabilities.
Islamabad has always aspired to prevent the widening of the conventional disparity within India
and Pakistan. That is why Pakistan weighs the pros and cons of recognizing Israel. It is also
remarkable to note that during initial years of formation of Indo-Israel axis the United States had
showed her distress that ―Israel's sale of advanced weaponry to New Delhi is disrupting the
sensitive arms balance between India and Pakistan‖ and US officers in the company of Defence
Secretary Mr. William Cohen, raised the question with Israeli corresponding minister. 31
Jerusalem Post while quoting US-based Defence News pointed out that Israeli officials ―rejected
repeated calls by the Clinton administration to halt sales of arms and military know-how to India
as part of the United States embargoes imposed after her nuclear explosions. Israeli high ups said
that it was prerogative of Israel to see every proposal on its own qualities.‖32 But on later stages
Trilateral Indo-Israeli-US Strategic Dialogue became a routine work. Indian Ambassador to Israel
Raminder Jassal told the Second Annual Trilateral Indo-Israeli-US Strategic Dialogue in
Herlizya: "The relationships between India and Israel and India and the US are following a natural
flow‖. The discussions centred mainly on the necessity for cooperation among democratic
governments in the global war on ‗Islamic terrorism‘33
As discussed earlier, India considers herself as mounting regional actor; she considers her
military might as one component in this course. As any aspirant regional player ought to do, she
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sees in the region for potential allies and possible enemies. Pakistan, on the other hand, is all in all
in a different position. Pakistan knows that she is not in a position to parallel India man for man
or gun for gun.She can not, however, accept Indian hegemony. As real balance is no longer
possible in South Asia all that Pakistan can do and is trying to do is ―to maintain certain credible
ratio that in case of a conventional war, India does not get a walk over against Pakistan‖ This
minimum ratio can buy time, ―it gets you time for diplomatic action, for a cease fire time, for UN
intervention or friendly intervention. In other words you develop defensive capability which at
least denies the enemy an easy victory.‖ To achieve this goal, Pakistan‘s trapped in a arms race.34
On the other hand Indian broader strategic targets denote that she has been pursuing a determined
upgradation programme across her armed forces. Russia is still the principal source of advance
weaponry. Israel has also so much to as her its arms industry is of high technology, especially in
pilotless aircrafts used for spying. It has become second largest partner. But overall India's
conventional dominance is something that Pakistan cannot match. India obviously has many more
military preferences than Pakistan have. 35
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Figure 6.1
Indo-Pakistan Strategic Balance 2002
India
Manpower (1,000s)
Total Active (Regular)
Reserve
Paramilitary
Army and Guard
Manpower (1,000s)
Regular Army Manpower
Reserve
Total Main Battle Tanks
Active AIFV/Lt. Tanks
Total APCs
Self-Propelled Artillery
Towed Artillery
MRLs
Mortars
SSM Launchers
Light SAM Launchers
AA Guns
Air Force Manpower
(1,000s)
Total Combat Aircraft
Bombers
Fighter/Attack
Fighter/Interceptor
Recce/FGA Recce
MR/MPA
Transport Aircraft
Tanker Aircraft
Total Helicopters
Armed Helicopters
Light SAM Launchers

Total Naval
Manpower (1,000s)
Major Surface Combatants
Carriers
Destroyer-Guided Missile
Frigate-Guided Missile
Other Frigate
Corvettes

Pakistan

1263
535
1089.7

620
513
288

1100
300
3414
1440
317
180
4175
100
1000
3-5
1570
2424

550
500
2300
---1150
240
1467
45
1200
122
1400
2000

110
738

45
353

547
155
15
4
203
6
127
22
280

113
162
11
--21
--25
-----

53

25

1
8
4
7
24

----6
2
---
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Patrol Craft
Missile
Torpedo and Coastal
Inshore, Riverine

6
5
11

5
3
1

Submarines
SS/SSK
Mine Vessels
Amphibious Ships
Landing Craft
Support Ships

16
18
7
10
32

10
3
----9

Marines (1,000s)
Naval Air
Naval Aircraft
FGA
Fighter
MR/MPA
Armed Helicopters
ASW Helicopters
SAR Helicopters
Other Helicopters

1
5000
37
26
1
50
72
70
6
6

1.2
---5
----5
9
--9 (ASW and SAR)
4

Source: Anthony H. Cordesman, The India-Pakistan Military Balance (Washington D.C: Center
for Strategic and International Studies, 2002), 9-10.

The aforementioned figures clearly demonstrate that India excels Pakistan in conventional
strength. As far as India‘s defence spending is concerned,it rarely doubled during 1991-2003, it
reached nearly doubled, a jump from 7.53 billion dollars in 1991 to 14 billion dollars in 2003.
Such a sharp rise highlights Indian planning to persistently introduce highly developed weapon
systems as well as latest technologies in her armed forces.36 Modern technologies for missile
defence and for advance caution and surveillance have been of grave concerns to Pakistan which
have mostly been provided by Israel. Having this consideration in mind and due to its strategic
and military aspect and aware of its delicate position, Pakistan, time and again, showed her
reservations against Indo-Israel alliance. For example Pakistani Information Minister Shaikh
Rashid Ahmed told reporters that Indo-Israel relationship was not only to oppose Pakistan but
also aimed to oppose Kashmir and Palestine. General Pervez Musharraf termed Israel's
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relationship with India as "extremely" intimidating to Pakistani interests and pointed out "...if they
are trying to unite to create an anti-Muslim military alliance, it is the saddest day in the history of
the world,‖

37

Regardless of the speedy expansion of Indo-Israel ties, the Indian government has always
been careful to emphasize that it is not taking sides in the Arab-Israeli dispute. India recognizes
the fact that its friendship with Israel could trigger anti-Indian sentiment in the Arab world that
could negatively affect the many Indians who work there. These are practical reasons for India to
try to maintain good relations on both sides of the Arab-Israeli divide, a task that becomes more
complex as its defence trade with Israel develops. For US the closer connections between India
and Israel are welcoming. Their military ties are compatible with the sort of strategic relationship
the United States is trying to develop with India in the Indian Ocean region. Brajesh Mishra,
India‘s National Security Adviser, called for closer cooperation between India, the United States,
and Israel, arguing that all three nations are main targets for terrorism by a common enemy. 38
Mishra was actually stressing that the strategic affiliation is determined by converging capabilities
and common threat sensitivities. He knew that with beginning of fight against terrorism, US has
positioned rising stress on ―issue-dominated‖ partnership in place of unchanging alliances.
American officials made it understandable ―In this war, the mission will define the coalition – not
the other way around.‖39
India has understandably been denying her strategic relations with Israel. After 6 months
when Mr. L.K. Advani revealed Indo-Israel ―nuclear cooperation‖, following denial came from
India‘s External Affairs Minister Mr. Jaswant Singh at Cairo:

The suggestion that there is any strategic alliance between India
and Israel, is a total illusion and a canard that is spread. There is
no strategic alliance between India and Israel. We do have
diplomatic relations with Israel and we have trade with Israel as
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a number of countries have, but to classify that as strategic
alliance is to do injustice to India‘s foreign policy, possibly also
throws many doubts on the effectiveness of my publicity
department that I‘m suggesting.

40

Justifiably, being the only Muslim nation with declared nuclear capability Pakistan‘s
worries are genuine. Pakistan is well attentive of nuclear proliferations fears that relate to
likelihood of passing on the nuclear bomb manufacturing

expertise to next Muslim countries

which has conceived assumption of a quick attack at Kahuta where Pakistani installations and
nuclear plant will be hit as India and Israel did jointly against Iraq against Osirak reactor as late as
June 1981.41
Due to historical attitude of India, Pakistan‘s security concerns are without doubt focused
on India, and Islamabad surely wants an equal treatment in the region in terms of its security and
defence. On the other hand, India considers Pakistan as a significant security irritant, although she
is not the only one. Central Asia, China and the Indian Ocean area are other chief security
anxieties of India. India considers herself as a major power with wider security benefits and a
global function which are pretty independent of her clashes with Pakistan. While Islamabad‘s
deep disbelief of India might be drawn to the acrimony characterizing the formative stage of
Pakistan and the ongoing quarrel over Indian held Kashmir. Pakistani apprehensions with India
turned out to be even more sensitive after 1971 war when Pakistan was disintegrated again after
1974 and in 1998 when India held nuclear tests. 42
The Indian nuclear tests (1998) completely changed security environment of South Asia.
India started threatening openly. Indian Home Minister L.K. Advani stated that Pakistan should
realize the changes that have occurred in respect of geo-strategic situation of the region. Besides
that, he warned Pakistan that it would be fruitless and costly if Pakistan did not end its
intervention in Kashmir. He stressed the point that a qualitative change in the Pakistan-Indo
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relationship has been brought about by the nations becoming a nuclear state.43 In continuation of
same tones expressed by Indian leadership, Indian media relentlessly highlighted the geo-strategic
changes and constantly advised Pakistan that it should roll back its what they termed anti-India
policy. All these statements and constant flow of threats put Pakistan in the most vulnerable
position of its history.44 Therefore, Pakistan precisely feels endangered from security and defence
collaboration between India and Israel as India has already a considerable benefit over Pakistan in
normal military ability as well as in nuclear-weapon–related programme. Hence, security and
parity with India have been two major concerns underlying nuclear programme of Pakistan. In
this situation Pakistan did not have any option but to go nuclear to maintain minimum deterrence.
On 11th and 13th May 1998, India performed a series of nuclear tests. Pakistan reciprocated on
28 May 1998.While elaborating Pakistani reasons for conducting tests, A. H.

Cordesman

observed:

Pakistan‘s

nuclear

and

missile

programmes

are

part

of

Islamabad‘s efforts to preserve its territorial integrity against its
principal external threat and rival, India. Pakistan attaches a
certain immediacy and intensity to its effort and likely will
continue to improve its nuclear and missile forces. Pakistan is
driven by its perceived need to counter India‘s conventional
superiority and nuclear capability, remains fearful of India‘s
regional and global power aspirations and continues to seek
close security ties with China as a balance. Pakistan‘s 1998
nuclear weapon tests and its missile tests in 1998 and 1999 likely
were seen by Islamabad as a necessary response to India‘s tests
and as a means of bolstering its own deterrent.45

Similarly a distinguished strategic scholar said, ―If we [were] to regain our national pride,
we had to test. The issue had been brought to a boiling point by India. Now we have redressed the
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strategic imbalance that India had created.‖46 Highlighting this idea strategic analyst Ghayoor
Ahmad pointed out that ―the growing strategic relationship between India and Israel, with full
support of the United States, can have the most complex and far-reaching consequences for
Pakistan and may place it in a terrible predicament in course of time‖. He argues that, ―The
United

States,

intentionally or unintentionally,

is hurting Pakistan‘s security interests by

overlooking an unbridled military collaboration between India and Israel whose aggressive
designs against Pakistan are very well known.‖47 India wants to be hegemonic state of the region
which has been long cherished goal. By attaining more and more weapons from Israel, she can
achieve her goal easily. This state of affairs deeply concerns Pakistan. 48 As long as Pakistan is
concerned she is committed to carry on optimistically to bring harmony and peace in area keeping
in view her important location but it has always worried about its own security. Presiding over
59th Formation Commander‘s Conference of Pakistan army General Musharraf reiterated this
phenomenon, ―Balance of power is a pre-requisite for peace and it is achieved through strength
while weakness invites aggression, hence conventional and non conventional deterrence will be
maintained.‖49 Contrary to Pakistan, Indian establishment feels that India‘s ambitions to climb as
a regional and global power lies in her martial power. India possesses one of the biggest armed
forces. Its native military growth is generating the desired result with the help of Russia as well as
Israel. The Indian Naval force already has the leading existence in Indian Ocean following US.
National Security Adviser Mr. Brajesh Mishra extended further by mentioning that ―in the 21st
century a new security order is likely to arise in the Asia Pacific region in which India would be
granted as much respect by the US and others as is China today.‖50 End of cold war brought India
and America much closer than ever, especially after 9/11 they are closer. India has gained major
role in Asia. The United States National Security Adviser Ms. Condoleezza Rice said ―President
Bush is set on strengthening and broadening the relationship with India which goes beyond
security, proliferation or regional issues.‖51
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As we have discussed earlier that India was near to the ex- Soviet Union and, as a main
state of NAM, criticizing US and her strategies of the Cold War international situation changed
since that time. India came closer to the United States due to various considerations. Big economy
of India has been main attraction of the rest of the world including West. India successfully
replaced Pakistan as the United States‘ preferred country in the area. Mustafa El Feki, Head of
Egypt Parliamentary Foreign Affairs Committee maintained in a write up that ―I would not be
surprised to see India assume the role of a policeman in the Indian Ocean and the outskirts of the
Gulf, with US blessing and with the aim of encircling so-called Islamic violence. This would be
in harmony with Israel's agenda, and it may pave the way to a scheme of joint control over the
Greater Middle East.‖52
As we recognize outer military collaboration has turned out to be one of the main
significant mechanism of Israeli foreign policy. Israel has combined its military collaboration
with a lot of Asian states, chiefly India violating thereby the

US rules which forbid selling arms

built with American military expertise to third party. This entails that Israel has achieved
something in attaining the utmost stage of liberty in its political conclusions, abusing military
collaboration to prop up its global political authority. Israel has become capable, through straight
aid from America, of developing a diversity of modern weaponry systems on her own. Moreover,
America has permitted Israel to play a to a dealer‘s role for procuring military hardware in the
cases where America do not desire to exhibit straight engagement, like in Indian case.
In the light of above discussion carried out in the previous chapters, we can say that the
purposes of both states in practicing collaboration range from tactical, security and armed forces
to political and monetary spheres. What concerns Pakistan is the military cum strategic
relationship including nuclear dimension between Israel and India. It is estimated that Israel with
the consent and help of the USA assisted India in her nuclear tests because USA wanted to
counterbalance China in the region. Gen. Ahmad Abdul Haleem, (Egypt) indicated that Israel
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benefited from its cooperation with India, ―…by being permitted to conduct two nuclear tests on
Indian territory, the components transferred on board an Israeli C130 military aircraft that landed
in India two weeks prior to the tests. India also makes use of its nuclear cooperation with Israel in
maintaining qualitative superiority over its enemy, Pakistan.‖ He further writes, ―…the guiding
principle of this relationship is worth studying. The Israeli vision of its important relationship
with India is based on one premise: that any non-Arab and non-Islamic country that possesses
advanced traditional and non-traditional military capabilities represents a strategic ally and a
supporting power for Israel. The Indian premise stipulates, on the other hand, that close ties with
Arab countries that are technologically far behind Israel are not worth sacrificing close ties with
high-tech leader Israel, not only in the region but worldwide.‖53 Professor Rais analyzed ―The list
of the defence related items that India is importing from Israel is long and too complex for a
common reader. What is really worrisome for Pakistan and some Middle Eastern countries is
cooperation between the two in advanced defence technologies and suppressing insurgencies in
Kashmir and Palestine…Pakistan‘s worries about India‘s arms buildup and its flourishing ties
with Israel are genuine. It is nothing but Pakistan‘s traditional support to the Arab causes and its
stature as relatively modern and technologically advanced Muslim country with nuclear capability
that has earned it the ire of Israel.54

According to a liberal approach it is unlikely that Indo-Israel

nexus is anti Pakistan or anti Muslim. Both enjoy good relations with China. India has friendly
relations with almost all Muslim countries. Israel has normalized her relations with many Muslim
countries and seriously rethinking its policy with many other major countries. Pakistan is ―the
only Muslim country that senses some danger in the Indo-Israel nexus while no other Muslim
country has expressed any anxiety over it, not even the Palestinians. China does not seem to feel
perturbed over the growing friendship between India and Israel.‖ Among others, Turkey enjoys
good relations with Israel, whereas, Turkish foreign relations have nothing to do with religion but
they are based on real politi. On some occasions Israeli senior officials praised Pakistani role
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against Communism and now terrorism declaring ―Israel has no animosity towards Pakistan.‖
One can get clear message if Israel could sell sophisticated arms to china and India, once enemies,
it could sell to Pakistan too. There is big money in this business and clever countries like Israel
exploit the regional conflicts to their advantage. 55 Indian experts realize that ―…every country acts
according to its national interests. So has Israel in moving closer to Pakistan. There is no point in
India sulking over it. However, India would have strong grounds for unhappiness and unease, if
Israel had not kept it informed in advance of its moves in this regard.‖55A

Strategies and Options for Pakistan

The favourable environment of the consequent ―war on terror‖, the defense connection between
India and Israel merged into a tactical coalition in tandem with Indo American strategic
affiliation. The coalition between Israel and India – one of them an open part of the global nuclear
club while second covert member - is based primarily on military as well as intelligence
teamwork.56 It is often believed in security circles that military cooperation would have grave
implication on the conventional balance of power between India and Pakistan, which India wants
to tilt so decisively that the later is left with limited options. Indians argue that Pakistan is not
what they have in mind rather they have a broader picture in mind so that thay could dominate the
region as regional power. This aspiration of India makes her the world‘s number one arms buyers.
It may be the reason, but how can Pakistan escape the fall out of such a policy. Therefore, it is
only natural for Pakistan to be concerned with what goes on between India and Israel. Pakistan
has limited options to counter any serious consequences of Indo-Israel ‗nexus‘ which comprise:
1.
2.

Keeping its nuclear option open and maintaining minimum nuclear deterrence.
Expanding its conventional military capabilities and further enhancement in missile

technology.
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3. Improving Pakistan-India bilateral relations.
4. Starting ‗engaging‘ Israel and reconsidering its policy towards Israel.
Although the security rationale and internal support for the nuclear programme in Pakistan is
strong, yet this first option has many repercussions. An India possessing nuclear weapons
increases the vulnerability and fear of

Pakistan. Resultantly, the Pakistani strategic community

supports the nuclear programme. A research report suggested that, ―…nuclear weapons are seen
as a strategic equalizer—especially as Pakistan can no longer count on American assistance in the
post–Cold-War era and India‘s strategic capability may temper the Chinese support for
Pakistan.‖57 As Pakistan and India both are having nuclear arsenal, the likelihood of nuclear-arms
race, pre-emptive and accidental wars or limited war cannot be ruled out. An analyst argues that it
is difficult to think that nuclear Pakistan would be ready to rely enormously on her nuclear arsenal
for her safety. Sufficient equivalence in conservative military power is needed to calm down
region of South Asia. The rising strategic inequality amid India and Pakistan in conventional
armaments is extremely risky. It is why Pakistan decides on for nuclear option. However, same
way, it can be said that New Delhi also went for nuclear weaponry because of her individual
strategic weakness as compares to China.58 General Musharraf in a talk with the BBC mentioned
that his country was to maintain nuclear equilibrium with India but not in terms of numbers but
keeping in view the durability of system and maintaining minimum deterrence level. This
deterrence level have been shattered after Indian acquisition of system of anti ballistic missile.59
Since two countries have maintained certain level of trust, hence era of nuclear showdown ended
as tension is decreased. Despite of this closure and people level contact, however, both nations
blame each other helping terrorism. This phenomenon may again bring both countries at the edge
of war.60
We can say that Second option is also costly and triggers the arms race. However, Pakistan
also will have to maintain optimal conventional war fighting capability, sufficient enough to deny
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decisive victory to India in any future war. That will serve as a deterrent along with Pakistan‘s
nuclear potential. Option three and four may be considered as most viable options in present
regional security and international environment. The contentious issues between Pakistan and
India have complicated and soured their relations which have always been exhibited in their
political character. Rapid growth is improbable and should not be anticipated but the process of
normalization with India is in progress and heading towards right direction, though with slow
pace. Eminent scholar Dr. Sadiq Ali Gill pointed out that now both the nations have realized to
face the strategic realities as other countries in the region have progressed more than India and
Pakistan, therefore, the leadership in the two countries must make a strategic choice in favour of
peace. The media, the political parties, and the public opinion are already awaiting this. 61
Therefore, in the context of strategic environment and Indo-Israeli bilateral set-up, normalization
with Israel can be a suitable option for Pakistan. Israel will surely make intended moves with
view to extending her ties with India when she believes Pakistan is sincerely weighing the option
of her recognition.
As far as Israel, US and India are concerned, a three party alliance is, in many ways the
convincing next stride in their particular strategic partnership and resulting geostrategic harmony
could well redraw regional balance of power. This aspect of the relationship has worried Pakistan.
That is why Pakistani policy makers have to draw their attention to pragmatic thinking and sort
out solution of her concerns over Indo-Israel axis. According to a report, for an embattled state,
which was once almost completely isolated within the region, Israel‘s alliance with India offers a
range of strategic opportunities and benefits. It is this fundamental shift in alliances that will
eventually lead Pakistan‘s leadership to recognize-and eventually establish diplomatic ties- with
Israel.62 Thus, very closely connected with the development is the burning issue of Pakistan's
recognition of Israel. Israeli officers believe that relationship with Pakistan might produce a
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‗chain response‘ in the area, with states like Malaysia Indonesia and Bangladesh following the
course.63

Pakistan and the Question of Israel’s Recognition

Timing is everything in the world of diplomacy. There was a time when China was a close ally of
India and everybody was raising slogans of "Hindi, Chini Bhai, Bhai" but then the tide turned
when India attacked Chinese territory in 1962. Following this military conflict China and India
became bitter enemies. But recently, both the countries are making overtures to improve their
relations. Quite inevitably, China which did not bother much about Pakistan before its 1962
conflict with India, extended its hand of friendship to Pakistan and now they are the closest
friends and allies.In the wake of war on terror, America has upgraded her relationships with India.
On the other hand Pakistan‘s alliance with US has always been tactical in nature which may end
when America finishes its agenda in this region. In this scenario having good relationship with
Israel can be fruitful for Pakistan. Seeing India and Israel developing a strategic affiliation, it is
not productive for Pakistan simply sitting on the barrier and not forging good relationship with the
Israel in order to get the most out of its own strategic benefit.
In South Asian context, recurrent similarities had been drawn between partition of India
and Palestine. Great Britain was the same authority in these partitions. Nationalists of India and
Pakistan, the Arabs, the Zionists and others sketched analogies between these two developments.
These similarities resulted in different results.64
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It has been argued that for major portion of post independence history, the focal point was
on initial two points as both states described and saw relations with different angles. To India,
Israel had been one more country formed on the basis of religious identity while Pakistan required
underlining Indian genuine or imaginary bonds with Israel. The Indo-Israel normalization has
only deepened Pakistan‘s efforts to elaborate the pessimistic parallels. Till the time in 1992, the
third comparison was restricted to such Israelis‘ and their supporting elements who wanted to
smash the difference and encourage normalization between the two non-Islamic states in the area.
A little yet well articulated, pro-Israeli lobby controlled by India‘s intellectuals and urban leaders
capably helped them. The last kind of optimistic and favourable assessment between Pakistan and
Israel will have to wait for normalization of relationship between two states.65 Following is an
endeavor to study this unexplored area.
In Pakistan, the recognition of Israel issue has surfaced for many times. Both the countries
emerged as sovereign entities almost simultaneously but Pakistan, due to various reasons like
internal pressures etc have played role in consistently refusing the recognition of Israel. The main
reason for this seemingly unchangeable policy has been that long before Pakistan was established,
India‘s Muslims had identified the Palestinian cause with that of the Pakistan Movement. AIML
always passed resolutions supporting Palestinians.66 The Muslims of Sub-Continent held the
Palestinian cause and the demand for Pakistan equally dear. As directed by the Quaid-e-Azam, Sir
Zafarullah Khan debated the Palestine question and supported Arab cause in the UN General
Assembly in 1947.He strongly defended the Arab cause but could not prevent UN resolution for
partition of Palestine. In the UN Sir Zafrullah Khan looked into the past and asked about very
idea of formation of a Jewish National home in the area of Palestine. ―Britain had no business
doing it. It had conquered Palestine militarily and was supposed to be administering it in League
of Nation's behalf for the benefit of local Arab inhabitants. The British betrayed the trust of the
League and it told lie after lie between 1917 and 1948. It had promised not to adversely affect the
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political rights of the Arabs. But UK acted otherwise. Pakistan reminded everyone that prior to
1917 and right down to 1948, Palestine was seen as, and was in fact, an Arab entity. The grounds
on which the UK, the US and the rest of the UN membership agreed to the creation of the state of
Israel were totally bogus and immoral‖67 Israel, however, tried to amend Pakistan‘s opposition to
Israel. Mr. C Weizmann while writing to Foreign Minister of Pakistan about making similarities
between Israel and Pakistan stated ―Our small state in Palestine that shall soon have to follow
you. Many problems will be common to both of us, and it is my earnest hope that it may be
possible for us to deal with them together, and in cooperation, for the good of both of our
people.‖68 However no effort on Israeli part could modify Pakistani opposition to creation of
Israel. In 1956 then Foreign Minister of Pakistan Feroz Khan Noon hinted that Pakistan might
recognize Israel but his

‗recognition‘ of Zionist body could not match with the general belief in

Pakistan.69 Pakistan‘s best-known popular leader Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto was also opposed to Israel.
Stanley Wolpert observed that Mr. Bhutto warned his subordinates in the Foreign Ministry in
October 1965: ―he had been told that India was moving ‗closer to Israel‘ because the Arab states,
who had met in Casablanca in September, firmly supported Pakistan‘s cause (in the Indo-Pakistan
war of 1965). ‗India is seeking to enlist Jewish influence in USA,‘ Zulfi wired the ministry, and
‗Israel is actively working on behalf of India and Washington.‖70 During 1974 OIC Summit PM
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto commented ―... any agreement, any protocol, any understanding that
postulates the continuance of Israeli occupation of the Holy City or the transfer of the City to any
non-Muslim or non-Arab sovereignty will not be worth the paper it is written on.‖71 It is believed
that the first undisclosed links with Israel were made by Pakistan during
when Islam as

General Zia ul Haq

philosophy of country was in fashion in a great deal. 72 During Afghan war the

USA deliberately introduced Israeli ‗experts‘ ostensibly to give some specialized training to the
Mujahideen, and Pakistan had knowingly admitted them. The Americans were also piping for
Israel and promoting discreet liaison between Pakistan and Israel. At the same time they were
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telling Zia that on recognizing Israel, it would help the administration at the Capitol Hill where
pro Israeli legislators tried generally to obstruct most aid proposals for Pakistan. At that time a
nominated member of Zia‘s Majlis-e-Shura (consultative assembly) Pir Mohammad Ashraf
issued a statement saying it was time Pakistan recognized Israel. 73 Anyhow whenever subject of
recognition was raised, a strong reaction forced the government to retract. During Ms. Benazir
Bhutto‘s premiership Pakistan‘s Foreign Ministry strongly denied proposals that mere weeks
before murder of Mr. Rabin the PM of Israel, Pakistani PM Ms. Benazir Bhuttu did meet him in
the UN when both were there to participate in 50 years celebrations of UN. 74 Actually there was a
contact in Moscow in 1995 at the ambassadors level but Benazir Bhutto decided not pursue, ―she
did not encouraged the contacts as she thought that price would be too heavy and she did not want
them to be pursued.75 American Assistant Secretary Mr. Robin Raphel revealed in Dec 1995 that
his country had requested

Pakistan to have diplomatic relations with Israel to become amongst

first few Muslim states to do such but it was unsuccesful.76 In the month of June 1996, FM of
Pakistan Sardar Asif Ahmad Ali unveiled that Tel Aviv had made a contact to have undisclosed
dialogues on significant mutual issues, but that appeal was rejected.77 Later Mr. Khurshid Kasuri
whilst talking to Pakistani daily The News verified the fact that ―Pakistan and Israel's clandestine
contacts are decades old and not one decade alone. The successive governments did consider the
option for having diplomatic ties with Israel but somehow it could not materialize. Both the
governments did have understanding on various counts and it was never made public.‖78 Dr.
Tanvir Ahmad, Former Foreign Secretary expressed that from time to time ―there have been
contacts usually at UN Headquarters and Geneva. There were also contacts in some other capitals
during 1990s. In the early years the contacts were made because Israel was desperate for
recognition [from] Arab Islamic world. During Afghan jihad Pakistan and Israel were on same
side and Israel helped Pakistan in the UN to get some votes for Afghan resolution and at least on
one or two occasions Israel provided arms to the mujahidin… mainly through third party.‖79
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In the history, Israeli‘s fear has frequently focused on reality that the state of Pakistan is
only Muslim entity having the nuclear competence. Due to this potential, Israeli leadership was
worried that weaponry or technical knowhow may find its way to Arab world. But it was after the
1998 nuclear tests that Israel felt for Pakistan, and started using all available options for
manufacturing good ties with the only Islamic nuclear power. By that time the Israelis had learnt
that their friendship with Islamabad would not only assist them reduce Islam-based opposition
towards them but they could use Pakistan as a conduit to reach countries like Iran and Saudi
Arabia.80 But due to failure of Pakistan to pursue the issue in public, under internal and external
pressures, a disinclination to openly discuss the process of normalization followed. Secrecy
however enabled Pakistani rulers to maintain regular back channel contacts with Israel. Israel‘s
government officials started taking on a friendly stance towards Islamabad.81

Because of no in

picture to her differences with Palestinians, she has been wishing to normalize her relations with
significant Islamic countries. Friendly relationship with a large Islamic nation like Pakistan might
help dilute the Islamic dimension in the Arab-Israel conflict, as in the case of

Israeli-Turkish

relationships.An academic study observed that after nuclear explosions ―the closely guarded
contacts of the past began to be made public.‖ The author quoted an Israeli T.V. report which
revealed ―the relations with Pakistan were so close, especially in the 1980s that they almost stood
on the verge of diplomatic relations.‖ This report also pointed out those high ups of two states
called on ―each other and even discussed huge deals.‖82
This has been so sensitive issue and Pakistani people are very conscious that even the
moderate leaders like Ms. Benazir Bhutto had been waiting ―prime actors‖ of the area to go nearer
with Israel. ―In September 1997, following suggestions from a close aide to Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif in favour of recognition, the PPP declared that Pakistan alone could not make a
decision on the matter. Instead, in the party‘s view, this delicate issue must be ―decided‖ by the
OIC, whose decision would be final and binding upon the entire Muslim ummah.‖83
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There have been signals that Mr. Nawaz Sharif in his first government (90-93), was eager
to reconsider Pakistani strategy towards Israel and even considered recognition/normalization
options. This seems to be resulted from Indian pronouncement in January 1992 of establishing
complete relationships at ambassadorial level. Mr. Nawaz Sharif, as reported, was discouraged by
Egypt from going on further.84 Maulana Ajmal Qadri, patron in chief of of his faction of Jamiate-Ulema-e-Islam ,paid visit to Israel just after assuming office by PM Nawaz Sharif. When he
came back home he urged Pakistan to recognize Israel keeping in view ―larger interests of
Palestine.‖ He believed that relations with Israel are important to tackle even India. He advocated
not to fight war with other peoples. Though Maulana‘s drive could not go well amongst his
friends or opponents, account cannot be simply denied. Soon after, the point of view of Qadri got
support of Pir Mohammad Ashraf, a spiritual personality from Punjab. 85
Presently a positive change can be seen in Pakistani society that debate within Pakistan
over controversial issues such as establishment of connections with Israel has gained ground at
common level. Noe there is now no agreement on ‗no recognition‘ of Tel Aviv, and many leaders
and senior persons are asking for a delicate policy shift. Government officials have asked for
common debate on establishment of diplomatic ties with the state of Israel, which has never been
done by other Islamic states. The recent debate started with a statement of General Pervez
Musharraf on a Pakistani TV channel when he urged the countrymen to consider recognizing
Israel. ―This is the responsibility of the nation to decide. This should be seriously thought over.
The media should have an open debate on this…The debate should be serious. There should be no
emotionalism of the extremists…What is our dispute (with Israel)? We should think… if
countries that have disputes with Israel are moving towards peace with it, Pakistan should also
rethink its policy.‖86 According to an Israeli daily Musharraf made same comment before leaving
to Europe and USA, but ―Israel interpreted these as a largely meaningless gesture meant to shore
up his image in the US‖. His remarks on Geo TV were more forceful and were made after
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President Bush had already openly made promise to give three million dollar aid. Resultantly a
source from Israel remarked "his intention truly appears to be serious, not aimed merely at
conciliating US public opinion." The newspaper further pointed out that ―Musharraf's remarks …
were preceded by the visit to Israel last week of a Pakistani businessman who is considered one of
the president's close associates. The businessman was apparently sent to "test the waters" as to
whether Israel, which has close ties with Pakistan's traditional foe, India, would be interested in
relations with Pakistan as well.‖87 "I have said again and again: do we have to be more Catholic
than the Pope or more Palestinian than the Palestinians themselves?" "Is that the correct attitude?
Or should we make a change? We must reach a national consensus on the subject, rather than
leaving it to the emotionalism of the extremists." These enthusiastic remarks of General
Musharraf in the Geo TV interview were considered as sign of policy shift vis-à-vis Israel. The
meaning was obvious: if Palestinian leader were discussing with Israel, so may Pakistan.
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It is believed that there had been a constant but covert conversation between diplomats of
two states since 1980s.

Military officers of both states had always met at training and study

centres of the world. A professor of Israel commented, ―What is new is the fact that Musharraf
made these comments publicly.‖88 Iran Press Service quoting The Jerusalem Post reported that
Israeli External Minister Shalom greeted the initiative of both Pakistan and Israel setting up
ambassadorial level relations. Responding to

Pervez Musharraf‘s former talk regarding question

of considering ties with Israel Mr. Shalom remarked ―the time has come to do it and we are
willing to do it‖ ―Israel views Pakistan as a "very important" Muslim and Asian country.‖89
According to The Hindu a senior official of the Israeli Foreign Ministry said, ―We have no
diplomatic or border problems with Pakistan... We have no reason for any hostility. We would be
happy to have relations with Pakistan.‖90 In a survey conducted by private run Geo TV, fifty
percent Pakistanis believed that there should be a positive shift in Pakistan‘s policy vis-à-vis
Israel.91
Musharraf‘s aforesaid television interview was preceded by a statement on June 23 in
Washington by Riaz Khokhar, Pakistan‘s foreign secretary. He said that ―sooner or later Pakistan
will have to recognize Israel.‖ He told a press conference that ―although that possibility is far
off,‖… ―we will have to deal with it.‖ However he highlighted that Pakistan relationship with
Palestine ―would always be at the top of agenda for us. Our Commitment to the Palestinian issue
is second to none.‖ He emphasized that a lot of Arab states have accepted Israel.‖

92

On another occasion Gen. Pervez Musharraf and former Israeli PM Shimon Peres met
outside a VIP lounge at the annual World Economic Forum held in Davos on 21 January 2004.
Pakistan, however, said that ―it should not be seen as a change in the country's policy towards
Israel". Foreign Office spokesman Masood Khan said, ―It was a chance encounter and the
conversation lasted for a few minutes,‖ The spokesman dispelled the notion that the meeting
signalled an alteration in Pakistani strategy towards Israel and stated, "This is not an indication of
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a review of our policy towards Israel,"93 Again a bold statement came from Pakistan when General
Musharraf recognized reality of Israel being there. He said in Baku, "Pakistan stands for the
acceptance of the reality of Israel within its pre-1967 boundaries, as also (for) the creation of a
sovereign state of Palestine, living side by side, in peace.‖94 As expected, these remarks sparked
off a heated discussion, in which views from both sides of the divide were expressed. As before,
religious parties have been in the forefront of opposition. General Musharraf‘'s utterances lifted
emotions in a nation state where common people express sympathy with Palestinian issue and
keep on to criticize Israel for her continued hold of Jerusalem. They believe Israel an unlawful
occupant of Arab domain, its hand marked with bloodshed of many Palestinian.
As far as Pakistan‘s historical opposition to Israel is concerned, its position has remained
almost the same. In reality, Pakistan‘s disagreement to the Jewish state goes back to the time of
Balfour Declaration (1917). The AIML was quick to articulate its worry for "safety and sanctity
of holy places". AIML demanded the cancellation of declaration and end of British mandate over
Palestine. It warned that Indian Muslims and the Muslin world will consider British as the
opponent of their religion if the later ―fails to alter its present pro-Jewish policy in Palestine‖.
Pakistan, along with Islamic world, did not accept the UN Partition Plan which provided lawful
bases for the foundation of Jewish homeland. Soon after its birth, on 14 May 1948, Israel
appealed to Pakistan for recognizing her. From that time, the request is unreciprocated. Instead,
Pakistan for all times lent support in worldwide forums, including United Nations,to the
Palestinians' right to their land and end of Israeli occupation of all Arab lands. It was in that
context that General Pervez‘s comments stimulated a hue and cry. Resultantly the rightist parties
theatened street demonstration, on the one hand, and secular parties described it General‘s move
to deceive people or divert attention and to win support in Western states to whom he was on
tour. But Maulana Fazlur Rehman, secretary-general of the Mutahidda Majlis-e-Amal, an
grouping of six Islamic/ religiously motivated political parties, (also known as MMA) held that
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―Gen Musharraf has no right to recognize Israel and if any action is taken at any level, the MMA
would launch a mass agitation to overthrow him‖. 95
Things changed significantly when finally there was an open, path breaking, and well
directed historic talks between Israel‘s FM Mr. Silvan Shalom and Pakistani counterpart Mr.
Khurshid Kasuri in Turkey on 1 st September 2005.96 First public consultations between both
Israel and India was welcomed by Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas. He declared that
General Musharraf had updated him of these meetings in advance and assured him that complete
ambassadorial level relationship between Pakistan and Israel will wait for the creation of a
homeland for Palestinians. ―I could not say ‗no‘, and I said to him: ‗As long as the issue will serve
the Palestinian cause, then let it be,‘‖ On the other hand spokesman for Hamas Sami Abu Zuhri
held Abbas‘s help for the discussions delayed

Palestinian‘s national cause. ―This is a very

dangerous act to encourage other countries to normalize ties with the occupation‖… ―It represents
serious harm to the Palestinian cause and misleads public opinion, since occupation remains on
our land.‖97 In another interview Mahmoud Abbas explained that he was assured by General
Musharraf that Pakistan would not establish diplomatic relations with the Jewish state ―until Israel
withdraws completely and the Palestinian state is established.‖98 Palestinian Deputy Prime
Minister, Nabil Shaath, in a statement declared that the Palestinian Authority was concerned
about the conference "because it is not good time to start relations with Israel.... It is not good to
give Israel gifts before it really implements the peace process, not only in Gaza but in the West
Bank and Jerusalem‖99 Mr. Kasuri, FM of Pakistan clarified that he believed that our nation
would agree to a melt in relationship only when change would occur on Israeli part.Pakistan‘s
position on the Palestine question had not been altered and Pakistan continuously favouring the
formation of a Palestinian state with Jerusalem her capital. Kasuri informed that his country
wished to convey the point to government and people of Israel that withdrawl from the Arab areas
would let the Muslim countries to live in peace with Israel.100 Kasuri told a briefing in New York
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on 12 September 2005 that contacts with Israel would create ―diplomatic space‖ for Pakistan.
―But the contacts do not amount to the recognition of the Jewish state. There can be no
recognition before a viable solution to the Palestinian issue is found,‖ He said Pakistan had given
a signal to Israel that if it‘s prepared to resolve the Palestinian issue, ―there‘s no reason why the
Muslim world would not respond positively to it.‖ He assumed that while Pakistan understood
that this dispute could only be resolved by Palestinians and Israelis, ―we feel that we can play a
role through our contacts with Israel.‖101
Dr. Shair Afgan Niazi, Parliamentary Minister was the first member of the Shaukat Aziz
cabinet who stated publically, a day after Foreign Minister Khurshid Mehmood Kasuri had a pathbreaking meeting with his Israeli counterpart Silvan Shalom in Istanbul, by demanding:

―I will

express the same opinion in the federal cabinet meetings. Foreign relations committees of the two
chambers of parliament should make recommendations for improvement of Pakistan‘s relations
with Israel,‖ He assumed that Pakistan feels secure in case of recognition of Israel. He was ready
to discuss the issue with Qazi Hussain Ahmad at any stage. He added, ―We should not jeopardize
our security… even if a U-turn was required to be taken on the issue, Pakistan should not avoid
it‖102
There was no official response from Arab countries over the contact between Israel and
Pakistan Foreign Ministers. However, meeting itself had been broadly cover within Arab media.
An influential Israeli daily quoted Abed a-Rahman (Alsharq Al-Awsat contributor: ―he opposed
the move taken by Pakistan, primarily because it could undermine the stability of Musharraf's
government. He wrote, ―Pakistan is an important country and its internal stability is more
important to the Arab and Islamic region than marginal ties with a distant country such as
Israel‖103 The Kasuri-Shalom meeting has made the Arabs realize their own weakness and
vulnerability and they feel that Pakistan will talk to Israel from a position of strength that they do
not possess. So the Arabs have been puzzled for the reason that they are in no position, both
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ethically or politically, to simply censure Pakistani posture on Israel; but they are not comfortable
with such progresses because they sense they might lose a powerful pillar of hold up for Palestine
cause.104
After open and direct contact between Pakistan and Israel, there was mixed reaction in
Pakistan. Dr. Tanvir suggested that our policy towards Israel should be carried out scientifically
on our own and ―there should have been months of preparation but suddenly it [Kasuri Shalon
meeting] became an event which should have been a process and when it is an event people are
far it or against it.‖106 The supporter of the move pointed out advantages which included low
danger of an attack against Pakistani nuclear installations, Israeli armed expertise, and hurling a
spanner in Israeli growing connections with India. Opponents of the move called it as ―policy Uturn‖. Pakistani PM called the move not more than ―a step to engage with the Jewish state in the
interest of Middle East peace‖ and rejected charges of U-turn making it clear: ―Pakistan would
not recognize Israel before an independent Palestinian state was established‖. He assured
parliament on the subject and maintained that his government had made no policy shift about
recognizing Israel and

assembly would

be taken into confidence if ―time comes for

recognition.‖107 Interestingly while MNAs from the MMA think that move was disloyalty towards
Palestine cause, members from PPP and PML (N) mostly did object to decision made by
exclusively

Gen

Musharraf sidestepping the parliament.PPP secretary general Raja Pervaiz

Ashraf remarked: ―although there might have been no harm in meeting the Israeli Foreign
Minister, Musharraf had created a ‗dangerous situation‘ by making a sudden U-turn in a longstanding national policy without consulting parliament or the cabinet, adding that no decision
taken without consulting the nation would have any force.‖108 Ruling Muslim League‘s chief
Chaudhry Shujaat: ―said talks with Israel would help the Palestinian Cause …it is very strange
that marriages with Jews are right but talking to them is wrong.‖109
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The American Jewish Congress-Council for World Jewry highly praised the momentous
conference between Pakistani and Israeli external ministers, which was an attempt for: ―seeking
engagement with Israel and with Jews‖.

Earlier Chairman of Council Mr. Jack Rosen with his

colleagues-- Phil Baum and David Twersky–visited Islamabad ―quietly‖ at General Pervez
Musharraf‘s invitation and talked about Pakistani intentions towards ultimately making complete
diplomatic relations with state of Israel. Leaders of Council encouraged the General to find
opening to go into into conversation with Israel. Soon after these discussions, General Musharraf
agreed to address publically in a sitting of American Jewish leadership in New York. 110
Another landmark came when General Musharraf addressed influential American Jewish
Congress (AJC). Decision of Musharraf to speak to AJC highlighted Pakistani desire and
flexibility in her operational dominion in terms of external policy. Frequently Pakistan had been
constrained by self-imposed limits and a set approach. In his momentous speech General Pervez
Musharraf made it clear that “By respecting Palestinian aspirations, Israel will attain its legitimate
desire for assured security.‖ He said, ―I am convinced that peace in Palestine that does justice to
both the Israelis and the Palestinians will bring to a close the sad chapter in the history of the
Middle East. It will revive the historical ties between Islam and Judaism. It will extinguish the
anger and frustration that motivate people for resorting to violence and extremism. What better
signal for peace could there be than the opening of Embassies in Israel by Islamic countries like
Pakistan?‖ Regarding the prospects of Pakistan‘s relations with Israel, he concluded, ―Pakistan
has no direct conflict or dispute with Israel. We pose no threat to Israel‘s security. We trust that
Israel poses no threat to Pakistan‘s national security. But, our people have a deep sense of
sympathy for the Palestinian people and their legitimate aspirations for statehood. In response to
the bold step taken by Prime Minister Sharon to withdraw from the Gaza, Pakistan decided to
initiate an official contact with Israel. Our Foreign Ministers met in Istanbul through the good
offices of our Turkish friends. As the peace process progresses towards the establishment of an
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independent Palestinian State, we will take further steps towards normalization and cooperation,
looking forward to full diplomatic relations.‖111 Conscious of the sensitivities of his Jewish
audience to linking violence in the Middle East to the Palestinian issue, Musharraf did not directly
say that the two were linked but made it amply obvious that the dispute had bedeviled relations
between Muslims and Jews.112 Earlier Jack Rosen, chairman of the American Jewish Congress,
told the gathering how he and other members of the group had been working quietly since the last
three years for establishing relations between Israel and Pakistan.113

Pakistan‘s conditional

approach to Israel is well planned and well calculated in the present circumstances. Addressing
Pakistan media General Musharraf made it obvious that it was too early to start importing goods
from Israel, ―If we do it today, people may attack the ship bringing the goods‖114 Veteran Arab
American journalist Ramzy Baroud warned that ―one must not underestimate the danger of
unconditional normalization with Israel,

especially by those who

have historically been

designated as the defenders of Palestinian rights. It deprives Palestinians from another line of
defence however shaky. But it will, as was the case in Egypt following Camp David, create
another rift between the regimes and the populace while fuelling anti-Americanism to perhaps a
much more violent extreme.‖115
It is clear from above discussion that although the Musharraf regime has taken initiatives
but still it has adopted traditional stand. Musharraf explained his statement regarding Israel when
he firmly stated that ―recognizing Israel by Pakistan was neither on the cards nor was such an
eventuality likely to take place in the near future‖. Further added ―this could only be possible after
developing a national consensus… what he said was that in the light of possible rapprochement
between Israel and Palestine‖ ―we would review ground realities and then decide to take any
further action‖ ―We are monitoring all developments, taking place in that region‖116
Regarding latest discussion about recognition of Israel one should keep in mind that, unlike past,
when a slight hint would create uproar, the opposing voices are not so strong this time and a large
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number of people have supported the idea of recognizing Israel. General Musharraf has not
retracted his remarks and wanted a serious and open debate on the subject. He has mooted a
matter which no previous government could ever dare to initiate. Further, Pakistan has officially
denied any move to accord immediate recognition, the official statements did not rule out
recognition in the future. So a review of Pakistan‘s position on recognition shows there is already
a change, if not a shift, in its attitude towards Israel. Pakistan no longer see Israel as a hostile
state. In official comments the non-existence of any clash of interests is frequently stressed. This
sharply contrasts with the policy of yesteryears, when rapprochement with Israel was considered
unthinkable.117 Cathryn Crawford observed that Pervaiz Musharraf is only acknowledging the
new character of the Middle-East. All the countries that have quarrels with Israel are going in the
direction of peace, and coalitions are being supported and made that would have been unthinkable 20 or even 10 years back. Pakistan has to build a solid decision concerning Israel to
uphold its position as an authority in that region. Pervaiz Musharraf might be under fire now for
this conclusion, but it is the correct one, and, for Pakistan‘s safety, Israel and America can only
expect the Pakistani people lastly start to understand that this is the only decision that cannot be
postponed any longer.118

It may be said that by continuing concealed relations , Pakistan and

Israel can achieve mutual understanding on various issues like terrorism and Al-Quaida more
effectively.It is also worth mentioning that Pakistani society has now listening to those arguments
who ask to formulate cordial relations with Israel.
However, despite clear openness the fact remains that according to official statements,
time was not yet ripe for Pakistan government for such an important step of recognizing Israel.
This all ambiguity and uncertainty is because of religious dimension of the conflict. Middle East
is one of the most religious regions of the world; religion‘s connection to the Middle East conflict
is inevitable. In fact, religion is playing an increasingly important role. Religious dimensions are
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critically important in such contentious issues as control of land, Jerusalem, and other holy
places.119

Normalization: Discourse on disagreement and agreement

Disagreement

Those who disagree to normalization process with Israel have had certain valid reasons to believe
in this way. They argue that given the deep commitment felt by the Pakistani nation for the
Palestinian cause ever since the issue came to the fore, it will be difficult to accept the new
direction of its policy on Israel in this sudden fashion. 120 It will be very difficult to get popular
support from Pakistani people regarding diplomatic relations with Israel because their minds have
been conditioned. Israel is a country that evokes more negative emotions in Pakistan than any
other country. Most Pakistanis regard even India as less bothersome. Pakistanis believe that some
historical truths should be taken in to account. Firstly, Israel was founded by terrorism and
continues to exist via state terrorism. Secondly, Israel is a single country in the world without
limits of boundary. Thirdly, as mentioned by Edward that Israeli state has not her citizens but
only Jews living anywhere in the world. A legislative act by the Knesset, the Israeli parliament,
that is called law of return, offers the ―return‖ of every Jew to Palestine, but the Israeli state
denies recognizing the rights of the expelled Palestinians to go back to their motherland. Fourthly,
Israel is a fake garrison state. The Jews comprise less than ten percent of British Palestinian
―mandate‖. Consequently Palestinians were expelled from their motherland and people brought
from Europe to generate a false Jewish majority. Fifthly, Israel does not acknowledge the West
Bank and until recently Gaza as a held territory, as it says that before Israel‘s occupation, these
territories were not part of any acknowledged state. Sixthly, Israeli withdrawal from Gaza is yet
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not completed, as it will carry on to hold all its oceans, land and air exit positions. Seventhly,
Israel has not expressed regret to the Muslim people and Arab for its destructions in Palestine, its
burning of the Al-Aqsa masjid in the year 1967, and its unlimited slaughters of Arab people,
Sabra Chatilla and Dier Yassin among them. Seventhly, its irresponsiveness to United Nations
criticism for struggling to alter Palestine‘s Arab Islamic nature. 121
Due to this historical legacy there is a strong criticism in Pakistan to any step towards
diplomatic relations with Israel. This section argues that Israel is a usurper state that has illegally
occupied the land of Palestine, in the same way as India has illegally occupied Kashmir. There are
striking parallels between the two. Both areas fell under alien occupation at about the same time:
India occupied Kashmir in October 1947, while the Zionists grabbed Palestine, officially
declaring their state in May 1948 although the European colonialists had been flooding the holy
land much earlier. If Pakistan were to recognize Israel, it would have no leg to stand on in
Kashmir.122

Daily The Muslim from Islamabad cautioned that recognition of the Israeli country

has implications for Kashmir. In its view, if Pakistan acknowledges the occupation of territories
by power and violence, why should it resist India‘s occupation of Kashmir? Otherwise do the
judgment makers want at present to surrender Kashmir and are therefore organizing the basis for
this type of decision by considering acknowledgment of the Zionist unity within the occupied
Palestine? ‖ 123
Pakistan‘s official explanation that the new policy of "engaging" Israel is driven by
Pakistan's "national interest", and will give it an opportunity to play a "leadership" role within the
ummah to advance the Palestinians' national cause has also been suspected and questioned in
some circles. Indian government also trotted out a similar rationalization for establishing full
diplomatic relations with Israel in 1992. Its record -- and effectiveness -- in pleading the
Palestinian cause has since worsened because Israel is just not amenable to reason, persuasion or
pressure, on its Palestine policy from relatively small players like India, leave Pakistan alone. So
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long as it enjoys the backing of the US, Israel need not be bothered about reforming its antiPalestinian stance.124 Analysts also hint that Pakistan is considering to shed its hostility towards
Israel on American pressure and to show that Pakistan lives up to Pervez Musharraf‘s promise of
a "moderate" Islamic state, which supports Washington's security interests. In the Middle East,
these interests are represented by Israel, which has been keen to overcome its isolation by key
Islamic states. It has already happened with two prominent Arab ‗front-line‘ states, Egypt and
Jordan. Their decisions have not dampened Israeli hostility towards the Arabs in general and the
Palestinians in particular. It has been argued that neither the people of Egypt nor those of Jordan
have reconciled to this state of affairs. There is no interaction between the peoples of these
countries and the Israelis who assembled them, disguised as tourists but in essence spies. Since
diplomatic relations were established (March 1979), Egypt has been targeted by Israeli
intelligence activities as never before; Jordan‘s experience has been equally bad. In September
1997 Israeli Mossad agents using Canadian passports attempted to assassinate Khaled Mis‘hal,
head of Hamas‘s political office in Amman, Jordan. The Israelis were caught by Mis‘hal‘s guards,
but the Jordanian government of king Hussain let them go. The argument advocates that it would
be naive to assume that the Israelis will behave according to diplomatic norms in Pakistan if
similar relations were established between the two countries. In June 1981 Iraq‘s nuclear
installations at Osirak (outside Baghdad) were attacked and destroyed by Israeli planes, despite
the fact that at the time Saddam Hussain was fighting Islamic Iran on behalf of the west, and had
offered to recognize Israel. So there is no better ground for Pakistan to hope for better
treatment.125
Muhammad

Shahid Alam, a Professor of Economics at Northeastern University,

anticipated some genuine consequences which will possibly flow from recognition of Israel. He
argued that about all Pakistanis would observe this as a definite treasonous sell out, an expensive
compromise reached by spineless leaders in lieu of loans that will just intensify Pakistan's
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external debt. Normal relationships with Israel will develop Israeli intelligence assembling in
Pakistan; Pakistani nuclear possessions will then become more susceptible to an Indian or Israeli
strike. Iran will not like Pakistani approach which may push them even closer to India. He feared
that the Israel‘s embassy in Pakistan might become target of extremists.126 Some observers
suggest that at a time when USA is threatening more Muslim states and Israel is stronger than
ever vis-à-vis its Arab neighbours, the move of recognizing Israel could greatly benefit Israel
politically and become a major setback for the Arabs. If nothing, the move could at least create a
split in the ranks of Muslim countries. Reciprocal benefits to Pakistan would be doubtful. 127
In this situation recognizing Israel can destabilize any government in Pakistan.So it will be
a gigantic task for any Pakistani Government to review its policy towards Israel. The task of the
government can only be facilitated when Israel can give the equal rights to everyone, Arab and
Jewish alike, and give Palestinian immigrants the right to go back to their homes. Although a
racist, colonialist, and hegemonic Israel is a different issue. An Indian columnist feared ―At the
end of the day, Pakistan may find that it's Israel that has gained from the "engagement" policy by
acquiring greater legitimacy in the Muslim world for its occupation, and that Islamabad is left
holding the short end of the stick.‖128 A senior Supreme Court lawyer differed Pakistani
rapprochement endeavors with Israel and examined that there was completely no basis for
Pakistan to accord recognition to Israel at this stage. In case of Israel, it must be collective
recognition by all the Muslim states through the OIC. 129 The claim that the Muslim Ummah must
present a united front against the Jewish State has nothing to do with reality. Again, the notion of
the Muslim Ummah remains a more fiction, as States, Muslim or non-Muslim alike, only act in
the best interest of their people.This bitter fact is ignored by most of the opposition politicians.
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Advocacy

Contrary to above arguments, there is also no dearth of support and advocacy to normalization of
relations with Israel. It is argued that despite above discussed genuine concerns, policy shift on
Israel can be fruitful for Pakistan. They contend that Pakistan already have relations with
countries that use violence as a state policy against Muslims. India has killed thousands of people
in Kashmir in a conflict that more directly affects Pakistan than Israel-Palestine conflict. An
analyst believes that having relations with a country perceived as an adversary makes sense.
Diplomatic relations with an unfriendly country only increases chances of influencing policy
makers but could also help in creating your lobby within that country. Businessmen and opinion
makers in such a country can positively influence their country‘s policy solely for sake of their
own self-interests.130
Some scholars refer to Qur'anic verses forbidding friendship with Jews and Christians but
they forget that these Quranic injunctions relate to a period when the Holy Prophet (PBUH) was
engaged in wars against them for majesty of Islam. Being Ibrahimic religion, all three have had
some kind of spiritual binding. Islamic injunction upholds special and preferential treatment to
these religions. Quran also teaches us tolerance and openness to other religions.131 Muslims and
Jews had been living together for centuries in Spain, Turkey, Iran and the North African
countries. Even at the time of partition of India some Jewish families were living in Karachi.
When the Muslims were forced out of Spain the Jews followed suit and settled in the countries of
North Africa. In the 16th century the sultan of Turkey allowed 4,000 Jews to come to Turkey.
When the Crusaders were slaughtering Jews, it was the Muslims who were providing them with
second homes.132 So the act of recognizing a country is not such a big deal as it is being made out
in the case of Israel. Recognition of Israel is a political issue and should be resolved
dispassionately without involving religious emotions. It is true that Pakistan is an ideological state
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which hinders her to recognize Israel which has usurped Baitul Muqaddas (One of the Holiest
sites in Islam) but one may argue that Pakistan has diplomatic relations with many countries,
which do not believe in one God or any God. If it can have relations with idolater state like India,
despite having major territorial dispute then there is no wrong in having diplomatic relations with
Israel.133 A renowned scholar stated ―While ideology may be a factor in internal policies, relations
with other states should be based on enlightened self-interest. For instance, China, although
nominally a communist state, adopts capitalist policies to trade and prosper. It is rapidly
improving ties with India despite a major war and an on-going territorial dispute. But Pakistan
remains hostage to its own professed piety: internal policies and external relations are all based on
a narrow vision of religion. Semi-educated religious leaders with very little experience of how the
global system functions have acquired a veto over policy-making.‖136 In an editorial, widely
circulated daily The News commented on the question of recognizing Israel:

…the government does not have to be apologetic for taking a
step that is necessitated by the changing geo-political scenario as
well as transformations in the Middle East. Islamabad cannot
stay aloof and continue to stick to status quo only because the
expediency in the past did not allow recognition of Israel.
Foreign policy is not just shaped by ideology, but its primary
purpose is to protect and aggrandise the national interest in the
external environment. The policy should be robust and vibrant
enough to keep a state relevant to global politics… The
progressive parties in the country must also not step into the
ideological trap of the religious parties, which master the art of
taking political mileage out of such issues and convert it into
expanding their conservative constituencies.137

One cannot deny the fact that for very long time Pakistan's foreign and interior policies
have been shaped by ideological concerns. For clear grounds Pakistani‘s patriotism is woven
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round the anti-India emotions that are having doubts for a "Jewish Hindu" nexus constantly
working against Pakistan. Soon after the partition of India and the foundation of Pakistan, our
leadership found herself friendly with the Middle-East and Islamic world.We have, to some
extent, denied our historical and cultural basis which are located in our local soil. Except the
relationships with China, came closer by virtue of local geo-politics suationit, we always felt a
type of religious relief in supporting the "Muslim causes". In this background were named as
more Arabs then the Arabs. Pakistan reached its ‗ideological‘ zenith during the rule of General
Zia-Ul-Haq when United States was also supporting Afghan Jihad. Pakistan turned into a center
of jihadis with regular Arab links. While Pakistan began to reorganize in terms of "Pakistan first"
,this notion

inverted the plans and looked into fresh stage of settlement with India, several

additional knots like debating its relations with Israel also began to lose -- starting up the
alternatives that have been fore closed long ago.138
Another reason of lack of political relations between Israel and Pakistan is based upon the
truth that the PLO and Israel‘s difference has not been settled. Nevertheless, when Egypt - the
intellectual capital of the Arab world - and Jordan - where the Palestinians comprise a majority of
the population - have had formal peace agreements and diplomatic ties with the Jewish state for
quite a while, it makes no sense for Pakistan to sit on the fence.
Although for many years the Arab world denied Israel the right to exist, those days are
long gone. With an Israel Palestine negotiations hopefully to start, Pakistan would be far better
placed to help the Palestinians with a presence in Tel Aviv, rather than as a distant onlooker.
Indeed, as Shimon Peres, the Israeli Deputy Prime Minister, once said in an interview with a
Pakistani daily: ―If Pakistan wants to be a part of that (the peace process), it will have to draw this
conclusion: it cannot be done by remote control.‖139
There are also worldlier reasons that warrant an interaction with Israel. Pakistan may be
able to make deals with the Jewish state for the purchase of conventional weaponry, thereby
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preventing the balance of conventional military power from tilting even further in favour of India.
Israel will not have any hesitation about selling arms to a moderate and friendly Pakistan, along
with India. Pakistan can benefit from top-notch Israeli companies. Pakistani defence industry
could get considerable transfer of technology. Israeli companies have shown a far more liberal
outlook in transferring know-how than their counterparts elsewhere. Israel is already cooperating
with Turkey. Israeli firms can help Pakistan bolster its defence export potential. Water
management and agronomy can be another area of cooperation. Most of the land in Israel is arid,
yet, it produces most of its food and exports $ 1.3 billion worth of agricultural produce annually.
All this has been achieved by research and innovation in drip irrigation, green house equipment,
water recycling and desalination, genetic engineering of seeds and development of pesticides and
herbicides. Israeli irrigation equipment and agronomic firms are export oriented and have added
value to agriculture in over 40 countries. By using Israeli methods yields in some farms in Indian
Punjab have recently gone up by 100 percent.
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Pakistan also senses that improvement of ties with Israel will bring political dividends in
Washington and constrain the current intensive coordination there between the lobbying efforts of
the Indian and Jewish communities. Neutralizing the special relationship with India, or at least
inducing some balance into the Israeli policy towards the subcontinent, are at the top of the list of
arguments in Islamabad in favour of opening links with Tel Aviv. The flow of arms and
sophisticated military technology to India from Israel is a major concern for Pakistan which wants
to limit it and explore the potential for a defence sales relationship of its own with Tel Aviv.
Pakistan would also like to reduce the salience of the perceived threat from Israel to its nuclear
weapons programme.
There is little doubt that Pakistan sees Indo-Israel military and security deals threatening
to her own security. Pakistani PM Mir Zafrullah Jamali condemned the Israel government for
providing India such a modern system ‗which would disturb the balance of power in the
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region.He further emphasized that ‗the world powers should take notice of such destabilizing
deals‘ but he also believed that Pakistan was fully capable of defending itself. 141 When Pakistani
and Israeli Foreign minister met in Istanbul on 1 st September 2005 daily The News reported that
Pakistani foreign minister conveyed Government's concerns

on Israeli disproportionate co-

operation for India‘s military hard ware manufacture and prerequisites. The Israel‘s foreign
minister assured that Israel was ready to expand the same co-operation to Pakistan in the defence
area. He again said that the engineers and scientists produced by the two countries can perform
miracles by joint co-operation as we have most excellent aptitude in our youngsters. He suggested
that our conference has organized de facto relationships between both countries and it will be
much better if the relations can be given de jure form. He promised Khursheed Mehmood Kasuri
that populace in Israel are eager to have friendlier relationships with Pakistan. If the relations are
established they would not be confined to only proper relationships but I am confident that these
would be changed in to friendship142 The report disclosed that during the meeting Israeli foreign
minister straight forwardly refused the idea that at some part of time Tel-Aviv had prepared to hit
Pakistan's nuclear assests and for this reason Israel‘s air force was assembled. He clarified that in
the absence of direct contact such misunderstandings grow up. Israel conveyed to Pakistan
instantly via another state that no one of her aero planes had flown to strike Pakistani equipments.
He also said that Pakistan must find out the causes of this type of gossips spreading in her own
region, he said without pin pointing any country. 143
Tel Aviv, naturally, is eager to have bilateral relations with as many important nations as
possible. Normalization of relations with Pakistan, a leading Islamic country adjacent to West
Asia, would indeed be a major diplomatic gain for Israel. Talking exclusively to Pakistan‘s Geo
TV, Israeli Foreign Minister declared:

Pakistan is the second largest Muslim country in the world and
more important is that it is a Muslim country by definition.
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Indonesia might be larger but it is a secular country with a
Muslim majority population. But I would like to believe that
Pakistan as a Muslim country is more important and it might
encourage others to take similar steps for a better understanding.
Those who would like to help the Palestinians can do so only
when they have relations with both sides and not only with one
side.144

By increasing her political presence in the territory of Pakistan, Israel will be able to
perform a significant task in the geo-politics of Middle and South East. At that time, an enhanced
Israel‘s political incidence particularly in Islamic countries will also place full tactful cross stress
on Israel to take into consideration the inferences of her policies for the Palestine for her better
and complex diplomatic occurrence in that regions.
Senior analyst Professor Khalid Mahmood believes that our relations with Israel would be
beneficial as our nuclear installations would be saved from an Israeli attack and threat to our
nuclear programme would be minimized. We can stop any dangerous consequences of ‗IndoIsrael axis‘ in this way. Whenever the issue of weapons delivery to Pakistan was begun to raise in
US the powerful Jewish lobby in Washington mostly supported India. We can neutralize this
opposition by according recognition to Israel. 145
Pakistan has, at least, realized that ―by not recognizing [Israel] would not make it
disappear.‖ However, ―diplomatic relations cannot be established until it agrees to Palestine and
when ‗certain conditions‘ are fulfilled we can recognize… but how soon how long, it depends on
ground realities in the Middle East.‖146 Pakistan is not the only country willing to form
conditional diplomatic relations with Israel. For a long time, various countries, including India
and China, linked diplomatic relations to Israel adopting certain changes in its policy towards the
Palestinians. They, however, opened diplomatic missions in Israel before these conditions were
fulfilled. Analysts observe that Pakistan need not be an exception to this general trend. 147
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Nasim Zehra, a senior Pakistani columnist pointed out that a more recent compulsion to
engage with pro-Israeli groups would be to deal with the global Muslim complaint that the war on
terrorism is turning into a war on Islam by offering Pakistan's support to the Jewish community
on anti-Semitism and enlisting Jewish support against anti-Islamic action and rhetoric. She writes
that continued Muslim-Jewish engagement could help arrest the trend of ‗clash of civilisations‘
and instead demonstrate that consent of civilisations contributes to the Ascent of Man. Master
strokes of history, not little steps, and resolution of disputes are needed to fight off destructive
notions. She concludes, ―After all, unresolved disputes have enabled notions such as the clash of
civilisations to gain currency in the hearts and minds of millions of anguished people. In sum,
Pakistan's "new" Israel policy can potentially yield dividends for peace on the national and global
fronts.‖148
Pakistan has, no doubt, always supported Arabs on Palestine issue. Despite of that Yasser
Arafat was more inclined towards India. Pakistan did not get support from all of the Arabs on her
problems with India. More recently from Kargill war (1999) to their 2002 standoff, the tone of
Arab states was one of resounding neutrality. 149 Despite of that Pakistan has demonstrated very
strong religious ties with all Arab states. But we should not forget when any of the Arab states
decided to recognize Israel; they did not consult Pakistan because they did not find the need to do
so. They had their own national interests in view. 150 Therefore, if any consultation is required that
should be with Pakistani people and any decision should be guided by our own national interest.
In his write up Irfan Hussain writes that connecting with Israel may create better outcomes than
enmity has. It is sure that Israel will never amend her strategies if Pakistan and any other Islamic
country offer its acknowledgment. Hence, political and possibly profitable interaction and over
time will take a change in Israel's blockade approach which will make it a little insecure and
therefore more apt to look for real harmony with her Palestinian neighborhood. Only if it felt
threatened through a probable alliance of Islamic countries, its strategies will be only dictated by
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ssecurity matters.

But once it forms a relationships with those states

it views as aggressive, its

actions will be tempered by a greater concern for international opinion than it has shown so far. 151
The Arab world is slowly beginning to realize that Israel is a fact. Israel is there, Israel has big,
powerful friends, and Israel will continue to exist. There is no more serious talk about ―driving
Israel into the sea‖, because even the Palestinians realize that when push comes to shove, America
will stand back and let Israel do what it will to defend itself. 152 An analyst elaborated that it is the
time the Islamic world feels that they will like it or not, Israel is here to reside. Its personal
military power is enough to make sure its continued existence against any grouping of Islamic
armies. Adjoin open ended USA help; we have an armed control that cannot be shifted from its
selected route of action. Non recognition of this truth is merely like an ostrich which has failed to
give up some end results in fifty years. The moment has approached to re-examine past behaviors
and strategies and link with actual world.

153

Realising above-mentioned logic, Pakistan has began to shut all avoidable frontages and
re-establishing its relationships with every country.In the same manner it is indispensable that we
too repair our adversarial relations with Israelis. Be there as Arab League or Organization of
Islamic Conference and Palestinians, they at present all acknowledge Israel as a truth and her right
to survive, yet if it is a "colonial settler" state. 154 Director current affairs The News writes that
―This is only an irony of history that the victims of holocaust turned into the perpetrators of
oppression against the Palestinians who share a lot with the Jews and Christians in the ancient
lands of the three mono-theist religions of the world. While Muslims and the Jews have greater
similarities to share and had a longer history of coexistence, both had to suffer at the hands of
Inquisition. Muslims never confused Judaism with Zionism nor nursed anti-Semitism. Enmity
between the Muslims and Jews is only six decades old. 155
It is very clear that recognition is not awarded to a nation as a symbol of excellent attitude.
Had it been so, a lot of states will have denied recognizing several other states. By acknowledging
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a country, we are only accepting her official position and her right to survive as a component of
the society of states. No sanction of her strategies is implied in acknowledgment. Non recognition
of Israel is a non issue as it will not amend the reality that there is Israeli state and a lot of the
possibility to have anything like Palestine on earth depends more on Israeli recognition of
it. There is just one gracious feature of not recognizing Israel and that the non acceptance of
profession by power. However we have taken a step in opposition to this at various occasions as
well as in Iraq. On the basis of our realistic policies', our point of view of not recognising Israel
may simply help out to ruin our picture in the entire world as a 'narrow-minded nation', which
hates nations based on their religion like so many other parameters like sectarian killings etc.
Hence our decision whether to recognize Israel or to maintain status quo should be based on
pragmatism, keeping in view the past and the present. Our decision should not be governed by
emotionalism. Our decision should be in great benefit of Pakistan. We still have a long way to go
both economically and politically, and this is the time to decide the move so that we will be in a
position to stand with world community with dignity and honour. We must also recognize that
sooner or later most Muslim countries would end up recognizing Israel. Already 30out of the 57
members of OIC, 30 have accorded recognition. Most importantly on 10 September 1993 the
PLO, the main player in the Middle East crises, recognized the State of Israel. Those Islamic
countries who accorded recognition to Israel did not in any way affect their relations with the
Arab states.156 Hence, there was a chance to step an initiative than responding to incidents and an
early move on Pakistan‘s part, after consulting close allies like Saudi Arabia, could result in much
gain. In politics as in business an uncertain move at the right time is usually better than a right
decision at the wrong time. So following at the heel of everyone else could be a meaningless
event. Prof. Yaacov Vertzberger, a specialist in foreign relationships at the University of Hebrew,
Jerusalem, considers that Pakistan-Israel relations are just a matter of time. However, he says that
the mode Israel adopts herself will produce an impression on whether they approach earlier or
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later on. If Israel holds Musharraf very close, that will be a bad impression, he says. However, no
reaction at all upon his declarations is an awful thing. There must be a response, but not as much
that draw excessive attention.‖157 Since foundation of diplomatic relationships of Israel and India
in the year 1992 Pakistan has been thinking policy shift. Occasional public statements about the
need for a re-examination of ties and the absence of any concrete move in this direction
underscore the prime dilemma facing Pakistan. While mostly public reaction is anti-Israeli, harsh
political realities demand adjustment and accommodation with Israel.
It appears that Pakistani policy-makers seem to have had at least following considerations
in mind regarding Pakistan's "new" Israel policy: first, to generate additional space on global front
to support its political, financial, and security benefits; second, to take part as the intermediary in
the Arab Israeli clash; third, to win admiration for Pakistan from the USA as a "responsible" state
which is eager on putting behind the blame of sponsoring extremism; fourth, to restore confidence
Israel has nothing to fear from Pakistan 's military nuclear capability; fifth, to use links with Israel
to maneuver a favourable nuclear bargain with the USA; sixth, to imperialized a rival Indian
Israeli border which has peaked to the early nineties and finally, to convince Israel to maintain a
balance by agreeing to meet Pakistan 's military requirements too. While for Israel, as a nucleararmed and powerful Muslim-majority country strategically situated in proximity to Central Asia
and the Middle East, and a part of South Asia, Pakistan is seen to be a moderating force that can
temper extremists in and outside of its borders, including influencing other Muslim countries to
recognize the right of secure existence for Israel in exchange of a sovereign independent Israel;
moreover Israel knew that flow of intelligence sharing regarding various issues of global concern
would be much more valuable for Israel other than some intellect that India may be capable to
provide. Only a rising peaceful stage between Israel and Pakistan can make above mentioned
items feasible.
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Possible Options for Pakistan

There may be a few options Pakistan can choose from when it comes to recognition of Israel:
A: Pakistan can recognize the state of Israel but the diplomatic relations can be delayed for the
time being as this model was followed by Turkey in her relation with Israel.
B: Pakistan can recognize the Jewish state tacitly as was done by The Shah of Iran.
C: Pakistan can develop working relationship with the state of Israel in the political and military
arena without publicly recognising as was done by Jordan.
D: Pakistan can also follow Chinese model of using military transactions as a stand in for political
ties.
An analysis of the existing literature reveals that considering the geo-political standing of
Pakistan none of the above models would serve the purpose. Taking the example of Turkish
model, we can see that Turkey‘s scenario is completely different as it is more independent in
many contexts and also her relationships with Arab states are of a different nature. Being an
applicant for EU, Turkey posits itself more as a European state and the fact that it is also a
member of NATO, further complicates the issue.

Turkey could easily maintain a covert

collaboration with the state of Israel. Pakistan will have to seek a different model and this model
will have to be worked out keeping in view all possible repercussions, as some analyst suggested,
―What we did towards Israel in 2005 was not well prepared. It was done largely because
Musharraf was going to New York who was under pressure to address the Jewish Congress and
the Americans wanted him to start initiative and therefore initiative was launched without proper
preparation.‖159 It appears the only option for Pakistan at this juncture is a sort of tentative
engagement with Israel to gauge and analyze the public response and the official recognition
should come later after the creation of the state of Palestine. However, diplomatic recognition is
more of a political affair and the option of normal working relations is always open for Pakistan.
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The core issue is not the recognition rather an urgent need to engage the two states in some sort of
relationship. There could be trade and political ties without going for full fledge recognition as
one may not recognize another country and yet have normal relations with it.
Shimon Peres commenting on Pakistan-Israel relations in an interview said in 2003―…if
you want seriously to establish relations or if we want seriously to establish relations, we have to
take it seriously, sit down and discuss it and openly, not secretly. I don‘t believe in secret contacts
because the secret contacts you know are creating illusions and finally, they don‘t bear any fruit.
Let‘s meet explicitly, clearly, underneath the open sky, negotiate as human beings, clear our
differences, and then I hope we can improve the situation.‖160
Eminent scholar on defence and security affairs Dr. Shireen Mazari, however, observed
that official meetings between Pakistan and Israel like that of Kasuri-Shalom cannot have that
kind of result as was expected. She does not see any harm in informal and covert meetings
between Israelis and Pakistanis because it was need of the hour to contact Israel in the aftermath
of the Palestinians' engagement with them and the recognition by many Arab and other Muslim
states of the Israeli state. She was concerned only about those meetings which can have ―extra
advantages for Israel than Pakistan at that time, as it does create acknowledgment impending
rather than provisional. We should not under play our worth for Tel Aviv, given our position as a
powerful and nuclear Islamic country with authority and status within the Islamic World‖161
While summing up this discussion we may say that sustained relationship between the two
countries can help to settle many issues. In most cases non-engagement facilitated propagating
concepts such as ‗the clash of civilizations‘. As a matter of fact, in the Middle East the Jewish
state is very oppressive and unjust towards the Palestinians since its inception in 1948 and this
situation have not come to an end yet. This treatment of Palenstinians by Israel cannot be
overlooked, but Muslim States all over the world have also come to acknowledge that this issue
does not have a military resolution. This has been realized after three armed confilicts between the
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Arabs and Israel. If Arabs have come to acknowledge this Pakistan should also have the same
stance. Israel is a power to be reckoned with when it comes to international politics and Pakistan
just cannot ignore this fact. If Pakistan wants its voice to be heard in the global arena of politics
then it should go for this engagement. Despite the fact that Israel‘s influence appears
disproportionate considering the size of the state but it must be accepted. Pakistan should never
compromise its principle stand when it comes to the rights of Palestinian people and the voice
should be raised on all forums to support their cause. We should advocate withdrawal of Israeli
troops from Palestinian territory and push for acceptable solution for the refugee problem. This
would help to highlight the cause of Palestinians. There is another issue as well which apparently
seems ironic but will have deep impact on Israel‘s attitude towards Palestine, that is, the more it is
recognized by the Muslim countries the more pressure it would feel to resolve Palestinian issue in
order to have smooth relationship with these countries. In this age, Pakistan requires a new and
revised approach towards Israel. This revision is supported by Pakistani Establishment in the
wake of ever changing global power structures and this would help Pakistan to gain some sort of
leverage in the international politics. Or, in the words of Foreign Minister Kasuri, create fresh
"diplomatic space" for itself on the world stage. In the immediate context however, this
diplomatic space will limit itself to perceptions. In other words, it will give a major boost to
Pakistan's image as a country which is ready and willing to take initiatives; a country which has
broken out of its "isolation" and is all set to take centre stage in international and regional
diplomacy.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The present study highlights the attitude of modern states on diplomatic fronts regarding foreign
policies and observed clear difference between powerful and weak countries. India and Israel are
powerful actors against their respective neighboring countries in their regions. Both countries are
enhancing their mutual ties in different fields. Due to their penetration, authority and power, they
took bold decisions that mutually benefitted them. India has shown different kinds of behavior
against Israel in international political scenario. In Nehru‘s time, India was emphasizing Cold
War rejection, unity of Asia, nuclear disarmament, search for peace in the world.

India was

opposing military agreements and balance of power policies and doctrines. She supported the
non-alignment, International cooperation and advancement in Third World. Hence, Nehru
considered that the Arabs were struggling against British imperialism in Palestine. He had also
sympathies with Jews but he wished that Israel must avoid relying on British support and it must
reach an agreement with Palestinians to protect them in an independent state. Nehru opined that
Britain was exploiting the differences between Israel and Palestine as it created tension in South
Asia. India never supported religious states like Pakistan and Israel. 1 India has voted against the
UN partition resolution on Palestine for making two states (1948). Hence, India favored the Arabs
on the basis of anti-colonialism, anti-imperialism and human injustice and not the basis of Islamic
unity.
After Nehru, India focused on regional security and the interests of South Asia which is
considered as regional sub-system internationally. India improved her status in South Asia. Indian
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foreign policy showed a better agreement of her thinking over New World Order. India felt that it
needed a paradigm- shift based on alliances instead of non-alignment.
India cannot afford to remain isolated from the rest of the world. The open-market
economic policy of India provided chances for working and middle classes to develop. In this
way, the government had to establish links with the advanced countries of the world. India also
needed friendly relations with oil- producing countries of the Middle East because she was facing
energy crisis. On the other hand, Indian government had to keep relation with Israel so that Hindu
nationalist sentiments might be kept under control.
The present study reveals ever-increasing Indo-Israel relationships due to wise decisions
and careful thinking of India. Indian government is getting military equipment and technology
from Israel. It is believed from initial days that India can have an upper edge over Pakistan if she
strengthens her relations with Jewish State.

Similarly, Israeli government considered India being

the profitable market for combined production, research projects and transfer of technology.

Validation of Hypothesis

As for as confirmation of hypotheses is concerned the following hypotheses were set up and
evaluated for this research.

1.> The rising Indo-Israeli entente is hazardous for Pakistan, shattering the balance of power in
South Asia. Israel‟s multidimensional support to India has enhanced her hegemony and
dominance in the region. This hegemonic objective conflict model threatens to encourage the
arms race and unnecessary tension in the region and affects the regional security environment.
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The present study focused on this hypothesis and looked into the formative phase of
India‘s Israel policy till the fresh one. It has been discussed in chapter 4, 5, 6. The hypothesis is
proved by the data analysis. The facts of new world have been changed. The ideas about balance
of power have been changed now due to new realities of the world but in Indo-Pakistan situation
it still subsists that includes alliances, military preparation, doubts and dangers of war. Since
1947, both the countries have been advancing their military power to counter balance each other.
If India wants to control Pakistan in the region, Pakistan has pursued a course of action to counter
India‘s dominance in the region.
South Asia.

Pakistan has always emphasized upon maintaining poise in

Pakistan does not want to get parity rather she demands comfortable position and

security and wishes to neutralize Indian benefits in case of any aggression or attack launched by
India. Pakistan desires to develop her defense against Indian evil designs. Pakistan had had grave
concerns over military support provided by USSR to India and in post Cold War period, Israel has
become a powerful supporter of India in military terms. Both Israel and India, particularly when
Likud and B.J.P were in power, have had ambitious agenda to gain more power and strength.
Therefore, we see a broad range and gamut of cooperation to obtain offensive machinery. A
prominent upward trend can be seen in the Indo-Israel collaboration, which with the passage of
time creating a powerful influence on regional security situation by changing the balance of
power and an unnecessary arms race.

2> The rapid changes in global politics often demand drastic changes and compel states to
redefine their earlier perceptions, policies and positions and such changes in the global political
scenario necessitates formation of new concepts, ideas, approaches and partnerships. India is not
an exception to this. Changes in international politics, developments in Middle East and impact of
Globalization were immediate causes which warranted reconsideration of India‟s Israel policy in
1992.
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India felt the impact of changes in the global politics in the period under discussion New
Delhi had intentionally considered, accommodated and bent to international pressure for policy
shift towards Israel. India had weaker economy in early 1990s and she was forced to rely heavily
on the west. The international environment and new realities compelled India and Israel to
upgrade their cooperation at all level. After Cold War, America emerged as the only superpower
in the world and India did not remain an ally of USSR any more. There were many other ground
realities such as the attitude of market forces that permanently influence the development of
contacts among different nations. The nature of conflicts changed. Religious parties got strong
position and hardliners achieved power. In this context, India and Israel decided to establish close
ties to face the new challenges. Under these conditions, India was compelled to donate to the
international pressure, obligations and stresses. Chapter 3 and 4 provide a detailed study of these
factors and prove the hypothesis clearly.

3> India for balancing its policy towards Middle East maintained duplicity for its national
advantages .She maintained good relations with Arab States, supported Palestine issue and
simultaneously did not remain anti-Israel though publicly keeping a distance from Israel.

There is emotional attachment between the leaders of the sub-continent and the Middle
East because they had remained under the imperial control for centuries and we find similarities
in their political point of view after they got freedom from colonial control. India always adopted
non-aligned and anti-imperialist policy. Nehru could not foresee India playing anything less than
independent and self-assured role in world affairs. Non-alignment signified and personified this
ambition and desire. Pakistan also came into being in 1947 but large number of Muslims stayed
behind in India. These circumstances put Indian policy makers in the defensive and it made them
sensitive and vigilant in their dealing with Middle East. India also saw the closeness between
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Arabs and Pakistan acting as a Muslim bloc. It was a disadvantage for India so she made an effort
to defuse Arab support for Pakistan especially on Kashmir issue. As a result, India wished to take
benefit from anti-colonial sentiments rampant in both the regions. This situation strengthened the
idea of non-alignment to secure their interests. In this way India obtained big financial benefits in
terms of business, oil and export of manpower. A large number of Indians are working in Arab
States and India receives huge amount of remittance in the shape of foreign exchange every year.
This assistance has been a backbone for Indian economy. India‘s hidden policy towards Israel was
due to her interest involved in Arab States and it was not the result of any unfriendly feelings
against Jews. So Indians were aware of the significance and effectiveness of links with Israel.
Hence, India adopted a dual policy towards Israel i.e. private and covert links despite public
criticism of Israel. Examination of this hypothesis proved it positive.

4> For most of the time Indian Muslim minority influenced the formulation of India‟s Middle
East policy as an effective pressure groups.

In chapters 2 and 3 it has been discussed that right from the days of nationalist struggle;
India looked at the Arab region from an Islamic point of view. Despite coached in high sounding
ideals such as secularism, Arab nationalism, anti- colonialism and anti-imperialism, India‘s policy
towards the countries of the region were fashioned by the Islamic aspect. The resemblance of the
geo-political situation provided the groundwork of developing contacts between India and Israel.
The history of last decades indicates that Israel made efforts to form union in South Asia and the
Middle East. The links and contacts between Turkey and Israel have developed and turned into
the most important coalition. They have joint military cooperation on missiles defense, combined
training and intellectual sharing. Likewise, we also witness a dialogue process between India and
Israel to boost their defense industrial partnership and military relations. If we look into the issue,
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we find that India made moves tactfully. In past, India displayed different behavior towards Israel
in diverse political situation internationally. India did not care for Israel during the Cold War
because then her preferences were different in the Middle East. However, after the Cold War,
India calculated the strategic potency and began to establish friendly relationships with Israel in
its right framework. We can easily understand the worries of Pakistan over Indo- Israel
relationship. Indian officials acknowledged that Indian Muslims had been partially responsible for
the absence of political contacts between India and Jewish State. This hypothesis is proved correct
as India changed her policy towards Israel when there was lesser consideration of Muslim voters
in the internal political rule of the country. India ignored Arab anger when she saw achievements
of Israel in security fields, agricultural and industrial technology and expert engineers and
professionals who can provide great assistance to India.

5> Pakistan‟s policy of rejection of Israel is rooted in the pre-partition legacy and position of the
All India Muslim League; but now to counter any dangerous consequences of Indo-Israel
collaboration, Pakistan has to accept new global realities and undertake a pragmatic and
appropriate review of its foreign policy towards Israel.

In chapters 3 and 6, the first portion of hypothesis has been analyzed that proves the
Muslim League had taken up a strong and rigid place for Palestine issue that was adopted by
future governments. In chapters 5 and 6, it has been discussed that India developed her contacts
with Israel in the Post Cold War global scenario. Both the countries revisited their main policies
and programs and extended their defense cooperation. The increasing closeness relationships
between India and Israel have created grave apprehensions for security of Pakistan. As far as
security and defense are concerned, Pakistan is under direct strategic risk from India. Pakistan
must consider the unipolar strategic situation controlled by the United States of America and her
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close affiliation with India. America has changed her plan towards India. Presently, Pakistan is
under pressure as a result of these developments. So Pakistan needs to explore new approaches
towards Israel. It is felt that Pakistan may improve her relationships with Israel at any
later/suitable stage as per her requirements, security situation and Israeli posture towards
Palestine. The pledge and the essentials of the moment will decide the future of Pakistan-Israel
relationships. There had been a debate in Pakistan that India and Israel are coming closer and
Pakistan can change the situation by recognising the state of Israel. Pakistan would definitely find
it difficult to bring about a sudden change in her policy towards Israel. However, many positive
steps can be taken to achieve this end. It depends upon creation of Palestinian state, Israel‘s
commitment and success of peace talks that may persuade Pakistan to initiate formal diplomatic
relations with Israel. This is the only ray of hope.
First part of hypothesis is proved convincingly while second section is proved partially.

Findings of the Study

1- India supported Arabs and ignored Israel in the first phase of her independence. India realized
her diplomatic mistake and she deliberately avoided to take extreme position in the campaign
against Israel during the time of their informal contacts as a result Israel provided military support
to India at the time of need. India strengthened non-diplomatic informal contacts for about 40
years keeping in view domestic and regional imperatives. However, there were many external
factors that seriously affected Indo-Israel links. India felt Soviet influence and Arab pressure kept
their relationship irregular and secret in nature.

Though these relations were problematic and

difficult yet both the countries had mutual benefits in extended cooperation during this informal
phase of their relations.
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2. India changed her decades old foreign policy and made it pro-western, following the end of
Cold War and the fall of Soviet Union, keeping in view India‘s, military and financial interests
towards Middle East. India and Israel tried to make up the loss they suffered due to their cold
attitude with each other in the past. Therefore, they developed mutual cooperation in the fields of
politics, culture, ecnomy and defense following the start of their diplomatic relations in 1992.
India also benifited from extended these relationships which also proved fruitful for her strategic
closeness with America.

3. In order to meet the desires of Israel, normalisation of their relations has established a balance
in the Indian policy of Middle East. India, however, had to leave its traditional position towards
Arabs and Palestine question. Consequently, Indian political leaders, officials and intellectuals
preferred not to give negative opinions against Israel.

4. Israel has been selling military equipment to India which has disturbed the strategic balance in
South Asia when we see it in particular reference with Pakistan and the hostility that has always
been the hallmark of its relationship with India. The transfer of sophisticated arms and technology
by Israel to India has badly affected the strategic balance in South Asia. Naturally, Pakistan has
genuinely concerned over this development. Pakistan entertains serious reservations if powerful
Israel becomes hegemonic India‘s staunch ally.

5. After the fall of Soviet Union, many critical reasons compelled India to forge strong ties with
Israel. Both the countries looked into their weaknesses after the events of September 11 and they
decided to extend mutual cooperation.
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6- India and Israel have extended their assistance on the issue of War on Terror led by America
which has become sufficient reason for USA to support emerging nexus between India and Israel.
There are solid reasons for America to support Indo-Israeli cooperation as her own interests in the
regions are increasing.

7. Pakistan did not recognize Israel and ignored this issue and no foreign policy was prepared
towards Israel on this issue. Pakistan had been having grave concern over Indian‘s consistent
support for Jewish State and the provision of military equipment by Israel to India. This factor
also caused Pakistan to avoid maintaining relationships with Israel. The ruling elite of Pakistan
now understand that Pakistan will be left behind viz-a-vis India if question of recognizing Israel is
not addressed for a long time.

8- The public opinion in Pakistan towards Israel began to change and took a strong momentum
during General Musharraf era. Consensus on non-recognition of Israel in the country remained no
more. People in Pakistan began to recognize the reality of Israel and question the previous policy
towards Israel.

Some analysts and public opinion makers have been favouring the policy shift in

this regard. Despite such voices, however, Pakistn‘s public opinion is still affected by Israel‘s
behavior and policy towards Arabs and State of Palestine.

Future of Indo-Israel Relations and Pakistan

The attitude of Israel towards Palestinians remains to be aggressive and controversial but India
still wishes to have friendly relationships with Israel in future because India is in search of
balance in its own foreign policy towards Middle East. There are numerous benefits involved in
the policy shift towards Israel for Indian nation. The extended cooperation between USA and
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India and defense purchases especially of sophisticated weapons are major attractions for Indian
policy makers.

Oil needs and interest of business classes are the powerful sources of maintaining

and developing associations with the Middle East. But the support extended by India to Arab
patriotism, Palestinian Liberation Organization during Cold War is now going to be ended and it
would not be able to stop her association with Israel in future.
If we analyze the back channel diplomacy before establishment of formal mutual
association, we find that India seems very interested to maintain close relations with Israel openly
in order to have mutual benefits. India also wants to enhance links between forces of both the
countries and wishes to meet the challenge of terrorism to protect both the societies. When we
look into the future, we cannot ignore the enmity between Pakistan and India which is the major
reason of insecurity and instability in the Sub-Continent. No doubt extra-regional actors also
affect the security in South Asia but Pakistan does not welcome Israel as an equalizer. India is
stronger than Pakistan because of her mere size, tremendous development in various fields like
science, technology, economy, etc. Pakistan is not feeling at ease and there are many doubts and
worries among Pakistani circles over the increasing Indo-Israel ties. Tel Aviv is giving strategic
support to New Delhi. As a result some analysts are of the opinion that Pakistan must establish
ties with India because neighbours are always permanent and the relations of both the neighboring
countries affect them very much. If Pakistan develops her friendly relations with Israel and
ignores India and keeps enmity against India, Pakistan may lose both ways. That is why some
analysts suggested that ―If at all we Pakistanis are to change heart it should be first towards
[India], which is our next door neighbour and our immediate concern, as relations with it effect
the country profoundly. By maintaining continued hostility towards India and making advances
towards Israel only, perhaps we lose both ways.‖2
The emerging situation of Indo-Israeli nexus is very critical for Pakistan. Pakistan must be
careful about its impact on the attitude of Israel and India to safeguard her future interests. In
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contemporary global scenario ―the focus of strategic cooperation between the two countries is
more centered in the area of countering terrorism, this in itself involves expanded cooperation in
the entire sphere of defence and military technology. High-level visits by both civilian and
military officials concerned with military equipment and with transfer of sensitive technologies
have served to highlight the expanding scope of cooperation which ought to be watched and must
be followed carefully by Pakistan‖.

Limitations of the Study

This works is the first comprehensive study of Indo-Israel collaboration and its effects and
implications for Pakistan. The topic under research is an area of present origin. Therefore, there
were scarcely any prior works done on this topic and especially on the issue of its implications
and policy options for Pakistan. The primary sources are very limited and all are not even
published or declassified. Even magazine, journals and newspapers are not easily available.
Keeping in view the sensitivity of the bilateral contact, sensitivity of the topic, and religious and
emotional involvement government officials avoid sharing information about the subject and
deals and contacts. They think that sharing of information about sensitive issues will be against
public interest. It is general practice in third world countries that the officials are not ready to
share or discuss or to solve the issues of researchers. So it is very difficult to have an access to the
most relevant information on the topic. Limited resources, financial difficulties and unavoidable
responsibilities and constraints remained main obstacles for this researcher. These issues can be
lessened by giving healthy research environment, ensuring availability of sources /material in the
institutions and by keeping material in order and up-to-date in the libraries.
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Prospects of Further Research

It is sincerely hoped that present research would stimulate other researchers towards this area of
interest. Scholars and policy makers will take keen interest in this subject. This study is an effort
to cover a wide area; however, further research is needed in few areas. India has established
strong ties with Israel and there is no chance of her retreat. It has become a challenge for India to
maintain similar relations with Israel as well as with Arab World in addition to protect her
national benefits and objectives. This study would provide new paths for the potential researchers
in future. Prospective researcher can approach this subject through different angle and can bring
to light Pakistan-Israel search for rapprochement and its implications for South Asia or
Arab/Muslim world.
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NOTES
1.S. Gopal, Jawaharlal Nehru: A Biography, Vol.1, 1889-1947(London:Oxford
University Press, 1975), 232-3.
2.S.H. Zaidi, ―Why Recognize Israel at this Juncture?‖, Dawn, 19 July 2003.
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APPEDIX A
Balfour Declaration
1917
Foreign Office
November 2nd, 1917
Dear Lord Rothschild,
I have much pleasure in conveying to you, on behalf of His Majesty's Government, the
following declaration of sympathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations which has been submitted to,
and approved by, the Cabinet.
'His Majesty's Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national
home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of
this object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil
and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political
status enjoyed by Jews in any other country.'
I should be grateful if you would bring this declaration to the knowledge of the Zionist
Federation.
Yours sincerely,
Arthur James Balfour.
Source: The World War I Document Archive
available at :
http://www.Israelipalestinianprocon.org/Treaties/1917balfourdeclarationtext.html
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APPENDIX B
UN Partition Plan 1947
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APPENDIX C
Recognition of Israel by India
Press Communiqué from the Ministry of External Affairs Government of India
The government of India has decided to accord recognition to government of Israel. By
her decision, India joined over 40…. nations which have recognized by Israel. The State of Israel,
bourn about two years ago, was admitted to UN member ship soon after its birth. The question of
India‘s recognition has, figured more than once in parliament during question time and also in
debates on foreign policy. It was officially stated in Delhi that as in case of Communist China,
India‘s decision was the decision of an established fact. The recognition was delayed, it was
explained, because all aspects of the question had to be carefully considered, including the
sentiments of the Arabs countries. India and Israel, it was added, had been working side by side in
the UN and it was now considered that continuing mutual non-recognition was not only
inconsistent with their overall relationship, but would limit the Government of India‘s role as a
possible intermediary between Israel and other States. it was reaffirmed that a memorandum* had
been received recently from the Egyptian Government urging postponement of recognition until
Israel‘s attitude towards the Arab refugee question had been cleared India has replied to Egypt
giving the reasons for her decision . India‘s decision, it was emphasized, did not affect her
feelings of amity towards the Arab counties and she would always value the friendship of Egypt
and other Arab States…the recognition of Israel does not mean that there is no difference between
India‘s attitude and that of Israel over questions like the status of Jerusalem and Israel‘s frontiers.
These questions would be judged by India on merit and due regard would be given to Arab
claims.
Source; The Hindu, Dated 18 September 1950.
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APPENDIX D
Copy of Indian Letter Deputing Colonel Sindhi to Israel
Secret
NO. F.8 (1)/63/194-S/D (GS-IV)
Government of India,
Ministry of Defence,
New Delhi, the 14 January 1963
24th Paugs 1884
To
The Chief of Army Staff.
Subject: Deputation to Israel to inspect certain equipment.
Sir,
I am directed to convey the sanction of the President to the deputation to Hiffa (Israel) of Col.
M.M.Sindhin to inspect certain equipment required for our Army.
2.
The total period of deputation of the officer will be two weeks excluding traveling
time. No officiating arrangements will be made for the period of his deputation.
3.
During the period of his deputation, the officer will not be permitted to draw any part
of his pay in foreign currency. However, foreign exchange may be released to be taken in the
form of travelers‘ cheque at the rate of Rs.10/- per day for the period thereafter. In addition, the
officer will be entitled to carry with him foreign exchange to meet daily allowance at the rate
prescribed for Grade I Officer performing duty in that area. Expatriation Allowance will not be
admissible in addition.
4.
The forward and return journey will be performed by him by air (Tourist Class).
Return ticket will be purchased through Air India, if possible, on payment in rupees. Incidental
expenses will be admissible under the provisions of A.I.S.111/52 and 183/56 as amended to-date.
Duty journeys, if any, within the country visited will be regulated under the provision of
AI/16/S/57. Within Indian limits traveling allowance will be regulated under normal rules in
Travel Regulations.
5.
The expenditure involved will be debitable to the relevant head of the Defence
Services Estimate.
6.
This letter issued with the concurrence of the Ministry of Finance( Defence) vide their
U.O.No.III/PS/Gs, dated 14-1-1963.
Yours faithfully,
Sd/-S.S. RAJAN-II
Under Sectary to the Government of India.

Source: Hamid, Unholy Alliance
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APPENDIX E
Text of the Address of General Pervez Musharraf to the American Jewish Congress Council for World Jewry
(New York, 17 September 2005)
Honorable Mr. Jack Rosen, Excellencies, Distinguished Guests,
Let me start by expressing my personal and my nation‘s grief and condolences over the
devastation, loss of lives, and human suffering caused by Hurricane Katrina in the southeastern
states, especially New Orleans.
I thank Mr. Jack Rosen for inviting this distinguished gathering under the auspices of the
American Jewish Congress. This is a unique occasion. It signifies an endeavor for mutual
understanding in a time of uncertainty and fear. The unfortunate events of recent history have
created division and tension between the followers of the three great monotheistic faiths—Islam,
Christianity, and Judaism. Your invitation card described this event as a historic occasion. For a
leader of Pakistan it is indeed so, and I feel privileged to be speaking to so many members of
what is probably the most distinguished and influential community in the United States. I also
deeply appreciate that, in arranging this event, the American Jewish Congress has invited
members of other prominent organizations and associations representing the spectrum of
American society.
I always speak my mind candidly. And I always do so with total sincerity. This is what I will do
this evening. There is no longer any time for ambivalence or leisurely diplomacy.
The world has entered an era where a number of threats—terrorism, political conflicts,
proliferation, poverty—have assumed global and catastrophic dimensions. They have to be
resolved urgently and with finality. They cannot be merely managed in the hope that they can be
resolved later. We can no longer leave these wounds festering. They pose a great danger to the
world at large and our future generations.
Our world today has been transformed, by the revolutions in communications and
information technology, into a global village. People move, interact, and affect each other. The
good or bad in one region transcend geopolitical boundaries and have a global impact. The
homily: ―the common heritage of mankind‖ is now a visible reality. We are jointly responsible for
the well-being, progress, and prosperity of our peoples—indeed of mankind at large. Each people,
nation, and religion must live with each other, accommodate each other, and do no harm to each
other. Today, truly, we are our ―brother‘s keeper.‖ This is a heavy responsibility—given that our
world has great wealth, but also grave poverty; great achievements, but also grave injustice;
unprecedented capacity for progress and prosperity, but also the awesome capability to destroy
our planet.
Ladies and Gentlemen, The major monotheistic religions of the world—Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam—share a common heritage and converge on a multiplicity of universal
values. Yet, today, our great religions—which should be a source of hope, tolerance, and peace—
are seen to be pitted against each other. How and why did this happen? Is it possible to reshape
the future for the common benefit of humanity—for all of us? These are the questions I would
like to address this evening.
On this occasion, it is relevant to recall that Jews and Muslims have more similarities and
few divergences in their faith and culture. The oneness of God (which Muslims call Tauheed), is
common to both Islam and Judaism. The Muslim greeting, Salam O Alaikum (peace be upon
you), is akin to the Jewish greeting, Shalom, which also means peace. When I watched the last
scene in the famous movie ―Schindler‘s List,‖ it concludes with a quotation from the Talmud:
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―Killing one innocent person is like the murder of humanity and saving one innocent person is
like saving humanity.‖ The identical words appear in the Holy Quran.
According to the Holy Quran and our Holy Prophet, Jews and Christians are the ―People
of the Book,‖ belonging to the same spiritual tradition. Abraham, Moses, and Jesus are among the
most revered prophets of Islam. Moses is the prophet who is most frequently referred to in the
Holy Quran. Our experiences and histories intertwine in many regions of the old world and most
significantly in the Holy Land.
The history of interaction between the Islamic and Jewish communities is rich and long.
This includes the shining examples of Jewish communities coexisting in harmony within Islamic
societies in Cordova, Baghdad, Istanbul, and Bokhara, contributing to a rich mosaic of culture and
traditions. Many Jewish historians have referred to the days of Muslim Spain as the ―golden
period,‖ when Jewish communities flourished intellectually, politically, and economically in an
environment of religious tolerance and scholarly inspiration. The subsequent wrath of the
Inquisition was suffered jointly by Muslims and Jews. Indeed, over the centuries, Jewish
communities and Islamic societies from Central Asia to Spain have not only lived together and
shared prosperity, but also suffered together.
The past six decades are, therefore, an aberration in the long history of Muslim-Jewish
cooperation and coexistence. Many learned studies have been written about the reasons for the
hostility and violence that has occurred. I do not wish to dwell on this. Each of us has his own
understanding and perception. But, it is relevant to recall that the gulf between the Muslim and
Jewish communities arose in what was the bloodiest century in human history, marked by world
wars, genocide, and mass deportations, in which millions perished. It was in this bloody century
that the Jewish people suffered their greatest tragedy—the Holocaust—whose commemoration
will be on the agenda of this year‘s session of the United Nations General Assembly. It was also
in this brutal century that other peoples suffered their greatest tragedies—Palestinians,
Kashmeeris, Bosnians, Rwandese. We must not forget; but we must forgive. Suffering often
engenders anger; but this must be soon replaced by compassion. And we have witnessed such
compassion from the Jewish community. It was Jewish groups in the US who were in the
forefront in opposing the ethnic cleansing of Muslims in Bosnia. I am told that the largest
contributor to the Bosnian cause was the Jewish-American businessman and philanthropist
George Soros. More recently, in the backlash against Muslims, including Pakistani immigrants,
after 9/11, they received legal and other assistance from several Jewish groups. I wish to
acknowledge and appreciate this.
These noble examples are a source of hope. Hope that we can convert this century into one
which will see universal peace, progress, and prosperity. This aspiration is achievable, but only if
we pursue reconciliation and cooperation.
There are a host of challenges we all face in common—political, social, and
environmental. One of the most pervasive threats we confront is international terrorism. The
world today is in the grip of terror. Explosives, car bombs, suicide bombers have all added a new
destructive dimension to terrorism. Terrorism threatens to destabilize all modern societies. It is
anti-progress. It must be rejected. It cannot be condoned for any reason or cause.
The people of Pakistan have suffered from terrorism. We continue to suffer because of
extremism in our region. We are making our contribution to the fight against terrorism. Our
efforts have won international appreciation. Pakistan is participating in international action
against international terrorism through police and military action, intelligence sharing, and
measures to curb terrorist financing.
But, I believe, we cannot limit ourselves to fire-fighting and local actions against
individuals and groups. We should also look for the deeper causes of this malaise and for the
motivations that drive individuals to extreme irrational behavior to commit acts of terrorism. The
question that arises is: What pushes a human being to such extremes of desperation that he takes
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his own life to kill others? I have no doubt whatsoever that any attempt to shy away or ignore the
root causes of terrorism is shutting ones‘ eyes to reality and is a sure recipe for failure. Military
action or use of force against the terrorists today is not in itself the ultimate solution to the
malaise. It merely buys us time to implement profound policies to eliminate the phenomenon.
A parallel danger lies in fallacious theories and polemical campaigns motivated by
prejudice. The postulated clash between civilizations, specifically between Islam and the West,
has no basis in history. Civilizations have grown and prospered throughout history, influencing,
interacting with, and enriching each other. Regrettably, the theory has inspired attempts to turn it
into a self-fulfilling prophecy. There are tendencies to associate Islam with terrorism and even
suggestions that this great religion of tolerance, compassion, and peace somehow denies espousal
of these universal values. To my mind, this is a hate campaign. In today‘s dynamic world, we
need more than ever before to foster understanding and harmony among societies. Should we
tolerate such campaigns in our midst when we demand their rejection elsewhere? Therefore, I
strongly support the endeavor to promote interfaith and inter-civilizational dialogue and harmony.
However, it is a fact that, today, most of those involved in terrorist acts, as well as most of
those who suffer the consequences of these acts, are Muslims. Obviously, there is a deep
disturbance and malaise within Islamic societies, which has become especially acute in recent
years. The reasons are plain to see. Since the end of the Cold War, almost every major festering
problem and conflict affects and torments the Islamic world. Palestine has been at the heart of the
troubles in the Middle East. In our region, Kashmeer has been the source of tension and conflict.
The unfortunate history of Afghanistan spawned extremism and terrorism. Turmoil in Iraq causes
great concern in the Islamic world and the rest of the international community. These and other
political issues have given rise to a deep sense of anger, desperation, and humiliation in the Arab
and Muslim populations. It is this political and social environment which breeds terrorism and
extremism.
At the same time, I do not shy away from pointing to the failure within the Islamic
societies to embrace reform, progress and modernity. The Muslim world emerged from decades
of colonization politically, economically, and socially stunted. Political independence did not
always lead to good governance. Many of us have remained trapped in a time warp, still
struggling to reconstruct our political, social, and economic systems to respond to the challenges
of our times. In Islamic societies, there is a divide between the outlook of the protagonists of
modernity and the custodians of orthodoxy. The resultant economic deprivation and social
backwardness are also the source of extremism. And extremism creates a fertile recruiting ground
for terrorism.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
If we are to succeed against terrorism and end extremism, we must, therefore, address the
root causes. The leaders of today must change the course of events instead of merely reacting to a
series of catastrophic events—such as 9/11 and 7/7.
First of all, I feel we need to clearly understand that terrorism and extremism are two
different phenomena. Each requires a different strategy. Lumping terrorism and extremism
together, or behaving as if they are synonymous, is a fallacy. Terrorism has to be met head on
with all the force required to suppress and eradicate it. In the case of extremism, the battle has to
be won in the hearts and minds of people. It cannot be achieved through the use of force. We must
adopt separate short-term and long-term strategies to address terrorism and extremism. Such
immediate and long-term strategies have to be implemented at three tiers: the global level, the
Muslim world level, and the national level in the concerned countries.
In the immediate context, terrorism, as I said, has to be confronted with force all over the
world. Intimate cooperation and coordination of intelligence and squeezing the underworld
funding of terrorists and extremist organizations will facilitate counterterrorism operations to a
large degree.
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At the same time, to ensure success, it is essential, together with the use of force, to
promote the resolution of the political disputes, which are exploited by terrorists to justify their
criminal actions. Among these political disputes, may I be allowed to say clearly that the
Palestinian and Kashmeer disputes are ripe for resolution. One can draw satisfaction from the fact
that visible signs of movement are appearing towards an end to both these disputes. We ought to
put our collective weight behind a push for their final solution. Secondly, for the long term, the
socio-economic revival of the Muslim world, focusing particularly on education and poverty
alleviation, will also erode the core of terrorism and extremism.
I have strongly advocated reform, social and economic progress, and rejection of
extremism in Islamic societies. In parallel, I have emphasized that the international community,
particularly the West, must facilitate the resolution of outstanding problems, in particular the
problem of Palestine. I have described this two-pronged approach as Enlightened Moderation.
Regardless of the nomenclature, this dual approach responds to the realities of our historical and
political circumstances, which cannot be wished away.
The strategy of Enlightened Moderation, at the global and Muslim world level, will also help to
end extremism. Domestically, religious bigotry, hate campaigns, and confrontational tendencies
have to be curbed. This has to be done through bold, determined, well thought-out, and
indigenously applicable strategies. The misuse of religion to spread militancy, hatred, and
violence has to be suppressed. An international discourse, as well as national debate in affected
societies, on religious harmony must be initiated. In the Muslim world, I feel we need to initiate a
serious discourse to promote an understanding of the true Islam. We must then project its real
essence to the world.
I would like to say with pride that today Pakistan is perhaps the only country which is
actively confronting and addressing the issue of terrorism and extremism through well-considered
and comprehensive separate strategies. The results are already visible on the ground. We are
determined to persist with and sustain this effort until we gain complete ascendancy over the
terrorist and extremist segments within our national fabric.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I would be remiss if, while addressing the American Jewish Congress, I did not express
my views on the Israeli-Palestinian problem. I do not have an iota of doubt that this lies at the
heart of terrorism in the Middle East and beyond. In view of its global impact, it is incumbent on
the international community—especially the West and the US—to ensure a peaceful resolution of
the dispute. Both parties involved—the Israelis and the Palestinians—must shun confrontation
and pursue peace and reconciliation.
Israel rightly desires security. This will remain incomplete until the creation of an independent
and viable Palestinian state is assured. Israel must come to terms with geopolitical realities and
allow justice to prevail for the Palestinians. The Palestinians‘ desire for freedom and nationhood
is as intense as that of any other people. They want their own independent state.
We see hope in recent events. We have welcomed the Israeli decision to pull out of Gaza.
The peace process, as set out in the ―Road Map,‖ must be pursued as agreed. We hope Israel will
also soon withdraw from the West Bank. This will set the stage for the establishment of the
independent state in Palestine. By respecting Palestinian aspirations, Israel will attain its
legitimate desire for assured security. I am convinced that peace in Palestine that does justice to
both the Israelis and the Palestinians will bring to a close the sad chapter in the history of the
Middle East. It will revive the historical ties between Islam and Judaism. It will extinguish the
anger and frustration that motivate resort to violence and extremism. What better signal for peace
could there be than the opening of Embassies in Israel by Islamic countries like Pakistan?
There will remain the difficult ―final status‖ issues to be resolved. None is more sensitive
than the fate of the Holy City of Jerusalem (which we call Al-Quds al-Sharif). It is a city that is
sacred to Jews, Christians, and Muslims. It was the first Qibla of Islam. The first edict of Caliph
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Omar when he entered Jerusalem, over 14 centuries ago, was to annul the 500 years of exile of the
Jewish people. He invited them to return and build their homes in the Holy City. For durable
peace and harmony between Israelis and Palestinians—indeed between Israel and the Muslim
world—it is such a gesture of reconciliation and realism that is required of Israel. Any final
settlement should respect the international character of Jerusalem as well as international law and
the resolutions of the Security Council.
I have always believed that the courage required to compromise and reconcile is far
greater than that required to confront. I appeal to Israel to show that courage. I appeal to the
American Jewish Congress, and the entire Jewish Community, to use their considerable influence
to put an end to the Palestinian dispute once and for all and to usher in a period of peace and
tranquility in the Middle East and perhaps the whole world. Failure is no longer an option.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Let me conclude with a word about the prospects of Pakistan‘s relations with Israel.
Pakistan has no direct conflict or dispute with Israel. We pose no threat to Israel‘s security. We
trust that Israel poses no threat to Pakistan‘s national security. But, our people have a deep sense
of sympathy for the Palestinian people and their legitimate aspirations for statehood. In response
to the bold step taken by Prime Minister Sharon to withdraw from the Gaza, Pakistan decided to
initiate an official contact with Israel. Our Foreign Ministers met in Istanbul through the good
offices of our Turkish friends. As the peace process progresses towards the establishment of an
independent Palestinian State, we will take further steps towards normalization and cooperation,
looking to full diplomatic relations.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
We can remain mired in old prejudices and keep the world hostage to the politics of
perennially defining and redefining the enemy, or we can move forward with courage and reach
out to work for the rebirth of history and a new future of peace, harmony, mutual respect, dignity,
and shared prosperity. We can lose this opportunity to narrow vision and a failure to see humanity
in each other. The responsibility to make the right choice is in our hands. May God guide us all to
make the right choice.
I thank you.
Source: America Jewish Congress, New York.
http://www.ajcongress.org/musharraf_address.htm
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APPENDIX F
Text of the Remarks by Jack Rosen at American Jewish Congress, Council for World Jewry,
Introducing General Pervez Musharraf (New York 17 September 2005)
Good Evening.
This is an unprecedented evening, and we are delighted to welcome not only our keynote
speaker, but more than 60 Pakistani-American leaders who have joined us. We demonstrate
tonight, by example, something that happens every day in hundreds of communities across the
United States – Muslims, Jews and Christians sharing a meal, talking about our desires and
dreams and even our differences.
President Pervez Musharraf‘s presence here tonight is the culmination of two years of
preparation. In the summer of 2003, President Musharraf surprised many people in his own
country and across the Muslim world when he offered a new set of ideas – first in Washington,
then at the United Nations, at the Islamic Summit in Malaysia, and finally in Pakistan. He told his
most important audience, his own community, that the extremist path to which some Muslims had
turned to would bring nothing but misery and degradation.
He said of the scourge of terror: ―The unfortunate reality is that both the perpetrators of
these crimes and most of the people who suffer from them are Muslims.‖ Then he offered a vision
of an alternative, which he called ―Enlightened Moderation.‖ He proposed a new Islamic society
based on pluralism, openness, and tolerance, in order to reach what he called ―socioeconomic
uplift – to drag ourselves out of the pit we find ourselves in, to raise ourselves up by individual
achievement and collective socio-economic emancipation.‖
Just a few months prior to giving that speech, President Musharraf broke new ground
when he suggested that Pakistan might need to rethink its refusal to establish diplomatic relations
with Israel, although official diplomatic ties could come only after an Israeli-Palestinian peace
deal.
These remarks came as the Moslem world was being rent by extremist pressures, amidst
cascading violence in the Middle East and dangerously mounting anti-Semitism. Difficult to say
at any time, President Musharraf‘s words were all the more courageous coming at the moment
they did.
The extremists in his own country and beyond were quick to recognize the threat to them
expressed in his message of hope. Within months, terrorists in Pakistan made two major attempts
on his life, and they very nearly succeeded. We must ask ourselves: What if the terrorists had
succeeded? What if the vitally important country of Pakistan, with its huge Muslim population, its
nuclear arms, its many extremist factions and its critical location in the region known as the arc of
crisis, had tumbled into chaos, or gone the way of Iran?
When you think about this, you can see why the terrorists believed it so important to
silence him.
President Pervez Musharraf‘s decision to be with us tonight is an act of individual
courage, leadership and vision. Our process that brings him here also began two years ago,
resulting from informal talks we held with Pakistani officials and members of the PakistaniAmerican community. This led to an invitation to visit Pakistan and meet with President
Musharraf. In May, I made a quiet trip to Islamabad with the Vice Chairman of our Council on
World Jewry, Mr. Phil Baum, and with our very fine Director, David Twersky. Because we were
aware of politically sensitive issues involved, we first consulted with senior officials in
Washington and Jerusalem.
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Several weeks ago, I spoke with President Bush about this initiative in Crawford.
President Bush said he saw this as an important opportunity and understood the significance of
this step by President Musharraf. President Bush was enthusiastic about the opportunity.
Since its inception, the AJ Congress-Council for World Jewry, working with Jewish
communities around the world, has sought to build bridges to the Muslim world by pursuing
contacts with authoritative, moderate Muslim political and religious figures in America and
around the world.
We approach this mission with sobriety and a hard headedness about the Jewish cause,
with a realism about current conflicts and impending threats. But we are also driven by the
compelling and urgent necessity to reach out and engage leading individuals in the Muslim world
who, by meeting us at least halfway, can accelerate the process by which the Muslim world finds
its way into a healthy and productive relationship with contemporary life.
Our dialogue with Muslims starts with an understanding that true moderation begins with
tolerance among peoples. Christians, Muslims, and Jews come from a shared common heritage,
and we are three branches of one tradition and one set of core values.
We recognize the vital role that mass media and education – in both public school systems as well
as madrasses – plays in teaching and advocating values of moderation, tolerance and
understanding. We need to ensure that tolerance is more accurately reflected in Muslim media and
education systems, including in Pakistan.
This must be the last generation educated to be hateful of Jews. Demonization of the
Jewish people is a scourge that offends people of all racial and religious backgrounds. It is
troubling that anti-Semitism has reemerged in some quarters in Europe just 60 years after the
Holocaust. This is sparked by extremism. We all have an obligation to eradicate anti-Semitism
from all our societies.
This must be the last generation educated to be hateful of Israel. We reject the Arab
boycott against Israel and we support every effort of diplomacy and dialogue in the quest for
peace and security.
This must be the last generation educated to believe it is acceptable to denigrate people of
other cultures and religions. For our part, Jews must work to prevent Islam from being attacked
with impunity. Unfortunately, many Muslims believe attacks against Islam are fomented by us.
There exists a conspiracy-theory mindset among many Muslims that seeks to blame the Jews for
the ills of the Muslim world. Jewish leaders must be more active and visible to prevent attacks
against Islam, and Muslims leaders, in turn, must help dispel unfounded conspiracy theories.
And, finally, this must be the last generation educated to believe that terrorism is a
legitimate means to achieve political ends. Acts of terror have no place in civilized societies and
terrorists can never be honored as freedom fighters or martyrs.
President Musharraf, you are an important voice in the Muslim world. You can carry this
message to places and people that I, that we, cannot.
President Musharraf‘s appearance with us tonight is a symbolic act of his determination to
take the struggle forward. But it is not an isolated one. Following positive reaction in Pakistan to
the announcement of this meeting, he initiated other important steps towards Israel.
Two weeks ago, on September 1, his Foreign Minister, Khurshid Kasuri, met openly with
Israeli Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom.
Pakistan is taking a stand, supporting the struggle of the Palestinian people to have a state
of their own, but at the same time, affirming such a state will exist alongside of – and not seek to
replace – the Jewish state of Israel. It has said it will now ―engage‖ Israel, a step forward from
Pakistan‘s previous policy. President Musharraf recently praised Prime Minister Sharon as
―courageous‖ for unilaterally disengaging from Gaza. For its part, Israel has agreed to loosen
trade restrictions for imports of Pakistani products. On Wednesday, President Musharraf shook
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hands with Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon – something that would have been impossible
even a year ago.
We are proud to be part of this historic drama. But tonight represents only a beginning of
what we hope is a long process of dialogue and engagement. Organizations like ours have a
continuing role to play, and we invite all of you here tonight to to join with us. We would like to
explore with President Musharraf opportunities to bring together Pakistani, American and Israeli
citizens in a dialogue about our shared futures through a programme of on-going exchanges and
visits. The more our people interact with each other, the easier it will be for government leaders to
act.
Let me share with you some personal information about our special guest. President
Musharraf was born in Delhi in 1943. He spent his early years in Turkey, where his father served
in Pakistani Foreign Ministry. Beginning his military career in 1964, he rose through the ranks as
a highly decorated soldier and officer, becoming head of the Armed Forces in 1998. The
following year he assumed his country‘s political leadership. He is married and has a son and a
daughter.
He is a critical ally and partner of the United States in fighting terrorism. Under his
leadership, Pakistan‘s economy is growing, it is reducing friction with its Indian neighbour, and
his country is increasing its presence on the international stage.
I must tell you many people expressed doubt that tonight would happen. The gap is too wide; the
differences are too stark, they said. I am reminded of a famous passage from literature that
describes the wide chasm which separates western and eastern cultures:
Oh East is East and West is West and ne‟er the twain shall meet.
So it stands, engraved in conventional wisdom, as if decreed by heaven. But its author,
Rudyard Kipling, who wrote as an Englishman in the Indian subcontinent – the land that includes
modern day Pakistan – did not accept this insight as destiny. Instead, his poem continues:
But there is neither East nor West,
Border nor breed nor birth,
When two strong men stand face to face
Tho‟ they come from the ends of the earth.

These elegant words remind us that leadership and character are indispensable to the progress of
Man. Mr. President, we thank you for being here with us tonight, and we look forward to hearing
your thoughts on how the cause of Enlightened Moderation will be carried forward.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is my very great honor to introduce to you the President of the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan, the Honorable Pervez Musharraf.
Source: American Jewish Congress, New York.
http://www.ajcongress.org/rosen_intro_musharaf.htm
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APPENDIX G
Text of the Speech of Mr. Brajesh Mishra, National Security Advisor of India to The
Annual Meeting of American Jewish Committee On 5 May 2003.
Your Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is an honour to be invited to this distinguished gathering at the AJC Annual Dinner. The
people of India admire the pioneering work of AJC, particularly in promoting human rights and
combating religious discrimination. We also value your contribution to promoting US-India
relations and Indo-Israel relations.
India has a historical affinity with the Jewish people. It is one of very few countries in the
world with no history of anti-Semitism. Until the early 1990's, the constraints of the Cold War
prevented this cordiality from extending to India's relations with Israel. Now we have full
diplomatic relations, and a broad range of economic and, defence cooperation. We have increased
the tempo of our high-level visits. We hope to receive Prime Minister Ariel Sharon soon in India
on an official visit.
The end of the Cold War also ushered in a major transformation in India's relations with
USA Our Prime Minister has referred to the two countries as `natural allies'. The US National
Security Strategy report, released last September by President Bush, asserts that the two countries
have common strategic interests.
India, the United States and Israel have some fundamental similarities. We are all
democracies, sharing a common vision of pluralism, tolerance and equal opportunity. Stronger
India-US relations and Indo-Israel relations have a natural logic.
I am pleased to see so many distinguished members of the United States Congress here
today. They are friends of Israel. They are also friends of India. The Caucus on India and IndianAmericans in the House of Representatives has nearly 160 members. It is perhaps the largest
single country-Caucus in the House, testifying to the growing bonds of friendship between the
world's oldest democracy and its largest.
The increasing contact between the AJC and Indian-American community organizations is
another positive reflection of shared values of our peoples.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Our principal theme here today is a collective remembrance of the horrors of terrorism and
a celebration of the alliance of free societies involved in combating this scourge. The US, India
and Israel have all been prime targets of terrorism. They have to jointly face the same ugly face of
modern day terrorism.
This is a common challenge. Global terrorism did not start on September 11, 2001. But
that date marks a global awakening to its reach.
The international coalition against terrorism has scored some successes. Terrorism needs
to be rooted out wherever it exists.
After over a year and a half of the global fight against terrorism, it is far from over. The
leaders of the AI-Qaeda remain at large. We keep hearing that they have the know-how and the
material to build at least a crude radiological device. This is naturally a matter of extreme
concern. We cannot ignore this spectre of globalization of terror and its intersection with WMD.
We see worrying signs of a regrouping of Taliban elements in southern and southeastern
Afghanistan. And this is only a segment of the international terrorist network. It will, therefore, be
a long haul and its success would require a genuine commitment to its objectives by every
member of the international coalition.
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It is most unfortunate that some diversionary arguments are still preventing a consensus on
important anti-terrorist conventions. An agreed definition of terrorism still eludes the international
community. Distinctions sought to be made between freedom fighters and terrorists propagate a
bizarre logic, which glorifies massacres of one set of innocent civilians, while condemning
killings of others.
Another fallacy motivatedly propagated is that terrorism can only be eradicated by
addressing its `root causes'. This is nonsense. Terrorist attacks against innocents have no
justification. Democratic societies, which address the `root causes' of alienation and anger through
pluralism and socio-economic justice, are precisely the targets of terrorism.
As the main targets of international terrorism, democratic countries should form a viable
alliance against terrorism and develop the multi-lateral mechanisms to counter it. Such an alliance
would have the political will and moral authority to take b old decisions in extreme cases of
terrorist provocation. It would not get bogged down in definitional and causal arguments about
terrorism. Blocking financial supplies, disrupting networks, sharing intelligence, simplifying
extradition procedures - these are preventive measures which can only be effective through
international cooperation based on trust and shared values.
A core, consisting of democratic societies, has therefore to gradually emerge from within
our existing coalition, which can take on international terrorism in a holistic and focused manner.
It would ensure that the global campaign against terrorism, is pursued to its logical conclusion,
and does not run out of steam, because of other preoccupations. We owe this commitment to our
future generations.
Thank you.
Date: 5/8/2003

Source: The American Jewish Committee, http://www.ajc.org
This speech can also be found at India, Ministry of External Affairs at
http://www.meadev.nic.in/speeches/bm-nsa-ad.htm.
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APPENDIX H
Delhi Statement on Friendship and Cooperation between India and Israel
10 September 2003
(Joint statement issued on conclusion of visit to India by Prime Minister Ariel Sharon)
1. At the invitation of the Prime Minister of India, Atal Bihari Vajpayee, the Prime Minister of
Israel, Ariel Sharon, paid a State visit to India from September 8-10 2003, the first-ever by an
Israeli Prime Minister.
2. Prime Minister Sharon was accompanied by Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Justice,
Yosef Lapid, Minister of Culture, Education and Sport, Limor Livnat (-together with a cultural
delegation) and Minister of Agriculture, Israel Katz. The large accompanying business delegation
underscored the importance the two countries attach to expanding their economic relations.
3. During the visit, Prime Minister Sharon called on President Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, and held
talks with Prime Minister Vajpayee. He also held separate meetings with Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister for Home Affairs Lal Krishna Advani, Minister of Defence George Fernandes,
Minister of Finance Jaswant Singh, Minister of External Affairs Yashwant Sinha and Leader of
the Opposition Sonia Gandhi.
4. As ancient cultures and societies, India and Israel have left their mark on human civilization
and history. As democratic countries since their inception, both nations share faith in the values of
freedom and democracy. Both countries gained independence during the same period and
embarked on a course of nation building to advance the well being of their respective peoples and
to build modern democratic states able to face difficult challenges.
5. The two Prime Ministers discussed a range of important bilateral, regional and international
issues. They reiterated their commitment to further advance the bilateral relations between the two
countries and increase the scope of trade and economic exchanges.
6. The shared ideals draw both peoples into a natural amity in pursuit of common goals. Since the
establishment of diplomatic relations in 1992, there has been rapid expansion and deepening of
bilateral relations. Both sides attach great importance to strengthening their long-term cooperation
in the political, defence, economic, commercial, cultural and science and technology areas.
7. In the presence of the Prime Ministers, Ministers from both sides signed the following
agreements:
a.
An agreement on Environment Protection.
b.
An agreement on Cooperation in Combating Illicit Trafficking and Abuse of Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances.
c.
An agreement on Visa Free Travel for Diplomatic, Official and Service Passport Holders.
d.
An agreement on Cooperation in the fields of Health and Medicine.
e.
Exchange Programme on Cooperation in the field of Education
f.
Exchange Programme on Cooperation in the field of Culture.
These agreements will further enhance the institutional framework created by those which have
already been signed between the two countries.
8. Both sides agreed to increase the frequency of bilateral visits by Ministers and officials and to
consolidate the ties between business communities of the two countries. People-to-people
relations will also be encouraged, in order to increase and deepen understanding between the
societies.
9. Both sides expressed their satisfaction with the impressive growth in bilateral economic
relations. They believe that there is considerable untapped potential to enhance these relations,
particularly in fields such as hi-tech and infrastructure where there are synergies, in order to
encourage the private and public sectors to expand the scope of mutual trade and investments.
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Israel expressed its interest in and willingness to participate in key national Indian Projects. Indian
companies were invited to expand their activities in Israel - to encompass the field of investment and to participate in the process of privatization in Israel. Both sides will explore together the best
ways to strengthen and implement these goals.
10. Both sides noted the scientific and technological cooperation between the two countries and
expressed willingness to enhance participation in the joint fund for scientific research established
in 1994, as well as explore the possibility of the establishment of a bi-national research and
development fund in the industrial fields, particularly in bio-technology, information technology,
telecommunication, agricultural research and the civilian use of outer space.
11. Both sides expressed satisfaction with the relations between the countries in the field of
tourism, and called for the expansion of these relations as an additional tool for strengthening the
bond of familiarity between their peoples.
12. Israel and India expressed their desire to work together, along with other countries and the
international community, to create a new and better world - a world of peace, prosperity and
welfare, for the benefit of all peoples and nationals.
13. Terrorism undermines the very foundation of freedom and democracy, endangers the
continued existence of open and democratic societies and constitutes a global threat; therefore,
there cannot be any compromise in the war against terrorism. Together with the international
community and as victims of terrorism, Israel and India are partners in the battle against this
scourge. In line with their adherence to UNSCR 1373, they strongly condemn terrorism in all its
forms and manifestations and call upon the international community to take decisive action
against this global menace, and condemn states and individuals who aid and abet terrorism across
borders, harbour and provide sanctuary to terrorists and provide them with financial means,
training or patronage.
14. India and Israel called for the establishment of a just and durable peace in the Middle East.
The two sides expressed their respective views, and called for a complete cessation of violence, so
that a conducive environment is created for continuation of the dialogue.
15. India and Israel share the goal of advancing peace, security and stability in their own region
and respect for democracy in the entire world, and will continue efforts to encourage this trend.
16. Both sides paid tribute to the contribution of the Jewish community in India and the Indian
community in Israel in providing a bridge of understanding and in strengthening the ties of culture
and trade between the two countries. The shining example of the freedom always given to the
Jews of India to practice their religion and give expression to their culture is a tribute to Indias
religious tolerance and secularism and sends a vital message of coexistence and harmony to the
international community.
17. Prime Minister Sharon invited Prime Minister Vajpayee to visit Israel. Prime Minister
Vajpayee accepted this invitation with pleasure.
18. India and Israel believe that the State visit of Prime Minister Ariel Sharon will further expand
and enhance the framework of bilateral cooperation in various fields, and will contribute to
strengthening the friendship between the two countries.
Source: Israel, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
http://www.mfa.gov.il
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APPENDIX I
Text of Resolution, Thirtieth Session, Agenda Item 68, Resolution No.3379(Xxx),
Dated 10 November 1975, Adopted by the United Nations General Assembly
(Elimination of all forms of racial discrimination)
The General Assembly, Recalling its resolution 1904 (XVIII) of 20 November 1963,
proclaiming the United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, and in particular its affirmation that "any doctrine of racial differentiation or
superiority is scientifically false, morally condemnable, socially unjust and dangerous" and its
expression of alarm at "the manifestations of racial discrimination still in evidence in some areas
in the world, some of which are imposed by certain Governments by means of legislative,
administrative or other measures",
Recalling also that, in its resolution 3151 G (XXVIII) of 14 December 1973, the General
Assembly condemned, inter alia, the unholy alliance between South African racism and zionism,
Taking note of the Declaration of Mexico on the Equality of Women and Their
Contribution to Development and Peace, 1/ proclaimed by the World Con-ference of the
International Women's Year, held at Mexico City from 19 June to 2 July 1975, which
promulgated the principle that "international co-operation and peace require the achievement of
national liberation and independence, the elimination of colonialism and neo-colonialism, foreign
occupation, zionism, apartheid and racial discrimination in all its forms, as well as the recognition
of the dignity of peoples and their right to self-determination",
Taking note also of resolution 77 (XII) adopted by the Assembly of Heads of State and
Government of the Organization of African Unity at its twelfth ordinary session,2/ hold at
Kampala from 28 July to 1 August 1975, which considered "that the racist regime in occupied
Palestine and the racist regimes in Zimbabwe and South Africa have a common imperialist origin,
forming a whole and having the same racist structure and being organically linked in their policy
aimed at repression of the dignity and integrity of the human being",
Taking note also of the Political Declaration and Strategy to Strengthen International
Peace and Security and to Intensify Solidarity and Mutual Assistance among Non-Aligned
Countries,3/ adopted at the Conference of Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Non-Aligned Countries
held at Lima from 25 to 30 August 1975, which most severely condemned zionism as a threat to
world peace and security and called upon all countries to oppose this racism and imperialist
ideology, Determines that Zionism is a form of racism and racial discrimination.
2400th plenary meeting 10 November 1975
A vote was taken by roll call.
Ghana, having been drawn by lot by the President, was called upon to vote first.
In favour: Grenada, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Jordan, Kuwait, Laos, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Republic, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali,
Malta, Mauritania, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan,
Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Somalia, Sri
Lanka, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Emirates, United Republic of
Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Cambodia, Cape Verde, Chad, China, Congo, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Dahomey,
Democratic Yemen, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, German Democratic Republic.
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Against: Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Luxembourg,
Malawi, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Swaziland, Sweden, United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Australia,
Austria, Bahamas, Barbados, Belgium, Canada, Central African Republic, Costa Rica, Denmark,
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Fiji, Finland, France, Germany (Federal Republic of).
Abstaining: Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius, Nepal,
Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Thailand, Togo,
Trinidad and Tobago, Upper Volta, Venezuela, Zaire, Zambia, Argentina, Bhutan, Bolivia,
Botswana, Burma, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Gabon.
Draft resolution III was adopted by 72 votes to 35, with 32 abstentions
(resolution 3379
(XXX)).
Source: United Nations
Available at: http://domino.un.org
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APPENDIX J
Pakistani Ministry of Interior’s Secret Letter Regarding Safety and Security of
Nuclear Assets of the Country

Source: British Broadcasting Corporation
http://www.bbc.co.uk/urdu/pakistan/story/2005/03/050331_nuclear_plan.shtml
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APPENDIX K
Indo-Israel Bilateral Agreements at a Glance
Bilateral Agreements at a Glance Between India and Israel

Dates

Establishment of Full Bilateral Diplomatic Relations
Indo-Israel Agreement on Scientific and Technological Cooperation

29 January 1992.
17 May 1993.

Indo-Israel Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Tourism
Indo-Israel Cultural Agreement dated

18 May 1993.
18 May1993.

Indo-Israel Air Transport Agreement

4 April1994.

Indo-Israel Agreement Concerning Cooperation in the Field of
Telecommunication and Posts

20 November1994

Indo-Israel Agreement on Trade and Economics Cooperation
Indo-Israel Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments

21December 1994.
29 January 1996.

Indo-Israel Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and for the
Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income and on
Capital

29 January1996.

Indo-Israel Agreement regarding Mutual Assistance and Cooperation in
Custom Matters

29 January1996

Indo-Israel Memorandum of Intent on a Joint High-tech Agricultural
Demonstration Cooperation Project

30 December1996.

Indo-Israel Umbrella Agreement on the Development of Cooperation in the
Field of Industrial & Technological Research & Development

30 December1996.

Indo-Israel Agreement on Technical Cooperation
Indo-Israel Executive Agreement for a Programmed of Cooperation in the
Field of Agriculture
Indo-Israel Agreement on Environment Protection

30 December1996
17 October 1997.

Indo-Israel Agreement on Cooperation in Combating Illicit Trafficking and
Abuse of Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances

9 September 2003.

Indo-Israel Agreement on Visa Free Travel for Diplomatic, Official and
Service Passport Holders

9 September 2003.

Indo-Israel Agreement on Cooperation in Fields of Health and Medicine

9 September 2003.

Indo-Israel Exchange Programmed on Cooperation in the field of Education
Indo-Israel Exchange Programme on Cooperation in the field of Culture

9 September 2003.
9 September 2003.

Indo-Israel Industrial Initiative for R&D
Agreement on Economic Cooperation

July 2005
November 2005

9 September 2003.

Three-year Work Plan for Cooperation in the Field of Agriculture
May 2006
Source: Israel Embassy, New Delhi
http://delhi.mfa.gov.il/mfm/web/main/Document.asp?SubjectID=2020&MissionID=93&LanguageID=0&Status
ID=3&DocumentID=-1
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APPENDIX L
List of Presidents of Pakistan
Sr. No.

Presidents

Period

1

Iskander Mirza

March 23, 1956 - October 27, 1958

2

Mohammad Ayub Khan

October 27, 1958 - March 31, 1969

3

Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan

March 31, 1969 - December 20, 1971

4

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto

December 20, 1971 - August 13, 1973

5

Fazal Elahi Chaudhri

August 14, 1973 - September 16, 1978

6

Mohammad Ziaul Haq

September 16, 1978 - August 17, 1988

7

Ghulam Ishaq Khan

August 17, 1988 - July 18, 1993

8

Wasim Sajjad (interim)

July 18, 1993 - November 14, 1993

9

Farooq Ahmad Khan Leghari

November 14, 1993 - December 2,
1997

10

Wasim Sajjad (interim)

December 2, 1997 - January 1, 1998

11

Mohammad Rafiq Tarar

January 1, 1998 - June 20, 2001

12

General Pervez Musharraf

June 20, 2001- August 18, 2008

13

Muhammad Mian Soomro(interim)

August 18, 2008 - September 9, 2008

14

Asif Ali Zardari

September 9, 2008 - September 8,
2013

15

Mamnoon Hussain

September 9, 2013 - Current
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APPENDIX M

Sr. No.
1

List of Prime Ministers of Pakistan
Prime Ministers
Period
Liaquat Ali Khan
August 14, 11947 October 16, 1951

2

Khwaja Nazimuddin

3

Mohammad Ali Bogra

4

Chaudhri Mohammad Ali

5
6

Huseyn Shaheed
Suhrawardy
Ismail Ibrahim Chundrigar

7

Malik Feroz Khan Noon

8

Nurul Amin

9

Zulfikar Ali Bhutto

10

Mohammad Khan Junejo

11

Benazir Bhutto

12

Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi

13

Mohammad Nawaz Sharif

14

Balakh Sher Mazari

15

Mohammad Nawaz Sharif

16
17

Moeenuddin Ahmad
Qureshi
Benazir Bhutto

18

Malik Meraj Khalid

October 17, 1951 - April
17, 1953
April 17, 1953 – April
12, 1953
August 12, 1955 September 12, 1956
September 12, 1956 October 17, 1957
October 17, 1957 December 16, 1957
December 16, 1957 October 7, 1958
December 7, 1971 December 20,1971
August 14, 1973 - July
5,1977
March 24,1985 - May
29,1988
December 2, 1988 August 6,1990
August 6, 1990 November 6, 1990
November 6, 1990 April 18,1993
April 18,1993 - May 26,
1993
May 26, 1993 - July
18,1993
July 18,1993 -October
19, 1993
October 19, 1993 November 5,1996
November 5,1996 February 17, 1997

Political Party
Pakistan
Muslim League
Pakistan
Muslim League
Pakistan
Muslim League
Pakistan
Muslim League
Awami League
Pakistan
Muslim League
Republican
Party
Pakistan
Muslim League
Pakistan
People's Party
Pakistan
Muslim League
(Independent)
Pakistan
People's Party
Caretaker PM
Pakistan
Muslim League
(N)
Caretaker PM
Pakistan
Muslim League
(N)
Caretaker PM
Pakistan
People's Party
Caretaker PM
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Mohammad Nawaz Sharif

February 17, 1997 –
October 12, 1999

20

Zafarullah Khan Jamali

November 21, 2002 June 26, 2004

21

Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain

June 30,2004 - August
20, 2004

22

Shaukat Aziz

August 20, 2004 November 16,2007

23

Muhammad Mian Soomro

24

Yousaf Raza Gillani

25

Raja Pervaiz Ashraf

26

Mir Hazar Khan Khoso

27

Mohammad Nawaz Sharif

November 16,2007 March 25, 2008
March 25, 2008 - June
19, 2012
June 22, 2012 - March
25, 2013
March 25, 2013 - June
5, 2013
June 5, 2013 – Current

Pakistan
Muslim League
(N)
Pakistan
Muslim League
(Q)
Pakistan
Muslim League
(Q)
Pakistan
Muslim League
(Q)
Caretaker PM
Pakistan
People's Party
Pakistan
People's Party
Caretaker PM
Pakistan
Muslim League
(N)
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APPENDIX N
List of Prime Ministers of Israel
Sr. No.

Prime Ministers

Period

Political
Parties

1

David Ben-Gurion

1948-1954

Mapai

2

Moshe Sharett

1954-1955

Mapai

3

David Ben-Gurion

1955-1963

Mapai

4

Levi Eshkol

1963-1969

Mapai and
Alignment
Mapai/Labor

5

6

Yigal Allon

Golda Meir

February 26, 1969 – 17

Alignment

March 1969

Labor

1969-1974

Alignment
Labor

7

Yitzhak Rabin

1974-1977

Alignment
Labor

8

Menachem Begin

1977-1983

Likud

9

Yizthak Shamir

1983-1984

Likud

10

Shimon Peres

1984-1986

Alignment
Labor

11

Yitzhak Shamir

1986-1992

Likud

12

Yitzhak Rabin

1992-1995

Labor

13

Shimon Peres

1995-1996

Labor

14

Benjamin Netanyahu

1996-1999

Likud

15

Ehud Barak

1999-2001

One Israel
Labor
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16

Ariel Sharon

2001-2006

Likud/ Kadima

17

Ehud Olmert

2006-2009

Kadima

18

Benjamin Netanyahu

2009- Current

Likud
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APPENDIX O
List of Presidents of Israel
S. No.

President

Period

1

Dr. Chaim Weizmann

1949-1952

2

Yitzhak Ben-Tzvi

1952-1963

3

Zalman Shazar

1963-1973

4

Prof. Ephraim Katzir

1973-1978

5

Yitzhak Navon

1978-1983

6

Chaim Herzog

1983-1993

7

Ezer Weizmann

1993-2000

8

Moshe Katzav

2000-2007

9

Shimon Peres

2007- Current
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APPENDIX P
List of Prime Ministers of India
Sr. No.

Prime Ministers

Period

Political Party

1

Jawaharlal Nehru

August 15, 1947 - May
27, 1964

Indian National
Congress

2

Gulzarilal Nanda

3

Lal Bahadur Shastri

May 27, 1964 - June 9,
1964
June 9, 1964 - January
11, 1966

Indian National
Congress
Indian National
Congress

4

Gulzarilal Nanda

January 11, 1966 January 24, 1966

Indian National
Congress

5

Indira Gandhi

January 24, 1966 March 24, 1977

Indian National
Congress

6

Morarji Desai

March 24, 1977 - July
28, 1979

Janata Party

7

Charan Singh

July 28, 1979 - January
14, 1980

8

Indira Gandhi

January 14, 1980 October 31, 1984

Janata Party
(Secular)with Indian
National Congress
Indian National
Congress (I)

9

Rajiv Gandhi

10

Vishwanath Pratap
Singh
Chandra Shekhar

October 31, 1984 December 2, 1989
December 2, 1989 November 10, 1990
November 10, 1990 June 21, 1991

11

Indian National
Congress
Janata Dal
(National Front)
Samajwadi Janata
Partywith Indian
National Congress
Indian National
Congress

12

P. V. Narasimha
Rao

June 21, 1991- May 16,
1996

13

Atal Bihari
Vajpayee

May 16, 1996 - June 1,
1996

Bharatiya Janata Party

14

H. D. Deve Gowda

15

Inder Kumar Gujral

16

Atal Bihari
Vajpayee

June 1, 1996 - April 21,
1997
April 21, 1997 - March
19, 1998
March 19, 1998 - May
22, 2004

17

Dr. Manmohan
Singh

Janata Dal(United
Front)
Janata Dal(United
Front)
Bharatiya Janata
Party(National
Democratic Alliance)
Indian National
Congress

May 22, 2004 - Current
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APPENDIX Q
List of Presidents of India
Sr. No.
1

Presidents
Dr. Rajendra Prasad

Period
1950-1962

2

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan

1962-1967

3

Dr. Zakir Hussain

1967-1969

4
5

Varahagiri Venkata Giri
Mohammad Hidayatullah

6

Varahagiri Venkata Giri

May 1969- July 1969
July 1969- August
1969
August 1969-1974

7

Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed

1974-1977

8
9

Basappa Danappa Jatti
Neelam Sanjiva Reddy

Feb 1977-July 1977
July 1977- July 1982

10
11

Giani Zail Singh
Ramaswamy Venkataraman

1982-1987
1987-1992

12
13

Shankar Dayal Sharma
Kocheril Raman Narayanan

1992-1997
1997-2002

14

Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam

2002-2007

15

Pratibha Patil

2007-2012

16

Pranab Mukherjee

2012-Current
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APPENDIX R
Military Statistics of Pakistan, India and Israel
Pakistan
India
Israel
Air force personnel 45,000
110,000
32,000
Armed forces
27
3
21
growth
Armed forces
612,000
1,303,000
172,000
personnel
Army personnel
520,000
980,000
134,000
Branches
Army (includes
Army, Navy
Israel Defense
National Guard),
(includes naval air
Forces (IDF),
Navy (includes
arm), Air Force
Israel Naval Forces
Marines and
(Bharatiya Vayu
(INF), Israel Air
Maritime Security
Sena), Coast Guard
Force (IAF
Agency), Pakistan
Air Force (Pakistan
Fiza'ya
Conscription
No
No
Exists (18)
Conventional arms
$10,000,000.00
$22,000,000.00
$283,000,000.00
exports
Conventional arms
$344,000,000.00
$2,375,000,000.00
$724,000,000.00
imports
expenditure > % of
GDP
Military
Capabilities >
Defense Budget
Military
Capabilities >
Tanks
Navy personnel
Personnel
Service age and
obligation

3.4 %

2.9 %

7.9%

$4,253,000,000.00

$19,040,000,000.00

$1,361.80 per
capita

2,461

3,978

22,000
921,000
16 years of age for
voluntary military
service; soldiers
cannot be deployed
for combat until age
of 18

55,000
3,047,000
16 years of age for
voluntary military
service, no
conscription;
women officers
allowed in non
combat roles only

-

9,000
176,000
18 years of age for
compulsory (Jews,
Druzes) and
voluntary
(Christians,
Muslims,
Circassians)
military service;
both sexes are
obligated to
military service;
conscript service
obligation - 36
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Tanks
US military exports

1,050 tanks
$507.00 thousand

950 tanks
$452.00 thousand

Weapon holdings
WMD > Nuclear

5,407,000
In the mid-1970s,
Pakistan embarked
upon the uranium
enrichment route to
acquiring a nuclear
weapons capability.
By the mid-1980s,
Pakistan had a
clandestine uranium
enrichment facility;
and as early as 19891990, the United
States concluded that
Islamabad had
acquired the
capability to
assemble a firstgeneration nuclear
device. Pakistan is
believed to have
stockpiled
approximately 580800kg of highly
enriched uranium
(HEU), sufficient
amounts to build 3050 fission bombs. In
1998, Pakistan
commissioned the
Khushab research
reactor, which is
capable of yielding
10-15kg of weaponsgrade plutonium
annually. According
to the United States,
China helped

10,538,000
India embarked on
a nuclear power
program in 1958
and a nuclear
explosives program
in 1968. Following
a test of a nuclear
device in May
1974, and five
additional nuclear
weapon-related
tests in May 1998,
India formally
declared itself a
nuclear weapon
state. New Delhi's
stock of weaponsgrade plutonium is
estimated to be
between 240395kg, which
depending on the
sophistication of
the warhead design,
could be used to
manufacture 40-90
simple fission
weapons.
According to
Indian government
sources, India is
capable of building
a range of nuclear
weapon systems
ranging from
"…low yields to
200 kilotons,

months for enlisted
men, 21 months for
enlisted women, 48
months for
officers; reserve
obligation to age
41-51 (men), 24
(women)
16 tanks
$1,630,930.00
thousand
15,985,000
Israel has the most
advanced nuclear
weapons program
in the Middle East.
David Ben Gurion,
Israel's first prime
minister,
clandestinely
established the
program in the late
1950s to meet the
perceived
existential threat to
the nascent state.
The program
allegedly is
centered at the
Negev Nuclear
Research Center,
outside the town of
Dimona. Based on
estimates of the
plutonium
production
capacity of the
Dimona reactor,
Israel has
approximately
100-200 nuclear
explosive devices.
Officially, Israel
has declared that it
will not be the first
to introduce
nuclear weapons in
the Middle East;
however, it has not
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Pakistan by
providing nuclearrelated materials,
scientific expertise,
and technical
assistance. Islamabad
conducted nuclear
tests in May 1998,
shortly after India
conducted its own
weapon tests and
declared itself a
nuclear weapon state.
Pakistan is not a
signatory to the
Treaty on the NonProliferation of
Nuclear Weapons
(NPT).

SOURCE:

involving fission,
boosted-fission,
and two-stage
thermonuclear
designs." India is
not a member of
the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT).

signed the Treaty
on the NonProliferation of
Nuclear Weapons
(NPT). Israel's
possession of
nuclear weapons
and its policy of
declaratory
ambiguity have led
to increased
tensions in current
Middle East peace
discussions and
arms control
negotiations. In
July 2004,
however, Israel
accepted a visit
from International
Atomic Energy
Agency director
Mohamed
ElBaradei. Israeli
officials continue
assert that they will
address
disarmament only
after a
comprehensive
Middle Eastern
peace is obtained,
and to deny
international
inspection of the
Dimona nuclear
complex.
The Nuclear Threat Initiative http://www.nti.org/
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